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PREFACE 

The topic of this book is the ancient history of the main language families of Mainland 
Southeast Asia: Kadai, Miao-Yao, Austroasiatic and Sino-Tibetan. Although divided by 
modem political and cultural borders, from a historical perspective these languages form a 
united body. Understanding the origins and formation of this body of languages, their 
relationships with each other, and their relationships with the Austronesian languages, 
constitutes one of the most intriguing and challenging problems of modem comparative 
linguistics: Southeast Asian prehistory. 

The linguistic area to be discussed in this book includes vast territories of modem China, 
Vietnam, Laos, Kampuchea, Malaysia, Burma and some parts of North-East India. Many 
hundreds of local languages are in constant interaction, and have been for centuries, giving 
rise to the complex mosaic we see today. Any suggestion that the author is going to explicate 
the origins of this mosaic is clearly premature: a detailed discussion of the whole topic is not 
yet possible, due to (i) the limited information available on most Southeast Asian languages, 
and (ii) the lack of comparative studies in the area. Consequently, I by no means claim that 
any final solution is given in this book. My goals are much more modest: 

to present my reconstructions of two languages families of the area: 

Proto Kadai (2. 1 )  and 
Proto Miao-Yao (3.2); 

to discuss the results of comparative studies of two other families: 
Austroasiatic (3 . 1 )  and 
Sino-Tibetan (4); 

to evaluate genetic claims connecting these families: 

Austro-Tai hypothesis (2.2), 

Miao-Austroasiatic and Austric hypotheses (3.3) and 

Sino-Austronesian hypothesis (4); 

to outline the main features of the linguistic prehistory of Southeast Asia (5) 

This book has had an unhappy history. The first draft was written at the beginning of the 
80s, and in 1 984 it was distributed amongst colleagues in Russia and in the United States. 
That same year the manuscript (in Russian) was accepted for publication by the "GaJavanija 
Redakcija Vostochnoj Literatury" of the 'Nauka' Publishing House in Moscow. All the 
editing work and other preparations for publication were made by 1 989, but following my 
migration to Australia in 1990, the publishers refused to print the book. Thus I have 
translated the text into English with a few minor changes, so that I am able to present it to an 
audience. In the preparation of the translation I have tried to limit myself mostly to the facts 
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and literature available to me when the original text was written. Due to the long delay in 
publication, several of the ideas presented here are no longer novel; the attentive reader will 
notice several cases of this type. 

This is a pleasant opportunity for me to thank all my friends who have shared their interest 
and knowledge of l inguistics with me, and who have also helped me with their advice. 
Without Vladimir Antonovich Dybo, Evgenij Khelimsky, Aleksej Alekseevich Moskalev, 
DIo Sirk, Mikhail Viktorovich Sofronov, Sergej Starostin and Sergej Evgenjevich Jakhontov 
in Russia, and Mark Durie and Nick Evans of the University of Melbourne, this work would 
never have been finished. David Bradley helped me with his good advice and books not 
otherwise accessible. Jim Matisoff shared with me his knowledge of the area and made some 
valuable comments. I also want to express my gratitude to people who worked with me on 
the translation: Robert Handelsmann, Neile Kirk, and especially Mark Cerin, who read and 
significantly improved the whole text. My wife, Elena, has given me her priceless support 
during all the years of writing, rewriting and translating the book. 
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CHAPTER 1 

METHODOLOGICAL PRELIMINARIES 

The comparative linguistic method remains the only reliable tool for investigating linguistic 
prehistory. Its successful application to different language families all over the world shows 
that the method can be used in the study of any sufficiently described language family, 
regardless of idiosyncratic phonological, grammatical and other features. 

The comparative method includes several obligatory steps. These are of special importance 
when a 'new' language family (a family without extensive comparative tradition) is 
investigated. Let us review them briefly.! 

The first step is the selection of the languages which will form the basis of the study. In 
dealing with 'new' families we usually find that only a limited number of the languages in the 
family are represented by reliable and sufficient data. For example, only about ten to twenty 
per cent of Sino-Tibetan languages can be used for full-scale comparative research. The use 
of lesser known languages can lead to unsupported claims.2 Accordingly, it seems 
reasonable in the early stages of investigation to deliberately limit the scope of the research, 
concentrating primarily on better known languages. 

An internal reconstruction should be applied to each of the selected languages, especially if 
the language has a long written tradition. One cannot use, say, Chinese, without 
reconstructing Archaic Chinese. This reconstruction must be conducted absolutely 
independently from the subsequent comparative research. For example, Shafer's (1974) 
hypothesis of a Tai-Chinese relationship, later dismissed, was primarily based on Middle 
Chinese reconstructions instead of more archaic Old Chinese ones. 

The comparative method requires a thorough comparison of each pair of the languages 
involved. 'Mass' comparison, in which a word from language A is compared with a word 
from language B, while another word of A is compared with a word from language C 
without any attempt to find its counterpart in language B, is not a valid procedure. All 

2 

This approach, based on formalisation of the standard procedure of comparative linguistics, was 
developed by members of the Moscow Nostratic Seminar, which included (in the late 1970s and early 
1 980s) A. Dolgopolsky, V. Dybo, A. Dybo, E. Khelimsky, A. Militarev, S. Nikolaev, 1. Peiros and 
S. Starostin among others. Unfortunately, no general description of this approach has ever been 
published, but its application can be seen in Nikolaev and Starostin's ( 1994) comparative North
Caucasian dictionary, Peiros and Starostin's ( 1996) comparative Sino-Tibetan dictionary, and in various 
publications on the comparative phonology of different language families. I bear the sole responsibility 
for the explicit formulation of these principles here, and any inaccuracies are my own. 
A good example is the role played by Tsou, and other poorly known Formosan languages, in 
Austronesian comparative phonology. Two phonemes of these languages, c and t ,  are usually treated as 
evidence for two different Austronesian phonemes (*C and *t), but thorough analysis of the Tsouic data 
shows that the phonemes are in complimentary distribution and can be traced back to one proto 
phoneme (peiros 1994a). 

1 
Peiros, I. Comparative Linguistics in Southeast Asia. 
C-142, x + 329 pages. Pacific Linguistics, The Australian National University, 1998.   DOI:10.15144/PL-C142.1 
©1998 Pacific Linguistics and/or the author(s).  Online edition licensed 2015 CC BY-SA 4.0, with permission of PL.  A sealang.net/CRCL initiative.
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comparisons should be conducted between pairs of languages (A and B, B and C, A and C, 
etc.), and the overall investigation should include a thorough comparison for each of the 
possible pairings of the chosen languages. The reasons for this requirement are clear: the aim 
of a proper comparative study is to find regular patterns which connect the systems of all 
languages under investigation, in order to reconstruct the ancestral protolanguage. This 
necessitates a knowledge of relationships between the systems of all languages under 
investigation. Only a comparison of each and every pair of these languages, one by one, is 
sure to discover all possible connections between their systems. Completeness is thus a 
central principle in modem comparative studies. 

The end product of a preliminary investigation of a particular group of languages is a 
representative list of comparisons which include similar morphemes found in these 
languages. Such a list is the only valid starting point for proper comparative research. 
Typological, grammatical or other considerations cannot substitute for it: morphemic 
similarities, and comparative phonology based on them, are the starting point for comparative 
research into grammar, syntax and etymology. 

At the first stage of investigation, there may be various reasons for similarities among the 
morphemes found in lexical comparisons: chance, borrowing or common genetic origin. To 
ensure that we are talking about genetically related languages, a reasonably large portion of 
the morphemic similarities uncovered should exist between members of the so-called core 
lexicon. Core morphemes are usually resistant to substitution from borrowing, in contrast to 
the cultural lexicon where borrowing is much more likely (see discussion in Peiros 1997b). 
Resistance to borrowing is a tendency rather than an absolute rule, and loans into the core 
lexicon also can be found in any language. The tendency is, however, very strong, and 
similarity between core morphemes is likely to indicate genetic relationship. 

There are two major ways to compile a list of comparisons between languages. One way 
is simply to find a sufficient number of comparisons to establish phonological 
correspondences between the languages. The other possibility is to conduct a systematic 
search through the languages, to find all possible comparisons between them. The result of 
this procedure is a complete list of comparisons with forms found in any two or more of the 
languages chosen for the investigation. In this book I try to follow the second approach, and 
for the language families discussed below, I have (I hope) complete or near-complete sets of 
comparisons found by myself or by other scholars who have studied these languages. 

Comparisons are used as a database for establishing systematic phonological 
correspondences, which connect the phonological systems of the languages and are traces of 
various features of the phonology of the protolanguage. For the Southeast Asian languages 
we can talk about four types of systematic correspondences: 

3 

(1) correspondences of syllabic structure (such as 'monosyllabic morphemes in 
language A correspond to the first syllable of disyllabic morphemes in language B'); 

(2) consonantal correspondences for prefixes, suffixes, or initials, medials and 
terminals of major syllables;3 

In this book I use the following terminology, based on the Sino-Tibetan tradition. A morpheme can be 
formed by up to three parts: an obligatory major syllable, and an additional prefix and/or suffix.  Both 
prefixes and suffixes are treated here as phonological parts of a morpheme. No grammatical meanings 
are a priori connected with these 'affixes'. The major syllable includes an initial consonant (initial), a 
vocalic part, and possibly a final consonant (terminal). The vocalic part and terminal together are 



(3) vocalic correspondences for major syllables; 

(4) tonal correspondences (if any). 
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Often there are correlations between correspondences of different types: a certain tone may 
be found only in syllables with aspirated initial consonants, or long vowels may occur only 
in stressed syllables. 

The set of phonological correspondences for a group of languages may be considered 
adequately defined only if the correspondences can be applied simultaneously to all parts of 
the morphemic syllable structure - initial consonants, vowels, and so on - rather than to just 
one part of the morpheme, for instance just the terminal. This condition is of great importance 
in the study of 'new' families because simultaneous application allows the discovery of 
correlations between correspondences which might otherwise be overlooked. 

It is generally accepted that languages are genetically related if they can be traced back to 
the same common ancestor. This means that strictly speaking if we want to demonstrate that 
languages A and B are related, what we need to do is to present their ancestor, language C. 
With few exceptions, C will be a protolanguage, whose system is reconstructed through the 
comparative method via a comparison of its daughter-languages. This leads us to a vicious 
circle: to prove that the languages are related we need a reconstructed proto language , but to 
reconstruct it we need to know which languages are related. To overcome this contradiction 
we need a working definition of genetic relatedness which does not include the notion of 
protolanguage. 

There is no doubt that related languages should always reveal certain similarities which are 
traces of their common origin. Such similarities between languages may be functional and/or 
material. In the case of pure functional similarities, certain parts of the languages' 
grammatical systems are organised similarly. For example, the languages may distinguish 
identical sets of noun classes, although the forms of the grammatical morphemes used to 
mark the classes may be quite different. As systemic features and their particular 
combinations do not appear at random, it is not totally impossible that these functional 
similarities indicate genetic relationship. It is, however, also possible that they are results of 
areal influences, typological universals and other non-genetic factors. For this reason, 
functional similarities should never be used as the sole piece of evidence for genetic 
relationship. The main body of evidence must be constituted by material similarities. These 
include similarities between morphemes of the languages, sometimes together with similar 
irregularities found in the languages, like the similarities between English and German 
irregular verbs drink, drank, drunk and trinken, trank, getrunken. It is very unlikely that such 
irregularities would be borrowed, or result from independent development. Therefore, they 
seem to be very convincing indications of possible genetic relationship. Unfortunately, 
however, they are often difficult to find, and genetic claims are generally based primarily on 
morphemic similarities and conclusions drawn from them. That is why a list of comparisons 
(similar morphemes found in the languages under investigation) is absolutely crucial and 
without it no genetic claim can be substantiated by means of comparative linguistics. 

Before taking the next step in our discussion, we need to clarify several notions. In a 
comparative study where the history and relationships between the languages are known: 

sometimes called the 'rhyme'. Major syllables may also have a medial consonant following the initial. 
Some languages distinguish several tones in major syllables. 
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• morphs are called genetically related if they all result from the direct and uninterrupted 
development of the same morph of the protolanguage. This morph is called their 
protomorph (protoJorm). 

• morphs which can be traced back to the same protomorph are called cognates. 

a set of cognates which have developed from a single protoform is called an 
etymology. An etymology thus includes only forms which are genetically related to 
each other, and which are found in some or all of the languages under investigation. 

• morph a in language A is a reflex of the protomorph *<1>, if a is the result of direct 
historical development of *<1> in language A. 

• phoneme a in language A is a reflex of the protophoneme *<1>, if a is the result of 
direct historical development of *<1> in language A. 

If the history and relationship between the languages is not yet known: 

• similar morphs in those languages are called resemblances. There are various reasons 
why the morphs may be similar: they could be cognates, borrowings, or even chance 
similarities. 

• a set of resemblances found in the languages is called a comparison. No substantial 
claims can be made about the origins of a comparison. An etymology is a particular 
type of comparison, one which includes only genetically related morphs. 

Using the notions of etymology (a set of genetically related cognates) and comparison (a 
set of resemblances which are not necessarily genetically related), we can say that two 
languages are genetically related if: 

(i) there is a sufficient number of lexical comparisons, constituted by resemblances 
found in these languages; 

(ii) it can be demonstrated that these comparisons are etymologies in the strict sense, 
rather than the result of borrowings or chance similarities. 

As the only accepted way to demonstrate the genetic nature of a comparison is to show 
that its resemblances are connected by systematic phonological correspondences, provision 
of a list of such correspondences is an obligatory element in the proof of a genetic 
relationship. It is important to distinguish the notions of systematicity and regularity of 
correspondences. Regular phonological correspondences are those which are supported by a 
sufficient number of examples. They can connect phonemes in comparisons based on 
borrowing, as well as those based on genetic relationship: a set of regular phonological 
correspondences between unrelated Chinese, Japanese, and Vietnamese is used for example 
in the reconstruction of Middle Chinese. Systematic correspondences may be regular, but 
may equally be found in only a few reliable examples. Their main feature is that each 
systematic correspondence is related to a distinction in the phonological system of the 
protolanguage. 

These considerations lead us to the following set of criteria for proof of genetic 
relatedness. Any well-proved genetic claim regarding a particular group of languages is based 
upon: 

(i) a sufficient number of comparisons consisting of resemblances found in these 
languages; 

(ii) a reasonable number of these comparisons belonging to the core lexicon; 
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(iii) a set of phonological correspondences between the phonological systems of the 
languages; 

(iv) the fact that these correspondences are represented in the comparisons included in 
the claim. 

In cases where data is limited and a set of phonological correspondences is not yet 
established, formal evidence of genetic relationship is still missing. Here, it is better to talk 
about 'possible' genetic relationships, rather than proven ones. 

Note that this definition specifically does not require identity of grammatical morphemes. 
In many Southeast Asian languages, grammatical morphemes barely exist in any case. For 
the families with old morphology we should be able to reconstruct ancestral grammatical 
morphemes on the basis of comparisons of attested grammatical morphemes. Such 
reconstructions, however, are not included in the obligatory requirements for proof of genetic 
relationship. 

Satisfaction of the four conditions set out above provides us with information sufficient 
for the phonological and lexical reconstruction of the proto language. Such reconstructions, 
however, do not fonn an essential part of the proof. 

With the list of phonological correspondences we can begin the phonological 
reconstruction using the procedure of 'step by step reconstruction'. We first reconstruct the 
most recent proto languages. These low level independently reconstructed systems are then 
used to reconstruct more ancient proto languages. These in turn can be used for other, even 
more ancient reconstructions. In principle, there are no limits on the number of such steps, 
and very ancient languages can be reconstructed in a process involving three or four 
consecutive steps back into the past. This is the case in the reconstruction of Proto Iranian, 
Proto Indo-Iranian, Proto Indo-European, and Proto Nostratic, for instance. It is important 
that the direction of this process is always from modern times to prehistory and not vice 
versa. 

I believe that phonological and lexical reconstructions are the most important elements in 
the reconstruction of a proto language, especially if we are dealing with the 'new' language 
families of Southeast Asia. Consequently, this book concentrates on problems of 
comparative phonology and lexicon. 

In discussing the results of comparative phonology and reconstruction, it is extremely 
important to realise that at least five types of protofonns can be found in the literature: real 
reconstructions, unstratified reconstructions, reflections, pre-reconstructions and ghost
reconstructions. (This rather vague terminology is mine). The most reliable are real 
reconstructions. They are obtained through the strict universal procedure of comparative 
linguistics: (i) their identification is based on the system of phonological correspondences and 
plausible semantic relationships, (ii) their reflexes are found in all or major languages of the 
family and (iii) they can be attributed with certainty to the protolanguage level. 

Sometimes a reconstruction is based on forms found in several languages and is 
confirmed by proper phonological correspondences, but it cannot be demonstrated that the 
form should be attributed to the protolanguage level, rather than to a later period of the 
family's history. In such cases we are dealing with an unstratified reconstruction which could 
belong either to the protolanguage of the whole family, or to one of its daughter 
protolanguages, or alternatively could result from the effect of unidentified local influences 
on some languages of the family. The status of unstratified reconstructions is similar to that 
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of protofonns reconstructed for different branches of the family: we do not know what level 
of genetic relationship they represent. 

If a morph is recorded in a language with a known history, but cognates are not found in 
other related languages, a linguist who believes that this morph was not borrowed can 
assume that its ancestor was present in the protolanguage, and a corresponding protofonn 
can be reconstructed. Such 'reflections' are less convincing than real or unstratified 
reconstructions, as there is usually no good reason why they should be attributed to the 
protolanguage level rather than to the level of one of its daughter (proto)languages. 

Two other types of protofonns found in the literature, pre-reconstructions and ghost
reconstructions, do not strictly speaking belong to comparative linguistics. Pre

reconstructions are not based on a proper set of phonological correspondences but only on 
the intuition of the linguist who introduced them. In working with language families where 
the comparative phonology is poorly understood, a linguist may bring together fragments of 
historical infonnation to gain an idea of how a protofonn might look. To transfonn such pre
reconstructions into real reconstructions, we need a detailed comparative phonology of the 
language family under consideration. Without it, pre-reconstructions can become a very 
treacherous tool of investigation. 

A ghost-reconstruction is the least reliable type of protofonn found in the literature. It is 
usually based on a single morph, sometimes marginally represented in the language, or 
simply on a mistake due to poor knowledge of the language's history. Such a morph, 
without sufficient comparative evidence, is treated as a trace of a protolanguage morpheme, 
giving rise to other equally unsupported claims. Obviously no serious conclusions can be 
made on the basis of such ghosts. 

All five types of protofonns are found in publications on Southeast Asian languages. 
Therefore, in discussing various reconstructions and protoforms suggested for these 
languages, I will always try to identify to which of these five groups a protoform belongs. 
This should aid us in our judgments not only about these protofonns, but also about the 
classifications and genetic claims based on them. 

Classifying related languages can be more problematic than doing a phonological 
reconstruction. A complete genetic classification of a family includes: 

1. reasons why the family has been identified; 

2 .  (i) identification of primary groups fonned by closely related languages; 
(ii) evidence supporting primary group identification; 
(iii) a genetic tree of the family; 
(iv) justification of the tree's structure. 

When dealing with well-known major languages, linguists usually know if these 
languages belong to the same primary group. It is generally accepted that Siamese and Lao 
should be kept together, but Mon and Khmer or Tibetan and Bunnese should not be included 
in the same primary group. A 'new' family is often represented by a set of primary groups, 
each including at least one major language together with languages which are obviously 
closely related to it. At the same time, there will be other languages which cannot be 
connected to these primary groups, their precise genetic affiliation being unknown. In this 
book I will present more or less clearly defined primary groups for the Kadai, Austroasiatic, 
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Miao-Yao and Sino-Tibetan language families, paying attention to the reasons for their 
identification. 

Primary groups combine to form language families. Although the structures of such 
families are often presented as genetic trees, the process of creating a genetic tree is not 
sufficiently formalised. There are two major methods for classifying related languages. The 
first is based on innovations, which are found in tightly related languages and are absent in 
more distantly related ones. Genuine innovations are the results of independent shared 
development, not borrowings or local features. Sets of innovations should differentiate one 
grou� of languages from another. In the literature one can find two different understandings 
of the term 'innovations'. According to one,4 an innovation is any structural change 
(including a merger) in a group of tightly related languages, which is not found in other 
languages of the family. Another understanding is based on the assumption that an 
innovation is not simply a structural change, but a new feature which appeared in a proto 
language and is retained in all its daughter languages but is not found in any sister proto 
languages. I prefer to operate with the second understanding, but often it is very difficult or 
even practically impossible to prove that a chosen feature is a real innovation and not (say) a 
local addition common to the languages spoken in a particular region. 

Another method of classifying languages is lexicostatistics. This method is based on 
interpretations of relative lexical retention rates across the members of a language family. 
Languages which systematically reveal higher percentages of shared forms are treated as 
being more closely related. In this book I apply lexicostatistics to classify language families; 
however, the procedure adopted differs considerably from what is usually called 
'lexicostatistics'.5 Major features of this modified method include the following: 

4 
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1. The diagnostic list is the standard 100-word list by Swadesh (see Appendix). The list 
is translated into all the languages chosen for classification, the most common 
unmarked form being taken as the translation for each item on the list. 

2 .  The investigation deals with morphs and not words. Thus, in a compound, we have 
two different morphs which can be connected with different morphs in other 
languages. 

3. A borrowing is treated as the absence of a word (0) and not as an absence of identity 
(-). Thus the diagnostic lists for different languages could be of different length. 

4. Etymological identity of forms is assessed on the basis of comparative phonology; 
thus, lexicostatistical classification should follow and not precede historical 
investigation. Two forms are called identical (+) if their meanings are precisely the 
same (they are the simplest translations of the same core meaning) and they can be 
traced back to the same form in the proto language. 

S. The starting point for classification is a matrix of percentages of shared etymologically 
identical morphemes in each pair of languages under consideration. A sample of such 
percentages is not sufficient. 

See, for example, the Austronesian classification by Blust ( 1 980 and subsequent publications), who 
explicitly formulated this approach in a conversation with me in 1 990. B lust treats mergers as 
innovations. 
The lexicostatistical method was very popular among the members of the Moscow Nostratic Seminar 
in the late 1 970s and early 1 980s. Mostly under the influence of Jakhontov, we tried to modify the 
method and to apply it to different groups of languages. Jakhontov, Khelimsky, Militarev, Peiros and 
other scholars participated in these discussions (peiros and Starostin, forthcoming). 
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6. Interpretation of this matrix of percentages leads to a classification. Reasonable 
explanations of all the percentages and their differences - including various higher 
and lower values - are obligatory. 

Starostin's software STARLING is based on these principles and provides an automatic 
classification of languages based on prior etymological identification by a linguist.6 In several 
cases the results of this automatic classification differ from what might be done manually. In 
these cases I give both classifications, with additional commentary. 

Unfortunately for some languages discussed in this work I do not have detailed historical 
data. I have decided to include a number of these in the lexicostatistical classifications, 
together with the better known languages. The positions of these languages within the 
classifications are uncertain, but I think that even these preliminary results can be of some 
use. 

A lexicostatistical matrix can also be used as 'negative' evidence: it is assumed that two 
languages cannot be specifically related if they do not have a high percentage of shared 
lexicon. The occurrence of a high percentage, however, does not necessarily indicate a closer 
genetic relationship within the family. Both 'positive' and 'negative' lexicostatistical evidence 
are used in this book. 

If lexicostatistical and innovation-based classifications are conducted properly, their 
results should be identical. However, for most Southeast Asian families lexicostatistical 
classification provides us with a genetic tree quite different from supposedly innovation
based classifications. In most cases the explanation of the differences can be found through a 
thorough examination of the parameters used in these classifications. Lexicostatistics is based 
on a matrix of percentages which is open to examination and reinterpretation, while other 
classifications usually do not include the sets of innovations supporting them. Further, they 
are often based on various additional considerations, including the geographical distribution 
of the languages. These factors exclude any fruitful discussion of the differences between 
lexicostatistical and other classifications. 

Glottochronology may be used to gain absolute datings of the disintegration of various 
proto languages. The procedure involves application of the glottochronological formula 
which connects the percentage of morpheme retention in a list with the time elapsed from the 
moment the list was formed. The list and the percentages are provided by lexicostatistical 
analysis. From the moment of its invention in the early 1950s (Swadesh 1952), glottochronology together with lexicostatistics was the subject of very intensive and severe 
criticism, which created a predominantly negative attitude to this approach. However, 
thorough revision of these methods, mostly by Starostin (1989a), has improved the 
glottochronological formula in such a way that it provides datings very similar to those which 
are traditionally given for such language families as Germanic, Slavonic, Romance, Chinese, 
Turkic, and others. There are no obvious mistakes in these datings, so one can assume that 
the formula is universally applicable, providing that proper lexicostatistical analysis for each 
language family has been done beforehand. It is still not sufficiently proved, however, that 
such datings will always be correct. The glottochronological part of STARLING has been used 
for all absolute datings given below. 

6 I want to express my great gratitude to Starostin, who provided me with the STARLING. All 
lexicostatistical calculations in this book have been done by this program. 
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As the lexicostatistical and glottochronological procedures accepted in this book differ 
considerably from methods with the same names used in many other publications, it is not 
surprising that the results of their application should be different from, and not directly 
comparable with, results presented elsewhere. At the same time, all classifications and 
datings given below are obtained with the same procedure, and can easily be compared with 
each other, even for unrelated or very remotely related languages. 

Prehistoric interpretation of linguistic data or the 'linguistic account of prehistory' involves 
correlation of the solutions to a number of different problems (Peiros 1994a, 1997a). It is 
based on localisation of the homelands of the protolanguages investigated, dating of the 
protolanguage dispersals, interpretation of linguistic contacts between the languages, and 
with their help, development of an understanding of the relationships between their speakers. 

A homeland can be localised in time and two different spaces: geographical and ecological. 
To localise a protolanguage homeland in geographical space one can use the method of 
'geographical pinpointing', which is based mainly on interpretation of the geographical 
distribution of the daughter languages. A region containing genetically diverse languages 
(presuming that they did not arrive there in a single wave of migration) is more likely to be 
the protolanguage's  homeland than a linguistically homogeneous region: other things being 
equaI,7 it is easier to assume long-term independent development of languages within a 
region than it is to propose several independent waves of migration bringing many distantly 
related languages to the same region. The pinpointing method depends upon a prior genetic 
classification of languages, as only such a classification can provide us with information 
about genetic relationships within a language family. Additional information can be obtained 
from proper names of different geographical objects (rivers, mountains, etc.) investigated in 
toponomy studies. In theory these names can be also found on a map and thus be useful in 
geographical pinpointing, but no reliable results of this type are known for Southeast Asia. 

The localisation in ecological space is based on the results of lexical reconstruction, and on 
the assumption that if a word is used in a language it means that its speakers know what it 
represents. (Note that the absence of a word does not necessarily mark the absence of the 
corresponding idea.) An analysis of reconstructed words can provide us with some 
information about the world of the protolanguage speakers. This assumption is widely used 
for all types of cultural interpretation in comparative linguistics, and in fact the protolanguage 
lexicon is the main source of data for any cultural reconstruction. However, there are some 
general problems concerning lexical reconstructions and their ability to provide the necessary 
information. 

A protolanguage's lexicon provides us with information about the natural environment in 
which the language was spoken: its geographical, climatic, floral and zoogeographical zones. 
Each zone has some specific features which may be reflected in the lexicon under 
consideration. We can talk about the following groups of words associated with the 
environment: 

• 

• 

• 

7 

words for different wild plants endemic to a particular zone, like 'Siberian cedar', 
'mangrove' or 'mulga trees'; 
words for different wild animals, like 'crocodile', 'polar bear' or 'kangaroo'; 

words for specific natural phenomena, like 'monsoon' , 'Northern lights' or 
'earthquake' . 

We do not discuss here such hypotheses as language refuge zones. 
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A n  analysis of all of these words can in theory provide us with rather detailed information 
about the ecological zone (the intersection of geographic, climatic, floral and other zones) 
where a protolanguage would have been spoken. It is clear, however, that one cannot expect 
simply to find this zone on a map. Most environmental features would have been subject to 
drastic change over the time elapsed from the period of the proto language disintegration. 
Only extralinguistic data, such as from palaeoclimatology and palaeobotany, would make it 
possible to connect the reconstructed ecological zone with a particular region on the map at a 
given time. 

An analysis of the cultural protolexicon leads to hypotheses about cultural achievements of 
the speakers who used the protolanguages, and their contacts with other speech communities. 
These hypotheses in tum allow us to investigate the spread of cultural influences over 
geographical areas. 

The combination of all such hypotheses gives rise to a linguistic account of prehistoric life 
in the area.8 Such an account, based purely on linguistic data obtained through comparative 
procedures, can be further combined with archaeological and other accounts of prehistory, 
but in this book I will lirnit myself to linguistic matters. Our focus is upon linguistic accounts 
of the prehistory of Southeast Asia. 

8 More detailed discussion of this notion is provided in some of my papers: Peiros 1 994a, 1997a. 
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2.1 THE KADAI FAMILY 

CHAPTER 2 

AUSTRO-TAI LANGUAGES 

2.1.1 GENERAL INFORMATION 

There is no commonly accepted name for the language family which includes languages 
related to Siamese or Thai. Shafer (1974) used the term 'Daic' for this family, but I prefer to 
call it 'Kadai', following the suggestion by Haudricourt (1967) accepted by Benedict (1975, 
1990). 

The total number of the Kadai languages is little more than 40, so the family is relatively 
small. These languages are spoken in a comparatively restricted area which includes some 
southern provinces of China, North Vietnam, Laos, Thailand, parts of Burma and a small 
part of Northeast India. In Thailand and Laos, Siamese (or Thai) and Lao are the respective 
national languages. Zhuang is extensively used in China as is Shan in Burma, but most of 
the other Kadai languages are not widely spoken. 

The list of primary groups of the family includes: 1 

1. Zhuang-Tai (ZhT) group; 
2. Kam-Sui (KS) group; 
3. Li group; 

4. Ong Be (OB) language; 
5. Lakkja (Lk) language; 
6. Gelao group. 

Analysis of the Gelao group is rather difficult. There are several detailed descriptions of 
languages of this putative group (Materialy 1979; He 1983; Zhang 1993). These descriptions 
are not consistent with each other, nor with other available data (Zhang 1982; Liang 1990a, 
1990c; Bonifacy 1908). A Gelao reconstruction is still missing. 

Liang (1990a) believes that the structure of the Gelao group is: 

The position of the recently discovered Biao language (Zhang 1989) is not quite clear. 

11 
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Ge-Yang Branch 

� GelaO 

Ge-Chi - Lachi 

< Yi 

Yang-Biao 

Pubiao 

< Buyang 
Bu-Rong 

Yerong 

which confirms the hypothesis put forward by Jakhontov (1977b, 1987). It is quite possible, 
however, that these languages do not form a single group, and could instead be classified 
into several different groups. Some preliminary discussion of connections between Gelao 
and the main body of Kadai languages is contained in Edmondson and Thurgood (1992). 

Much discussion of the classification of the whole Kadai family has been conducted by 
two scholars, Benedict and Haudricourt. In 1966 the former suggested the following scheme 
(Benedict 1975:32), although he provided no motivation for it: 

Kadai 

Li 

Laqua 

Kelao 

Lati 

Kam-Sui 

Ong-Be 

Thai 

A reinterpretation of the classification is suggested by Haudricourt (1967:182): 



Kadai 

Kam-Sffi E 
'---

'---

L-- Zhuang That r------------

Thai 

Thai 1----

Kelao 

Lati 

Laqua 

Li 

Lakkja 

Then 

Kam 

Mak 

Sui 

Be 

Sek 

Zhuang 

Caolan 

Tay (Nun g) 

Siamese 

Shan 

Khun 

Lu 

Lao 

WhiteTai 

Black Tai 

13 

On this account, the family is subdivided into four main branches of equal status: 
GelaolLati, LilLaqua, Lakkja, and a fourth branch containing Kam-Sui, Ong Be, Saek and 
Zhuang-Tai subbranches. Haudricourt does not provide reasons for the adoption of this 
particular structure. 

Thurgood (1994:362, see also 1985a:3) has published the following revision of 
Benedict's classification, again without justifications: 
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Gelao 
Lati 

Li 
Laqua,Laha 

Lakkja 
Kam-Sui 

,--------- Ong Be 

Zhuang group: 
Saek 
Zhuang 
Buyi 
Yay 

Nung group: 
Tho 
Nung 
Lungming 

Tai-Shan group: 
Siamese 
Lao 
WhiteTai 
Black Tai 
Shan 
Ahom 
Lii 

This classification is quite different from the previous one, as it postulates a binary 
structure for the family tree and incorporates Li Fang-kuei's classification of Zhuang-Tai 
languages (Li 1959, 1977). 

Using the standard procedure of glottochronology, Gokhman (1980) hypothesised that the 
Kadai languages began to disintegrate about 2,700-3,000 years ago, and that the genetic tree 
of the family consists of four branches of equal status: 

Zhuang-Tai 
Kam-Sui 
Ong Be 
Ii 

This classification is based on outmoded principles of lexicostatistical and lexicostatistical 
analysis (see Chapter 1) and requires modification. For a new version of the lexicostatistical 
classification I have chosen 15 Kadai languages with sufficiently known historical 
phonologies so that all entry indentifications are formally justifiable. As I am uncertain of the 
phonological history of the Gelao languages, they are omitted from this classification. 

The matrix of percentages obtained from this data is as follows (see Appendix A for the 
data): 
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WrS Lz Zhu Sae Ong Lak Mul Kam Mao Sui Ton Bao 

WrS x 77 76 80 60 49 46 56 47 56 46 47 

Longzhou 77 x 84 87 67 56 49 62 56 59 48 49 

Zhuang 76 84 x 92 61 64 54 66 59 61 50 51 

Saek 80 87 92 x 69 70 57 72 62 67 56 58 

Ong Be 60 67 61 69 x 52 41 52 44 48 46 45 

Lakkja 49 56 64 70 52 x 51 52 48 47 45 44 

Mulao 46 49 54 57 41 51 x 76 77 75 33 33 

Kam 56 62 66 72 52 52 76 x 85 82 39 40 

Maonan 47 56 59 62 44 48 77 85 x 81 33 34 

Sui 56 59 61 67 48 47 75 82 81 x 36 38 

Li Tongshi 46 48 50 56 46 45 33 39 33 36 x 89 

Li Baoding 47 49 51 58 45 44 33 40 34 38 89 x 

These results allow the postulation of the following tree (with datings) for the Kadai 
languages: 

500 BC 

Zhuang-Tai 
200 AD 

Tai Proper 
1200 BC 

Kadai 
1800 
BC 

Kam-Sui 
150 AD Proto Li 

850 AD 

n 
Siamese Longzhou Zhuang Saek Be Lakkja Sui Kam Maonan Mulam Tongshi Boading 
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A comparison of the classifications suggested by Haudricourt, Benedict!Thurgood and 
myself reveals the following points: 

1. Haudricourt and BenedictlThurgood discuss the Gelao languages, which are not 
included in my classification due to lack of data. 

2 .  Haudricourt treats the Li group as  equal to  other Kadai branches, while Benedict! 
Thurgood postulate its opposition to the rest of the family. The latter analysis is 
supported by lexicostatistics. 

3.  Contra to Haudricourt and BenedictlThurgood, the lexicostatistical classification 
identifies a group called here Tai Proper, which includes three branches: Zhuang
Tai/Ong Be, Lakkja and Kam-Sui. 

4. No special relationship between Lakkja and Kam-Sui can be postulated on the basis 
of lexicostatistical data, which contradicts the point of view presented by Benedict! 
Thurgood (see also discussion in Solnit 1988). 

4. According to BenedictJThurgood, Ong Be and Zhuang-Tai languages form a unit, and 
this claim is supported by lexicostatistics (see also Hansell 1988:285). 

5 .  Lexicostatistics connects Saek with Zhuang, confirming Li Fang-kuei's (1977) and 
Gedney's (1969/1989) treatment of the language, which was also accepted by 
Benedict/Thurgood. This contradicts the classification of Saek proposed by 
Haudicourt. 

Contacts with both Chinese and Vietnamese have played an important role in the history 
of the Kadai languages. Chinese influence has affected the different Kadai branches in 
different ways. In Proto Li there are practically no Chinese loans at all, and in the Li dialects, 
Chinese loans appeared relatively late. Contact between the Zhuang-Tai and Kam-Sui groups 
and Chinese seems to have begun after the disintegration of the protolanguages of both 
groups. One may assume that the extensive Chinese influence on Zhuang-Tai languages 
began in the first centuries AD (Jakhontov 1971), and extended to the Kam-Sui languages at 
about the same time. In both groups this influence is still very strong, especially for the 
languages spoken in China. Analysis of lexical correspondences shows quite clearly that 
loans initially came from Chinese, and it was only later that the Kadai languages began to 
influence Southern Chinese dialects. Representative lists of Chinese loans in the Zhuang-Tai 
languages have been collected (e.g. Prapin 1976; Starostin 1979) and the main phonological 
correspondences between Siamese and Chinese have been established. In contrast, the 
Chinese influence on the Kam-Sui languages has never been investigated thoroughly, and 
grammars of these languages contain little comment on the matter. We also know little about 
the Kadai loans in Southern Chinese dialects, another issue requiring further investigation 
(e.g. Oi-Kan Hashimoto 1976). 

Contact with Vietnamese probably started earlier than contact with Chinese. A traditional 
view, although one which has never been proven, is that Vietnamese has been strongly 
influenced by Tai languages. However, I have found Vietnamese loans in Proto Zhuang-Tai 
and Proto Kam-Sui, and it is possible that they exist also in Proto Li. Such loans are absent 
from both Proto Kadai and Tai Proper which suggests that the contact began after the 
disintegration of these protolanguages. In general, the relationship between Kadai and 
Vietnamese requires additional investigation. 

In the reconstruction of Tai Proper or Proto Kadai, we cannot use Zhuang-Tai, Kam-Sui 
or Li languages without first reconstructing the protolanguages of these groups. Ong Be and 
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Lakkja, however, are language isolates, and the only option is to use them in their modem 
forms. 

The lexicon of Ong Be, a language spoken in the northern part of Hainan island, is known 
quite well. The first large-scale collection of lexical data from the language was the dictionary 
compiled by Savina and published many years later by Haudricourt (Savina 1965). The 
publication included an external comparison of Ong Be conducted by the editor. Fifteen years 
later a much larger Ong Be dictionary was published by Hashimoto (1980a), who collected 
data during 1972 and 1973 in Hong Kong with the help of immigrants from Limkou. The 
latter dictionary has been used in this book. Liang Min (1981) published a short description 
of the Limkou dialect which basically supported the data collected by Hashimoto. An Ong Be 
wordlist is also given in Liang and Zhang (1996). An important feature of the Ong Be 
lexicon is the great number of modem Chinese loans which have replaced many common 
Kadai words. 

Lakkja is spoken in some villages of the Guangxi province of China. According to the 
official Chinese classification, Lakkja is used by people of Yao nationality, so all information 
about this language is contained in two Chinese publications regarding the languages of the 
Yao community (Anon 1959c; Mao et al. 1982; see also Zhang 1990a). The 1959 word list 
was later analysed by Haudricourt (1967), the first scholar to understand the importance of 
the language. 

2.1.2 ZHUANG-T AI LANGUAGES 

It appears that the Zhuang-Tai branch of Kadai may consist of three main language 
groups, as it was suggested by Li Fang-kuei (1977): 

1. Tai-Shan; 
2.  Nung; 
3. Zhuang-Saek. 

It is still not clear whether there are other groups which should be included as branches in 
the Zhuang-Tai branch. Haudricourt (1960) suggested that one such group could be formed 
by poorly known dialects of the Moncai area in Vietnam, but Strecker (1985) has shown that 
Haudricourt's data has an alternative explanation. 

The Tai-Shan group (Li Fang-kuei's 'Southwestern Tai group') includes all official Kadai 
languages, and languages with long written traditions such as Siamese, Lao and Ahom (an 
extinct language from Assam). Also belonging to this group are many modem languages or 
dialects which are relatively similar to each other and hence difficult to classify. There is no 
reliable genetic classification of this group. A dialectal Tai-Shan classification has been 
proposed by Jones (1965), who divided 39 languages and dialects into five branches. Brown 
(1985) mentions many more members of this group but does not present sufficient linguistic 
data on them. 

The phonological characteristics of all Tai-Shan languages, perhaps with the exception of 
Ahom, can be explained with the help of the traditional Tai orthography. 

Some of the Tai-Shan languages are quite extensively documented. There are many 
dictionaries and grammars of Siamese (e.g. Pallegoix 1854; Thiengburanathum 1986; Morev 
1964a, 1964b; Noss 1964; etc.) and of Lao (e.g. Marcus 1970; Bounmy 1983; Morev et al 
1982; Morev et al. 1972, etc.). Shan is also reasonably well documented, largely due to the 
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works of Cushing (Cushing 1888, 1914; Morev 1983). There are some modem publications 
on other Tai-Shan languages, such as Lti (More v 1978, etc.) and Ahom (Weidert 1979). 
However, there is still little known about many of the other languages and dialects of this 
group and it is quite possible that some remain to be discovered (see Chamberlain 1991 for a 
discussion of a new language of this group). 

The Nung group (the Central Tai group of Li Fang-kuei) includes several closely related 
languages or dialects. The best known are the Longzhou dialect (Li 1940; Wei & Dan 1980) 
and the dialect investigated by Gedney (Hudak 1991b). Other dialects of the group are 
discussed in publications on Nung (Savina 1924), Thai (Diguet 1895) and Tho (Diguet 
1910). There is also a Vietnamese-Nung dictionary which probably includes data from some 
different dialects (Hoang et al. 1974). The precise distribution and inner classification of 
these dialects are unknown. However, as many Chinese publications do not differentiate 
between Nung and Zhuang, it is possible to find information about the distribution of the 
Nung dialects in the survey of Zhuang dialects (Anon 1959b). For Vietnam and Laos such 
information is not available. 

The Zhuang group (the Northern Tai group of Li Fang-kuei) is mostly composed of 
dialects from Southern China, which are grouped by Chinese scholars into two different 
languages: Buyi and Zhuang. This distinction is based on geographical grounds and has not 
been justified linguistically. There are descriptions of different Zhuang dialects: the dialect of 
Wurning (Moskaljev 1971; Wei & Dan 1980), a dialect spoken in some villages near 
Wurning (Li 1956), the Poai dialect (Li 1957, 1977), Gedney's Yay (Hudak 1991b) , and the 
very detailed dialectal survey of that part of the Zhuang area which is included in Buyi 
(Anon. 1959b). At the same time, we still lack a reliable Zhuang dictionary; the old 
dictionary of Dioi (Esquirol & Williatte 1908) is phonetically inadequate. The Zhuang
Chinese dictionary (1959) available to me includes Nung as well as Zhuang forms, and so it 
cannot be regarded as a true Zhuang dictionary. 

Saek, a language spoken in some villages of Thailand and Laos, is unfortunately still 
relatively unknown. The information collected by Haudricourt (1963, 1976) and Gedney 
(1969) demonstrates the presence of archaic features in Saek phonology, confirming the 
importance of the language in the historical study of the Kadai family. A short grammar and 
vocabulary of Saek were published by Morev (1988), and were followed by data collected 
by Gedney (Hudak 1993). 

Several scholars have undertaken comparative study of the Zhuang-Tai group. Wulff 
(1934) was the first to try to establish phonological correspondences between the Zhuang-Tai 
languages; his results of are now of historical interest only. Haudricourt studied Zhuang-Tai 
and other Kadai languages for many years (e.g. Haudricourt 1948, 1956), and the results of 
his research were published as part of Shafer's (1974) 'Introduction to Sino-Tibetan'. 
Although Haudricourt included many different Kadai groups in his comparisons, he 
concentrated largely on evidence from Zhuang-Tai languages, and his reconstruction can thus 
be regarded as a Zhuang-Tai reconstruction. Unfortunately Haudricourt did not have 
adequate data for many languages, particularly for the Nung and Zhuang groups, so some 
aspects of his reconstruction are not reliable. 

The first detailed and well-grounded Zhuang-Tai reconstruction was published in 1977. It 
was written by Li Fang-kuei, who was at that time perhaps the leading figure in the field, 
having already published some very important articles on the reconstruction of Zhuang-Tai, 
as well as descriptions of other Kadai languages (Li 1940, 1943, 1948, 1957, 1966-68). 
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The reconstruction was based on a fonnal comparison of three Zhuang-Tai languages, each 
representative of one of the three main branches of the group: modem Siamese for the Tai
Shan branch, Longzhou for the Nung branch and Poai for the Zhuang branch. The 
Longzhou and Poai dialects had been described by Li Fang-kuei himself. In order to avoid 
mistakes which might arise from the irregular development of forms in the chosen dialects, 
Li Fang-kuei constantly added data from perhaps all other known Zhuang-Tai languages: 
Lao, Shan, Ahom, Nung, Tho, Thai, Dioi and others. As Li Fang-kuei did not have 
sufficient Saek data, infonnation from this language was included only occasionally. 

The emphasis on well-documented languages, and the process of thorough comparison, 
allowed Li Fang-kuei to achieve unique results for South Eastern Asian linguistics: a 
verifiable set of phonological correspondences between the chosen languages. Three key 
features of the reconstruction are: 

(1) a comparative Zhuang-Tai lexicon which includes about one thousand roots, almost 
all of which are represented in all branches of the group; 

(2) well attested phonological correspondences which connect these roots; and 

(3) the first full and non-contradictory reconstruction of the protolanguage. One 
problematic feature of the reconstruction is Li Fang-kuei's incorrect assumption that 
the Zhuang-Tai group is genetically related to Chinese. On this basis, Li treated 
Chinese loans as original roots, and some of his phonological correspondences are 
derived from these loans. However, the remarkable feature of this work is that it is 
completely explicit, and one can simply disregard the loans and then reinterpret the 
system. 

Li Fang-kuei's analysis of the tone systems of Zhuang-Tai languages shows that the tones 
of all modem languages can be traced back to three proto language tones: * A, *B and *c. In 
syllables with final stops, Li reconstructed the tone *D, representing a neutralisation of the 
three main tones which occurs only in this particular type of syllables. Tones * A, *B and *C 
are maintained in the traditional Siamese writing system. The tone *D is not distinguished 
there from the tone *A and neither of them are specially marked. Sagart ( 1 989:89) has 
proposed the following reconstruction of Zhuang-Tai tones: 

Proto Tone 
*A 
*B 
*C 
*D 

Proposed reconstruction 
Syllables ending in a sonorant, modal voice. 
Syllables ending in a glottal stop, modal voice. 
Syllables ending in a sonorant, creaky voice 
Syllables ending in an oral stop, modal voice 

The difference between voiced and voiceless initial consonants has influenced the 
development of tones in modem languages (Li 1977). Linguists often speak about two series 
of tones: one consisting of the tones developed in syllables with voiceless initials (I), and the 
other corresponding to the tones developed in syllables with voiced initials (IT). These series 
were in complementary distribution while the initial consonants maintained a voiced/voiceless 
distinction, but when this opposition was lost the tonal variants became contrastive. It is 
possible that the tone series began to separate in different languages at different times. In 
traditional Siamese orthography the two series are not distinguished, which suggests that in 
the period when the script was adopted for the language, the opposition of these series was 
irrelevant at least phonologically. 
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According to Li Fang-kuei, the tonal correspondences between Siamese, Longzhou and 
Poai are: 

Proto ZhT tones WrS tones Tonal series Lz tones Poai tones 

I 1 116 
*A A 

II 2 2 

I 5 5 
*B B 

II 6 6 

I 3 3 
*C C 

II 4 4 
I 7 7 

*D D 
II 8 8 

In Poai, tone 6 as a reflex of *A appears in syllables with glottalised initials. Phonetically, 
Poai has four reflexes of *D depending on the length of the vowel in the syllable: tone 7 
occurs in syllables with short vowels and 9 in syllables with long vowels in series I, and 8 
and 10 are the corresponding tones in series II. At the phonological level, however, there is 
no need to maintain the distinction. 

Table 2.1 gives the system of initials for Proto Zhuang-Tai. 

TABLE 2.1: PROTO ZHUANG-TAl INITIALS 

*p *ph *b *?b *m *hm *f *v *w *hw 
*p1 *ph1 *b1 

*phr *br 
*r-m 

*t *th *d *?d *n *hn *5 *z *1 *h1 
*thr *?dr *r 
*r-t *r-th *r-d *r-n *r-1 
*C-t *m-1 
*P-t *P-d *P-?d 
*c *3 *]1 *h]1 *j *?j 
*k *kh *g *?g *1) *h1) *x *y 
*k1 *khl *gl 

*khr *gr 
*r-kh 
*khw *gw *1)W *xw *yw 
*h *'1 
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The main difference between this reconstruction and that of Li Fang-kuei lies in my 
analysis of initial clusters with presyllabic *r-, *C- and *P-. Let us first discuss cases with 
*r-. In Poai (and in all other Zhuang dialects) one finds *r- in positions where Tai-Shan and 
Nung language have other consonants: 

Proto ZhT TS Nung Zhuang Li's reconstruction 

*r-t *t *t *r *t1 
*r-th *h *th *r *thr 
*r-kh *h *kh *r *xr 
*r-n *n *n *r *n1lr 
*r-1 *1 *1 *r *d1 

It would be preferable to be able to account for all of these correspondences with one rule. 
They could be reconstructed with the medial *-r- but this would lead us to reconstruct the 
'strange' cluster *lr-. For this reason I prefer to postulate a presyllabic *r-, which is 
maintained in the Zhuang dialects and has been lost in all Tai-Shan and Nung languages. The 
patterns within the system allow me also to reconstruct the cluster *r-m: 

Proto ZhT TS Nung Zhuang Li's reconstruction 

*r-m *m *m *f *mw 

Once the presyllabic *r- has been included in the Proto Zhuang-Tai system, other 
presyllables may be reconstructed to explain other correspondences:2 

Proto ZhT Tai-Shan Nung Zhuang Li's 

reconstruction WrS lz Poai Wuming reconstruction 

*P-t t phj t r *pr 
*P-d d pj ll t Il - *vl 
*P- '?d '?d bj n '?d *'?b1Ir 
*C-t t h t r *tr 

Reconstruction of a presyllabic *P- is plausible, assuming differences in the development 
of *P-clusters across the three branches of the Zhuang-Tai family. In the Tai-Shan languages 
the second element of the clusters has been maintained (t, d or '?d). In the Nung languages the 
dental element became medial -j- which follows a labial stop. The occurrence of r- in the 
Wuming dialect in the first correspondence presents the possibility of reconstruction of a 
cluster with a presyUable; however, the evidence of the third correspondence prevents such a 
reconstruction. 

The phonological correspondences between Siamese, Longzhou and Poai have been 
established by Li Fang-kuei (1977). Longzhou and Poai are given below in the same form as 
in Li's book. For Siamese I prefer to give transliterations of the words, rather than their 
modem pronunciations. This idea of using the traditional and very archaic Siamese 
orthography, instead of modem transcriptions which are aberrant from a historical point of 
view, goes back to Wulff's (1934) reconstruction of Tai. 

2 II in Lz and Po indicates the second tonal series. 
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TABLE 2.2: CORRESPONDENCES OF ZHUANG-T AI INITIALS 

Proto ZhT WrS Lz Po Li reconstruction 

1. *p P P P *p 4.1 
2. *ph ph ph p ii *ph 4.2 
3. *b b p ii p ii *b 4.3 
4.  *?b ?b b m *?b 4.4 
5. *pl pl P pj *pl 5.2 
6. *phl ph phj pl *phllr 5.4 
7. *bl br pj II pj II *br 5.5 
8. *phr ph ph s rI *fr 5. 8 
9.  *br br pj II s rI *vr 5. 8 

10. *m m m ll m Il *m 4.5 
11. *hm m m m *hm 4.6 
12. *r-m m m ll fII *mw 4.5.1 
13. *f f ph f *f 4.7 
14. *v v fII fII *v 4.8 
15. *w w v II p ii *w 4.9 
16. *hw hw v v *hw 4.10 
17. *t t t t *t 6.1 
18. *th th th t ii *th 6.2 
19. *d d t ii t ii *d 6.3 
20. *?d ?d d n *?d 6.4 In Saek: d 
21. *thr th th S *thl 7.4 
22. *?dr ?d d n *?dllr 7. 8 In Saek: r 
23. *r-t t t 1 *tl 7.2 Proto Zhuang: *hr 
24. *r-th h h(1) 1 *thr 7.5 Proto Zhuang: *hr 
25. *r-d r I II HI *dr 7.7 Proto Zhuang: *r 
26. *C-t h *tr 7. 3 In Wuming: r 

In the Nung 
dialects: th 

27. *P-t t phj t *pr 5.3 In Wuming: r 
28. *P-d d pj II t Il  *vl 5.8 
29. *P-?d ?d bj n *?bllr 5.6 
30. *n n n ii n Il *n 6.5 
31. *hn hn n n *hn 6.6 
32. *r-n n n ii I II *n1lr 7.9 Proto Zhuang: *r 
33. *1 1 1 II 1 II *1 8.1 Proto Zhuang *1 
34. *h1 h1 1 1 *h1 8.2 Proto Zhuang *h1 
35. *r-1 1 I II I II *d1 7.6 Proto Zhuang *r 
36. *m-1 mVl-mJ m Il mj Il *mllr 5.7 
37. *r r I II I II *r 8.3 Proto Zhuang *r 
38. *- *hr 8.4 
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39 .  *s s I I *s 9. 1 
40. *z z I II I II *z 9 .2  
4 l .  * � c e e s *e 9 .3  
42 .  *- *eh 9.4 
43.  *3 *3 e ll s II *j 9 .5  
44. *Jl j j ll j ll *Jl 9 .6 In Wuming: Jl ll. 
45 .  *hJl hJl, hj j j *hJl 9 .7  In Wuming: Jl 
46. *j j j ll j ll *j 9 . 8  In Wuming: j II 
47.  *7j j,hj, 7j j j *7j 9 .9  
48 .  *k k k k *k 10 . 1 
49. *kh kh kh k *kh 10.2 
50.  *g g k IT k IT *g 10.3 
5 1 .  *7g gl kh k *kh 10 .2  
52 .  *k1 k1 kj e *k1 1 1 . 1  
53 .  *khl kh khj e *khl 1 1 .3 
54. *gl gl kj ll e ll *gl 1 l .5 
55 .  *- *kr 1 1 .2 
56 .  *khr kh khj,h e *khr 1 1 .4 In Wuming: r 

In the Nung 
dialects: kh 

57 .  *gr gr kj ll *gr 1 1 . 6  
58 .  *r-kh h h h *xr 1 l . 8  In Wuming: r 

In the Nung 
dialects: kh 

59.  *I) I) I) ll I) ll *I) 10.4 
60. *hI) hI) h h *hI) 10 .5  
6 l .  *- *I)llr 1 1 .7 
62 .  *x kh kh h *x 10 .6 
63.  *y g k II h ll *y 10 .7 
64. *- *kw 12 . 1 
65 .  *khw kh I kw IT *khw 1 2 .2 
66. *gw gw *gw 12 .3 In Wuming: kw II  
67 . *I)W w v II I) ll *I)w 1 2 .4 
68 .  *xw khw kh hlv(2) *xw 1 2 .5  
69. *yw gw v II h/v(2) II *yw 12 .6 
70. *7 7 7 7 *7 1 3 . 1  
7 l .  *h h h h *h 1 3 .2 

NOTES : 

1 .  *th is maintained in some Nung dialects like Tho and Tai. 
2 .  Initials of the Zhuang dialects are in complementary distribution before different vowels. 
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EXAMPLES : 

1 .  Proto ZhT *p WrS p Lz p Po P Li *p 4. 1 
'to come' *pajA pajA pap pap 

2 .  Proto ZhT *ph WrS ph Lz ph Po p H  Li *ph 4.2 
No good examples: 
'male' *phuC phuC phu3 pu4 
and Middle Chinese *pju 'male' 

3 .  Proto ZhT *b WrS b Lz p H  Po p H  Li *b 4.3 
No good examples, but compare: 
'elder sibling' *biT bjB pP pfl 

4 .  Proto ZhT *?b WrS ?b Lz b Po m Li *?b 4.4 
'shoulder' *?baB ?baB ba5 ma5 

5 .  Proto ZhT *pl WrS pI Lz pj Po pj Li *pI 5 .2  
In  Wuming: pi. 
'fish' *plaA plaA pjal pjal Wm plal 

6 .  Proto ZhT *phl WrS ph Lz phj Po pj Li *phllr 5.4 
In Wuming: pl. 
'rock' *phlaA phaA phjal Wm plal 

7 .  Proto ZhT *bl WrS br Lz pj II Po pj II Li *br 5.5 
'be separated' *bla:k bra:k pja:J<8 pja:J<8 

Li Fang-kuei has reconstructed *bl in three other cases: 

a) 'to slip and fall' WrS blat, Lz pjat8, Po pjat8. Evidence from these three languages 
supports such a reconstruction, but the forms of the other languages also given by Li 
Fang-kuei show that the original word was disyllabic: *balat Lao pha-Iaat7 and Vn 
trat 'fall' . 

b) The comparison 'to climb' is perhaps erroneous as the Nung dialects show the proto 
form *hmenB while the form in the Zhuang dialects could be traced back to *blenA . 

c) The third word 'betel' (WrS bluB) is widely used in different South-East Asian 
languages (Old Vietnamese blau, etc.) and is perhaps a Mon-Khmer loan. 

8 .  Proto ZhT *phr WrS ph Lz ph Po HI Li *fr 5 .8 
Only one example: 
'to tie' *phru:k phu:k phu:k7 su:J<8 
but compare Vn bu(jc, 'id' with a good MK etymology 

9 .  Proto ZhT *br WrS br Lz pj II Po HI Li *vr 5 .8  
'evening meal' *brauA brauA pjau2 sau2 
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10 .  Proto ZhT *m WrS m Lz m ll Po m ll Li *m 4.5 
'yam' *maNA manA man2 man2 

1 1 . Proto ZhT *hm WrS hm Lz m Po m Li *hm 4.6 
'dog' *hmaA hmaA mal mal 

1 2 .  Proto ZhT *r-m WrS m Lz m ll Po fll Li *mw 4.5 . 1  
'hand' *r-miA miA mi2 fir:? 

1 3 .  Proto ZhT *f WrS f Lz ph Po f Li *f4.7 
'cloud' *f[aF fae phil fi3 

14 .  Proto ZhT *v WrS v Lz fll Po fll Li *v 4.8 
'fire' *vajA vajA faP fi2 

1 5 .  Proto ZhT *w WrS w Lz v ll Po p II Li *w 4.9 
The reality of this initial is dubious, as it  is represented mostly in loans. But compare: 
'fan' *wiA wiA vP pP 

16 .  Proto ZhT *hw WrS hw Lz v Po v Li *hw 4. 10 
A rare initial. 
'sweet' *hwa:nB hwa:nB va:n5 va:n5 

1 7 .  Proto ZhT *t WrS Lz Po t Li *t 6. 1 
'maternal 
grandmother' * taA taA tal tal 

1 8 .  Proto ZhT *th WrS th Lz th Po t ll Li *th 6.2 
'dense' *thiB thiB thi5 ti6 

1 9 .  Proto ZhT *d WrS d Lz t ll Po t ll Li *d 6.3 
'stomach' *do:rF do:rF to:if tuif 

20. Proto ZhT *?d WrS ?d Lz d Po n Li *?d 6.4 
In Saek: d 
'nose' *?darf ?dar:f daI/ naI)l Saek daOl [M]. 

2 1 .  Proto ZhT *thr WrS th Lz th Po s Li *th1 7 .4 
Zhuang dialects show reflexes of *-r- (cf. *phr, *br-). 
'to ask' *thra:f1'I. tha:f1'I. tha:ml sa:ml 

22. Proto ZhT *?dr WrS ?d Lz d Po n Li *?dllr 7 .8 
Saek r. 
'bone' *?dru(:)k kra- ?du:k duk7 no:k7 Saek ro:k7 
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23 .  Proto ZhT *r-t WrS Lz Po I Li *tl 7.2 
Proto Zhuang *r. 
'banana leaf' *r-to:.rf to:.rf to:1/ 10:1/ Wm ror/ 

24. Proto ZhT *r-th WrS h Lz h Po 1 Li *thr 7.5 
Proto Zhuang *r. Some Nung dialects (Tho, Tai) maintain *-th. 
'head louse' *r-thauA hauA haul laul Tho thaul 

25 .  Proto ZhT *r-d WrS r Lz I II Po I II Li *dr 7.7. 1 
*r-d differs from *r only through reflexes in Lz. 
'root' *r-da:k ra:k la:](8 1a:](8 

26 .  Proto ZhT *C-t WrS Lz h Po Li *tr 7.3 
In Wurning: r-; in the Nung dialects: th-. 
'eye' *C-t.0 t.0 hal tal Wm ral ,  

Tho thal 

27 .  Proto ZhT *P-t WrS Lz phj Po Li *pr 5 .3 
In Wurning: r-. 
'to expose Wm ra:k7 
to the sun' *P-ta:k ta:k phja:k7 ta:k7 Tho tha:k7 

28 . Proto ZhT *P-d WrS d Lz pj Il Po t il Li *v1 5.8 
Only one example: 
'ashes' *P-dauB dauB pjaLP taLP 

29.  Proto ZhT *P-?d WrS ?d Lz bj Po n Li *?bllr 5 .6 
'moon' *P-?dianA ?dianA bi:nl ni:nl 

30 Proto ZhT *n WrS n Lz n il Po n Il Li *n 6.5 
'to sit' *narj3 nar}3 narJ5 narJ5 

3 1 .  Proto ZhT *hn WrS hn Lz n Po n Li *hn 6.6 
'face' *hnac hnac na3 na3 

32 .  Proto ZhT *r-n WrS n Lz n il Po i ll Li *nilr 7.9 
Proto Zhuang *r. 
'water' *r-namC namc narrfl larrfI 

33 .  Proto ZhT *i WrS i Lz i ll Po i ll Li *1 8 . 1  
Proto Zhuang *1 
'blood' *liat iiat li:t8 h:t8 
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34.  Proto ZhT *h1 WrS h1 Lz 1 Po 1 Li *h1 8 .2 
Proto Zhuang *h1. 
'grandchild' *h1a:nA h1a:nA la:n1 1a:n1 

35. Proto ZhT *r-l WrS 1 Lz 1 II Po 1 II Li *d1 7.6 
Proto Zhuang *r. 
'wind' *r-1omA lomA 1um2 1um2 

36. Proto ZhT *m-1 WrS mVl Lz m ll Po mj -p II Li *m1/r 5.7 
'insect' *m-1c:rf ma-1c:rf me:g2 pe:g2 

37.  Proto ZhT *r WrS r Lz HI Po 1 11 Li *r 8.3 
Proto Zhuang *r. 
'long' *rVjA riA JP laP 

38. Proto ZhT *- Li *hr 8.4 
All forms given by Li Fang-kuei are either Chinese or Vietnamese loans. 

39 .  Proto ZhT *s WrS s Lz J Po J II Li *s 9 . 1  
'pestle' *sa:k sa:k Ja:k7 Ja:k7 

40. Proto ZhT *z WrS z Lz HI Po HI Li *z 9.2 
'to wash 
clothes' *zak zak JaJ<8 JaJ<8 

41. Proto ZhT *c WrS c Lz c Po S Li *c 9.3 
Only a few examples. 
'to burn' *cu(:)t cut co.P sut7 

42. Proto ZhT *- Li *Ch 9.4 
All forms given by Li Fang-kuei are either Chinese or Vietnamese loans 

43. Proto ZhT *% WrS % Lz e ll Po 5 11 Li *j 9.5 
Only a few examples. 
'to hate' *%a:rf %a:rf ca:g2 sa:g2 

44. Proto ZhT *p WrS j Lz j Il Po J II Li *p 9.6 
Wuming has p II. 
'to sew' *pep jep japS jipS 

45 .  Proto ZhT *hp WrS hp Lz j Po j Li *hp 9.7 
Wuming has p. 
'grass' *hp VT hpaC ja3 ja1, ji3 
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46. Proto ZhT *j WrS J Lz j ll Po j ll Li *j 9.8 
Wuming has j ll. Only a few examples. 
, grandmother' *jaB jaB ja6 

47 . Proto ZhT *?j WrS j,hj, ?j Lz J Po j Li *?j 9.9 
'medicine' *?j[ajA jel< jal jil 

48 .  Proto ZhT *k WrS k Lz k Po k Li *k 10. 1 
'first' *ko:nB ko:nB ko:n5 ko:n5 

49. Proto ZhT *kh WrS kh Lz kh Po k Li *kh 10.2 
'horn' *khauA khauA kau1 

50. Proto ZhT *g WrS g Lz k ll Po k II Li *g 10.3 
Most forms given by Li Fang-kuei are loans. 
'swollen' *gaiC kai6 ki6 

51. Proto ZhT *?g WrS gj Lz kh Po k Li *kh 10.2 
Only a few examples. 
'to kill' *?gaC gjaC kha3 ka3 

52 .  Proto ZhT *kl WrS kl Lz kj Po e Li *kl 1 1 . 1  
'rice 
seedlings' *klaC klaC kja3 ea3 

53 .  Proto ZhT *khl WrS kh Lz khj Po e Li *khl l 1 .3 
to imprison *khla.r.t kha.r.t c*8I/ 
but cf. WrM klav 'id.' 

54. Proto ZhT *gl WrS gl Lz kj ll Po e ll Li *gl l l .5 
Only a few examples. 
'loop' *glo:rI glo:r.F kjo:I.f 

55 .  Proto ZhT * Li *kr 1 1 .2 
Three of Li' s examples which attest this correspondence are loans: 

a) 'sieve' WrS ta-krE:r.f from MK > WrK rE:.!J 'id.' 
b) 'cage' WrS krort from MK > WrK krUIJ, dru.!J 'id.' 
c) 'near' WrS klaiC from VM *k-rajh > Vn s?y 'id.' 

56. Proto ZhT *khr WrS kh Lz h, khj Po e Li *khr 1 1 .3 
Wuming has r. 
'egg' *khrajB khaiB khjaj5 cai5 
cf. PMY *[kJraiB 'id.' 
'top(toy)' *khra:rj3 kha:rj3 ha:lf ca:lf 
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57.  Proto ZhT *gr WrS gr Lz kj Il Po Li *gr 1 1 .6 
A rare cluster. 
'mortar' *grok grok kjuJ<8 

58 .  Proto ZhT *r-kh WrS h Lz h Po 1 Li *xr 1 1 .8 
Wuming has r, the Nung dialects kh. 
'hail' *r-kh V[t] hep hat7 lit7 

59 .  Proto ZhT *IJ WrS IJ Lz IJ Il  Po IJ Il Li *IJ 10.4 
'snake' *IJuA IJuA IJU2 IJi2 

60 Proto ZhT *hIJ WrS hIJ Lz h Po h Li *hIJ 10.5 
'moonlight' *hIJa:jA hIJa:f4 ha:il ha:j1 

6 1 .  - Li * IJllr 1 1 . 7 
No reliable examples. 

62.  Proto ZhT *x WrS kh Lz kh Po h Li *x 10.6 
'to ascend' *xinc khinc khin3 hin3 

63 .  Proto ZhT *y WrS g Lz k Il Po h H Li *y 10.7 
'thatch grass' * ya4 ga4 ka2 ha2 

64. Proto ZhT *- Li *kw 12 . 1  
No reliable examples (loans or Zhuang forms). 

65 .  Proto ZhT *khw WrS khw Lz f Po kw H Li *khw 1 2.2  
Only one example: 
'right' *khwa4 khwa4 fal kwa2 

66. Proto ZhT *gw WrS gw Lz Po Li *gw 1 2.3 
Wuming has kw II. Only one example. 
'to search' *gwa4 gwa4 (Wm kwa2) 

67. Proto ZhT *IJW WrS w Lz v II Po IJ Il Li *IJW 1 2.4 
'day' *IJwanA wanA van2 IJon2 

68 .  Proto ZhT *xw WrS khw Lz kh Po hlv Li *xw 1 2.5 
Initials of  the Zhuang dialects are in complementary distribution before different vowels. 

'upside down' *xwamC khwamc khum3 hom3 
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69. Proto ZhT *yw WrS gw Lz v II Po h/v II Li *yw 1 2.6 
Initials of the Zhuang dialects are in complementary distribution before different vowels. 
'smoke' *ywanA gwanA van2 han2 

70.  Proto ZhT *7 WrS ? Lz 7 Po 7 Li *7 1 3 . 1  
'to bathe' *7a:p 7a:p 7a:p7 7a:pl 

7 1 .  Proto ZhT *h WrS h Lz h Po h Li *h 13 .2  
'to give' *h ViC haiC hi3 haP 

It is not clear why Li Fang-kuei did not reconstruct long and short vowels (Strecker 
1983), which are preserved in many Zhuang-Tai languages including WrS. Such a system is 
considerably simpler: 

* . 1 *a *u *i: *a: 
*e *0 *e: 

*a *a: 
*ia *ia *ua 

These vowels and diphthongs can be followed by a range of terminals: 

*p 
*t 
*k 
*¢ 

*m 
*n 
*1) 

*u 
*i 
*i 

*1 

*u: 
*0: 

*1 and *n differ only in Saek, and when forms from this language are absent it is impossible 
to distinguish these two terminals. Such a situation is marked with *N. 

The Zhuang-Tai vowel correspondences are: 

ZhT WrS Lz Po Notes 

1 .  *a: a: a: a: 
2 .  *a a a ala 1 
3 .  *0: 0: 0: 0: 
4 .  *0 0 U/i ali 2 
5 .  *u: u: u: u:lo: 3 
6 .  *u u u alu 4 
7 .  *i: i: i i 
8 .  * . l i i 
9 .  *e: £: e: e: 
10 .  *e e ililu ilila 5 
I I . *i: i: i i 
1 2 .  * . 1 j j j 
1 3 .  *ia ia i: i: 
14 .  *ia ia i: i: 
1 5 .  *ua ua u: iii 6 
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2 .  The second alternative in Po follows a labial initial. The second alternative in  Lz  is 
followed by a dental tenninal -t or -no 

3. The second alternative is represented in *u:t. 
4 .  The second alternative is followed by a labial tenninal. 
5. ZhT WrS Lz Po 

*et 
*en 

et 
en 

it 
in 

it 
an 

*em om um am 
6.  The second alternative is followed by -IJ. 

Examples for all of these vocalic correspondences can be found in Li Fang-kuei's (1977) 
book. 

2.1.3 KAM-SUI LANGUAGES 

It is only in about the last 50 years that anything has been known of the Kam-Sui 
languages, spoken in some provinces of Southern China. The first data available on this 
language group was Li Fang-kuei's (1943) grammar of Mak. Subsequently, information 
about most of the languages of the group has become available (see, however, Edmonson & 
Solnit 1988) and thus it is possible to reconstruct Proto Kam-Sui phonology in detail. 

The historical investigation of the language family was begun by Li Fang-kuei, who 
established its main phonological features (Li 1965). Jakhontov (1980, 1984) suggested 
some interesting modifications, such as the reconstruction of medial *i. My first 
reconstruction of Proto Kam-Sui was finished in 1982, and was submitted for publication at 
that time (Peiros 1982b). In 1984 I made some changes to it, and it is this modified 
reconstruction which is given here. In 1988 Thurgood published a Kam-Sui reconstruction 
which differs in some aspects from either of mine (Thurgood 1988a). As this book is 
essentially the translation of a manuscript written before 1988, I do not discuss Thurgood's 
(1988b) proposals here. Both reconstructions are remarkably similar. 

My Kam-Sui reconstruction is based on data from the following sources: 

Two dialects of Sui: 

Mak 
Maonan 

Then 
Kam or Dong 
Mulam 

Lingam Sui (SL): Li 1965, etc.; 
Standard Sui (SS): Zhang 1980; 
(Ma): Li 1943; 
(Mn): Liang 1980a; 
(Tn): Li 1966-1968; 
(Ka): Anon 1959a; Liang 1980b; 
(Mm): Wang and Zheng 1980. 

Li Fang-kuei has demonstrated that in Proto Kam-Sui there were three tones * A, *B, and 
*C, and tonal neutralisation (*D) in checked (stop-final) syllables (Li 1965). Later these 
tones split into two series, in the same way as the tones of Proto Zhuang-Tai. Even
numbered tones in modem Kam-Sui languages originally occurred in syllables with voiced 
initials, and odd-numbered tones are found in syllables with original voiceless initials. In 
some Kam-Sui languages *D has two realisations according to the length of the vowel in the 
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syllable. This is also the case for the Zhuang dialects of Zhuang-Tai. So the general picture 
for Kam-Sui is: *A ( 1-2), *B (5-6), *C (3-4), *D (7-8 and with long vowels: 9-10). 

Kam has additional tones 1 ' ,  3 ' ,  5 ' ,  7 '  and 9 ' ,  which occur only in syllables with 
aspirated initials. Tones 1 , 3 , 5,  7, and 9 are not found in this type of syllable. So in all Kam 
syllables with 1 ' ,  3 ' ,  5 ' ,  7' and 9' ,  one can assume historically aspirated initials: for example 
pha:t 7' < pha:t7, wai ' < hwai, sami ' < hsami . 

Let us discuss the correlation between tones and initials. We can speak about three tonal 
series: I, II and Ia. Series Ia differs from series I only in tone * A, which has two reflexes in 
Mak: 1 3  in Ia and 24 in I. The latter has merged with the reflex of tone *C II. For initial 
labials, we have the following possibilities: 

Initials Tonal series 
Kam Mn Mak Kam Mn Mak 

1 .  P p p I I I 
2 .  p p p II II II 
3 .  m b ?b I II I 
4 .  ph ph ph I I Ia 
5 .  p mb b I I Ia 
6 .  m ?m m I I I 
7 .  hm m m I I Ia 
8 .  m m m II II II 
9 .  m m m II I Ia 

For stops the reconstruction is: 

1 .  *p with series I 

2. *b with series II 

3 .  *?b with series I, but in Mn - II 
4. *ph with series I, but in Ma - Ia 

5. *mp with series I, but in Ma - Ia (as for *ph) 
And for nasals we can reconstruct: 

6. *?m with series I 

7. *hm with series I, but in Ma - Ia (as for *ph) 
8. *m with series II 
9. *R-m with series II in Ka and I in Mn and Ma. 

The reconstruction of the presy\labic *R - is based on analogy with Zhuang-Tai, where in 
corresponding roots I reconstructed *r-. In principle, instead of *R-m, one could reconstruct 
*K-m, *C38-m, or anything else. 

Theoretically, then, the following set of simple initials can be reconstructed for the Proto 
Kam-Sui labial stops and nasals: 

*p *ph *b *?b *mp 
*hm *m *?m *R-m 



Some of these possible initials, however, are absent in the data, and more clusters (with 
presyUables or medial consonants) could be added. Therefore, I reconstruct the following 
system of Kam-Sui simple initials and initial clusters: 

TABLE 2.3: PROTO-KAM-SUI INITIALS 

*p *ph *?b *mp *hm *m *?m *f 

*pJ *phJ *bJ *mpJ 
*t *d *?d *nt 

*m-?d *m-t 
*tr *dr *?dr *ntr 

*k *kh *g 
*kr *khr *gr 
*kl *khJ 

*IJk 

*IJkl 

*R-m 

*hn *n *?n 
*R-n 
*C-n *C-?n 
*m-n *m-?n 

*hJ1 *J1 *?J1 
*R-J1 

*C-f *C-v 
*m-f *m-v 

*s(h) *z 

*s(h)r *zr 
*C1-sr 

*sh *to 

*IJ 
*C-?J1 *C-s 
*?IJ 

*R-IJ 
*C2-x 

*?J 
*R-J 
*C?J 
*m-?J 
*?r 

*?j 

*C-?j 

*kw *khw *hIJw *xw *yw 

*? 
*p-?  

*Crxw 
*m-xw 

*J 

*C-J 

*r 

*j 
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This system is not quite symmetrical and could perhaps be reinterpreted, but I think that 
the list of reconstructed items is a reasonable representation of the original inventory of Kam
Sui initials. The reconstruction is based on the following correspondences between initial 
consonants of the languages: 

TABLE 2.4: INITIAL CORRESPONDENCES FOR KAM-SUI LANGUAGES 

Proto KS SL 

1 .  *p 
2 .  *ph 
3 .  *?b 
4 .  *mp 
5 .  *pJ 

P 
ph 
?b 
b 
pj 

Mak 
p 
ph Ia 
?b 
b la 
Pi 

Mn 
p 

b IT 
mb 
Pi 

Tn 

P 
ph 
m 
?b 
P 

Kam 

P 
ph 
m 
p 
pj 

Mm 
p 

m 
(h)m 
py 
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6 .  *phl ph) ph) ph) ph ph phy 
7 .  *bI p IT p) IT p) IT p IT p IT kw IT 
8 .  *mpi m) IT - b) IT b) Ia mb) ?b II m) IT my IT 
9 .  *m m IT m IT m IT m IT m IT m IT 
10. *hm hm m la m m hm hm 
I I . *?m ?m m ?m m m m 
12 .  *R-m m m Ia m m IT m IT m IT 
13 .  *f w v v w P f 
14. *C-f w v Ia v w IT p f 
15 .  *C-v f f w ll hw f 
16 .  *m-f w v Ia v w p hm 
17 .  *m-v w v Ia v w ll m f 
1 8 .  *t t t 
19 .  *tr t t t k(h)y 
20. *d t IT t IT t il  t il  
2 I .  *dr t il t IT ky ll  
22. *?d ?d ?d dil 1 1 (h)I 
23 . *?dr ?d ?d d il  z (h)I hy  
24. *nt d d Ia nd ?d t hI 
25. *ntr d d Ia nd - dil z hy  
26. *m-t d d Ia nd hmy 
27. *m-?d ?d dil 1 P my 
28. *n n il n il n IT n Il n IT n IT 
29. *hn hn n n n hn hn 
30. *?n ?n n ?n n n n 
3 I .  *R-n n n la n n il n il n IT 
32. *m-n n il n il n il n m il m IT - n IT 
33. *m-?n n n m 
34. *C-n n IT n IT n n n n Il 
35. *C-?n ?n n n n IT n n 
36. *1 I II I II I II I II I II I II 
37. *?1 1 ?d d z 
38. *R-I 1 l Ia 1 z IT l IT I II 
39. *m-?1 1 m 
40. *C-I J I(a) 1 hI hI 
4 I .  *C-?I ?d ?d dIT 1 kw ?y 
42. *s(h) h s I(a) s th hs t 
43. *z h II1fIT z IT z IT th IT s ll t il  
44. *s(h)r hlf s Ia s th hs khy 
45. *zr h IT z IT z IT th IT s ll ky ll 
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46. *Cl-sr h ii z Ia s th ii s khy  

47. *r r z Ia j/w z ii J II/w II y II ln SS: r II 
48. *?r ?r j 'lj/?w z j/w ?y, hy, Y 
49. *p p ii  p ii p ii W II p ii p ii 
50. *hp p Ia 1JJ hp 
5 1 .  *?p ?p P ?p W P P 
52. *R-p p Ia 1) W II p ii p ii 
53. *C-?p P P P In SS: ?p 
54. *j J II  J II zj II s ii 
55. *'lj 'lj j j j 
56. *C-'lj j j la J II tj e 

57. *s(h) s Ia s s he s 
58. *v z s II z ii z ii s II e ll 
59. *C-s z z Ia z ?z II thj e 
60. *k q k k k '1 k 
6 1 .  *ki ts s ts ts tj ts 
62. *kr k tj Ide k k ky 
63. *kl tj kjlc k k k 
64. *khi s s I(a) s tsh thj sh 
65. *khw khw kh(w) Ia kh(w) kh khw khw 
66. *khr qh thj kh kh kh khy 
67. *khl h l Ia kh 1 khw khy 
68. *kw P tj pj p ii P Ide 
69. *g q II  e ll 'I II 'I II 
70. *gr e ll k ii ky ll In SS:  k ii 
7 l .  *1)k R g Ia ng '1 I II h1) 
72. *1)ki dj Ia ndj j '1 hp 

73. *1)kl R g Ia ng '1 '1 1) 
74. *1) 1) II 1) II 1) II 
75. *'11) 1) ?p I 1) 
76. *R-1) R djla 1)y II 
77. *h1)w hm m la m m h1)w hm - 1)W 
78. *C2-x h h la h x II hs h 

79. *xw w xw ph - In SS: f 
80. *yw pj II v II xw II p ii kw II 
8 1 .  *C2-xw f v Ia f xw II pj kw 

82. *m-xw f v f m kw 
83. *'1 '1 '1 '1 '1 '1 '1 

84. *p-?  '1 '1 b ii i i '1 
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The following examples (most of wruch are also to be found in Thurgood 1988a) illustrate 
these correspondences : 

1 .  *p SL, Ma, Mn, Tn, Ka, Mm p: 
'aunt' *paC: SS, SL, Mn, Tn, Ka, Mm pal 

2. *ph SL ph, Ma ph la, Mn -, Tn, Ka ph, Mm -: 

A rare initial. 

'end', 'tip' *phe4: SL phel , Ma phela, Tn, Ka phel 

3. *7b SL, Ma 7b, Mn b II, Tn, Ka, Mm m: 
'sky' *7bunA : SS, Ma 7banl , Mn ban2, Tn menl, Ka, Mm manl . 

4. *mp SL b, Ma b la, Mn mb, Tn 7b, Ka p, Mm (h)m: 
'man', 'male' *mpa:nA : SS mba:nl , SL ba:nl , Ma ba:nla, Mn mba:nl , Tn 7ba:nl, Ka 
pa:nl . 

5. *pl SL, Ma, Mn pj, Tn p, Ka pj, Mm py: 
'rock' *pla4: SL, Ma, Mn pjal , Tn pal , Ka pjal , Mm pyal . 

6. *phl SL, Ma, Mn phj, Tn, Ka ph, Mm phy: 
One example only: 

'blood' *phla:t SS, SL, Ma, Mn phja:t7, Tn, Ka pha:t7, Mm phya.P. 

7. *bl SL p II, Ma, Mn pj II, Tn, Ka p II, Mm kw II: 
One example only: 

'to sharpen a knife' *blanA : SS, SL pan2, Ma, Mn pjan2, Tn, Ka pan2, Mm kwan2. 

8. *mpl SL mj II - bj II, Ma bj la, Mn mbj, Tn 7b II, Ka mj II, Mm my II: 
'ear of corn' *mpla:r/: SS mbja:l)l, SL bja:l)l, Ma bja:l)la, Mn mbja:l)l, Tn 7ba:if, 
Ka mjeif, Mm mya:if. 

9. *m SL, Ma, Mn, Tn, Ka, Mm m Il: 
'tongue' *ma4 : SS, SL, Ma, Mn, Tn, Ka, Mm mal. 

10. *hm SL hm, Ma m la, Mn, Tn m, Ka, Mm hm: 
to come' *hma4: SL hmal , Ma mala, Mn, Tn mal, Ka, Mm hmal . 

11. *7m SL 7m, Ma m, Mn ?m, Tn, Ka, Mm m: 
'vegetables' *7ma4: SS, SL 7mal , Ma mal, Mn 7mal , Tn, Ka, Mm mal . 

12 .  *R-m SL m, Ma m Ia, Mn m, Tn, Ka, Mm m Il: 
'spirit' *R-ma:r/: SL ma:l)l , Ma ma:l)Ia, Mn ma:l)l, Tn ma:if. 



13 .  *fSL w, Ma v, Mn v, Tn w, Ka p, Mm f. 
One example only: 

'wing' *faB: SS vaS, SL waS, Ma, Mn vaS, Tn waS, Ka paS, Mm faS. 

14. *C-f SL w, Ma v la, Mn v, Tn w II, Ka p, Mm f. 
'seed' *C-fanA: SS vanI , SL wanI , Ma vanIa, Mn vanI , Tn wan2, Ka pani . 

15 .  *C-v SL f, Ma -, Mn f, Tn w II , Ka hw, Mm f.  
'to winnow' *C-vanB: SL, Mn fanS, Tn wan6, Ka hwanS, Mm fanS. 

16 .  *m-fSL w, Ma v Ia, Mn v, Tn w, Ka p, Mm hm: 
One example only: 

'straw' *m-fa:rf: SS va:I/ , SL wa:{/, Ma VOl/a, Mn va:I/ , Tn wa:I/ , Ka pa:{/ , 
Mm hma:I/. 

17 .  *m-v SL w, Ma v Ia, Mn v, Tn w II ,  Ka m, Mm f. 
'day' *m-vanA : SS vanI , SL wanI , Ma vanIa, Mn van1 , Tn wan2, Ka manI , Mm fani . 

1 8 .  *t SL, Ma, Mn, Tn, Ka, Mm t 

'liver' *tap: SS, SL, Ma, Mn, Tn, Ka, Mm tap7. 

19. *tr SL, Ma, Mn, Tn, Ka t, Mm k(h)y: 
'louse' *triuA: SS, SL tuI , Ma tauI , Mn tuI , Tn tiu1 , Ka ta:u1 , Mm khyol . 

20. *d SL -, Ma, Mn t II, Tn -, Ka, Mm t Il :  
A rare initial: 
'blunt' *dup: Ma, Mn, Ka, Mm tapS. 

2 1 .  *dr SL -, Ma -, Mn t Il ,  Tn -, Ka t Il, Mm ky II: 
One example only: 

'dragon-fly' *drinB: Mn tin6, Ka tan6, Mm kyan6. 

22. *?d SL, Ma ?d, Mn d II, Tn, Ka J, Mm (h)J: 
'to get' *?daiC: SS,  SL, Ma ?dai3, Mn dc0, Tn Jai3, Ka Ji3, Mm Jai3. 

23. *?dr SL, Ma ?d, Mn d II, Tn z, Ka (h)J, Mm hy: 
'bone' *?dr[a:Jk SS Ja:k7, SL ?da:k7, Ma ?do:k7 (with irregular vowel), Mn da:J<8, 
Tn za:k7, Ka Ja:k7, Mm hya:k7. 

24. *nt SL d, Ma d la, Mn nd, Tn ?d, Ka t, Mm hi: 
A rare initial: 
'eye' *ntaA : SS nda1 , SL da1 , Ma da1a, Mn nda1 , Tn ?da1 , Ka tal ,  Mm hJai . 
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25. *ntr SL d, Ma d la, Mn nd - d U, Tn z, Ka t, Mm hy: 
'to buy' *ntriaiC: SS ndjai3, SL djai3, Ma dai3, Mn ndjai3, Tn zei3, Ka tjai3, Mm hyai3; 
'low' *ntramB: SS ndamS, SL, Ma damS, Mn djanP, Tn zamS, Ka tamS, Mm hyamS. 

26. *m-t SL d, Ma d la, Mn nd, Tn -, Ka t, Mm hmy: 
One example only: 
'fragrant' *m-ta:if: SS nda:I/, SL da."I/, Ma da:r!a, Mn nda:I/, Ka ta:-r/, Mm hmya:-r/ . 

27. *m-?d SL ?d, Ma -, Mn d U, Tn 1, Ka p, Mm my: 
One example only: 
'bile' *m-?doB: SL ?do5, Mn drP, Tn 105, Ka po5, Mm myoS (Strecker 1988: 1 16) ;  
Ma ?bail is  a Zhuang loan. 

28. *n SL, Ma, Mn, Tn, Ka, Mm n Il: 
'meat' *na:nC: SS, SL, Ma, Mn, Tn, Ka na:n4 'meat', Mm na:n4 'to hunt'. 

29. *hn SL hn, Ma, Mn, Tn n, Ka, Mrn hn: 
'rat' *hnoC: SS, SL hnol, Ma nol, Mn nol, Tn nol, Ka hnol, Mm hn02. 

30. *?n SL ?n, Ma n, Mn ?n, Tn, Ka, Mm n: 
'nose' *?naif: SS, SL ?na-r/, Ma naIl , Mn ?na-r/ , Tn, Ka, Mm na-r/ . 

3 1 .  *R-n SL n, Ma n la, Mn n, Tn, Ka, Mm n Il: 
'water' *R-namC: SS nam3, SL J1am3 (irregular injtial), Ma, Mn nam3, Tn, Ka narrt4, 
Mm nam4. 

32. *m-n SL, Ma, Mn n II, Tn n, Ka m II, Mm m II - n Il :  
'bird' *m-nok SS, SL, Ma noJ<8, Mn noJ<8, Tn nok7, Ka moJ<8, Mrn moJ<8. 

33 .  *m-?n SL -, Ma -, Mn n, Tn -, Ka n, Mm m: 
One example only: 

'glow-worm' *m-?nir:F SS ?ni.g3, Mn, Ka ni.g3, Mm mi.g3. 

34. *C-n SL, Ma n II, Mn, Tn, Ka n, Mm n II: 
'moon' *C-nia:nA: SS njen2, SL nja:n2, Ma ni:n2, Mn njen2, Tn nja:n1, Ka J1a:n1 « 
*nin), Mm njen2. 

35. *C-?n SL ?n, Ma, Mn n, Tn n Il, Ka, Mm n: 
'thick' *C-?naA:  SS, SL ?na1 , Ma, Mn na1, Tn na2, Ka, Mm na1 . 

36. *1 SL, Ma, Mn, Tn, Ka, Mrn 1 II :  
'child' *la:k SS, SL, Ma, Mn, Tn, Ka, Mrn 1a:J<8. 



37. *?I SL 1, Ma ?d, Mn d, Tn z, Ka, Mm 1: 
A rare initial : 
'wild pig' *?Ia:jB: SL Ia:i5, Ma ?da:i5, Mn da:i5, Tn za:i5, Ka, Mm Ia:i5. 

38.  *R-I SL 1, Ma 1 la, Mn 1, Tn z II, Ka, Mm 1 II: 
'wind' *R-iumA: SS zum1 (irreg.), SL Ium1, Ma Ium1a, Mn Iaml, Tn zam2, Ka, Mm 
Iam2. 

39. *m-?I SL -, Ma -, Mn -, Tn -, Ka 1, Mm m: 
One example only: 
'to shallow' *m- ?li:nB: Ka lin5, Mm min5. 

40. *C-I SL -, Ma 1 l(a), Mn 1, Tn -, Ka, Mm hI: 
A rare cluster: 
'twilight' *C-Iap: Ma, Mn Iap7, Ka, Mm hlap7. 

4 1 .  *C-?I SL, Ma ?d, Mn d II,  Tn 1, Ka kw, Mm ?y: 
'name' *C-?Ia:nA: SS, SL, Ma ?da:nl, Mn da:n2, Tn Ia:nl, Ka kwa:n1, Mm ?ya:nl . 

42. *s(h) SL h, Ma s l(a), Mn s, Tn th, Ka hs, Mm t 

'root' *s(h)a:rf: SS, SL ha:1/ , Mn sa:1/ , Tn tha:1/ , Ka hsa:1/ , Mm ta:r/ · 

43. *z SL h WfII, Ma, Mn z II, Tn th II, Ka s II, Mm t II: 
'snake' *zujA:  SS huP, SL fuP, Ma, Mn zuP,Tn thuP, Ka suP, Mm tuP. 

44. *s(h)r SL hlf, Ma s la, Mn s, Tn th, Ka hs, Mm khy: 
'sour' *s(h)rumC: SS hum3, SL fum3, Ma sum3, Mn sam3, Tn tham3, Ka hsam3, 
Mm khyam3. 

45. *zr SL h II, Ma, Mn z II, Tn th II, Ka s II, Mm ky II: 
'medicine' *zn,A·: SS, SL hal, Ma, Mn za2, Tn tha2, Mm kya2. 

46. *Crsr SL h II, Ma z, Mn s, Tn th II, Ka s, Mm khy: 
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, . . ' *C ·C SS SL h j4 M ·3 Mn "3 T th j4 K ·3 Mm kh ·3 mtestmes rsra:1 : , a: , a za:1 , sa:1 , n a: , a sa:1 , ya:1 . 

47. *r (SS r II) SL r, Ma z la, Mn jlw, Tn z II ,  Kaj Ww II, Mm y II :  
'house' *ra:nA: SS ra:n2, SL ra:nl, Ma za:n5 (with irreg. tone), Mn ja:nl, Tn za:n2, 
Ka ja:n2, Mm ya:n2. 

48. *?r SL ?r, Maj, Mn 'ljl?w, Tn z, Kajlw, Mm ?y, hy, y: 
' long' *?ra:.F SS, SL ?ra:j3, Maja:j3, Mn 'lja:j3, Tn za:j3, Kaja:j3, Mm ya:j3. 
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49. *Jl SL, Ma, Mn Jl II, Tn IJ.j II, Ka, Mm Jl II: 
'to be' *Jla:uB: SS, SL, Ma, Mn Jla:u6, Tn IJ.ja:u6, Ka, Mm Jla:u6. 

50. *hJl SL -, Ma Jl la, Mn -, Tn IJ.j, Ka hJl, Mm -: 
A rare initial: 
'wild cat' *hJlanA: MaJlania, Tn IJ.jani, Ka hJlani. 

5 1 .  *'?Jl SL '?Jl, Ma Jl, Mn '?Jl, Tn nj, Ka, Mm Jl: 
'evening' *'?JlamB SL '?Jlam5, Ma Jlam5, Mn '?Jlam5, Tn IJ.jarnS, Ka JlarnS. 

52. *R-Jl SL -, Ma Jl la, Mn -0, Tn IJ.j II, Ka, Mm Jl II: 
One example only: 
'crab' *R-Jl VA: Ma Jluia, Mn -Oi: ui, Tn IJ.ju2, Ka Jl02, Mm Jl02. 

53. *C-'?Jl (SS '?Jl), SL -, Ma -, Mn Jl, Tn -, Ka n, Mm Jl: 
One example only: 
'to cry' *C-'?JleC: SS '?Jl&, Mn Jl&, Ka n&, Mm JlEP. 

54. *j SL, Ma j II, Mn -, Tn zj II, Ka s II, Mm -: 
One example only: 
'grandmother' *jaC: SS, SL, Ma ja4, Tn zja4, Ka sa4. 

55. *'lj SL 'lj, Maj, Mn -, Tn, Kaj, Mm -: 
Only one dubious comparison: 
'to stay, stand' *'ljVnA: SS, SL 'ljo:ni, Majun3 (irreg. tone), Tn jini , Kajuni . 

56. *C-'lj SL j, Ma j la, Mn -, Tn j II, Ka tj, Mm c: 
One example only: 
'thatch grass' *C-'ljaA: SS, SLjai, Majaia, Tn ja2, Ka tjai, Mm cai. 

57. *s(h) SL -, Ma s la, Mn, Tn s, Ka hc, Mm s: 
A rare initial: 
'you' *s(h)VA :  SS sa: ui, Ma si1a, Mn se1 , Tn siu1, Ka hca:ui, Mm sa:u1 . 

58. *i SL s II, Ma z II, Mn z II, Tn s II, Ka c II, Mm -: 
One example only: 
'pus' *iok SS, SL sof<8, Ma zof<8, Mn zof<8, Tn sof<8, Ka cof<8, cf. Mm hyak7 < *'?rak. 

59. *C-S SL z, Ma z la, Mn z, Tn '?z II, Ka thj, Mm c: 

'heavy' *C-sanA: SS, SL zani , Ma zania, Mn zani, Tn '?zan2, Ka thjani, Mm cani. 



60. *k SL q, Ma, Mn, Tn k, Ka '1, Mrn k 

'bitter' *ka.mA: SS, SL qam1, Ma, Mn, Tn kam1, Ka 7am2 (irreg. tone), Mrn kam1. 

6 1 .  *ki SL ts, Ma s, Mn, Tn ts, Ka tj, Mrn ts: 

'to pluck' *kip SS, SL tsup7, Ma tjup7 (with irreg. initial), Mn tsap7, Tn tsep7, 

Ka tjap7, Mrn tsap7. 

62. *kr SL k, Ma tj, Mn kle, Tn, Ka k, Mrn ky: 

'egg' *krajB: SS, SL kai5, Ma tjai5, Mn, Tn kai5, Ka kai5, Mrn kyai5. 

63. *kl (SS k), SL -, Ma tj, Mn kjlc, Tn, Ka, Mrn k 

'rice seedlings' *klaC: SS ka3, Ma tji3, Tn kja3, Ka ka3. 

64. *kw SL p, Ma k, Mn p, Tn p II, Ka p, Mrn klc: 
'hom' *kwa:t.I\-: SS qa:ul , SL pa:u1 , Ma ka:u1, Mn .!Ja:u1(with irreg. initial), Tn pa:u2, 
Ka pa:ul , Mrn ku1 . 

65. *khi SL s, Ma s lea), Mn s, Tn tsh, Ka thj, Mrn tsh: 

'ascend' *khiaB: SS, SL, Ma, Mn saS, Tn tshaS, Ka thjaS, Mrn tshaS. 

66. *khr SL qh, Ma thj, Mn, Tn, Ka kh, Mm khy: 

'ear' *khraA: SS, SL qhal , Ma thja1a, Mn, Tn, Ka khal , Mrn khyal . 

67. *khi SL h, Ma 1 la, Mn kh, Tn 1, Ka khw, Mrn khy: 
'lazy' *khlut SS khat7, SL hat7, Ma Iut7, Mn khat7, Tn Iet7, Ka khwat7. 

68. *khw SL khw, Ma kh(w) la, Mn kh(w), Tn kh, Ka, Mrn khw. 

One example only: 
'road' *khwVnA:  SS khwanl, SL khunl , Ma khunla, Mn khun1 ,  Tn khen1, 
Ka, Mrn khwanl . 

69. *g SL q II, Ma -, Mn c II, Tn, Ka '1 II, Mrn -: 

No good examples: 

'excrement' *geC: - *keC: SS, SL qel, (Ma tj&), Mn eel, Tn, Ka 'lei, (Mrn ce'I). 

70. *gr (SS k II), SL -, Ma -, Mn c II, Tn -, Ka k II, Mm ky II: 
'many' *grurj: SS kUIj, Mn corj, Ka kurj, Mm kyurj. 

7 1 .  *.!Jkl SL R, Ma g la, Mn .!Jg, Tn '1, Ka 1 II, Mrn h.!J: 
'mushroom' *.!JklaA: SS, SL Ral , Ma gala, Mn .!Jgal , Ka Ia2, Mrn h.!Jal . 
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72. *IJki SL -, Ma dj la, Mn ndj, Tn j, Ka 7, Mm hJl: 

Only one example: 
'bed-bug' *IJkiIj\: SS jiIJ1 , Ma dji:l a, Mn ndjiIJ1 ,  Tn jiIJ1 , Ka 7iIJ1 , Mm hJliIJ1 . 

73. *IJkl SL R, Ma g la, Mn ng, Tn 7, Ka 7, Mm IJ: 
'hemp' *IJkla:nA : SL Ra:nl , Ma ga:n1 a, Mn IJga:nl , Tn, Ka 7a:nl , Mm IJa:n1 .  

74. *IJ SL, Ma IJ II, Mn -, Tn IJ II ,  Ka, Mm -: 

Only one example: 

'breakfast' *IJ VA : SL IJe2, Ma IJaP, Tn IJe2. 

75. *7IJ SL -, Ma IJ, Mn 7Jl ,  Tn -, Ka 1, Mm IJ: 

Only one example: 

'branch' *7IJ#: Ma IJa5, Mn 7Jl�, Ka l�, Mm IJ�. 

76. *R -IJ SL R, Ma dj la, Mn -, Tn -, Ka -, Mm IJY II 
Only one example: 

'skin' *R-IJaA: SL Ra1 , Ma djala, Mm IJya2. 

77. *hIJw SL hm, Ma m la, Mn, Tn m, Ka hIJw, Mm hm - hIJw: 
'dog' *hIJwaA: SS, SL hmal , Ma mala, Mn, Tn mal , Ka, Mm hIJwa1. 

78. *Crx SL h, Ma h la, Mn h, Tn x II, Ka hs, Mm h: 

'to kill ' *CrxaC: SS, SL, Ma, Mn hal, Tn xcfl, Ka hsal. 

79. *xw (SS f) SL -, Ma w, Mn -, Tn xw, Ka ph, Mm -: 
Only one example: 
'pine' *xwa:k SS fa:k7, Ma wa:k7, Tn xwa:k7, Ka pha:k7. 

80. *yw SL pj II, Ma v II, Mn -, Tn xw II, Ka p II, Mm kw II : 
Only one example: 

'husk' *yw#: SS fEP, SL pjEP, Ma vEP, Tn xwEP, Ka pEP, Mm kwEP. 

8 1 .  *C2-xw SL f, Ma v la, Mn f, Tn xw II, Ka pj, Mm kw. 

'rain' *C2-xwinA: SS, SL fanl , Ma vinla, Mn finl , Tn xwen2, Ka pjanl ,  Mm kwanl . 

82. *m-xw SL f, Ma v, Mn f, Tn -, Ka m, Mm kw: 
'cloud' *m-xwaC: SS, SL fal, Ma va3, Mn fal, Ka mal, Mm kwal. 

83 .  *7 SL, Ma, Mn, Tn, Ka, Mm 7: 

'to take' *7a:uA: SS, SL, Ma, Mn, Tn, Ka, Mm 7a:ul . 



84. *P- 'I SL, Ma 'I, Mn b II, Tn, Ka j, Mm 'I: 
Only one example: 

'hunger' *P-'?ia:k SS, SL '?a:k7, Ma '?i:k7, Mn bi:J<8, Tn, Kaja:k7, Mm 'lja:k7. 

The Proto Kam-Sui system of terminals includes: 

*p 
*t 
*k 

*m 
*n 
*0 

*u 
*j 

*0 

Ten vowels and diphthongs can be reconstructed: 

* . 
f *u 

*e *0 *e: 
*a 

*ia 

The vocalic correspondences are: 

Proto KS SL Ma Mn Tn 

1 .  *a a a a a 

2 .  *e e e e e,e 
3 .  * . 

f depends on terminals 

4 .  *u a a a e,a 
5 .  *0 0 0 0,0 0 

6 .  *a: a: a: a: a: 

7 .  *e: depends on terminals 
8 .  *u: u: u: U:,u u: 
9 .  *ia: ja: i: i: ja: 

10. ia ja a ja ja 

NOTES: 

l .  Unusual development of the final *em: 
Proto KS SL Ma Mn Tn Ka 

*em jem jim jim 

*a: 

*ia: 

Ka 

a 

e 

a 
0 

a,a: 

u 
ja 

ja 

Mm 
jem 

2 .  The development of the vowel depends on the terminal: 

Proto KS SL Ma Mn Tn Ka Mm 
*it jat it it it, et at 
*in an,in in in en an an 
*ip jup ip ip ip, ep ap ap 
*im im am 

3 .  Unusual development of the final *ui: 
Proto KS SL Ma Mn Tn Ka Mm 

*ui i ai i i ui i 

*u: 

Mm 
a 

e, e 

a 
0,0 

a: 

u: 
ja: 
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Notes 

1 
2 
3 

4 
5 
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4 .  There are two finals only: 

Proto KS SL Ma Mn Tn 
*e:k e:k ja:k 
*e:g eg £{] j8{] 

5 .  In Mn u: apears only in reflexes of *u:t and *u:n. 

2. 1 .4 LI DIALECTS 

Ka Mm 
e:k £:k 
eg £:g 

Until recently, little has been known about the Li dialects of Hainan island. The main 
sources of Li data were Stubel ' s  ( 1937) lists, which were difficult to interpret, and a 
dictionary of one dialect published by Savina (193 1 )  in which the phonetics was represented 
according to the Vietnamese orthography and thus appears rather strange. 

In the 1950's the Li dialects were studied intensively by some Chinese scholars, and 
preliminary results were occasionally published, but only in local publications with a limited 
circulation (e.g. Anon. 1957a; Anon. 1957b). Later this data was used in writing a sketch 
grammar of Li (Ouyang & Zheng 1980) and a survey of Li dialects (Ouyang & Zheng 1983). 

The Li dialects can be divided into five groups: Ha, Qi , Bengdi , Meifu and Jiamao 
(Ouyang & Zheng 1983 :4). The Jiamao dialect is perhaps the one that is most distantly 
related, although the available data on this point is inconsistent. There are perhaps more Li 
languages or dialects not included in the survey by Ouyang and Zheng: 'Cun' speech (Fu 
1983; Ouyang & Fu 1988) and Natou (Fu 1990) may faIl into this category. 

The phonological systems of some Li dialects are known (Ouyang & Zheng 1983). For 
example, the attested system of the Baoding dialect of the Ha group is: 

Initials: 

P ph 'lb m v f 
th 'ld n I / pI 

c ch z r 
J1 hj '?j 

k kh g g 
kw khw gw gw 

h 'l 
hw 'lw 

Vowels: 

i i u i: i: u: 
e 0 e: 0: 

a a: 
ia ia ua 
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Terminals: 

p m u 

n j 
tj nj j 
k !J 0 

Tones: 1 (53) 2 (55) 3(1 1 )  7 = 2  

The system of Tongshi (Qi group) is quite similar, but has some differences: initial hj and 
terminal tj and nj are absent, and the tonal system is more complex: 

1 (33) 

4 ( 1 1 )  

5 (5 1 )  

2 ( 1 2 1 )  
3 (55) 

6 ( 14) 
7 = 3  

8 ( 1 3) 

9 (43) 

The systems of al l  other dialects are similar to either one or the other of these. 

Baoding initials can be divided into three classes, with the initials k, hw and 1 being 
members of more than one class: 

a) class a: ph 
?b 

b) class �: 

p 

c) class y: m 

th 
?d 

n 

ch 

c 

Jl 

kh 

k 

g 
k 

!J 

hw 

?w 

hw 
gw 

!Jw 

h s 

? 

z 

f J 

pl 

v 1 r 

1 

These three classes of initials correlate directly with tonal differences in Qiandui and 
Tongshi of the Qi group: 
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Ini tial class PrL Tones in the Qi dialects Tonal 

in Bd tone Qd Ts series 

a 1 1 I 

� * 1  4 4 II 

Y 1 III 

a 5 5 I 

� *2 2 2 II 

Y 5 III 

a 3 3 I 

� *3 6 6 II 

Y 3 III 

a 7 7 I 

� in checked 8 8 II 

Y syllables 7 III 

These postulated tonal series in Li are of a different nature to the tonal series in Zhuang
Tai or Kam-Sui languages. The relationship between Li initials and tones can be explained 
historically, particularly for classes a and �: 

Initial class 

a 

Tonal series 

I 

II 

PrL initial 

*voiceless 

*voiced 

Initials of class y have develop as voiced initials in Qd, but as voiceless initials in Ts, 
which perhaps indicates that a presyllabic consonant can be reconstructed for this class. 
Proto Li voiced nasals fall into class b: *m > p, *n > t, etc. ,  so for class g, which contains 
nasals in modern Baoding, I prefer to reconstruct initial c lusters with an unknown 
presyllable: e.g. *C-m, *C-n. 

This reconstruction, based on an interpretation of the tonal/consonant correlation, was 
suggested in 1983/84. Much later I gained access to Thurgood' s ( 199 1 )  Li reconstruction, 
which identifies six types of tonal splits: 
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PrL Tonal 
tones series Bd Xf Ht Qd Ts Be Ym 

I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

IV 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 

II 1 1 1 4 4 4 4 

* 1  V 1 1 1 4 4 4 1 

VI 1 1 1 4 1 1 4 

III 1 1 1 4 4 1 4 

I 2 2 2 5 5 5 5 

IV 2 2 2 5 5 5 2 

II 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

*2 V 2 2 2 2 2 2 5 

VI 2 2 2 2 5 5 2 

III 2 2 2 2 2 5 2 

I 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

IV 3 3 3 3 3 3 6 

II 3 3 3 6 6 6 6 

*3 V 3 3 3 6 6 6 3 

VI 3 3 3 6 3 3 6 

III 3 3 3 6 6 3 6 

I 7 7 9 7 7 7 7 

in IV 7 7 7 7 7 7 8 

checked II 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 

syllables V 7 7 7 8 8 8 7 

VI 7 7 9 8 7 7 8 

III 7 7 7 8 8 7 8 
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These correspondences, however, fit perfectly into my reconstruction: 

type I correponds to a voiceless initial 

type II corresponds to a voiced initial 

type ill corresponds to a presyllabic *C-

type IV corresponds to initials reconstructed as *hp and *hIJw, which became 
voiced in YM 

type V corresponds to *y, * yw and *rw, which became voiceless in Ym 

type VI corresponds to *w, *y and *v, which became voiceless in Bc. 

Thus the system of Proto Li initials can be presented as follows: 

TABLE 2.5: PROTO LI INITIALS 

*ph *?b *m *C-m *f *v 

*th *?d *n *C-n *h1 *?1 *C-1 *p1 

*ch *c *hp *p *C-p *s *z *?j *j 

*sw *zw 
*kh *k *IJ *C-IJ *y *r 

*hIJw *C-IJW *yw *rw 
*? *h 
*?w *hw *w 

A l ist of correspondences between five Li dialects is given below. In fact, this list is 
practically identical to the l ist given in Matisoff ( 1988a). The difference l ies in the 
interpretation of the correpondences, and thus in the set of Proto Li initials reconstructed: 
Matisoff did not notice the correlation between tones and initials in some Li dialects. 

TABLE 2.6: LI INITIAL CORRESPONDENCES 

PrL Tonal Bd Xf Ht Qd Bc Ts Ym Matisoff Thurgood 
series 

1 .  *ph I ph ph ph ph ph ph ph *ph *ph 
2. *?b I ?b ?b ?b ?b ?b ?b ?b *b *6 
3. *m II p P m ph p P P *mb *m? 
4. *C-m ill m m m m m m m *m *m 
5 .  *f I f f p,ph f f f fh *f *p 
6. *v II v v v v v f v *v *w? 
7 .  *th I th th th th th th th *th *th 
8 .  *?d I ?d ?d ?d ?d ?d ?d ?d *d *9 
9 .  *n II t n th *nd *n? 
1 0 .  *C-n ill n n n n n n n *n *n 
1 1 .  *h1 I J J d J J J J *J *J? 
1 2 .  *?1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 *1 
1 3 .  *C-1 ill 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 *1 *1 



14 .  *pI 
1 5 .  *ch 
1 6 .  *c 
1 7 .  *p 
1 8 . *hp 
19 .  *C-p 
20. *s 
2 1 .  *z 
22.  *sw 
23 .  *zw 
24. *?j 
25 . *j 
26. *kh 
27 . *k 
28 .  *IJ 
29. *C-IJ 
30. *r 

I 
I 
I 

pI 
ch 
c 

I c 
special hj 

ill P 
I 
II 
I 
II 
I 
II 
I 
I 
II 
ill 
II 

z 
f 
v 
?j 
z 
kh 
k 
k 
IJ 
r 

pI 1 P pI pI pI 
ch ch ch ch ch ch 
c c c c c t 
c c, J1 ch c 
p 
p 

h z z 

s 
J1 p P 

t 
z z 
f ch 
y r 
z '? 
z z 
kh kh 
k k 
k IJ 
IJ IJ 
r r 

/ / 
ch ch 
f f 
z ?j 
z z 
kh kh 
k k 
kh k 
IJ IJ 
1 1 

c 
z 
P 
t 

c 
p 
P 
ch 

/ c 
ch fh 
f f 
z z 
z z 
kh kh 
k k 
k k 
IJ IJ 
r r 

3 1 .  *y II 
32 .  *hIJw I 

g Y 
hw IJ 

g 
h 

h 
v 

h 
IJ 
IJ 

g kh 
gw II) 

33 .  *C-IJw ill 
34. *rw II 
35 .  *yw 
36 .  *'? 
37.  *h 
3 8 .  *hw 
39 .  *w 
40. *,?w 

II 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 

IJW IJ 
g x 
gw/g x 
'? '? 
h h 
f Y 
hw v 
'?w y 

IJ 
r 
r 
'? 
h 
P 
v 
'? 

IJ 
h 
h 
'? 
h 
f 
v 
v 

h 
'? 
h 
f 
v 

IJ II) 
g kh 
g v 
'? '? 
h h 
f f 
v v 

'?w gw v 

Thurgood's  following correspondence is not found in my data: 

I J z, 1 z / J J / 

*pI 
*tsh 
*ts 
*ndz 
hp '? 
*p 
*s 
*z 
*sr 
*rr 
*xy 
*y 
*kh 
*k 
*IJg 
*IJ 
*r 
*y 
*hw 
*IJw 
*13 
*yw 
*'? 
*x 
*w 
*xw 

*Jy 

*p1 
*tsh 
*ts 

*hy 
*p 
*s 
*Iy'? 
*sr 
*pr'? 

*y 
*kh 
*k 
*IJ'? 
*IJ 
*['? 
*y'? 
*hIJw'? 
*IJW 
*13'? 
*yw'? 
*'? 
*x 
*p[ 
*w 
*xw 
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Here are some examples for the above correspondences. More data is given in Matisoff 
( 1988a) and Thurgood ( 199 1) :  

1 .  PrL *ph (tonal series I) :  Bd, Xf, Ht, Qd, Bc, Ts, Ym ph 
'sand' *phau2: Bd phou 2, Xf, Ht phau2, Qd ph05, Bc ph05, Ts, Ym phauS [LDY 469]. 

2 .  PrL *'?b (tonal series I): Bd, Xf, Ht, Qd, Bc, Ts, Ym '?b 
'to fly' *'?benji : Bd '?benji , Xf '?benl , Ht '?binl , Qd, BC,Ts, Ym '?benl [LDY 403] .  

3 .  PrL *m (tonal series II): Bd, Xf p, Ht m, Qd ph, Bc, Ts, Ym p 
'dog' *ma1 : Bd, Xf pal , Ht mal, Qd pha4, Bc, Ts, Ym pa4 [LDY 41 1 ] .  
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4. PrL *C-m (tonal series III): Bd, Xf, Ht, Qd, Be, Ts, Ym m 
' hand' *C-meP:  Bd, Xf, Ht mejl, Qd -maj4, Be, Ts mail , Ym meil [LDY 476]. 

5. PrL *f(tonal series I) :  Bd, Xf f, Ht p, Qd, Be, Ts f, Ym fh 
'fire' *feil : Bd, Xf feil ,  Ht peil, Qd, Be, Ts feil , Ym fheil [LDY 422]. 

6. PrL *v (tonal series II): Bd, Xf, Ht, Qd, Be v, Ts f, Ym v 
'bow' *vatj: Bd vatj7, Xf vat7, Ht vat9, Qd vats, Be vat 7, Ts fats, Ym vats [LDY 41 1 ] .  

7 .  PrL *th (tonal series I ) :  Bd, Xf, Ht, Qd, Be, Ts, Ym th 
'short' *thatj: Bd thatj7, Xf that7, Ht thet9, Qd, Be, Ts, Ym that! [LDY 398] . 

8. PrL *?d (tonal series I): Bd, Xf, Ht, Qd, Be, Ts, Ym ?d 
'face' *?daI/ : Bd, Xf ?daI/ , Ht 'IdOI/, Qd, Be, Ts, Ym ?d8Il [LDY 440] . 

9. PrL *n (tonal series II): Bd, Xf t, Ht n, Qd th, Be, Ts, Ym t 
'rat' *niul : Bd, Xf tiul , Ht niul , Qd thiu4, Be, Ts tiu4, Ym ti:u4 [LDY 438] . 

10. PrL *C-n (tonal series III): Bd, Xf, Ht, Qd, Be,Ts, Ym n 
'water' *C-nom3: Bd nom3, Xf nam3, Ht nom3, Qd narrP, Be, Ts nam3, Ym narrP 
[LDY 479]. 

1 1 . PrL *h1 (tonal series I): Bd, Xf I, Ht d, Qd, Be, Ts, Ym I 
'blood' *h1a:tj: Bdla:tj7, Xf lo.P, Ht da:t7, Qd, Be, Ts la.P, Yrnluat! [LDY 505] .  

1 2. PrL *'11 (tonal series I): Bd, Ht, Qd, Ts, Xf, Bs 1 
A rare initial. 
'to forget' *?U:m2: Bd 1i:m2, Xf Jum2, Ht 1i:m2, Qd 1u:rnS, Be, Ts U:rnS, Ym urnS 
[LDY 493] .  

13 .  PrL *C-J (tonal series III): Bd, Xf, Ht, Qd, Be, Ts, Ym J 
'fingernail' *C-li:p: Bd, Xf, Ht 1i:p7, Qd li:p8, Be, Ts 1i:p7, Ym lip 8 [LDY 522] . 

14. PrL *pl (tonal series I): Bd, Xf pl, Ht 1, Qd p, Be, Ts, Ym p1 
'termite ' *p1u:k: Bd p1u:k7, Xf p1uk7, Ht 1uY, Qd pua?7, Be,Ts plu: '17, Ym p1ukB 
[LDY 368] .  

1 5 .  PrL *ch (tonal series I): Bd, Xf, Ht, Qd, Be,  Ts, Ym ch 
'tree' *chail : Bd, Xf, Ht, Qd, Be, Ts, Ym chail [LDY 477]. 

16. PrL *c (tonal series I): Bd, Xf, Ht, Qd, Be, Ts c, Ym t 
'to sit' *corr: Bd corr, Xf corr, Ht curr, Qd corr, Be corr· Ts corr, Ym torr 
[LDY 528]. 



17 .  PrL *Jl (tonal series II): Bd, Ht e, Qd eh, Ts, Xf, Bs e 
A rare initial. 
'ear of grain '  *Jle:Jj : Bd, Xf, Ht ee:I/, Qd ehe:rj, Be, Ts ee:rj, Ym ciar/ [LDY 392]. 
'encircle' *Jla:u3: Bd, Xf ea:u3, Ht Jla:u3, Qd eha:u6, Be, Ts za:u3 [LDY 389] . 

1 8 .  PrL *hJl (special tonal series ): Bd hj, Xf Jl, Ht h, Qd, Be, Ts z, YM Jl 
'elbow' *hJlu:r]: Bd hju:r], Xf Jlur], Ht hu:r], Qd -zua.g5, Be, Ts -zu:.g5, YM -Jlur] 
[LDY 524] . 

19 .  PrL *C-Jl (tonal series III): Bd, Xf, Ht, Qd, Be, Ts, Ym Jl 
'moon' *C-Jla:n1 : Bd, Xf, Ht Jla:n1, Qd Jla:n4, Be, TS Jla:n1, Ym Jlauar/ [LDY 5 15] .  

20. PrL *s (tonal series I ) :  Bd t, Xf s ,  Ht, Qd, Be ,  Ts t, Ym eh 
'bird' *satj: Bd tatj7, Xf sat7, Ht tat9, Qd, Be, Ts tat7 [LDY 454]. 

2 1 .  PrL *z (tonal series II): Bd, Xf, Ht z, Qd, Be, Ts J, Ym e 
'ear' *zaj1 : Bd, Xf, Ht zail , Qd, Be, Ts Jai4, Ym eail [LDY 400]. 

22. PrL *sw (tonal series I): Bd, Xf f, Ht, Qd, Be, Ts eh, Ym fh 
'three' *swa3: Bd, Xf [u3, Ht, Qd, Be,Ts ehu3, Ym fhu3 [LDY 468] .  

23. PrL *zw (tonal series II): Bd Y, Xf y, Htr, Qd, Be,Ts, Ym [ 
'bone' *zwi:k: Bd Yi:k7, Xf yik7, Ht rj77, Qd [ia13, Be, Ts [i:13, Ym fj}(8 [LDY 412] .  

24. PrL *?j  (tonal series I): Bd  ?j, Xf z, Ht 'I, Qd z, Be  ?j, Ts, Ym z 
'to swallow' *?jo:m2: Bd ?jo:m2, Xf zo:m2, Ht '1o:m2, Qd zo:r:n5, Be ?jo:r:n5, Ts zo:r:n5, 
Ym zuar:n5 [LDY 489] . 

25. PrL *j (tonal series II): Bd, Xf, Ht, Qd, Be, Ts, Ym z 
'egg' *ji:ml : Bd zi:ml, Xf zumJ, Ht zi:mJ , Qd zu:m4, Be zi:ml, Ts zi:m4, Ym 
zumi[LDY 391 ] .  

26. PrL *kh (tonal series I): Bd, Xf, Ht, Qd, Be ,  Ts, Ym kh 

5 1  

'nose' *khat -*khak: B d  khat!, Xf khak7, Ht khet7, Qd, Be, Ts, Ym khat7 [LDY 372]. 

27. PrL *k (tonal series I): Bd, Ht, Qd, Ts, Xf, Bs k 
'bed-bug' *kip: Bd kip7, Xf kep7, Ht kip9, Qd kup7, Be, Ts kip7, Ym kop7 [LDY 383]. 

28. PrL *1) (tonal series II) : Bd, Xf k, Ht 1), Qd kh, Be, Ts, Ym k 
'needle' *1)utj: Bd kutj7, Xf kot7, Ht 1)ut7, Qd khut8, Be, Ts kut8, Ym kat8 [LDY 5 19]. 

29. PrL *C-1) (tonal series III): Bd, Xf, Ht, Qd, Be, Ts, Ym 1) 
'to cry' *C-1)ai3: Bd, Xf 1)ai3, Ht 1)ei3, Qd 1)aP, Be, Ts, 1)ai3, Ym 1)aP [LDY 435]. 
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30. PrL *r (tonal series II): Bd, Xf, Ht r, Qd, Be 1, Ts, Ym r 
'deer' *ro:i3: Bd, Xf, Ht ro:i3, Qd, Be }o:i6, Ts ro:i6, Ym ru:P [LDY 443] .  

31 .  PrL *y (tonal series II): Bd g, Xf y, Ht g, Qd, Be h,  Ts g, Ym kh 
'grove' *yo�: Bd go�, Xf yo�, Ht gu�, Qd horf, Be hurf, Ts gurf, Ym kho� 
[LDY 386]. 

32. PrL *h1)w (tonal series I): Bd hw, Xf 1), Ht h, Qd v, Bs 1), Ts gw, Ym lIJ 
'mountain' *h1)wau3: Bd hWou3, Xf 1)03, Ht hau3, Qd v03, Be 1)03, Ts g03, Ym lIJ03 
[LDY 470]. 

33. PrL *C-1)W (tonal series Ill): Bd 1)W, Xf' 
Ht, Qd, Ts, Bs 1), Ym lIJ 

'straw' *C-1)wi�: Bd 1)wi�, Xf 1)en3, Ht 1)i�, Qd 1)irf, Bs, Ts 1)i1) 3, Ym lIJen6 
[LDY 392] . 

34. PrL *rw (tonal series II): Bd gw Xf y, Ht r, Qd, Be h, Ts g, Ym v 
'head' *rwou3: Bd gwou3, Xf y03, Ht rau3, Qd hcP, Be hcP, Ts gcP, Ym v03 
[LDY 367]. 

35. PrL *yw (tonal series II): Bd gwlg, Xf x, Ht r, Qd, Be h, Ts g, Ym kh 
'eight' *ywoul: Bd goul , Xf xoul, Ht ruI, Qd, Be hou4, Ts gou4, Ym khoul [LDY 
367 ] .  
'fat' *ywei3: Bd gwei3, Xf riu3, Ht riu3, Qd,Be hu:i6, Ts guP, Ym khui3 [LDY 403] .  

36. PrL *7 (tonal series I): Bd, Xf, Ht, Qd, Be ,  Ts, Ym 7 
'to wash' *7a:p: Bd, Xf 7a:p7, Ht 7a:p9, Qd, Be, Ts, Ym 7a:pB [LDY 497] .  

37 .  PrL *h (tonal series I) :  Bd, Xf, Ht, Qd, Be,Ts, Ym h 
'hom' *hauI : Bd, Xf, Ht, Qd, Be, Ts, Ym haul [LDY 427]. 

38 .  PrL *hw (tonal series I) :  Bd f, Xf y, Ht p, Qd, Be,Ts, Ym [ 
'nine' *hwaj3: Bd [aj3, Xf yej3, Ht pej3, Qd, Be, Ts, Ym [aj3 [LDY 43 1 ] .3 

39. PrL *w (tonal series II): Bd hw, Xf, Ht, Qd, Be, Ts, Ym v 
'sun' *wanI : Bd -hwanl, Xf -va1)l, Ht venl, Qd, Be -vanI ,  Ts varf, Ym varf 
[LDY 482]. 

40. PrL *7w (tonal series I): Bd 7w, Xf y, Ht 7, Qd v, Bs 7w, Ts gw, Ym v 

3 

'to rise' *7waP: Bd 7waP, Xf yeP, Ht 7eP, Qd vaj5, Bs 7wat5, Ts gwaS, Ym vaj5 [LDY 
460] . 

I cannot accept the suggestion of Thurgood ( 199 1 :  1 0) that this is a borrowing from Chinese or a 
Tibeto-Burman source. The Proto Sino-Tibetan reconstruction is *kwaH and it is difficult to connect 
this with the Proto Li form *hwai3 (or, in Thurgood's reconstruction, *pra;3J. 



The vowel system of Proto Li can be reconstructed as follows: 

*i 
*e 

*i 
*a 
*a 

*u 
*0 

The list of Proto Li terminals includes: 

*p 
*t 
*tj 
*k 

*m 
*n 
*nj 
*g 

*u 
*i 
*i 
*0 

*i: *i: 
*e: 

*a: 

*u: 
*0: 

This system of Proto Li finals is retained in some modern dialects, especially in Bd, and 
thus I have omitted the list of correspondences (see Thurgood 199 1 ). 

Proto Li, unlike Zhuang-Tai or Kam-Sui, was not under strong Chinese influence until 
recently. Vietnamese loans are known in Li dialects: 

PrL *hwo:t 'wind' : Bd hwo.P, Qd vo:t8, Xf vo:k7 

Vietnamese hl}t 'a gust of wind' 

PrL *chom} 'fence' (Bd, Ts chom}) 
Vietnamese chem < Proto VM *cem 'wedge' 

Sd Li bOg, Vn bl}ng 'belly' 
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Unfortunately I still do not know when this contact with Vietnamese began, but it 
probably postdated the beginning of the disintegration of Proto Li . 

2 . 1 .5 PROTO KADAr RECONSTRUCTION 

The existence of low-level reconstructions for the Zhuang-Tai, Kam-Sui and Li groups 
allows us to attempt the reconstruction of Proto Kadai . This problem has been discussed by 
Haudricourt (Shafer 1974) and Benedict ( 1 975, 1990), who have collected Proto Kadai 
cognates and proposed Proto Kadai pre-reconstructions. The pre-reconstructions are 
problematic,  as they are not based on low level reconstructions (see comments in Gedney 
1976). Additional Kadai comparisons can be found in Li Fang-kuei ' s  ( 1 965) Kam-Sui 
article, in articles by Jakhontov ( 1984, 1 985) and in other publications, including HanseII 
( 1 988) and Solnit ( 1988). 

The only conclusive reconstruction has been that of the tone system of the Proto language. 
There were three tones, which are marked as * A, *B, and *c. In checked syIIables the tonal 
opposition was neutralised; this situation is marked as tone *D. This system has been 
adopted by all scholars who work with this language fami ly. The phonetic features of the 
three Kadai tones are still unknown. 

The correspondences for the reconstruction of the tones are: 
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Proto Kadai Proto ZhT Proto Kam-Sui Proto Li Tonal series Ong Be Lakkja 

*A *A *A * 1  I 4 1 

II 1 2 

*B *B *B *2 I 2 5 

II 3 6 

*C *C *C *3 I 2 3 

II 3 4 

(*D) 0 0 0 I 2 7 

II 1 8 

The reconstruction of the system of Kadai segmental phonemes raises more difficult 
problems, due to the following factors: 

1 .  The total set of reliable Kadai etymologies which form the basis of my reconstruction 
is limited to less than three hundred roots. These etymologies were discovered 
during direct comparison of the reconstructed lexicons of Zhuang-Tai, Kam-Sui and 
Proto Li , and the vocabularies of Ong Be and Lakkja. Natural ly, all reliable 
etymologies mentioned in the literature are also included. I have not compared the 
lexicons of the Gelao languages, so it is possible that some etymologies are absent 
from my list. But as the number of known Gelao forms is limited, it is unlikely that 
many new etymologies will be found until extensive data on modem Gelao becomes 
available. 

One reason for the shortage of reliable etymologies is that all modem Kadai languages 
have traces of extensive foreign influence, which has resulted in the loss of many 
native words. Benedict ( 1975), for example, claims that the original Kadai numerals 
are maintained only in Li and Kelao. 

2 .  Within the Kadai language family we can recognise at least two areas of contact 
between languages. One area includes Lakkja and all Nung, Zhuang and Kam-Sui 
languages and dialects. From ethnolinguistic data, one can assume that this is an area 
of extensive Zhuang influence, but it is rather difficult to prove this idea with 
reference solely to linguistic data. The other area of contact concerns Li and Ong Be. 
In both groups on Hainan island, there are words which are unlikely to be of Proto 
Kadai origin, but seem to represent some local interference. The existence of these 
two areas of contact often makes it difficult to determine the exact chronological level 
to which a root belongs, and thereby to prove the Kadai origin of the root. 

Despite these difficulties, it is possible to reconstruct the following system of Proto Kadai 
initials: 
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TABLE 2.7: PROTO KADA! INITIALS 

*p *?b *mp *mb *m *C-m *C- ?m *f *v 

*p1 *mp1 *mb1 *ml 

*R-p *R-m 

*t *?d *nd *n *?n *C-n *C-?n *1 *C-?l *s 

*tr *?dr *ntr *ndr *r *?r *xr *zr 

*R-t *R-d *R-n *R-1 *R-s *R-z 

*I- ?d *I-nt *I-nd *I-n 

*P-?d *P-nd *m-n *P- ?n *m-1 *P-?l 

*P-?dr *P-ntr *m-r *P- ?r 

*p *C-p *C-?p *j *?j *� s 

*kh *k *{)k *{) *?{) *x 

*khr 

*khl *kl 

*khw *kw *{)W *C-{)W *xw *yw 

*? 

The system includes several initial clusters. In most cases I do not have sufficient 
evidence to reconstruct their phonological features. That is why I do not, for example, 
reconstruct a *k- prefix instead of *C, as was suggested by Edmondson and Yang ( 1988). 

This system has been reconstructed on the basis of the following correspondences: 

TABLE 2.8:  PROTO KADA! INITIAL CORRESPONDENCES 

Proto Kd ZHt KS OB Lk PrL 

l .  *p *p *p b p *f, *ph 

2 .  *?b *?b *?b ( v II) ?b *?b 

3 .  *mp *p *mp v II p 
4 .  *mb *b *mp 

5 .  *pl *pi *ph b phi *hi 

6 .  *mpl *pi *mpl *z 

7 .  *mbl *br *mpi ?bl I I  *hi 

8 .  *R-p *phi *pi kj II *n 

9 .  *t *t *t d t 

10 .  *?d *?d *?d 1 1 

I I . *nd *d *nt h II t Il 

1 2 .  *tr *r-th *tr ? *sw, *ch 

13 .  *?dr *?dr * ?dr 1 *zw 

14. *ntr *t *ntr d 

1 5 .  *ndr *r-d *ntr I II t *zw 

1 6 .  *R-t *r-t *t(r) d kj *th 

1 7 .  *R-d *r-d *?dr 1 11 *zw 

L 
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1 8 . *1-t *C-t *t d p1 
19 .  *1- ?d *?d *?d I *c 
20. *1-nt *C-t *nt d p1 *ch 
2 l .  *P- ?d *P-?d *m-?d 1 ?b1 *?d 
22 .  *P-nd *P-d d pJ II  *s 
23. *P-?dr *P-?d *?d (m II) *zw 
24. *P-ntr *P-t ntr *n 
25 .  *kh *x *kh 'I II  *kh 
26. *k *k *k k, h k *kh, *h 
27.  *Vk *y *Vk V (7) *h 
28 .  *khr *r-kh *khr s J II *z 
29 .  *kh1 *C-S kx kj *kh 
30 .  *k1 *k1 *k1 1 *C-I 
3 l .  *khw *h *khw s *k 
32 .  *kw *kh *kw v II k II *h 
33 .  *'1 *'1 *'1 'I 'I (*'1) 
34.  *m *m *m m Il m Il *m, *C-m 
35 .  *R-m *r-m *R-m m Il m Il *m, *C-m 
36.  *C-m *hm *hm (n) *m 
37 .  *C- ?m *hm *?m (v II) k- *C-m 
38 .  *m1 *hm *m-n pJ II 
39 .  *n *n *n n II  n Il (*C-)n 
40. *R-n *r-n *R-n n II  n Il *C-n 
4 l .  *C-n *hn *hn n kj *n 
42.  *C- ?n *hn *C-?n n kj-, ts- *C-n 
43 .  *?n *?d *?n 1 n, I *?d 
44. *m-n *r-n *m-n n Il m1 
45 .  *P-?n *P-?d *C-n (7) ?b *C-p 
46. *1-n *n *n s II *c 
47 . *p *p *p 3 II *C-p 
48 .  *C-p *hp *hp (n) 
49. *C-?p *hp *C-?p, *C-?j (V) *hp, *C-V 
50.  *V *V (*V) V ll V II *C-V 
5 l .  *?V *V *?V *'1 
52 .  *vw *vw *m-v v, v II w II *w 
53 .  *C-vw *hm *hvw m kh- *m 
54. *1 *1 *1 I II 1 II *h1 
55 .  *R-1 *r-1 *R-1 1 II (j II) 
56 .  *C-?l *hl *kh1 1 hj 
57 .  *P-1 *1 *phi b i ll *h1 



5 8 .  *m-I *m-I *C-n 

59 .  *r *r *r I II 

60. *?r *r *?r I ? II 

6 1 .  *P- ?r *phI *?r s j 

62 .  *m-r *r *mpI (IJ) kj 

63. *j *j *j 

64. *7j *j *7j 3 (k)j 

65 .  *s *s *s(h) h 

66. *8 *s *8h 
67 .  *sr *s *Clsr 

68. *zr *j *zr 3 J 
69.  *C-s *s *s(h)r khj 
70. *C-z *s *Crsr s kj 

7 1 .  *x *?g *Crx k h, ( ? Il) 

72. *f *f *f v II 

73 .  *v *v *C-f v II P 
74. *m-f *f *m-xw b II f 
7 5 .  *xw *f *Crxw ph f 

76.  *yw *v b II w II 

A few examples from Peiros ( 1990b) are: 

1 .  Proto Kd *p: ZhT*p, KS *p, OB b, Lk p, PrL *f 
*pa(:)jA 'to go' [H 457; LK 172; Li 57; Ben 342] :  
ZhT *pajA : WrS paiA, Lz, Po pail [LFK] ; Saek pay [M] ; 
KS *pa:jA: SS, SL, Ma, Mn, Tn, Ka, Mm pajl ; 
OB bot!; 
Lk pail; 
PrL *feil : Bd, Xf feP, Ht peil , Qd, Be,Ts feil , Ym theil [LDY 527] .  

*pa:k 'mouth' [H 457; Li 265; Ben 341 ] :  
ZhT *pa:k WrS pa:k, Lz, Po pa:k7 [LFK] ; 
KS *pa:k SS, SL, Ma, Mn, Tn, Ka, Mm pa:k7; 
OB bak2; 
PrL *fa:k > Sd P?-

*pi:k 'wing' : 
ZhT *pi:k WrS pi:k, Lz pi:k7 [LFK] ; cf. Po fit8, Saek viat 5 [M] 
OB bik2; 

*r 

*yw 

*J1 
*c 

*c 
*ch 

*s 
*ch 

*j 

*r 

kh 

*f 

*f 

*f 
*f 

*w 

PrL *phi:k Bd phi:k7, Xf phik7, Ht phi:?7, Qd phia?7, Be phiak7, Ts phia ?7, Ym phi?7 
[LDY 382] . 
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2. Proto Kd *?b: ZhT *?b, KS *?b, OB ( v  II) ,  Lk ?b, PrL *?b 
*?bVJA 'to fly' [H 486; LK 172; Ben 394] : 
ZhT *?biJA : WrS ?binA, Lz binl , Po minl , Saek ?biJl [LFK] ; 
OB vinl ; 
PrL *?benJi : Bd benJi, Xf benl, Ht binl, Qd benl , Bc binl, Ts, Ym, benl [LDY 403] .  
<> Lk ponS is irregular. 

*?ba:nC 'village' [H 460; LK 173; Ben 4 16] :  
ZhT *?ba:nc: WrS ?ba:nC, Lz ba:n3, Po ma:n3 [LFK], Saek ba:n 3 [M] ; 
KS *?ba:nC: SS, SL, Ma ?ba:n3, Mn ba:n4, Tn, Mm ma:n3; 
Lk ?ba:n3. 
<> PrL *fan 3 (Qd, Bc, Ts fa:n3, Ym fuan1) indicates initial *hw. 
Vn ban is can be a Kd loan. 

*?biV 'to pluck' [Li 282; Ben 355]: 
ZhT *?bit WrS ?bit, Lz bit7, Po mit7 [LFK]; 
KS *?b Vt: SS ?bjot7, SL, Ma ?bit7, Mn bit8, Tn mit7, Mm mju:t7; 

*?be:k 'carry on shoulder' : 
ZhT *?be:k WrS ?be:k, Lz be:k7[LFK]; 
PrL *?bi:k 'a load' : Bd bi:k7, Xf, Ht bi:k?7, Qd bia?7, Bc biak7, Ts bia?7, Ym bi?7 
[LDY436]. 

3 .  Proto Kd *mp: ZhT *p, KS *mp, OB v II, Lk p, PrL -

*mp VI' 'year' [H 483; LK 172;  Li 59] : 
ZhT *piA: WrS piA, Lz, Po pil [LFK] ; Saek pil [M]; 
KS *mpe4: SS mbel, SL bel , Ma bela, Mn mbel ,  Tn ?bel, Ka pel , Mm mel ; 
OB vail ; 
Lk peji . 
<> Cf. PrL *mou2 [LDY 454] . 

4. Proto Kd *mb: ZhT *b, KS *mp, OB -, Lk - PrL -

*mbe:I/ 'expensive' [H; LK; Li ; Ben ] :  
ZhT *be:I/: WrS bot, Lz, Po pe:rj2 [LFK] ; 
KS *mpiI/: SS mbir/ , SL bir./, Ma biI)la, Mn mbi{/ , Mm hmir./ . 

5. Proto Kd *pi: ZhT *pi, KS *ph, OB b, Lk phi, PrL *hi, *pi 
*pi;r4 'fish' [H 470; LK 172]: 
ZhT *pi;r4: WrS pi;r4, Lz, Po pjal [LFK] ; Saek pial [M] ; 
OB ba4; 
Lk phlal ; 
PrL *hial : Bd, Xf 1a1 , Ht dal , Qd, Bc, Ts, Ym 1al [LDY 5 14] .  
<> Ka pal can be a ZhT loan 



*p1vjA 'end' , 'point' [H 46 1 ;  Li 58] :  
ZhT *p1a:jA: WrS p1a:jA, Lz, Po pja:il [LFKJ ;  Saek p1a:j1 [M]; 
KS *pheA: SL phe1 , Ma phel a, Tn, Ka phel ; 
OB boi [H] . 

6. Proto Kd *mp1: ZhT *p1, KS *mp1, OB -, Lk -, PrL *z 
*mplirj 'leech' :  
ZhT *plirj: WrS plirj, Lz, Po plill [LFK] ; Saek plil/ [M] ; 
KS *mp1irj: Mn mbir/ , Tn ?birj, Ka mjirj, Mm mirj; 
PrL *zir/ : Bd Zil/ , Xi zenl, Ht zir/ , Qd, Bc, Ts lirf, Ym cerfl [LDY 445] .  
<> Ma pill can be a ZhT loan. Cf. Khmer 3h1aa1] 'leech' with a possible Mon-Khmer 
etymology. 

7. Proto Kd *mb1: ZhT *br, KS *mp1, OB -, Lk ?b1 II, PrL *h1 

*mb1a(:)uA 'evening meal' [Li 137]: 
ZhT *brauA: WrS brauA, Lz pjau2, Po sau2 [LFK] ;  
KS *mpIa:uA: SL mja:u1 , Ma bja:u1a, Tn ?ba:u2; 
Lk ?bIau2 - ?baul . 

*mbIi:NA 'to wake up' : 
Lk ?bIen2; 
PrL *hli:nl : Bd li:nl , Xf lid, Ht di:n1, Qd, Ts li:nl, Ym li1]1 [LDY 503] .  

8. Proto Kd *R-p: ZhT *phI, KS *pI, OB -, Lk kj II ,  PrL *n 
*R-pVrnA 'hair' [H 506; LK 17 1 ;  Li 79; Ben 307] : 
ZhT *phIornA: WrS phornA, Lz phjuml, Po pjoml [LFK] ; 
KS *pIarnA:  SS, SL, Ma, Mn pjaml, Tn peml , Ka pjaml, Mm pyaml ; 
Lk kjom2. 
PrL *noml : Ht noml [LDY 488] . Cf. PrL *roml : Xf roml [LDY 488]. 

9. Proto Kd *t: ZhT *t, KS *t, OB d, Lk t, PrL ( *th) 
*tap 'liver' [H 48 1 ;  LK 172; Li 286; Ben 332]: 
ZhT *tap: WrS tap, Lz, Po tap7 [LFK] ; Saek tap 4 [M] ; 
KS *tap: SS, SL, Ma, Mn, Tn, Ka, Mm tap7; 
OB dop2; 
Lk tap7. 

10. Proto Kd *?d: ZhT *?d, KS *?d, OB I, Lk I, PrL 
*?dajC 'to get' [H 459; LK 173; Li 230] :  
ZhT *?dajC: WrS ?daiC, Lz dai3, Po nai3 [LFK] ; Saek day [M] ; 
KS *?dajC: SS, SL, Ma ?dai3, Mn dafl,Tn 1ai3, Ka Ii3, Mm 1ai3; 
OB 1ai2 [Hansell 1988:257] ; 
Lk Ii3. 
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1 1 . Proto Kd *nd: ZhT *d, KS *nt, OB h II, Lk t Il ,  PrL -

*ndamA 'pond' [Li 85] :  
ZhT > Po tam2 [LFK]; Lz thuml is irregular; 
KS *ntam4: SS ndaml, SL daml ,  Ma damla, Mn ndaml, Tn ?daml, Ka taml ,  Mrn hlaml ; 
OB homl ; 
Lk tam2. 

*ndauA 'aquatic moss ' :  
ZhT *dauA: WrS dauA, Nung tan 2, Po tau2 [LFK] ; 
KS *ntauA: Ma daula, Tn ?daul, Ka taul. 

<> Cf. Middle Chinese dllj 'id. ' 

12 .  Proto Kd *tr. ZhT *r-th, KS *tr, OB ?, Lk -, PrL *sw, *ch 

*trauA ' louse' [H 523; Li 86; Ben 334]: 
ZhT *r-thauA: WrS hauA, Lz haul , Tho thaul, Po 1aul [LFK] ; Saek raw 2[M] 
KS *triuA: SS, SL tul, Ma taul, Mn tul, Tn tiul , Ka ta:ul , Mrn khyol ; 
PrL *swaul : Bd, Xf foul, Ht, Qd, Bc choul , Ym thoul [LDY 488] .  

*tra:p 'to carry on a pole' [H  477; Li 268]: 

ZhT *r-tha:p: WrS ha:p, Lz ha:p7, Tho tha:p7, Po 1a.p7 [LFK], Saek ra:p2 [M] ; 
KS *tra:p: SS, SL, Ma, Mn, Tn, Ka ta:p7, Mrn kya:p7; 

OB hap2; 
PrL *cha:p 'yoke, carring pole ' :  Bd, Xf, Ht, Qd, Bc, Ts, cha.p7 [LDY 485] .  

*trak 'to break' ,  'be broken' [Ben 241 ] :  
ZhT *r-thak WrS te:k, Lz phe:k7, Po te:k7[LFK] 
KS *t(r)ak SS, SL, Ma, Tn, Ka tak7; 
OB dak2 [Han 262] ; 
PrL *ch Vk Bd cho:k7, Sd SlfC. 

13 .  Proto Kd *?dr. ZhT *?dr, KS *?dr, OB 1, Lk -, PrL *zw 
*?drVk 'bone' [H 489; LK 268; Ben 238]: 
ZhT *?dru(:)k WrS kra- ?dru:k, Lz duk7, Po no:k7 [LFK] ; Saek ro:J<6 [M] ; 
KS *?dr[a:Jk SS la:k7, SL ?da:k7, Ma ?do:k7, Mn da:J<8, Tn za:k7, Ka la:k7, Mrn hya:k7; 
OB Jak2 'marrow' ;  
PrL *zwi:k B d  vi:k7, Xf yik7, Ht ri?7, Qd fia?!l, Bc, Ts b:?!l, Ym fiJ<8 [LDY 4 12] .  

14. Proto Kd *ntr. ZhT *t, KS *ntr, OB d, Lk - ,  PrL 
*ntramB 'low' [H 482; Li 178] :  
ZhT *tamE: WrS tamE, Lz, Po tam5 [LFK]; Saek tarrP [M] ; 
KS *ntramE: SS dam5, SL ndam5, Ma dam5, Mn djarrP, Tn zam5, Ka tam5, Mrn hyam5; 
OB dom2. 



1 5 .  Proto Kd *ndr. ZhT *r-d, KS *ntr, OB 1 II, Lk t, PrL *zw 
*ndra(:)uA 'we (incl.)' :  
ZhT *[r-dJauA: WrS rauA, Lz, Po lau2 [LFK]; Saek nft [M] ; 
KS *ntra:[uj4: SS nda:ul, Ma dala, Mn nda:ul, Tn za:ul, Ka ta: ul, Mm h ya:ul ; 
Lk taul ; 

6 1  

PrL *zwaul : Xf faul , Ht roul , Qd faul , Be  foul, Ts faul , Ym fai ?7 (irreg.) [LDY 495] .  

16. Proto Kd *R-t ZhT *r-t, KS *t(r), OB d, Lk kj, PrL *th 

*R-tot 'fart' [H 505 ; LK 178; Li 287]: 
ZhT *r-tot WrS tot, Nung tat7, Po lot? [LFK]; 
KS *t(r)ut SL tat7, Ma tut7, Tn tet?, Ka tat?; 
OB dut2; 
Lk kjo:t7; 
PrL *thu:t: Bd thu:t7, Xf thut7, Ht, Qd, Be, Ts thu.P, Ym thut? [LDY 458]. 

17. Proto Kd *R -d: ZhT *r-d, KS *?dr, OB I II, Lk -, PrL *zw 
*R-dia4 'boat' [H 5 16; Ben 237] :  
ZhT *r-dia4 : WrS ria, Lz 1;2, Po lu2 [LFK]; 
KS *?dria4:  SS, Ma ?dwal, Tn zjal, Ka 101 ; 
OB lual 
PrL *zwal :  Bd val , Xf yal ,  Ht ral , Qd ftfl- [LDY 385] 

1 8 . Proto Kd *1-t: ZhT *C-t, KS *t, OB d, Lk pI, PrL 
*1-ta(:)jA 'to die' [H 5 18; LK 172; Li 62; Ben 283] : 
ZhT*C-ta.jA : WrS ta:jA , Lz ha:il , Po ta:il , Wm ra:il [LFK]; Saek pra:j1 - tsa:j1 [M] 
KS *tajA : SS, SL, Ma, Mn, Tn, Ka, Mm tail ; 
OB dai4; 
Lk phil . 

19 .  Proto Kd *1- ?d: ZhT *?d, KS *?d, OB 1, Lk -, PrL *c 
*1- ?dVp 'to extinguish' [Li 290]: 
ZhT *?dap: WrS ?dap, Lz dap7, Po nap7, Saek ?dap7 [LFK]; 
KS *?dap: SL, Ma ?dap7, Ka lap7; 
OB lap2 [Han 257] ;  
PrL *cVp: Bd cop7, Xf cap7, Qd cap7, Be  cepS, Ts cop7, Ym tap7 [LDY 496]; 
ef. *[zJoP ' id. ' :  Bd, Xf rop7, Ht zop7 [LDY 496]. 

20. Proto Kd *1-nt: ZhT *C-t, KS *nt, OB d, Lk pI, PrL *ch 
*1-nta4 'eye' [H 470; LK 172; Li 69; Ben 283]: 
ZhT *C-ta4: WrS ta4 , Lz tal , Po tal , Wm ral, Saek pral [LFK] ; 
KS *nta4: SS ndal , SL dal , Ma dala, Mn ndal, Tn ?dal, Ka tal , Mm hlal ; 
OB dtfl-; 
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Lk plal ; 

PrL *chal : Bd, Xf, Ht, Qd, Be, Ts, Ym chal [LDY 507] .  

2 1 .  Proto Kd *P-?d: ZhT *P-?d, KS *m-?d, OB 1 ,  Lk ?bl, PrL *?d 

*P-?dVClF 'bile' [Li 173] :  

ZhT *P-?dVjA:  WrS ?djA, Lao ?bjl , Lz djI,  Po njI, Wm ?bojl [LFK] ; 

KS *m-?doB: SL ?daS, Mn d:P, Ta laS, Ka paS, Mm my05 [Strecker 1988: 1 16] ; 
OB loti, dct1; 
Lk ?blail ; 

PrL *?dail : Bd, Xf, Ht, Qd, BC,Ts, Ym dail [LDY 391 ] .  

22. Proto Kd *P-d: ZhT *P-d, KS -, OB d, Lk  pl II, PrL *s 

*P-dauB 'ashes' [H 522; LK 172; Ben 223] :  
ZhT *P-dauB: WrS dauB, Lz pjaLP, Po taLP [LFK]; 
OB dou3; 
Lk pleu4; 
PrL *sau3: Bd tau3, Xf sau3, Ht tou3, Qd, Be, Ts tau3, Ym chau3 [LDY 379] . 

23. Proto Kd *P-?dr. ZhT *P-?d, KS *?d, OB (m II), Lk -, PrL *zw 

*P-?drViA 'navel' [Li 65]: 
ZhT *P-?diA: WrS sa- ?diA, Lao ?bil, Nung ?diJ ,  Po nil [LFK] ; 
KS *?dVA :  SS ?dwal, SL ?dal, Ma ?dwal, Mn d02, Tn ljal, Ka ljol , Mm lwal; 
possibly: OB mal; 
PrL *zweil : Bd veil, Xf yeil, Ht reP, Qd, Be, Ts tefl, Ym thej2 (irreg. tone) [LDY 
398] .  

24. Proto Kd *P-ntr. ZhT *P-t, KS *ntr, OB -, Lk -, PrL n 
*P-ntrak 'grasshopper' [Li 289]: 

ZhT *[P-t Jak: WrS tak-, Thai thak7, Po tak7,Wm rak7 [LFK]; 
KS *ntriak SS ndjak7, SL djak7, Ma dak7, Mn djaJ<8, Tn zjak7, Ka tjak7, Mm hyaJ<8; 
PrL *ni:k Ht ni:1J, Qd thia13, Be, Ts ti:13, Ym ti13 [LDY 5 17] . 

25 . Proto Kd *kh: ZhT *x, KS *kh, OB -, Lk ? II, PrL kh 
*kh(i)a:mC 'cross, step across' [LK 1 7 1 ;  Li 5 1 ] :  
ZhT *xa:mc: WrS kha:mC, Lz kha:m3, Po ha:m3 [LFK]; 
KS *khia:mC: SS, SL, Ma sa:m3, Mn sja:m3, Tn thja:m3, Mm tsha:m3; 
Lk ?a:m4; 

*kha:uA 'white' [H 523] :  
ZhT *xa:uA : WrS kha:uA, Lz kha:ul, Po ha:ul [LFK]; 
PrL *kha:ul : Bd, Xf, Ht, Qd, Be, Ts, Ym kha:ul [LDY 368]. 



26. Proto Kd *k ZhT *k, KS *k, OB k, h, Lk k, PrL *kh, *h 
*ko:nB 'first, beforehand' [Li 1 84]: 
ZhT *ko:nB: WrS ko:nB, Lz, Po ko:nS [LFK] ; Saek ko:n 6 [M]; 
KS *kunB- *krunB: SS, SL konS, Ma kunS, Mn, Tn ku:nS, Ka 'lunS, Mm kunS; 
PrL*hu:n2: Bd hu:n2, Ht hu:n2, Ts hu:nS [LDY 498] 
or *khu:n2: Bd khu:n2, Xf khurj, Ht khu:n2, Qd, Be khu:nS, Ym khunS [LDY 498] .  

*kVuA 'I' [H 457] : 
ZhT *kvuA: WrS kuA, Lz kaul , Po kul [LFK]; 
OB hau4; 

PrL *houl : Bd, Xf, Ht, Qd, Be, Ts houl , Ym hou'l7 (irreg.) [LDY 495] .  

27. Proto Kd *.gk ZhT *y, KS *.gk, OB .g (?) ,  Lk -, PrL *h 
*.gka:if 'chin ' [H 473;  Li 1 59; Ben 321 ] :  

ZhT *ya:if: WrS ga:if, Lz ka:.gi, Po ha:.gl [LFK]; 
KS *.gka:if: SL Ra:.gl, Ma ga:.gi a, Tn 'la:.gi, Ka la:rj; 

OB ngang [H] . 
PrL *he:.gi: Bd, Xf he:.gl , Ht ha:.gl , Qd, Be, Ts, Xhe:.gl, Ym hia.gl [LDY 498]. 

28. Proto Kd *khr. ZhT *r-kh, KS *khr, OB s, Lk j II, PrL *z 
*r-kh VA 'ear' [H 488; Lk 177] 
ZhT *r-kh VA :  WrS huA, Lz hul, Nung khiul , xul, Po li2 [LFK] 
KS *khraA : SS, SL qhal, Ma thjala, Mn, Tn, Ka khal, Mm khyal; 
OB sEf1; 
Lkja2; 
PrL *zail : Bd, Xf, Ht zail , Qd, Be, Ts iatl, Ym eatl [LDY 400] . 

29. Proto Kd *khJ: ZhT -, KS *C-S, OB kx, Lk kj, PrL *kh 
*khJa(i)C 'easy' [LK 178] : 
KS *C-saC: SS, SL za3, Tn 'lzEf1, Mm ea3 [Li 48] ;  
OB kxa2; 
Lk kji&; 
PrL *khai3: Bd khai3, Xf khei3, Ht, Qd, Be, TS,Ym khai3 [LDY 463] .  

30. Proto Kd  *kl: ZhT *kl, KS *kl, OB J, Lk - ,  PrL *C-J 
*klVjA 'far' [H 520]: 
ZhT *klajA : WrS klajA, Lz kwal, Po cail [LFK] ; 
KS *klVjA: Ma tjaiJ, Mn eil , Tn kel , Ka ka:il , Mm eel ; 
OB Jotl; 
PrL *C-Jail : Bd, Xf, Ht Jail , Qd JafI, Be, Ts Jail , Ym JafI [LDY 5 15] .  
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3 1 .  Proto Kd *khw. ZhT *h, KS *khw, OB s, Lk -, PrL *k 
*khwVnA 'road' [Li 10 1 ] :  
ZhT *hoNA: WrS honA, Po honi , Wm honi [LFK]; 

KS *khwVnA : SS khwanl, SL khunl, Ma khunla, Mn khunl, Tn kheni, Ka, Mm 
khwanl; 

OB sunl ; 
PrL *ku:nl : Bd ku:nl, Xf kur/ , Ht, Qd, Be, Ts ku:ni, Ym kunS (irreg.) [LDY 443] .  

32. Proto Kd *kw. ZhT *kh, KS *kw, OB v II ,  Lk k II, PrL *h 

*kwa(:)tft 'horn' [H 522; LK 17 1 ;  Li 105]: 
ZhT *khatft:  WrS khatft, Po kaui [LFK] ; 
KS *kwa:tft: SS qa:ul, SL pa:ul, Ma ka:u1, Mn lJa:ul (with irreg. init.), Tn pa:u2, 
Ka pa:ul , Mm kul ; 

OB vaul ; 

Lk kou2; 
PrL *haui : Bd, Ht, Qd, Ts, Xf, Bs haul [LDY 427] .  

33. Proto Kd *7: ZhT *7, KS *7, OB 7, Lk 7, PrL *7  
*7o:k 'to go out' [H 509; L i  280] : 
ZhT *7o:k WrS 7o:k, Lz, Po 7o:k7 [LFK]; 
KS *7u:k SS, SL, Ma, Mn 7uk7, Tn, Ka 7u:k7, Mm 7uk7; 
OB 7uk2; 

Lk 7uk7. 

34. Proto Kd *m: ZhT *m, KS *m, OB m II, Lk m II, PrL *m, *C-m 
*maNA 'yam' ,  'potato' [H 48 1 ; Li 127] :  
ZhT *maNA: WrS manA, Lz, Po man2 [LFK]; 
KS *manA : SS, SL, Ma, Mn, Tn, Ka, Mm man2; 

OB manl [Hansell 1988:25 1 ] ;  
PrL *C-mVni : Bd manl, Xf, Bs malJl , Qd muarj, Be, Ts mU:lJl , Ym manl [LDY 407] .  

*m vmB 'beard' , 'moustache' [H 492; Ben 308]: 
ZhT *mumB: Lz, Po munP [LFK]; 
OB mum3; 
PrL *mi:m3: Bd pi:m3, Xf pum2 (irreg. tone), Ht mi:m3, Qd phu:nP, Be, Ts pi:nP, Ym 
pinP [LDY 418] .  

*m[aiJA 'you' [H 525] 
ZhT *m[aiJA - *milJ A:  WrS mil]-\, Shan mP, Lz maP, Po miv [LFK); 
OB ma2; 
Lk ma2; 
PrL *meil : Bd, Xf meii , Ht mil , Qd mef4, Be, Ts meii , Ym mei?8 (irreg.) [LDY 453] .  



35. Proto Kd *R-m: ZhT *r-m, KS *R-m, OB m Il, Lk m II, PrL *C-m 
*R-m viA 'hand' [H 465 ; LK 1 74; Li 146; Ben 220] : 
ZhT *r-miA: WrS miA, Lz mi2, Po firr [LFK]; 
KS *R-mia4 : SS, SL mjal, Ma mila, Tn, Ka mja2, Mm nja2; 
OB moi; 
Lk mie2; 
PrL *C-meil : Bd, Xf, Ht meil , Qd mei4, Bc , Ts meil , Ym mei4 [LDY 476].  

36. Proto Kd *C-m: ZhT *hm, KS *hm, OB (n), Lk -, PrL m 
*hm V(if 'to come' (H 465 ;  Li 147) 
ZhT *ma -*hma4: WrS ma4, Lz mal, Po mal[LFK] 
KS *hma4: SL hmal, Ma mala, Mn, Tn mal , Ka, Mm hmal ; 
OB nia4: 
PrL *m ViI ; Bd peil ; Hi meil , Qd phei4; Ts pai4; Ym pail [LDY 432] 

37. Proto Kd *C-?m: ZhT *hm, KS *?m, OB ( v II), Lk k-, PrL *C-m 
*C-?m VjA 'k.o. bear' [H 484; Li 174] : 
ZhT *hm VjA :  WrS hIIJiA, Lz mil , Po mu:il [LFK]; 
KS *?m VjA - *hmojA :  SS ?mil, Ma muila, Mn moil , Tn mi2 (irreg. tone), Ka mel, 
Mm md; 
OB vuj1; 
Lk kujjl ; 
PrL *C-muil : Bd, Xf, Ht muil , Qd mutt, Bc, Ts, muil, Ym motft [LDY 504].  

38.  Proto Kd *m1: ZhT *hm, KS *m-n, OB -, Lk pI II, PrL 
*m1uat 'beard' [H 503; LK 302; Ben 289]: 
ZhT *hmuat > WrS hmuat [LFK]; 
KS *m-n(i)u:t SS, SL njut!3, Ma nut!3, Mn Jlu:t!3, Tn nu.P, Ka mu.P, Mm mut!3; 
Lk pIu:t!3. 

39. Proto Kd *n: ZhT *n, KS *n, OB n II, Lk n Il, PrL (*C-)n 
*no(:)rF 'child' [H 509; LK 174] : 
ZhT *n[o:JrF: WrS no:if, Lz no:if, Po nu:if [LFK] ; 
KS *norF: Mn, Tn nuif, Ka noif, Mm nuif; 
Lk nuif; 
PrL *C-nOrj > Xf, Bs norj [LDY 394] . 

40. Proto Kd *R-n: ZhT *r-n, KS *R-n, OB n Il, Lk n II, PrL *C-n 
*R-namC 'water' [H 482; LK 174; Li 260] :  
ZhT *r-namC: WrS namc, Lz nanfl, Po Janfl Wm ranfl [LFK] ; 
KS *R-namc: SS na.m3, SL Jla.m3 (with irreg. init.), Ma, Mn nam3, Tn, Ka nanfl, 
Mm nanfl; 
OB na.m3; 
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Lk num4; 
PrL *C-nom3: Bd nom3, Xf na.m3, Ht nom3, Qd nam6, Be, Ts nam3, Ym narrP 
[LDY 479] . 

4 1 .  Proto Kd *C-n: ZhT *hn, KS *hn, OB n, Lk kj, PrL *n 
*C-n(i)uT 'rat' [H 488; LK 175; Li 168] :  
ZhT *hnuA: WrS hnuA, Lz, Po nul [LFK] ; 
KS *hnoC: SS, SL hn03, Ma n03, Mn noJ, Tn n03, Ka hn03, Mm hnoJ; 
OB nu4; 
Lk kji:u3; 
PrL *niul : Bd, Xf tiul , Ht niul, Qd thiu4, Be, Ts tiu4, Ym ti:u4 [LDY 438] .  

42.  Proto Kd *C-?n: ZhT *hn, KS *C-?n, OB n,  Lk kj-, ts-, PrL *C-n 
*C-?naA 'thick' [H 47 1 ;  LK175; Li 89] : 
ZhT *hnaA : WrS hnaA, Lz, Po nal [LFK] ; 
KS *C-?naA : SS, SL ?nal, Ma, Mn nal , Tn na2, Ka, Mm nal ; 
OB net'; 
Lk tsal ; 
PrL *C-nal : Bd, Xf, Ht nal , Qd net', Be, Ts nal , Ym net' [LDY 418] .  

*C-?naC 'face' [H 47 1 ;  LK174; Li  232] : 
ZhT *hnaC: WrS hnaC, Lz, Po na3 [LFK] ; 
KS *C-?naC: SS, SL ?na3, Ma, Mn na3, Tn net', Ka, Mm na3; 
OB na3; 
Lk kjej3. 

43. Proto Kd *?n: ZhT *?d, KS *?n, OB 1, Lk n - 1, PrL *?d 
*?nar/' 'nose' [H 479; LK 173; Li 7 1 ] :  
ZhT *?dar/':  WrS ?dar/', Lz dali , Po naIl [LFK]; 
KS *?nar/': SS, SL ?nar/ , Ma nar/, Mn ?nmj, Tn, Ka, Mm n81l ; 
OB lor;4; 
Lk nmj;  
PrL *?dar/ 'face' : Bd, Xf dall , Ht dor/ , Qd, Be, Ts  dall , Ym dOll [LDY 440] . 

*?namT 'black' [H 482; LK 173; Li 70] : 
ZhT *?daJJI.: WrS ?daJJI., Lz daml,  Wm ?daml [LFK]; 
KS *?naJJI.: SS, SL ?naml, Ma naml, Mn ?naml , Tn, Ka, Mm naml ; 
OB 1am4; 
Lk laml ; 
PrL *?d[aJmC: Bd dom2 (irreg. tone), Xf dam3, Ht dom3, Qd da.m3, Be dam3, Ts, 
Ym da.m3 [LDY 417] .  



44. Proto Kd *m-n: ZhT *r-n, KS *m-n, OB n II, Lk mi, PrL 
*m-nok 'bird' [H 464; LK 1 74; Li 3 14; Ben 233] :  
ZhT *r-nok WrS nok, Lz nuJ<8, Po 10J<8, Wm roJ<8 [LFK] ; 
KS *m-nok SS, SL, Ma noJ<8, Mn noJ<8, Tn nok7, Ka moJ<8, Mm noJ<8; 
OB noki; 
Lk miokl. 

45. Proto Kd *P- 'ln: ZhT *P-'ld, KS *C-n, OB -, Lk 'lb, PrL *C-]1 
*P- 'lnianA 'moon' [H 468; LK 1 73;  Li 1 25;  Ben 423] :  
ZhT *P-'ldianA: WrS 'ldianA, Lz  bi:ni, Po ni:ni [LFK] ; Saek b1ian i [M] 
KS *C-nia:nA : SS njen2, SL nja:n2, Ma ni:n2, Mn njen2, Tn nja:ni, Ka nja:ni ,  Mm 
njen2; 
Lk 'lbieni ; 
PrL *C-]1a:ni : Bd, Xf, Ht ]1a:ni, Qd ]1a:n4, Be, TS ]1a:ni, Ym ]1aua4 [LDY 5 15] .  

46.  Proto Kd *I-n: ZhT *n, KS *n, OB s II ,  Lk -,  PrL *c 
*I-no:nA 'sleep' [H 5 1 1 ; Li 1 29 ;  Ben 383]:  
ZhT *no:nA : WrS no:nA, Lz no:n2, Po nin2 [LFK]; Saek nu:n4 [M] ; 
KS *nu:nA : SS, SL, Ma nun2, Mn nu:n2, Tn, Ka, Mm nun2; 
OB suani; 
PrL *coni : Bd co:ni, Xf cO:IJi , Ht co:ni, Qd, Be co:ni, Ts co:ni, Ym tuni [LDY 479] . 

47. Proto Kd *]1 : ZhT *]1 ,  KS *]1, OB 3 II, Lk -, PrL *]1, *C-]1 
*]1u(:)r/' 'mosquito' [H 490; Mat 3 1 2] ;  
ZhT *]1ur/': WrS jur/', Lz, Po ju02, Wm ]1u02 [LFK] ; 
KS > Mm ]1u02; 
OB 3uIJ7; 
PrL *C-]1u:IJi : Bd ]1u:IJi , Xf ]1 uIJi , Ht ]1u:IJi , Qd nuaJj-, Be, TS ]1u:IJi , Ym ]1UJ! [LDY 
494] . 

48. Proto Kd *C-]1: ZhT *h]1, KS *h]1, OB (n), Lk -, PrL -
*C-]1 vJA 'wild eat' , 'weasel ' [H 492] :  
ZhT *h]1 vJA: WrS -henA, Lz hini , Po jmi, Wm ]1ani [LFK]; Saek ]1efT [H) ; 
KS *h]1anA: Ma ]1an1a, Tn IJjani,  Ka ]1anl ; 
OB nien [H] ;  

49. Proto Kd *C-'l]1: ZhT *h]1, KS *C- 'l]1 - *C-?j, OB (IJ), Lk -, PrL (*h]1,)*C-IJ 

*C- 'l]1 VjC 'weep' [Ben 42 1 ] :  
K S  *C-'l]1eC: S S  '1]1&, Mn ]1&, Ka n&, Mm ]1&; 
? OB IJaP; 
PrL *C-IJai3: Bd, Xf IJai3, Ht IJei3, Qd IJaP, Be,TsIJai3, Ym IJai6 [LDY 435]. 
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*C-'1JlaT 'grass' :  
ZhT *hJl VT: WrS hJlaC, Lz jal , Po ji3_jal,  Wm Jlil [LFK] ; 
KS *C-'lja4: SS, SL jal , Majala, Tn ja2, Ka tjal, Mm cal 

50. Proto Kd *1): ZhT *1), KS ( *1)), OB 1) II, Lk 1) II, PrL *1), *C-1) 
*1)VA 'snake' [H 463; LK 177; Ben 387] : 
ZhT *1)0: WrS 1)0, Lz 1)U2, Po 1)f2 [LFK]; 
OB 1)ial; 
Lk W&· 
<> KS *zujA and PrL *za2, belong to other roots. 

*1)a:mT 'fork' [H 463] :  
ZhT *1)a:mT: WrS 1)a:mB, Po 1)a:m2 [LFK]; 
PrL *C-1)a:m2: Bd,Xf,Ht 1)a:m2,Qd 1)a:m2 (irreg. tone), Bs,  Ts 1)a:m5, Ym 1)am2 [LDY 380] . 

5 1 .  Proto Kd *'11): ZhT *1), KS *'11), OB -, Lk -, PrL *'1 
Kd *'11)# 'branch ' ,  'fork' [Ben 240] 
ZhT *1)# ' :  WrS 1)#, Po 1)a5 [LFK]; 
KS * '11)#: Ma 1)a5, Mn '1Jla5, Ka la5, Mm 1)a5; 
PrL > Sd a2. 

52. Proto Kd *1)W: ZhT *1)W, KS *m-v, OB v, v II ,  Lk w ll, PrL *6w 
*1)wanA 'day ' ,  'sun' [H 418 ;  LK 177; Li 148; Ben 266]: 
ZhT *1)wanA: WrS wanA, Lz van2, Po 1)on2 [LFK]; Saek Jlen4 [M] ; 
KS *m-vanA: SS vanl , SL wanl , Ma vanla, Mn vanl , Tn wan2, Ka manl, Mm fanl ;  
OB vanl - van2; 
Lk wan2; 
PrL *wanl : Bd -hwanl , Xf -VaIJl , Ht venl, Qd, Be -vanl , Ts varfl, Ym varfl [LDY 482].  

53.  Proto Kd *C-1)W: ZhT *hm, KS *h1)w, OB m, Lk kh(w)-, PrL *m 
*C-1)WVfAJ 'pig' [H 465; LK 174; Li 165] :  
ZhT *hm0: WrS hm0, Lz, Po mul [LFK] ; 
KS *h1)wVuB: SS, SL hmuS, Ma mul (a loan ?), Mn muS, Tn mauS, Ka h1)uS, Mm hmuS; 
OB morfl; 
Lk khiil ; 
PrL *maul : Bd poul , Xf paul, Ht maul, Qd pharfl, Be porfl, Ts, Ym parfl [LDY 524] . 

*C-1)wa4 'dog' [H 465; LK 174; Li 8 1 ] :  
ZhT *hma4 : WrS hma4, Lz, Po mal [LFK]; 
KS *h1)wa4: SS, SL hmal, Ma mala, Mn, Tn mal , Ka, Mm h1)wal ; 
OB mcfl; 
Lk khwoi ; 
PrL *mal : Bd, Xf pal, Ht mal, Qd phcfl, Be, Ts, Ym pcfl [LDY 4 1 1 ] .  



54. Proto Kd *1: ZhT *1, KS *1, OB 1 II, Lk 1 II, PrL *h1 
*lVk 'child' [H 486; LK 173;  Li 3 10; Ben 250-25 1 ] :  
ZhT *l[u:Jk WrS 1u:k, Lz 1uJ<8, Po 1iJ<8 [LFK] ; 
KS *la:k SS, SL, Ma, Mn, Tn, Ka, Mrn 1a:J<8; 
OB 1akl ; 
Lk 1aJ<8 'person' ;  
PrL *h1Vk B d  li:k7, Xf li?7, Ht di:?7, Qd lia ?7, Ts /ak7, Ym lik7 [LDY 400]. 

55 .  Proto Kd *R-1: ZhT *r-1, KS *R-1, OB 1 II , Lk U II), PrL -

*R-1umA 'wind' [H 507; LK 1 77;  Li 1 54]: 
ZhT *r-lumA: WrS 1umA, Lz, Po 1um2· Wm rum2 [LFK] ; 
KS *R-lumA : SS zuml (irreg. init.), SL 1uml, Ma 1umIa, Mn laml, Tn zem2, Ka,Mm 
1am2; 
Lk jom2. 

56. Proto Kd *C-?l: ZhT *h1, KS *kh1, OB 1, Lk khj, PrL -
*C-?la:nA 'grandchild' [H 477; LK 175;  Li 1 83; Ben 1 37]:  
ZhT *h1a:nA: WrS h1a:nA, Lz, Po 1a:nl [LFK] ; Saek 1a:n2 [M] ; 
KS *kh1a:nA : SS kha:nl , SL 1a:nl ,  Ma 1a:nIa, Mn kha:nl,  Tn 1a:nl ,  Ka khwa:nl , 
Mrn kh ya:nl ;  
OB 1an4; 
Lk khja:nl .  

57. Proto Kd *P-l: ZhT *1. KS *ph1, O B  b, Lk 1 II, PrL *h1 
*P-liat 'blood' [H 5 17 ;  LK 173] : 
ZhT *liat: WrS liat, Lz, Po li:rB [LFK] ; 
KS *ph1a:t: SS, SL, Ma, Mn phja:t7, Tn, Ka pha.P, Mm phya:t7; 
OB ba?l ; 
Lk HerB; 
PrL *h1a:tj: Bd /a:tj7, Xf /0:t7, Ht da:t7, Qd, Bc, Ts /a.P, Ym luat7 [LDY 505] .  

58.  Proto Kd *m-1: ZhT *m-1, KS *C-n, OB -, Lk -, PrL -
*m-1VJA ' louse ' :  
ZhT *m-1VJA: WrS lenA, Lz min2, Po nan2 [LFK] ; Saek mleJ4 [M] ; 
KS *C-nanA: SS, Ma, Mn nan2, Tn, Ka nanl , Mrn nan2; 
<> OB donI and PrL *thani [LDY 474] do not belong to this root. 

59. Proto Kd *r: ZhT *r, KS *r, OB 1 II, Lk -, PrL ( *y) 
*r(i)anA 'house' [H 5 17 ;  Li 1 55 ] :  
ZhT *r(i)anA : WrS rianA, Lz li:n2, Po 1a:n2 [LFK] ; Saek ra:n4 [M] ; 
KS *ra:nA : SS ra:n2, SL ra:nl , Ma za:n5 (irreg. tone), Mn ja:nl , Tn za:n2, Kaja:n2, 
Mm ya:n2; 
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OB lanl ; 
PrL *[rlywjj:n1 > Ht ri:nl [LDY402] ;  Sd dlIan. 

60. Proto Kd *'lr. ZhT *r, KS *'lr, OB 1 I, Lk 'I II, PrL -
*'lr v;T 'long' [H 484; LK 1 7 1 ] :  
ZhT *rVjA:  WrS riA, Lz JP, Po laP [LFK] ; Saek ra:j4 [M] ; 
KS *'lra:jC: SS, SL ra:i3, Ma ja:i3, Mn ?ja:il , Tn za:i3, Ka ja:i3, Mm ya:i3; 
OB 10j4; 
Lk 'laP; 

6 1 .  Proto Kd *P- 'lr. ZhT *phl, KS *'lr, OB s,  Lk j, PrL *y w 
*P-'lrVk 'taro' [H 5 16; LK 177; Li 2 17] :  
ZhT *phlfak: WrS phiak, Lz phi:k7, Po pi:k7, Wm pliak7 [LFK] ; 
KS *'lra:k SS, SL 'lra:k7, Mn ?jekl, Tn zja:k7, Ka ja:k7, Mm 'lya:k7; 
OB sak2; 
Lkja:kl; 
PrL *ywe:k Bd ge:k7, Ht raY, Qd, Be he:13, Ts ge:13 [LDY 5 14]. 

62. Proto Kd *m-r. ZhT *r, KS *mpl, OB (D), Lk kj, PrL *]1 
*m-rVif 'ear of com' [H 503; LK 178; Li 143] :  
ZhT *ruaif : WrS ruaif, Lz Ju:if, Po liDI [LFK] ; 
KS *mpla:if: SS mbja:Dl , SL bja:Dl , Ma bja:Dl a, Mn mbja:Dl , Tn 'lba:if, Ka mjeif, 
Mm mya:if; 
OB DUD [H]; 
Lk kje�; 
PrL *]1e:�: Bd, Xf, Ht ce:Dl , Qd che:I/, Be, Ts ce:I/, Ym ciaDI [LDY 392].  

63. Proto Kd *j: ZhT *j, KS *j, OB -, Lk -, PrL *c 
*ja(i)T 'father' s mother' [H 470; LK 219;  Ben 339] : 
ZhT *jaB: WrS jaB, Po ja6 [LFK] ; 
KS *jaC: SS, SL, Ma ja4, Tn zja4, Ka sa4; 
PrL *cai3: Bd cai3, Xf, Ht cei3, Qd cai3, Be cei3, Ts cai3, Ym tei3 [LDY 527] .  

64. Proto Kd *?j: ZhT *j, KS *?j, OB 3, Lk (k)j, PrL *c 
*?jVNA 'stand' [LK 177; Li 1 1 8; Ben 396] : 
ZhT *jVNA>: WrS ji:nA [LFK] ; 
KS *?jvnA:  SS, SL ?jonl, Ma jun3 (irreg. tone), Tn jinl, Ka junl ; 
OB 3uJil; 
Lkju:nl ; 
PrL *cu:nl : Bd cu:nl, Xf cUDl , Ht, Qd, Be, Ts cu:nl, Ym tun} [LDY 5 1 8] .  



65. Proto Kd *s: ZhT *s, KS *s(h), OB h, Lk -, PrL ( *ch) 
*sa:k 'pestle' [Li 274] : 
ZhT *sa:k WrS sa:k, Lz, Po Ja:k7 [LFKJ; 
KS *s(h)(r)a:k: SL ha:k7, Ma sa:k7, Ka hsa:k7; 
OB hak. 

66. Proto Kd *s: ZhT *s, KS *sh, OB -, Lk -, PrL *s 
*svuA 'you' : 
ZhT *suA :  WrS suA, Po Jul [LFK] ; 
KS *s(h)VA: SS sa:ul, Ma sila, Mn sel, Tn siul, Ka hca: ul, Mm sa: ul ; 
PrL *sa[uj1 : Bd tal,  Xf saul, Qd, Be, Ts taul [LDY 453]. 

67. Proto Kd *sr. ZhT *s, KS *Crsr, OB t, Lk -, PrL *ch 
*sr[ult 'tai l ' ,  'tip' [Ben 405] :  
ZhT *s Vt 'tip' > WrS sut; 
KS *Crsrut SS hatB, SL zatB, Ma zat7 - zut7, Mn sat7, Tn thetB, Ka satl, Mm khyatl; 
OB tu12; 

7 1  

PrL *chutj: Bd chutj7, Xf chot7, Ht, Qd chut7, Be chit7,Ts chut7, Ym chat7 [LDY 493] . 

68. Proto Kd *zr. ZhT *'?j, KS *zr, OB 3, Lk j, PrL *j 
*zraA 'medicine' [H 470; LK 177;  Li 45]: 
ZhT *'?j[aJA : WrS jaA, Lz jal , Po jil [LFK] ; 
KS *zraA : SS, SL ha2, Ma, Mn za2, Tn tha2, Mm kya2; 
OB 3ia4; 
Lkjiel - iel ; 
PrL *jal :  Bd, Xf, Ht zal, Qdza4, Bczal, Ts za4, Ym za2 (irreg. tone) [LDY 508]. 

69. Proto Kd *R-s: ZhT *s, KS *shr, OB -, Lk khj, PrL 
*R-somC 'sour' [H 506; Li 225; Ben 389] : 
ZhT *somC: WrS somc, Lz Jum3, Po Jom3 [LFKJ; 
KS *s(h)romC: SS hum3, SL fum3, Ma sum3, Mn sam3, Tn them3, Ka hsam3, 
Mm khyam3; 
Lk khjom3. 

70. Proto Kd *R-s: ZhT *s, KS *Cj-sr, OB s, Lk kj, PrL *r 
*R-sa:jC 'intestine' [H 52 1 ;  LK 178; Li 253] :  
ZhT *sajC: WrS saic, Lz, Po Jai3 [LFK]; 
KS *Crsra:jC: SS, SL ha:j4, Ma za:i3, Mn sa:j3, Tn tha:j4, Ka sa:j3, Mm khya:j3; 
Lk kja:j3; 
PrL *ra:j3: Bd, Xf, Ht ra:i3, Qd, Be la:j6, Ts ra:j6, Ym ruaj6 [LDY 38 1 ] . 
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7 1 .  Proto Kd *x: ZhT *?g, KS *Crx, OB k, Lk ? II, PrL -

*xaC 'kill '  [H 469; LK 1 7 1 ;  Li 24 1 ] :  
ZhT *?gaC: WrS glaC, Lz kha3, Po ka3 [LFK] ; 
KS *C2-xaC : SS, SL, Ma, Mn xa3, Tn xtt, Ka hsa3; 
OB ka2; 
Lk ?tt. 
<> Cf. PrL *hau3 [LDY 469]. 

*x VnT 'ascend' , 'rise' [H5 14; Ben 252] 
ZhT *xi:nc 'ascend' , 'rise ' :  WrS khi:nC, Lz khin3, Po hin3 [LFG]; Saek hin [H 5 14] ; 
OB k,m2; 
Lh hjienl ; 
PrL *kha:nl : Bd kha:nl, Xf kha:ni, Ht kha:ni , Qd, BC,Ts kha:ni, Ym khuani [LDY 47 1 ] .  

72. Proto Kd *f. ZhT *f, KS *f, O B  v II, Lk -, PrL *f 
*fanA 'dream' :  
ZhT *fanA: WrS fanA, Po fani [LFK] ; Saek van2 [M] ; 
KS *fianA: SS vjanl , Ma vin1a, Mn vjeni , Tn jan2, Ka pjani ; 
OB vonl ; 
PrL *fanl : Bd fanl, Xf faIJi , Ht pheni , Qd, BC,Ts fani, Ym fhani [LDY 449] .  

73. Proto Kd *v: ZhT *v, KS *C-f, OB v II ,  Lk p, PrL *f 
*vVjA 'fire' [H 521 ;  LK 172; Li 1 5 1 ;  Ben 290] : 
ZhT *vajA:  WrS vajA, Lz faP, Po fi2 [LFK] ; 
KS *C-fV jA:  SS vii , SL wil , Ma vail a, Mn vii , Tn wP, Ka puil , Mrn fii ; 
OB vaii; 
Lk pu:ii; 
PrL *feii : Bd, Xf feii, Ht peil , Qd, Ts, Bc feii ,  Ym fheii [LDY 422]. 

*vaNA 'tooth ' [H480; LK 177; Li 150] : 
ZhT *vaNA: WrS vanA, Lz, Wm fan2 [LFK] ; 
KS C-fanA: SS vjanl ,  SL wjani ,  Tn wen2, Ka pjani , Mrn fani ;  
Lk wan2 (a loan?); 
PrL *fani : Bd fani ,  (Xf seni), Ht pheni , Qd, Be, Ts fani, Ym fhani [LDY 506].  

74. Proto Kd *m-f. ZhT *f, KS *m-xw, OB b II, Lk f, PrL -

*m-f[aF 'cloud' [H 5 15 ;  LK 177; Li 226]: 
ZhT *f[aF: WrS fac, Lz pha3, Po fi3 [LFK] ; 
KS *m-xwac: SS, SL fa3, Ma va3, Mn fa3, Ka ma3, Mrn kwa3; 
OB ba3; 
Lk fa3 
PrL *fa3: Bd, Xf fa3, Ht fa3, Ts fa3, Ym fha3 [LDY 5 15] .  

'------------------------ -



75. Proto Kd *xw: ZhT *f, KS *C2-XW, OB ph, Lk f, PrL *f 
*xwinA 'rain' [H 505; LK 1 77; Li 82; Ben 360] : 
ZhT *f[i]nA: WrS fonA, Lz phinI ,  Po hinI [LFK] ; Saek vinI [M]; 
KS *CTxwinA : SS, SL fanI, Ma vinIa, Mn finI ,  Tn xwen2, Ka pjanI, Mm kwanI ; 
OB phun4; 
Lk fenI ;  
PrL *funI :  B d  funI , Xf fOIl, Ht punI , Qd, Bc, Ts funI, Xf, Ym fim/ [LDY 5 14] . 

76. Proto Kd *yw: ZhT *v, KS -, OB b II, Lk w II, PrL *w 
*wVt 'wing' [LK 1 77] :  
ZhT > Po fit 8 [LFK]; Saek viat5 [M];  
OB bitI ; 
Lk wiet8; 
PrL *[wlvJi:t 'fin' > Xf vet? [LDY 5 14]. 
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The system of Proto Kadai finals is made up of ten terminals and 20 vowels and 
diphthongs. The list of terminals includes: 

*p *m *u (=l!) 
*t *n *j (=i) *1 
*k *1) * . I 

*¢ 

The correspondences for the terminals are: 

Proto Kd ZhT KS 
I .  *p *p *p 
2. *m *m *m 
3. *-u *u *u 
4. *t *t *t 
5. *n *n *n 
6. *1 *1 *n 
7. * . -1 * . 1 *i 
8 .  *k *k *k 
9. *1) *1) *1) 
10 .  * . I *i * . I 

I I . *¢ *¢ *¢ 

Noms : 

l . Exceptional development in the final *au. 

OB 

p 
m 
u 
71t 
n 
n 
i 
k 
1) 
¢ 
¢ 

2 .  Terminals *tj and *nj occur only in finals with *i. 
3 .  Exceptional development in the final *ai. 
4 .  The reconstruction of *1 i s  based on Saek data only. 
5 .  Specific development in the finals *ai and *ai. 

Lk 
p 
m 
u 
t 

n 
n 
i 
k 
1) 
¢ 
¢ 

PrL 

*p 
*m 
*u 
*tI*tj 
*nI*nj 
*nl*nj 
* . 

1 

*k 
*1) 
* . I 

*¢ 

Notes 

1 

2 
2 
2, 3 
4 

5 
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The Proto Kadai system of vowels and diphthongs includes: 

* . 
1 * . 

I *u *i: *i: *u: 
*e *a *0 *e: *0: 

*a *a: 
*ua *ie *ia *ia 

*ia: *ia: 

*a occurs only in finals with glides: *au, *ai and *ai. 
Terminal *i occurs only in two finals: *ai and *ai. 
*u and *0 are not followed by the terminal *u. 

The vowel correspondences are: 

Proto Kd ZhT KS OB Lk PrL 

1 .  *i: *i: *i: i i: *i:, *e: 
2. *i *i * . 1 i i * . 1 

*i(+¢) * . 1 *e a,ai i,ei *i, *e 
3 .  *e: *e: *i:, *i e *e, *i 
4. *e *e *e, *a i,e e *e 
5 .  *i: *i: *a: a e *i, *a: 
6. * . 1 *a 0 e * . I 

7. *a(+i) *ai *a: oi ai *ai 
*a(+i) * . I *ia, *aa 0 ie *ei 
*a(+u) *au *au au,ou au *au 

8 .  *a: *a: *a: a a: *a: 
*a:i *a:i *e ai,ei ei,€ *o:i, *ui 

9. *a *a *a 0 a *a 
*ai *ai *a a,a a *ai, *i 

1 0 .  *u: *u: *u: u *u: 
1 1 . *u *u *u u 0 *i, *0 

*u¢ *u *0 u u 
12 .  *0: *0: *u: u u *0 
1 3. *0 *0 *o, *u 0 0 *0 
14. *ua *ua *u: u *u: 
15 .  *ie *ie *e, *i: (*i) 
16. *ia: *ia *e: *e: ,  *e, *i: 
17 .  *ia *i(a) *e ia ? ? 
18 .  *ia: *i(a) *ia a a:,e *e: 
1 9. *ia *a *ia 0 *a, *i 

*ia¢ *ia *aa ua e *ei 
20.  *iau *iau *iu eu au *iu, *i:u 
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There have been no detailed attempts to discuss the problems of historical interpretation of 
Kadai linguistic data. We can suggest that the Kadai homeland was located north of the 
tropics, because the language does not contain 'tropical' roots (note, however, that the list of 
Proto Kadai roots is very lirrtited). The language also contains no words associated with the 
sea or the coast, so one can hypothesise that the homeland may have been located somewhere 
in mainland China, perhaps to the north of the Yangtze valley. Compare, however, 
Jakhontov's ( 1 977b: 102, 1987) alternative opinion. 

2.2 THE AUSTRO-THAI HYPOTHESIS 

The Austro-Thai hypothesis was first explicitly formulated4 in 1 942 by Benedict, who 
suggested that Kadai languages are genetically related to Austronesian. In the following years 
the hypothesis was modified first to include Miao-Yao languages (Benedict 1973:485): 

Austro-Thai 

Austronesian 

Miao-Yao 

AT -substratum 
I 

I 
I 

Austroasiatic 

and then Japanese (Benedict 1990: 1): 

Austro-Thai 

I 
Austro-Kadai Miao-Yao 

Austro-J apanese 

Kadai 
I 

Austronesian 
I 

Japanese-Ryukuan 

It seems, however, that the evidence for an Altaic origin of Japanese is much stronger (cf. 
Starostin 1991 and discussion of his data in Vovin 1994). 

4 It is quite possible that Wulff, the author of the first Zhuang-Tai reconstruction, had also arrived at idea 
of a relationship between Zhuang-Tai and Austronesian languages in the last years of his life (Wulff 
1942; see discussion in Egerod 1976). 
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Here I would like to evaluate the Austro-Thai hypothesis in its narrow sense, as the idea 
of a genetic relationship between the Austronesian and Kadai families (Benedict 1942). The 
connections of Miao-Yao and Austroasiatic languages with Kadai and Austronesian will be 
discussed below in §3.3 .  

The Austro-Thai genetic claim is not yet proved. The only evidence available is  a list of 
lexical similarities between the families, included in Benedict's 1975 book on the problem.S 
We have neither a detai led set of phonological correspondences connecting the two 
protolanguages, nor a well-founded reconstruction of the Austronesian and Kadai proto
language. Therefore, at present the Austro-Thai hypothesis must be regarded as a series of 
interesting proposals, rather than a product of the rigorous procedure of h istorical 
reconstruction. 

Benedict's list of lexical similarities has some features which weaken its value: 

( 1 )  Proto Kadai data is used without preliminary independent reconstruction. Benedict's 
forms are not based on a thorough investigation of the historical phonology or 
comparative lexicon of the family, and thus should be viewed as pre-reconstructions 
(see discussion of Kadai data in Gedney 197611989). 

(2) Benedict gives much weight to evidence from Formosan languages, which, he 
believes (Benedict 1 975 :xVIII-XIX) form one of six main branches of the 
Austronesian family together with Indonesian, Chamic, Oceanic, Polynesian and 
South-East Papuan . However, the development of Formosan languages may have 
been influenced by languages of the mainland, including those of the Kadai family. 
This  possibility has never been discussed. 

(3) Benedict makes extensive use of data from the lesser known Kadai languages. Lachi, 
Laqua, and other languages are widely used in AT comparisons, despite the absence 
of detailed synchronic descriptions of the languages, or any reliable historical 
information about their development. The possibility of recent connections with 
Austronesian languages cannot be excluded. Such contact could provide an alternative 
explanation for some lexical resemblances which Benedict treats as reflexes of Proto 
Austro-Thai roots. 

(4) In several cases Benedict has suggested an Austro-Thai etymology for comparisons, 
where in fact the Kadai forms are recent Chinese loans. 

As the lexical similarities are the only evidence for the Austro-Thai hypothesis, it is very 
important to examine their reliability. Let us look through the first 129 comparisons given in 
Benedict ( 1 975) (those whose glosses begin with A, B,  C or D). Two general remarks 
should be made beforehand: 

(i) 

(ii) 

S 

All protoforms cited by Benedict are pre-reconstructions, based not on thorough 
comparative investigation, but on his guesswork. Wherever possible in the list 
below, I use my own Kadai reconstructions. 

In most cases stratification of these pre-reconstructions remains unclear, so the label 
'Austronesian' does not necessarily mean that the root belongs to the Proto 
Austronesian level. Cases where an An form is supported only by Formosan data are 
not discussed below. 

Benedict ( 1990) contains practically no new Kadai-Austronesian comparisons. 
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1 .  'ant' [Ben 2 19] 
Kd *[mJot 'ant' [H 505] :  ZhT *mot [LFK] ; KS *mrut (with a unique *mr- c luster); OB 
mu?l ;  Lk mot7; PrL *patj. 
An *t'amut 'ant' 
A local root, found only in some western Austronesian languages, therefore probably a Mon
Khmer loan: WrK sramaoc 'id.' , Munda *mo3 'id.' [Pin. V - 1 30] 
Possible loans cannot be used to prove a genetic relationship. 

2. 'angle' ,  'elbow' [Ben 2 1 9] 
ZhT forms: WrS zo:k [H 509], and so on are Chinese loans. [CHARI ]  
A n  *t'a/uk 'angle ' .  
Possible loans cannot be used to prove a genetic relationship. 

3. 'appear' , 'arrive' ,  'come' [Ben 2 1 9-220] 
Kd forms: WrS tauC, and so on have been borrowed from Chinese: MC *tfiw 'id.' [CHAR2] 
An *batu 'appear' . 
Thus the comparison cannot be accepted. 

4. 'areca' [Ben 220] 
ZhT forms are not found in my primary sources;6 see also Gedney ( 1976:70). 
An *pinag 'areca palm' . 
The comparison cannot be accepted, as the Zhuang-Tai data is not reliable. 

5. 'arm' , 'hand' , 'shoulder' , 'wing' [Ben 220] 
Zhuang *firf 'hand' goes back to Kd *R-mViA. 
An *laI]an 'forearm' .  
The differences i n  forms require us to reject this comparison. 

6. 'arrow' ,  'shoot' [Ben 22 1 ]  
ZhT *pi:nA 'arrow' i s  perhaps a loan from Khmer (WrK brua]1 'id. ' with *i: < *r) or a local 
root. 
An *pana 'shoot ' ,  'weapon' .  
Words from the cultural lexicon cannot be used to prove a genetic relationship. 

7. 'arum' ,  'taro' , 'yam' , 'sweet potato' [Ben 22 1 ]  
Kd *P-?rVk ' taro' (No.6 1 i n  §2. 1 .5) .  
An *biyaq 'an edible root' [Dahl 198 1 ] .  
A good comparison, unless i t  doesn' t  belong to cultural lexicon. 

6 My sources include Li ( 1977), and several publications by Haudricourt, and as well as my comparative 
lists (peiros 1990b) 
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8 .  'ashes ' ,  'dust ' ,  'flour' ,  'gray' ,  'white' [Ben 22 1-222] 
Kd *kha:u4 'white' (No.25 in §2. 1 .5). 
An *abu 'ashes' ,  *labu 'dust' .  
The semantic correspondence is not convincing. Compare another possibility: Kd *P-dauB 
suggested below. 

9. 'ashes' ,  'dust ' ,  'flour' , 'powder', 'sand' ,  'gray' [Ben 222] 
KS *xwVk - *ywVk 'ashes' :  SS, Ma, Mn vuk7, Tn xwuJ<8, Ka phu:k7. 
An *abuk 'dust' , *apuk 'dust ' ,  'sawdust' ,  *yabuk 'ashes' ,  'dust ' ,  'gray' .  
An acceptable comparison. 

10.  'assemble' , 'confine' , 'shut up' , 'coop up' [Ben 223] 
ZhT *khlarf 'to imprison' [LFK], but cf. Mon form (WrM klaI) 'id. ' )  which could be the 
source of a loan. 
An *kaf!JaI) 'assemble' (I cannot find a reconstruction with this meaning in the main 
Austronesian comparative sources). 
Benedict 's Austronesian form does not match semantically the Zhuang-Tai form, which 
seems to be a borrowing. The comparison cannot be accepted. 

1 1 . 'axe' [Ben 223] 
TP *KwAnA(?) 'kind of axe ' :  

ZhT *xwa:nA: WrS khwa:nA, Nung khoal,  Po  va:nl[LFK] ; 
KS *KwanA: SL kwanl,  Ma kwanl,  Tn van2, Ka kwan1 (initial correspondence is irreg.); 
Lk kuan2. 

An *baJilj]uI) 'adze ' .  
The comparison is not acceptable for phonological reasons, even if  one assumes that the 
Kadai forms are original and not loaned from a Sino-Tibetan source ( *gwa:r 'axe' > WrB 
khwan ) .  

12 .  'back' , 'behind' [Ben 223-224] 
TP *?  

ZhT > WrS hlaic 'shoulder' ; 
KS *R-la:iA 'back' :  SL la:i1, Mn la:P , Ka la:j2, Mm la:j2; 
OB loP 'behind' ; 
Lk hlaiJ 'behind'. 

An *likuD 'the back' . 
Theoretically acceptable comparison, but forms found in Tai Proper cannot be traced back to 
a single reconstruction. 

13 .  'bag ' ,  'sack', 'basket' [Ben 224] 
ZhT forms, reconstructed by Benedict as *day 'bag' ,  are recent Chinese loans into several 
languages of this group. [CHAR3] 
Possible loans cannot be used to prove a genetic relationship. 



14. 'bamboo' ,  'withe ' ,  'spear' [Ben 224-225] 
TP *P-ntrUk 'bamboo strips' :  

ZhT *P-to:k WrS to:k, Lz phjo:k7, Po tuk7 [LFK]; 
KS *nt[rJuk SL djuk7, Ma duk7. 

An *buluq 'bamboo' [Dahl 198 1 ] .  
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TP forms may be borrowed from Chinese: MC *!iik < OC *truk 'bamboo' [CHAR3a] , 
which makes the comparison unreliable. 

15 .  'banana' [Ben 225] 
ZhT *pliA - *bljA 'banana flowers' : WrS pliA, Lz pil , Po pP [LFK] 
An *pun[tJi 'banana' 
Semantic and formal resemblance with An is doubtful. 

16. 'bark' , 'rind' , 'skin ' ,  'pod' , 'husk' [Ben 225] 
Kd *fak 'scabbard' , 'pod' : 

ZhT *fak WrS fak, Nung phac7, Po fak7 [LFK] ;  
KS *(C-)fak SS wak7, Ma vak?, Ka pak7; 
PrL > Sd ph? 

An *u(m)pak 'bark' . 
An acceptable comparison. 

17 .  'barter' , 'buy ' ,  'sel l '  [Ben 226] 
TP *kwajA 'sell ' [H 5 1 8;  LK 173] 

ZhT *kha.:f: WrS kha:jA,  Lz kha:il , Po ka:i1 [LFK]; 
KS *kweA: SS qe1 , SL pel , Ma tje1 , Mn pjeul , Tn pe2, Ka pel, Mm Cel ; 
Lk pIel . 

An *tuka[!] 'barter' . 
An acceptable comparison. 

1 8 .  'basis' , 'trunk (of tree, body) ' ,  'buttocks ' ,  'heel' [Ben 226] 
Kd *s(r)VnC 'back' , 'rump' [H48 1 ]  

ZhT *sonc 'heel ' ,  'rump' : WrS sonc, Lz lin3, Po lon3 [LFK] 
KS > Ma san1a. 
PrL *chuny 'back' : Bd chuny, Xf chon3, Ht chun3, Qd chun3, Bc chin3, Tschun3 
[LDY 37 1 ] .  

An *puhun 'trunk' .  
The comparison i s  doubtful semantically. 

1 9. 'basket' , 'sack' [Ben 226] 
ZhT *khlV:IJT 'a kind of basket' (WrS kho:vC, Lz khi:Ij, Po cO:IJ 5 [LFK]) is a Mon-Khmer 
loan: WrK kl8IJ and so on. 
An *ka!uIJ 'sack' . 
Possible loans cannot be used to prove a genetic relationship. 
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20. 'bast' , 'hemp' [Ben 226] 
ZhT *pa:nB: WrS pa:nB, Lz pa:n5 [LFK] 
An *be(nN)be(nN) 'plant used in weaving' [Blust 1973] . 
An acceptable comparison. 

2 1 .  'bat ' ,  'fox (flying-) ' ,  'squirrel' [Ben 226-227] 
Kd -

TS *ro:k 'squirrel' > WrS hro:k, etc. [H 508] ;  
PrL *ywi:k 'bat' . 

An *kalu'aIJ 'bat' .  
The Tai-Shan forms have been borrowed from MK: WrK hmpruk 'squirrel ' ,  VM *p-rhok 
> Vn s6c ' id.' 
The connection between PrL and An forms is doubtful. 

22. 'beat ' ,  'drive in' ,  'flutter' , 'wing' [Ben 227-228] 
Kd *pi:k < 'wing' (No. 1 in §2. 1 .5). 
An *kapak 'wings ' ,  'flutter' ; *pakpak 'beat ' ,  'beat wings' .  
An acceptable comparison. 

23. 'beat ' ,  'drive in ' ,  'pound' , 'strike' [Ben 228] 
ZhT *to:k 'to hammer in' [LFK], *top 'beat or slap' [H 506] and others. 
All these forms are of the descriptive type, so they cannot be used as evidence of genetic 
relationship. 

24. 'beat' , 'hit ' ,  'strike' ,  'hammer' [Ben 228] 
ZhT *yo:rrF WrS go:nC 'mallet ' ,  Lz ko:n6 'to beat' ,  Wm xon6 'to beat' [LFK] ; 

Saek go:l-mok 'mallet' [Ben]. 
An *pu(I))kuJ 'throw' ,  'beat' . 
The semantic relation is not quite convincing. 

25. 'beat ' ,  'strike ' ,  'pound' , 'wing' [Ben 228] 
ZhT *dap 'beat ' ,  strike' ,  'fight ' .  
An *tabtab 'beat' .  
Forms of this type are probably of a descriptive nature. 

26. 'behind' , 'back' ,  'buttocks' [Ben 230] 
ZhT *k[JNT 'anus' ,  'buttocks ' :  WrS konc, Lz kun3, Po ku.m5 [LFK]. 
An *pUIJku[J] 'tail' . 
An acceptable comparison. 

27. 'belly' [Ben 230] 
ZhT *do:nC 'stomach' :  WrS do:nC, Lz to:r;, Po tur; [LFK] . KS *lor/' does not belong to 
the same root. 
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An acceptable comparison. 

28. 'belly' [Ben 230-23 1 ]  
WrS bUl) 'belly' 
Sd Li b6l) 'id. ' are loans from Vn bl,mg 'id.' 

An *kampul) 'belly ' .  
Loans cannot be used to prove a genetic relationship. 

29. 'bendlbent' ,  'arched' [Ben 23 1-232] 

8 1  

Words with this meaning and with fonns like *kVl) or *kuk are represented i n  many 
unrelated languages all over the world, and thus their occurrence in Kadai and Austronesian 
cannot be used as evidence of a genetic relationship. 

30. 'beseech' , 'beg pardon' [Ben 232] 
No Kd fonns can be found in reliable comparative sources. 
An *puhun 'beg pardon' . 

3 1 .  'between (part)' ,  'middle' [Ben 232] 
ZhT *k1a:rf 'middle' :  WrS kJa:rf , Lz kja:l)l , Po ca:l)l [LFK] ; cf. MC fiil) < OC *trul) , id. ' 
[CHAR4] 
An *kal8IJ 'support ' ,  'part between' .  
The semantic correspondence i s  not satisfactory. 

32. 'big' , ' long' [Ben 233] 
Kd *?rVF 'long' (No.60 in §2. 1 .5). 
An *ma-Raya 'big' [Blust 1981 ] .  
An acceptable comparison. 

33. 'bind' [Ben 233] 
ZhT *mat - *mhat WrS mat, Tho mats 'bundle' ,  Dioi mat7 [LFK] . 
An *kV(l))bat 'tie' [Blust 1981 ] .  
An acceptable comparison. 

34. 'bind' , 'tie ' ,  'knot' [Ben 233] 
ZhT *rat 'to fasten tightly' , 'tighten' :  WrS rat, Lz fats [LFK] . 
An *t'i[fJat 'tie (knot) on' .  
An acceptable comparison. 

35 .  'bird' [Ben 233] 
Kd *m-nok 'bird' (No.44 in §2. 1 .5). 
An *manuk 'bird' . 
An acceptable comparison. 
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36. 'bird' , 'bird of prey' [Ben 234] 
Tai-Shan forms like *rug 'bird of prey' given by Haudricourt [H 490] can be related to Vn 
sl,1ng 'kite ' ,  'falcon' < *krug. 
An *bu!ug 'bird' 
Limited distribution in Kadai and the possible connection to Vn make the comparison not 
quite reliable. 

37. 'bite ' ,  'gnaw' [Ben 234] 
ZhT *kat 'to bite' ; WrS kat, Lz, Po kat7 [LFK] . KS *kat 'to cut' is not necessarily related to 
ZhT form. 
An *kayat 'gnaw' ,  'bite ' .  
An acceptable comparison. 

38 .  'bile' [Ben 235] 
Kd *P-?dVO)T 'bile' (No.21 in §2. 1 .5). 
An *a(m)pani 'bile ' ,  not represented in major An sources. 
A possible comparison is with An *qa(N)pag'u 'bile' [Dahl 1981 ] .  

39 .  'blind' [Ben 235] 
TP *?b Vt 'blind' [Li 277] .  

ZhT *?bo:t WrS ?bo:t, Lz ?bo.P [LFK]; 
KS *?bit - *mit SL ?mut7, Ma ?bat7, Tn met7. 

An *butaH 'blind' [Zorc 1981 ] .  
An acceptable comparison. 

40. 'blow' ,  'whistle ' ,  'wind' [Ben 235] 
Two comparisons can be identified in this set: 

a .  
Benedict gives the ZhT reconstruction *phiw 'whistle' which he connects with PrL *viu 
'wind ' .  
An *[J]iyup 'blow' 
Forms like phiw, thiw and so on for 'whistle' are of descriptive origin and thus cannot be 
used to prove a genetic claim. 

b .  
KS *Uzup 'blow' (in my reconstruction *zup). 
An *tiyup 'blow' .  
A possible comparison. 

4 1 .  'blow' ,  'wind' [Ben 236] 
a .  

ZhT *phu 'blow' .  
A n  *puput 'blow ' .  
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Fonns like phu 'blow' are of descriptive origin, so any resemblance with Austronesian is 
irrelevant for the genetic claim. 

b .  
WrS wu:t 'blow up' without any connections i n  the main Kadai sources. PrL hwo:t ' 'wind' 
is a Vn borrowing. 
An *hambut' 'blow' .  
Not a reliable comparison. 

42. 'boat' [Ben 237] 
a .  

Kd *R-dicrt 'boat' (No. 17  in §2. 1 .5) 
An *paJahu 'boat ' .  
Cf. however Russian parohod 'steamer' (par 'steam' , hod 'move ' ) ,  which makes the 
comparison doubtful. 

b .  
ZhT *?ba:{], mentioned by  Benedict i s  not represented i n  major Kadai sources. 
An *ba{]ka[?j 'boat' (see Pawley & Pawley 1 994). 
Not a reliable comparison. 

43. 'body' [Ben 238] 
ZhT *?da:{] 'body' (see 44 below). 
An *ba!8{] 'corpse' .  
A possible comparison. 

44. 'body ' ,  'flesh' [Ben 238] 
ZhT *r-da:rj1 - *?d(r)a:rj 'body' :  WrS ra:rj1, Lz da:{]l, Po na:{]l [LFK] . 
An *dagi{] 'meat ' ,  'flesh' (cf. Wolff 198 1 regarding proto An *g, which can be an indication 
of later origin of the fonn). 
The comparison is not reliable because of the unusual correspondence of syllabic structures 
and the presence of *g in An. Compare 43. 

45. 'bone' [Ben 238-239] 
Kd *?drVk 'bone' (No. 1 3  in §2 . 1 .5) .  
An *[tjul8{] 'bone' . 
It would be better to connect the Kadai fonn with An *ta(n)duk 'hom' .  

46. 'bore ' ,  'pierce' , 'tube' [Ben 239] 
The semantic relationship between the meaning 'tube ' ,  'pipe' in Zhuang-Tai and 'to 
perforate' in Austronesian seems doubtful. 

47 . 'borrow' ,  'loan' [Ben 239-240] 
Kd 'loan' 

ZhT *?ji: m: WrS ji:m, Lz jim1, Wm ?jum1 'hire' [LFG). 
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KS *?ia:m: SS ?jam1, Tn, Ka ja:ml, Ma thji:m1 is a loan. 
An *Sia(N)Zam 'loan' [Dahl 198 1 ] .  
A cultural word, perhaps a borrowing; cf. WrK paJ1ca:m 'to pawn' . 

48. 'bow' [Ben 240] 
ZhT *son mentioned by Benedict is not represented in the main Kadai sources and may be 
borrowed from Khmer (WrK so:r 'bow') 

49. 'branch' [Ben 240] 
Kd *?IJaB 'branch' ,  'fork' (No.50 in §2. 1 .5). 
An *[d, 9Jahan 'branch' .  
The comparison is doubtful due to dissimilarity of forms. 

50. 'branch' ,  'brow' [Ben 241 ]  
The semantic relationship between the meaning 'branch '  in  ZhT and 'eyebrow' in 
Austronesian is not convincing. 

5 1 .  'breadfruit ' ,  'jackfruit' [Ben 24 1 ]  
ZhT *Ja:IJ 'jackfruit' mentioned by Benedict i s  not represented in the major Kadai sources. 

52. 'break' ,  'smash' ,  'split' [Ben 24 1-242] 
Kd *trak 'to break' , 'be broken' (No. 1 2c in §2. 1 .5). 
An *ba!ak 'split' 
An acceptable comparison, but *tektek 'chop off' [Blust 1 98 1 ]  seems to be a better 
resemblance. 

53 .  'breast' [Ben 242] 
ZhT *hnu 'breast' mentioned by Benedict is not represented in the major Kadai sources. 

54. 'breathe' ,  ' spirit' , 'ghost' [Ben 242] 
TP *R-ma(:).rf 'spirit' [H 474] : 

ZhT *r-ma:.rf: Po [a:rj2, Saek ma:rj2 [LFK] ; 
KS *R-maif': SL ma:IJ1, Ma ma:IJ1a, Mn ma:IJ1 , Tn ma:rj2; 
OB magl . 

An *t' umauat 'spirit' (Tb, Mal) is perhaps an old infixed form of *t' auat (?); this makes the 
comparisons not acceptable. 

55 .  'spring ' ,  'well' [Ben 243] 
Kd *?ba:nC 'village' (No.2c in §2. 1 .5) 
An *buaJ 'spring' ,  'well' [Blust 1 98 1 ]  
A n  acceptable comparison i f  Vn ban i s  a Kd loan. 
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56. 'buffalo' [Ben 243] 
An *kabaw 'buffalo' doesn't  belong to the protolanguage level. 

57. 'bum' ,  'blaze' [Ben 244] 
TS *glo:k 'to bum ' :  WrS gJo:k [LFK] 
An *galak 'to blaze' ;  *ciJak 'to shine, of heavenly bodies' [Blust 1980] 
The semantic connection is not straightforward, but the comparison is otherwise acceptable. 

58 .  'bum ' ,  'light' , 'shine' [Ben 244] 
ZhT *hmaiC 'bum' ,  'be burnt' > WrS *hmaiC. 
An *D2amaR 'torch' ,  ' light ' ,  resin ' .  
The semantic relation between 'bum' and 'torch' ,  'light ' ,  'resin '  is  not simple enough to 
make the comparison self-evident. 

59. 'bury ' ,  'grave' [Ben 245] 
Kd -

ZhT *dim 'place for deposing a corpse' is not known from major Kadai sources; 
OB dam 'bury' cited by Benedict; 
PrL > Sd dam 'bury ' .  

An  *pal}�em 'bury ' .  
The root has a rather limited distribution in  Western An languages. This, together with very 
limited distribution of forms in Kadai, makes the comparison not quite reliable. Also, one 
cannot ignore its cultural nature. 

60. 'butterfly' ,  'caterpillar' [Ben 245] 
ZhT *burf 'caterpillar' : WrS burf [H 489] 
An *b(ae)Je(-f})ba-f}- *kaJib8-f]ba-f} 'butterfly' [Blust 1 973] 
An acceptable comparison if not of descriptive nature. 

6 1 .  'call (of birds/ animals), [Ben 245-246] 
Forms like *kukl*guk with this meaning are usually onomatopoeic. 

62. 'carry' ,  'accompany' [Ben 246] 
ZhT forms like *SO-f} are Chinese loans, as Benedict admits [CHAR5].  

63.  'carry on back' [Ben 246] 
ZhT forms like WrS baA [LFK] are Chinese loans: OC *ba? 'carry on the back' [CHAR7] . 

64. 'carry (on shoulder)" 'shoulder load' [Ben 247] 
ZhT *go:NA 'to carry something by means of a stick on the shoulder' (WrS go:nA, Lz ko:n2, 
Dioi kon2 [LFK]) and KS *?u:nA 'carry' (SS ?unl , Ma -f}unl,  with irregular initial , Mn, Tn 
?u:nl, Ka ?unl) are unrelated. 
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An *pikul ' shoulder load' which is represented only in a restricted area. 
This is an acceptable comparison if we judge that it does not belong to the cultural lexicon. 

65. 'cat' , ' tiger' [Ben 247] 
TP *sic/t ' tiger' [H 5 16] : 

ZhT *sic/t : WrS sic/t, Lz Jji [LFK] ; 
OB 3uai . 

An *put' ah 'cat' 
The restricted distribution of the word in both families makes its Austro-Thai origin doubtful. 

66. 'cattle' [Ben 247] 
Benedict' s  Proto Nung *mua 'ox' (Nung m02 in LFK) may be a Chinese borrowing: OC 
*{}ua > MC flaw 'cattle' [CHAR8]. 
An *lambu does not belong to the protolanguage level, as is indicated by the limited 
distribution of its reflexes. 

67. 'cattle ' ,  'buffalo' [Ben 248] 
ZhT *[tJh[rJi{} 'buffalo' mentioned by Benedict is not represented in the main Kadai sources. 
An *ba1J!i{} 'wild cattle' is perhaps a local, rather than a Proto An, root. 
The very limited distribution of these forms means that we cannot accept the comparison as 
evidence for genetic relationship. 

68. 'centipede' [Ben 248] 
Kd *(kh-)rVp 'centipede' [Ben 248] :  

ZhT *kh(r)ep: WrS ta-khep, Lz khi:p7 [LFK]; 
KS *kh Vp: SS khup7, Mn chap7, Ka khap7, Mm khyap7; 
PrL *ri:p: Bd, Ht ri:p7, Qd, Bc ri:pS, Ts li:pS, Ym ripS. 

An *lipan 'centipede' 
The comparison is not quite reliable, as the Kadai forms can be compared with Khmer ka?E:p 
'centipede' . 

69. 'change' ,  'exchange ' ,  'buy' [Ben 248] 
ZhT *rian 'buy (a field), given by Benedict is not represented in the main Kadai sources. 
An *liyan 'to be changed' . 
The semantic relation is not simple enough to be used in a genetic claim. 

70. 'chest ' ,  'body' [Ben 249] 
ZhT forms like WrS ?ok 'chest' are Chinese loans: MC *?ak [CHAR9] .  
An *'avak 'body' .  

7 1 172. 'chew' [Ben 249-250] 
ZhT forms like mam, ]lam or An *mamaq 'chew' are likely to be descriptive. Compare 
Russian njam-njam 'chew (children's language)' ,  WrK ]la:m 'eat (about own children)' . 
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ZhT forms like *caw 'master' , 'lord' are Chinese loans [CHARlO] 

74. 'child' [Ben 250] 
Kd *lVk 'child' (No.54 in §2. 1 .5)  
An *aNak 'child' < *aJak; cf. also laid 'man ' .  
An acceptable comparison. 

75.  'choose' [Ben 25 1 ]  
ZhT forms like WrS liak 'choose' are borrowed from Chinese [CHAR l l ] .  

76. 'citrus' [Ben 25 1 ]  
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ZhT *na:w 'citrus' , ' lemon' mentioned by Benedict is not represented in the main Kadai 
sources. 
An *limaw 'citrus' .  
The comparison presents an interesting problem, but there is n o  reason to use i t  as evidence 
in a genetic claim. 

77. 'climb' ,  ascend' ,  'mount ' ,  'ride ' ,  'lift ' ,  'above' [Ben 25 1-253] 
a .  

KS *chaB 'ascend' [Li 52] ;  
b .  

An *t' akay 'climb' ,  'mount' . 
c .  

ZhT *yay 'lift ' ,  'rise' (not i n  the main Kadai sources). 
d .  

ZhT *[qJitl*[qJiat 'reach' ,  'attain' (not in  the main Kadai sources). 
An *' aokat ' lift' . 
The semantic relationship is too distant for the comparison to be accepted. 

e .  
Kd *x VnT 'ascend' , 'rise' (No. 7 1  i n  §2. 1 .5) 

f. 
Various Kadai forms meaning 'ride horse' ,  l ike WrS khjB, Ma se5, are loans from 
Vietnamese cLIaj or directly from Chinese [CHARI2]. 
It is impossible to identify a reliable comparison from these data. 

78. 'close eyes' ,  ' sleep' [Ben 253] 
TP *C-'llap [H 482] 

ZhT *h1ap: WrS hlap, Lz, Po lap7 [LFK]; 
KS *khlap: SS khap7, Ma lap7, Mn khap7, Tn lap7, Mm khyap7; 
OB dop2 (irreg. initial). 
cf. Ka hpap7 and PrL *pap (Bd pap ) 'sleep' . 
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An *'inap < *qi[l,nJap 'close eyes' ,  'sleep ' .  
An acceptable comparison. 

79. 'clothes' ,  ' skirt' [Ben 253] 
The Kd forms mentioned by Benedict are not represented in my major Kadai sources. 
An *tapi? 'apron' .  
Even i f  the forms are reliable, this i s  clearly a cultural comparison which cannot be used to 
prove a genetic claim. 

80. 'coconut' [Ben 254] 
The root is absent in ZhT: the Shan form given by Benedict is a Burmese loan. PrL evidence 
is not enough, as it can represent late contact. 
An *niyay 'coconut' . 

8 1 .  'cold' [Ben 254] 
TP *hnVu4 [H 524] 

ZhT *hna:u4: Wr hna:u4, Tay naol , Po na:u1 [LFK] 
KS *hna1 :  SS, Tn, Ka hnol . 

An *ganaw is known only from the Philippine languages. 
The comparison is acceptable provided that the An form can be traced back to the proto
language level. 

82. 'color' , 'striped' , 'variegated' , 'mark' [Ben 255] 
TP *R-Ia vjA ' line' , 'variegated' : 

ZhT *r-Ia:jA : WrS la:jA, Lz, Po la:i1 [LFK] ; 
KS *R-Ie4 ' l ine ' :  SS lei , Ma lela, Tn zei , Ka lei 'book' .  

An *kujay 'colour' 
The proposal of common semantics is not convincing. 
83.  'cold' , 'cool' [Ben 255] 

Kd ?ZhT *?jenA 'cool ' ,  'fresh ' :  WrS jenA, Tho yrn1 [LFK] 
PrL *yan1 (Qd ganl , Bs xar./ ) is not related to ZhT. 

An *¢nin 'cool' , 'cold' . 
An acceptable comparison. 

84. 'come' [Ben 255] 
Kd *hmV(iJ4 'come' (No.36 in §2. 1 . 5).  
An *mayi' 'hither' . 
The semantic relationship between the protoforms is doubtful. 



85. 'come ' ,  'arrive' [Ben 255-256] 
TP - 'come ' ,  'arrive' 

ZhT *dvif :  WrS thiif, Lz thiri , Po tarj [LFK]; 
KS *ta.y4: SS, SL, Ma, Mn, Te, Mm tari ; 
OB dori ; 
Lk tarj 'arrive ' .  

An *dataIJ 'come' .  
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The comparison is doubtful, as the TP forms may be loans from Chinese: OC *tOIJ'? 'go to, 
frequently visit' [CHARl3] .  

86 .  'cook ( in  bamboo container)
, 

[Ben 256] 
ZhT *hlamA 'cook (in bamboo container)' : WrS hla:mA, Lz la:m1 [LFK] . Not found in the 
Zhuang dialects. 
An *lamaIJ 'id.' A root of restricted distribution. 
A culture-related comparison. 

87. 'cook (with steam)' ,  'roast' , 'singe' [Ben 256] 
TP ? 'cook' , 'boi l ' :  

ZhT *r-thuif: WrS huif,  Lz hUIJl , Po IUIJ 1 [LFK] ; 
KS *tu:if: Ma, Mn tuV, Tn tU:IJl , Ka, Mm tUIJl ; 
OB hUIJl . 

An *da(IJ)daIJ 'to heat' .  
The comparison is  doubtful due to problems with the Kadai forms, some of which may be 
Vietnamese borrowings: Vn hong 'cook (with steam)' . 

88 .  'copper' , 'brass' [Ben 256-257] 
Kd forms (WrS do:if) are independent loans from Chinese: MC *duIJ < OC *[1]o:IJ 'bronze' 
[CHAR 14] . The relationship of this  Chinese root to An (local) *luyaIJ 'brass' requires 
additional investigation. This i s  another example of the Chinese-Austronesian lexical 
similarity discussed in  Chapters 4 and 5. 

89. 'cord ' ,  'string ' ,  'rope' [Ben 257] 
TP *C-za:iA 'sash' ,  'cord' [H 5 19] 

ZhT *sa:jA: WrS sa:jA, Lz, Po /a:il [LFK] ; 
KS *Crsre4: Ma ze1a, Tn the2, Ka sei ; 
OB saP; 
Lk kjeil .  

A n  *talih 'cord' , 'rope' [Blust 198 1 ]  
The comparison is  doubtful, as the same root i s  represented in  Mon-Khmer languages (WrK 
khas£:, etc.),  and it is possible that the TP forms are borrowed from there. 

90. 'cough' ,  ' spit' [Ben 257] 
Forms like *khak 'cough' are likely to be descriptive. 
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9 1 .  'cover' , 'roof' [Ben 257-258] 
The connection between 'to cover' (ZhT) and 'ridgepole' (An) is not easily justifiable. 

92. 'cover' , 'tum upside down' ,  'lid' , 'hat' [Ben 258-259] 
a. 

ZhT and other Kd forms like kup 'cover' are Chinese loans: MC *YAP 'close ' ,  'shut' < OC 
*ga:p [CHAR15] .  
The connection of  this Chinese form with An *kabkab 'cover' requires additional discussion. 

b .  
The connection of ZhT *klup [LFK] and KS *krup 'rain hat' with An *kabkab 'cover' i s  not 
acceptable. 

93. 'crocodile' [Ben 259-260] 
ZhT *kheC 'crocodi le ' :  WrS kheC, Tho kh& [H 494]. Not found in the Zhuang dialects. 
An *b/uh/aja 'crocodile' .  
There is  no reason why the forms should be treated as related. 

94. 'crustacean' ,  'shrimp' [Ben 260] 
Benedict gives forms from OB zo8IJ and Qd Li fe:r? which are perhaps unrelated. These 
forms (both from Hainan) do not have cognates in other Kadai languages. Local forms 
cannot be used to prove a genetic relationship. 

95 . 'cultivate (field)" 'field' , 'work' [Ben 26 1 ]  
Tp *h Vt 'do' , 'work' : 

ZhT het WrS het, Lz hit7 [LFK]; 
OB�k [H 492] ;  
(PrL *wVk 'work ' :  Bd vu:k7, Qd voi<8, Ts vo:;6.) 

An *bu' at 'do' , 'create' .  
An acceptable comparison. 

96. 'cultivate (field)" 'field' ,  'work ' ,  'yam' ,  'sweet potato' [Ben 261-262] 
The connection of meanings 'yam' (Kd *mAnA ) and 'garden' (An *quma) is rather 
doubtful. Both meanings belong also to the cultural lexicon. 

97. 'cup ' ,  'bowl' [Ben 262] 
ZhT forms (Benedict ' s  reconstruction is *ko:k 'cup')  are Chinese loans: MC *kuk < OC 
*kok 'barrow' [CHAR16] .  
An *marJkuk 'barrow'  is perhaps the loan from the same source (see Chapter 5). 

98. 'cut' [Ben 262] 
ZhT *tat 'to cut off' , 'sever' : WrS tat, Lz, Po tat7 [LFK] . 
An katat' 'cut' [Blust 1973: *ke(Ct)as] . 
An acceptable comparison. 
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99. 'cut' [Ben 263] 
There is  no clear reason why the meanings 'to cut' (ZhT) and 'to strike with a crash' (An) 
should be considered related. 

100. 'cut' [Ben 263] 
The proposed semantic connection between 'to break down' ,  'fall into ruins' (ZhT) and 'to 
cut down/off' , 'fell' (An) is not quite convincing. 

1 0 1 .  'cut off' , 'break off' , 'castrate' ,  'short' [Ben 263-264] 
ZhT forms, reconstructed by Benedict as *to:n 'castrate' (LFK: *do:nA 'cut down' are 
Chinese loans: MC *dwa'n 'cut off' < OC *do:n ? [CHAR 17] .  

102. 'cut off' [Ben 264] 
An *ta(o)pat' 'cut off' is a metathesis from *p V(o)tat' with the same root as in *katat', 
*rantat' ,  etc. 

103. 'dark ' ,  'black' ,  ' shade' [Ben 264-26S] 
Kd *?namT 'black' (No.43 in §2. 1 .S). 
An *DaDam 'dark' < *Dalam, cf. *kalam, *lalam 'id.' 
An acceptable comparison. 

104. 'dark ' ,  'fog/rust' ,  'gloomy' ,  'shade/shady' ,  'black' , 'night' [Ben 26S] 
ZhT forms reconstructed by Benedict as *rom are Vietnamese borrowings: ram 'shade ' ,  
'obscure' . 
An *malam 'night ' .  

lOS.  'dark' , 'night' , 'evening ' ,  'black' , 'red ' ,  purple' [Ben 26S] 
Kd - 'dark (red)' :  

ZhT *klamB: WrS klamB, Nung kam5, Wm klam5 [LFK] ; 
KS *kamB: SL qamS, Ma kamS, Ka amS. 
An *kalam 'dark ' .  

The Kadai words seem to be borrowed from Vietnamese: s?J11, tim 'dark' . 

1 06. 'day' , ' sun ' ,  ' sky' [Ben 266] 
Kd *owAl'JA 'day ' ,  ' sun' (No.S2 in §2 . l .S). 
An *waRi 'day' [Blust 1 98 1 ] . 
An acceptable comparison. 

107. 'deaf' [Ben 267-268] 
TP (?) *[hnJuak 'deaf' [H S02] 

ZhT *hnuak: WrS hnuak, Lz nu:k7, Po nuk7 [LFK] . 
OB makl. 

All other forms: KS *?dak, Lk jak and others are perhaps Vn loans: di6c 'deaf' . 
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An *tuli 'ear wax ' ,  'deaf' . 
It is rather difficult to accept the formal similarity of these words. 

1 08 .  'deep' [Ben 267] 
ZhT *?dam 'deep' mentioned by Benedict is not represented in comparative sources. 
An *dalam 'id. ' 

109. 'deer' , 'cattle ' ,  'buffalo' [Ben 267] 
ZhT *kwa:-f) 'a kind of deer' given by Benedict is not represented in the main Kadai sources. 
An *(?I)nua-f) used by Benedict is also absent from major sources. 

1 10. 'den ' ,  ' lair' [Ben 268] 
ZhT *mu-f) given by Benedict is not represented in the main Kadai sources. 
An *yumun 'den' ,  'lair' . 

1 1 1 . 'desire' [Ben 268] 
ZhT *khra-f) 'according to the desire' given by Benedict is not represented in the main Kadai 
sources. 
An *kala-f) given by Benedict is not represented in the main sources. 

1 1 2. 'desire ' ,  'hungry' [Ben 268] 
TP *(p-)?ia:k 'hungry' [H 473] 

ZhT *?ja:k WrS ?ja:k, Lz ja:k7, Po ji:k7 [LFK]; 
Kd *P-?ia:k SS, SL ?a:k7, Ma ?i:k7, Mn bi:J<8, Tn, Ka ja:k7, Mrn ?ja:k7. 
OB 3iak. 

An *pi[yJa 'desire' is found only in the Oceanic languages, which makes the comparison not 
convincing. 

1 1 3 .  'dew' ,  'frost' ,  ' snow' [Ben 268-269] 
TP *C-?n VjA 'snow' [LK 1 75] :  

ZhT *najA - *hnajA : Shan naP, Tien-pao na:iI, Po nwai1 [LFK] ; 
KS *C-?nu:/,: SS ?nuil , Ma nui1 , Tn nu:P, Ka, Mrn nui1 ; 
Lk kjru1. 

An *lamuy 'dew' .  
An acceptable comparison. 

1 14. 'die ' ,  'ki l l '  [Ben 269] 
Kd *I-ta(:)jA 'die' (No. 1 8  in §2. 1 .5). 
An *mataj 'dead' [Blust 198 1 ] .  
An acceptable comparison. 



1 1 5 .  'difficult' [Ben 270] 
ZhT *ja:k - *?ja:k 'difficult' , 'bad' : WrS ja:k, Po ja:k7 [LFK] . 

(prL *ze:k > Bd re:k [LDY 420] is not related.) 
An *pajah 'difficult' (perhaps a local root). 
Limited distribution prevents acceptance of the comparison. 

1 16. 'dig into' , 'thrust into' , 'plant' ,  'garden' [Ben 270] 
ZhT suaNA 'garden' :  WrS suanA, Lz lu:nl , Po li:nl [LFK] ; 
KS *-: SL fjanl, Ma fi:nla ,Tn wja:n2, Ka hjaN1; 
OB 3uAn2. 
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All these forms are perhaps borrowed from Chinese: MC *wan < OC *wan 'garden ' 
[CHAR 1 8] .  
An *t'uwan 'digging stick' .  
The words belong to the cultural lexicon and thus cannot be used to prove a genetic claim. 

1 1 7.  'dip ' ,  'dampen' ,  ' soak' [Ben 270 1 ]  
ZhT forms, reconstructed b y  Benedict as *com 'to immerse' , are, perhaps, borrowings: Vn 
tom 'to immerse' .  
An *k'amk'am 'dampen' (cf. Wolff 198 1 about *k'). 

1 1 8 .  'dip' , 'dipper' , 'gourd ' ,  'bottle' [Ben 27 1 ]  
Benedict ' s  ZhT reconstruction *taw 'gourd' may be a Chinese borrowing: OC *tew 'vessel' 
[CHAR 19] .  
An *tabu 'dipper' . 
This could be another example of the Chinese-Austronesian lexical similarity discussed in 
Chapters 4 and 5 .  

1 1 9. 'disgust' ,  'nausea' [Ben 272] 
ZhT *phiay 'disgust' given by Benedict is not represented in the main Kadai sources, but 
compare ZhT ?biaB ' id. ' :  WrS biaB, Lz bi5, Po mp [LFK] .  
An *ibay 'nausea' . 
The semantic relation is not close enough. 

1 20. 'divide ' ,  'distribute' [Ben 272] 
ZhT *?biak, *?be:IJ 'divide' given by Benedict is not represented in the main Kadai sources. 
An *bijak, *pijak 'to be divided' . 

1 2 1 .  'dog' [Ben 272-273] 
Kd *C-IJwaA 'dog' (No.53 in §2. 1 .5) 
An *at'u 'dog' [Blust 198 1 :  *asu] 
Words of the protolanguages are not related. Compare, however, Proto Miao-Yao *k1uC 
'dog' (§3.2 No. 100). 
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1 22. 'door' [Ben 273] 
TP *tuA 'door' [H488; LK 173] 

ZhT *tuA: WrS pra-tuA, Lz, Po tul [LFK] ; 
KS *tuA: SL, Ma tol , Mn tol, Tn, Ka tol, Mm tol ; 
OB dau [H]; 
Lk tol . 

An *pin[t]u' 'door' . 
An acceptable comparison. 

123 .  'dove' ,  'pigeon' [Ben 273] 
ZhT *baw 'dove' given by Benedict is not represented in the main Kadai sources. 
An *punay 'dove ' .  

1 24.  'dream' [Ben 274] 
Kd *fanA 'dream' (No.72 in §2. 1 .5) .  
An *Sapi 'dream' [Blust 198 1 ] .  
There i s  n o  evidence that these words are related. 

1 25 .  'drink' , 'sip' , 'suck in' [Ben 274] 
ZhT *to:m 'suck in' given by Benedict is not represented in the main Kadai sources. 
An *tami 'drink' , 'sip ' .  

1 26.  'drunk' [Ben 275] 
TP *R-mVjA 'drunk' [H 523] 

ZhT *r-mVjA: WrS mauA, Lz maul, Po fil [LFK] ; 
KS *(R-)meA > Tn me2; 
OB muil ; 

An *mabuk 'psychic abnormahty' .  
It i s  not clear why the forms should be connected in one comparison. 

1 27 .  'dry' [Ben 275] 
TP *R-IVrF 'draught' [H465] 

ZhT *r-le:rF: WrS le:rF, Lz, Po le:l) 4 [LFK] ; 
KS *R-lirF: SS, SL, Ma lirj, Tn lift [Li] ;  
OB dal) 3 [Hansell 1988:262]. 

An *kayiI]/*kayaI]/*kayil) 'dry' has restricted clistribution, thus the comparison is  not quite 
reliable. 

1 28.  'dry ' ,  'hoarse' [Ben 275-276] 
ZhT and KS forms like *hra:w 'dry' given by Benedict are Vietnamese loans: Vn rao 'dry' 
with a good Mon-Khmer etymology. 
An *payau 'hoarse' .  



1 29. 'duck' [Ben 276] 
Kd *pet - *?bet 'duck' [H492] 

ZhT *pet WrS pet, Lz Po pit [LFK]; 
KS > Ka pat, 
OB bit, 
Lk pet, 
PrL *?bet(j): Qd, Bc, Ts betl [LDY SOS] .  

An *bajivit' 'wild duck' 
An acceptable comparison if the last syllable of the An word is the old root. 

9S 

As we can see, many of these comparisons should be rejected as evidence for genetic 
relatedness, but there are some which cannot be eliminated so easi ly. These include cases 
which : 

a) belong to the core rather than the cultural lexicon, and thus are unlikely to be easily 
borrowed from one language group into another; 

b) are represented in the main branches of both families, a situation which excludes any 
recent local interference. (1 have discussed above mainly the Kadai component of the 
comparisons, but the same procedure can be applied to the Austronesian component 
as well); 

c) are not found in Chinese, and therefore cannot have been borrowed from it. 

A review of all Benedict 's  comparisons will thus provide us with a l ist of possible lexical 
similarities between Kadai (or Tai Proper) and Austronesian languages, which are potentially 
reliable as they meet these conditions. At the same time, we still do not know how to separate 
ancient loans from words of common origin, so some of these comparisons may be based on 
borrowings. 

The following l ist gives lexical comparisons between Kadai and Austronesian languages, 
which are reliable (primarily from the Kadai point of view):7 

1 .  'go' [Ben 342] 
Kd *pa(:)jA 'go' (No. 1 in §2 . 1 .S); 
An *sapaj 'reach' .  

2. 'mouth ' [Ben 34 1 ]  
Kd *pa:k 'mouth' (No. 1 i n  §2. 1 .S); 
An *baqbaq 'mouth' ,  'opening' [Dahl 198 1 ] .  

3 .  'wing' [Ben 227] 
Kd *pi:k 'wing' (No . 1  in §2. 1 .S); 
An *kapak 'wing' . 

7 Ulo Sirk has discussed the Austronesian data with me and I use this opportunity to express my deep 
gratitude to him. Needless to say, all the decisions and mistakes here are mine alone. 
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4. 'pluck' [Ben 355] 
Kd *?bit 'pluck' (No.2 in  §2 . 1 .5); 
An *butbut, *putput 'pluck' ;  *bitbit 'hold with fingers' (a Westem An word). 
<> cf. however, Vn blJt 'pluck' .  

5 .  'carry on shoulder' 
Kd *?be:k 'carry on shoulder' (No.2 in §2. 1 .5); 
An *ba(q)ba(q) 'carry on shoulder' . 

6. ' insane' ,  'mad' 
TP *mba:k ' insane' ,  'mad' (possibly a local root) 

ZhT *ba:k Nung pac8, Po pa:J<8 [LFK]; 
KS *mpa:k Ma ba:k7, Mn mba:k7, Tn ?ba:k7; 
Lk [a:k7. 

An *mabuk 'insane' (of limited distribution). 

7. 'you' [Ben 208] 
Kd *m[aij4 'you' (No.34 in §2. 1 .5);  
An *kamu 'you (pl .) '  [Blust 198 1 ] .  

8 .  'hand' [Ben 309] 
Kd *R-m VjA 'hand' (No.35 in §2. 1 .5); 
An *qa-li:ma 'hand' [Blust 198 1 ] .  

9. 'tooth' [Ben 4 1 1-412] 
Kd *vanA ' tooth' (No.73 in §2. 1 .5); 
An *(C)ipan 'tooth' [Blust 1981 ] .  

10.  ' fire' [Ben 290] 
Kd *vvjA 'fire ' (No.73 in §2. 1 .5) 
An *Sapuj 'fire' [Blust 198 1 ] .  

1 1 . ' liver' [Ben 332] 
TP *[tja[ij4 ' l iver' , 'gizzard' : 

ZhT *tajA : WrS tajA, Nung toul , Po tail [LFK] ; 
KS *t(r)aA : Ma,Tn tal ;  
OB dal .  

An *qat;}j ' liver' [Blust 198 1]  



12 .  'door' [Ben 273] 
TP *tu4 'door' [H488; LK 173] 

ZhT *tu4 : WrS pra-tu4, Lz, Po tu1 [LFK] ; 
KS *tuA : SL, Ma tal , Mn tol , Tn, Ka tal , Mm to1 ; 
OB dau [H] ; 
Lk tal . 

An *pin[t)u 'door' . 

13 .  'to die'  [Ben 269] 
Kd *I-ta(:)j4 'to die' (No. 17 in §2. 1 .5); 
An mat;}j 'to die' . 

14. 'louse' [Ben 333-334] 
Kd *trau4 'louse' (No. 1 2  in §2. 1 .5); 
An *kutu(H) 'louse ' .  

1 5 .  'ashes' 
Kd *P-dauB 'ashes' (No.22 in §2 . 1 .5); 
An *qabu 'ashes' [Blust 198 1 ] .  

16.  'green' ,  'alive' [Ben 332] 
Kd *?drip - *?dip 'green' ,  'alive' [H 459; Li 29 1 ] :  

ZhT *?drip: WrS ?drip, Lz dip7, Po nip7, Saek rip7 [LFK] ; 
KS *?dip: SS, SL ?djup7, Ma ?dip7, Mn dipS, Tn Jip7; 
OB Jip2; 
PrL *zwi:p: Bd vi:p7, Xf yip7, Ht ri.p7, Qd, Be, Ts fi:pS, Ym [ipS [LDY 473] .  

An *hundip ' l ive ' .  

17 .  'bone' 
Kd *?drVk 'bone' (No. 1 3  in §2. 1 .5). 
An *tanduk 'hom' (perhaps a West Austronesian root). 

18. 'eye' [Ben 283] 
Kd *I-ntaA 'eye' (No.20 in §2. 1 .5).  
An *mata 'eye' [Blust 198 1 ] .  

19. 'jungle' [Ben 296] 
Kd *[tr)VJB 'jungle' : 

ZhT *thiaIB: WrS thianB, Lz thi:n5, Po tin6 [LFK] ; 
PrL *[ch)un2 > Sd sun. 

An *qutan 'jungle' [Blust 198 1 ]  < *quta[n,/). 
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20. 'fart' [Ben 285] 
Kd *R-tot 'fart' (No. 16 in §2. 1 .5) 
An *qa(n)tut 'fart' . 
Possibly of a descriptive nature. 

2 1 .  'water' [Ben 420] 
Kd *R-namC 'water' (No.40 in §2. 1 .5) 
An *danum 'water' . 

22. 'black' [Ben 265] 
Kd *?namT 'black' (No.43 in §2. 1 .5). 
An *qitam 'black' [Blust 198 1 ] .  

23. 'child' ,  'person' [Ben 198 1 ]  
Kd *lVk 'child' (No.54 i n  §2. 1 .5) .  
An *a1ak 'person' [Dahl 198 1 ] .  

24. 'yellow' [Ben 427] 
Kd *[C-jIiar/' 'yellow' [H 5 17] :  

ZhT *hliar/': WrS hliar/', Lz li:1/ [LFK] ; 
OB lar/; 
PrL *ze:1/ : Bd, Xf, Ht ze:1/ , Qd, Bc, Ts Je:r/ [LDY 420] . 

An *ku[n,/jiI) 'yellow ' .  
Compare, however, WrK liaI) 'yellow' which could be a source o f  Kadai forms. Another 
option will be discussed in §3.3 below. 

25. 'sleep' [Ben 253] 
TP *C-lap 'to close eyes' [H 482; Li 292]:  

ZhT *hlap: WrS hlap, Lz, Po lap7 [LFK]; 
KS *khlap: SL khap7, Ma lap7, Mn khap7, Ta lap7, Mm khyap7; 

An *inap 'to sleep' , 'close eyes' [Blust 198 1 ]  < *i[n,Jjap. 

26. 'sour' [Ben 388-389] 
Kd *R-somc ' sour' (No.69 in §2.1 .5). 
An *qaIsam 'sour' [Blust 198 1 ] .  

27. 'I' [Ben 203] 
Kd *kVuA 'I' (No.26 in §2. 1 .5) .  
An *aku 'I' [Blust 198 1 ] .  



28. 'excrement' [Ben 282-283] 
Kd *KVjC 'excrement' [H 483; LK 1 7 1 ;  Li 25 1 ] :  

ZhT *x VjC - *yVjC: WrS khiC, Lz khi3, Po haj3 [LFK]; 
KS *geC- *keC: SS, SL qe4, Ma tj&, Mn ee4, Ta, Ka ?e4, Mrn e&; 
OB kai 3-2. 
Lk kwej4; 
PrL *ha:i3: Bd, Xf, Ht, Qd, Bc, Ts, Xf ha:i3, Ym huai3 [LDY 476] .  

An *t2aqi 'excrement' [Dahl 198 1 ]  < *taqi or An *daki 'dirt of  skin '  [Blust 198 1 ] .  

29. 'weep' [Ben 42 1 ]  
Kd *C-?Jl VjC 'weep' (No.49 i n  §2. 1 .5) .  
An *t8I)is 'weep' [Blust 198 1 ] .  

30. 'jaw ' ,  'chin' [Ben 321 ]  
Kd *{]ka:g4 'chin' (No.27 in §2. 1 .5). 
An *baya{] 'molar' . 
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All these comparisons are based on the same correspondence of syllabic structures: the 
Kadai forms correspond to the second syllable (the ultima) of the Austronesian words. The 
first syllables of Austronesian forms have no counterparts in Proto Kadai , and Proto Kadai 
presyllables do not have clear correspondences in Austronesian. This i s  the main type of 
syllabic correspondences found for the Austro-Thai languages (Jakhontov 1977a). 

There are, however, several other types of syl labic correspondences. In one type, the 
Proto Kadai form retains the first and the last consonants of the Proto Austronesian word: 

3 1 .  'twist' 
Kd *PVt - *?m Vt 'twist' : 

ZhT *?bit WrS ?bit, Tho ?bet7, Wm ?bitl [LFK] ; 
KS > Tn mit7; 
OB mit (H); 
PrL *phatj: Bd phatj7, Xf, Ht, Qd, Bc, Ts, Ym phat7 [LDY 387].  

An *balit 'twist ' ,  but cf. a related form *li1it ' to wrap' , which permits the assumption that 
the root is *-lit and that the simi larity with Kadai is thus accidental. 

32. 'knife' [Ben 323] 
TP *mi:t 'knife' [H 485; Li 3 1 1 ] :  

ZhT *mi:t WrS mi:t, Po mit!3 [LFK] ; 
KS *mi:t SS, SL, Ma, Mn mit!3, Tn, Ka mi:t!3, Mrn mit!3; 
OB mit1 . 

An *maJat 'id. ' [Blust 1973] , but with rather limited distribution (Mahdi 1994: 178). 
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33.  'plait' ,  'twist' 
TP *sa:NA 'plai t ' ,  'twist' [H 486; LK 173; Li 72] : 

ZhT *sa:NA: WrS sa:nA , Lz, Po ianl [LFK]; 
KS *s(r)a:nA : SL ha:nl , Ma sa:nla, Tn tha:nl, Ka hsa:nl. 

An *d' alin ' to tie' . According to Wolff ( 1981)  *z (= *d') should not be reconstructed for 
Proto Austronesian, so the comparison is not quite reliable. 

34. 'eat' [Ben 278] 
Kd *kiVnA 'eat' [H 486; LK 173; Li 72] : 

ZhT *kVnA : WrS kinA, Lz kini, Po kini [LFK] ; 
KS *kia:nA : SL tsja:nl, Ma si:nl, Tn tsinl ,  Ka tja:nl ,  Mm tsa:nl ;  
O B  kon4; 
Lk tsenl (a loan?); 
PrL *khanl > Qd, Bc khanl [LDY 382] . 

An *ka?an 'eat' [Blust 198 1 ] .  

3 5 .  'spring' ,  'well' [Ben 243] 
Kd *?ba:nc 'village' (No.2c in §2. 1 .5) 
An *bual 'spring', 'well' [Blust 198 1 ]  
A n  acceptable comparison i f  Vn ban i s  a Kd loan. 

In another type of syllabic correspondence, the consonants of the Kadai form correspond 
also with the middle consonant of the Austronesian word: 

36. 'plant' , 'bury' [Ben 355] 
TP *?dramA 'transplant rice' [H 482; Li 67] : 

ZhT *?drarnA: WrS ?darnA, Lz daml , Po nami, Saek trami [LFK] ; 
KS *?dramA: SL, Ma ?dami, Tn zami, Ka hlami ; 
OB zam (H). 

An *taiam 'to plant ' ,  'bury' [Dahl 198 1 ] .  
<> The semantic correspondence is not exact. Compare also WrK ram 'to plant' with a good 
AA etymology. 

37. 'an edible root' 
Kd *P-?rVk 'taro' (No.58 in §2. 1 .5). 
An *biyaq 'an edible root' [Dahl 198 1 ] .  

3 8 .  ' skin ' ,  'scale' [Ben 370] 
Kd *klVp 'skin' , 'scale' 

ZhT *kli:p: WrS kli:p, Nung klip7, Po kjap7 [LFK];  
PrL *lo:p: Bd, Xf lo:p7, Ht lap7, Qd, Bc lo:pB, Ts lo:p7, Ym luapB [LDY 441 ] .  

An *hunap ' scale' < *(C)u[n,ljap. 

In a few cases, the Kadai form corresponds to the first syllable of the Austronesian word: 



39. 'blind' [Ben 235] 
TP *?b Vt 'blind' [Li 277] 

ZhT *?bo:t WrS ?bo:t, Lz ?bo:t7 [LFK] ; 
KS *?bit - *mit SL ?mut7, Ma ?bat7, Tn met7. 

An *butaH 'blind' . 

40. 'day' [Ben 266] 
Kd *owanA 'day' , 'sun' (No.50 in §2. 1 .5) .  
An *waRi 'day' [Blust 198 1 ] .  
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And finally, a group of Proto Kadai words with labialised initials reveal their own type of 
syllabic correspondence: 

4 1 .  'moon' [Ben 453] 
Kd *P-?nianA 'moon' (No.45 in §2 . 1 .5). 
An *buJa/ 'moon' . 

42. 'rain' [Ben 360] 
Kd *xwinA 'rain '  (No.75 in §2. 1 .5) 
An *Rabun 'precipitation' [Blust 198 1 ] .  

43. 'pig' [Ben 353-354] 
Kd *C-owV[AJ 'pig' (No.53 in §2. 1 .5).  

An *babuj 'pig ' .  

44. 'thread' , 'rope' [Ben 427] 
Kd *[C-owJV/, 'thread' , 'rope' [H 52 1 ;  LK 174] : 

ZhT *hma/,: WrS hmaiA ' silk' , Lz, Po majl [LFK] ; 
(Ma maila is a Zhuang loan); 
OB mofl; 
Lk kiijl ; 
PrL *C-meji > Xf mejl [LDY 499]. 

An *Jabaj 'thread' (a Western An root); cf. *!ambu 'fibre ' .  

I t  i s  absolutely c lear that this list of 4 4  comparisons (if we accept all of them) is  not 
sufficient to establish a genetic relationship between the Kadai and Austronesian families. My 
own attempts to enlarge the list, through finding Austronesian parallels to the reconstructed 
Proto Kadai and Tai Proper roots, have fai led, since I could not find additional good 
comparisons. 

It is quite possible that more lexical similarities with Proto Austronesian can be found in 
daughter Kadai languages. Benedict gives the following examples for Proto Li : 
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Proto Li Proto An 

soft *put *lambut 
wide *ben1 *banban 
leaf *van3 *Davan 
nine *fai3 *siva 
seven *thou1 *pitu 
right *C-nenj2 *vanan 
six *C-nom1 *qanam 
hut *plo� *bavuV 

Some of these Proto Li words can be also found in Gelao ( ' six' nan33, 'nine' saj24). On 
this basis Benedict attributes them to the Proto Austro-Thai level. However, no data about the 
history of Gelao languages or their connections with Li and other Kadai groups is available. 
It is thus quite possible that such similarities reveal non-genetic connections. For this reason, 
such comparisons are not incorporated in the list, which connects only better known Kadai 
forms .  

These 44 comparisons (most of which belong t o  the core vocabulary) are quite good from 
both the semantic and the formal point of view, and they require some explanation. One can 
suggest the following interpretations of the list: 

(i) that i t  simply contains chance similarities, and that if one chose another pair of 
protolanguages, the results would be the same. However, attempts to connect Kadai 
languages with Sino-Tibetan or Mon-Khmer have failed to produce lists of such 
quality as that for Kadai and Austronesian; 

(ii) that it includes words borrowed into one or both language families; 

(iii) that it represents traces of common origin of the languages. 

The idea of borrowing has recently been discussed and supported by Thurgood ( 1 994). 
His arguments can be summarised as follows: 

Those roots most frequently put forth in the literature as the strongest evidence 
of a genetic relationship - largely on the basis of their obvious similarity to An 
forms - often behave just as one expects borrowings to behave. That is ,  in a 
great number of cases, these forms have unique TK [that is, Kd] corresponding 
patterns, patterns not shared with other TK forms, a feature that is consistent 
with the thesis that they are borrowings. (Thurgood 1994:360) 

Let us discuss this position. As was mentioned in Chapter 1 ,  it is worthwhile to 
distinguish two notions. Regular correspondences include all phonological correspondences 
which are supported by a sufficient number of examples, regardless of whether they occur in 
words of common origin or in borrowings. Systematic correspondences, in  contrast, are 
found only in words of common origin, and are traces of phonological distinctions of the 
protolanguage. There is no need for systematic correspondences to be regular: some of them 
may be supported by numerous examples, while others will  be found only in a couple of 
good comparisons. To show that a correspondence is systematic, one needs to include it in 
the phonological reconstruction . In dealing with borrowings one would expect that 
correspondences found in them would not be systematic. 

It i s  true that Kadai initials in comparisons like 'moon' ,  'eye' and some others do not 
reveal typical (i .e. regular) correspondences. Their correspondences, however, are treated as 
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ssystematic in the Kadai reconstruction presented above, which leads me to reconstruct 
protoforms such as *P-?nianA 'moon ' ,  *I-ntaA 'eye ' ,  and *I-ta(:J.f 'die' . These 
reconstructions were based only on interpretation of internal Kadai data with no support from 
Austronesian evidence. They therefore have the following characteristics: 

(i) they belong to the Proto Kadai level; 

(ii) their forms are reconstructed with the help of phonological correspondences 
identified as systematic; 

(iii) there is no Kadai evidence to support the claim that they are borrowings at any level 
associated with the reconstructions; 

(iv) most of them belong to the core lexicon. 

I believe that these features are not typical of situations of borrowing. Thus, my 
conclusion is  that the comparisons do suggest that Kadai languages are related to the 
Austronesian family, but that we need much more data before this suggestion is  proved. At 
the same time, there is no adequate explanation for the brevity of the list, nor for the failure of 
attempts to enlarge it .  I do not think that the great depth of Proto Austro-Thai unity 
(approximately eight thousand years before present, or the sixth millennium BC) could be 
solely responsible for that. Other reasons need to be suggested. 



CHAPTER 3 

MIAO-AUSTROASIATIC LANGUAGES 

3 . 1  AUSTROASIATIC LANGUAGES 

The Austroasiatic family includes twelve primary groups (cf. Parkin 199 1 ): 1 

1 .  The Khmer group is formed by the genetically isolated Khmer language, which has a 
long written tradition going back to the middle of the first millennium AD . Khmer is quite 
well known synchronically: there are for example, good dictionaries and phonological 
descriptions of the language (Headley et al . 1977; Gorgonijev 1966, 1984). The history 
of Khmer has also been discussed in some detail (Jenner & Pou 1 980-8 1 ;  Jacob 1 960, 
1976). A dictionary of Old Khmer is also available (Pou 1 992), but the absence of 
closely related languages hinders to some extent the comparison of Khmer with the rest 
of the family. 

Khmer data, usually based on an interpretation of archaic traditional Khmer orthography, 
is widely used in all Austroasiatic studies. 

2 .  The Mon group includes two branches: Mon and Nyakur. The lexicon of Mon in its 
written and spoken forms is  represented in several dictionaries (Halliday 1 922; Shorto 
1 962 and others). Many Old Mon inscriptions (the earliest dating back to the sixth 
century AD) have been published and translated (see details  in Diffloth 1984). The 
lexicon of these inscriptions is represented in Shorto' s  dictionary of Old Mon (Shorto 
197 1 )  which includes abundant information about the historical development of words: 
Old, Middle, and Modern Mon spellings and pronunciations as well as etymologies. The 
phonological history of the languages has been discussed by Ferlus ( 1983) and from a 
historical point of view Mon is now perhaps the best known Austroasiatic language. 

A comparative dictionary of some Nyakur dialects has been published (Thongkum 1984) 
and Diffloth ( 1984) uses these data for his very interesting Proto Monic reconstruction and 
comparative dictionary. 

3 .  The Bahnaric group is divided into three main subgroups (Thomas & Headly 1970; 
Thomas 1979): 

a) Northern: Bahnar, Sedang, Halang, Jeh, etc . ;  
b) Western: Lowen or Jru, Niahen or Pru, Brao, etc. 
c) Southern: Central Mnong, Southern Mnong, Eastern Mnong, Stieng, Keho, 

Chrau, etc. 

Mang and Paliu, described in Yan and Zhou ( 1995), probably form two additional groups, but this 
possibility is yet to be investigated. 
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The position of Bahnar in the group is not quite clear, and it is possible that the language 
forms a separate fourth subgroup (Gregerson et al. 1976). 

A two-volume Bahnar-French dictionary was published about 35 years ago (Guilleminet 
1959) and another vocabulary of a Bahnar dialect provides us with extensive lexical data 
(Banker et al . 1979). There are vocabularies of Sedang (Smith 1967), Chrau (Thomas & Tho 
1966), Keho and some other languages and dialects, and information about their grammatical 
systems is also available (Smith 1979). However these publications cover only the Northern 
and Southern subgroups. At present little is known about the Western languages. 

The history of the Bahnaric languages has been investigated to some extent. There are 
reconstructions of Proto languages for two Bahnaric subbranches formed by closely related 
languages: Jeh-Halang (Thomas & Smith 1967) and Mnong (B lood 1 966). The latter 
publication also includes comparisons with other South Bahnaric languages, and a South
Bahnaric reconstruction which unfortunately does not include any explicit phonological 
correspondences. The South-Bahnaric reconstruction is also discussed in a book by Efimov 
( 1 990). 

Smith ( 1972) proposed a North Bahnaric reconstruction based on comparison of Bahnar 
with the above-mentioned reconstruction of Proto Jeh-Halang and with Common Sedang, the 
language obtained through a comparison of Sedang dialects. The author has established clear 
phonological correspondences between languages, reconstructed the phonological system of 
the protolanguage, and compiled a comparative vocabulary of about 500 roots. 

4 .  The Katuic group is formed by Katu, Pakoh, Kui, Bru and some other languages. 

The lexicons of some languages of the group are represented in dictionaries of 
considerable length (Costello 197 1 ;  Prasert Srivises 1978; Watson et al. 1979; Thongkum & 
See Puengpa 1980). However, the phonological and grammatical information available to 
date has been inadequate. 

The history of the group has been discussed by some authors (Thomas 1967; Diffloth 
1 982; Efimov 1 983). The first comparative study of the Katuic group was a MA thesis by 
Thomas ( 1967), in which several Katuic languages were represented by word lists collected 
mostly by linguists associated with SIL. Thomas' lexical comparisons are extremely useful, 
although the phonological reconstruction is unfortunately not reliable. Efimov's ( 1983) thesis 
is based on the analysis of five languages (Katu, Suoi , Bru, Pakokh and Kui). Of these, only 
Katu was represented in a consolidated vocabulary, the forms for the other languages being 
extracted from a variety of sources. However, Efimov found more than 400 roots which he 
assumed to represent Proto Katu. Interestingly, Efimov included the Ksinmul or Puok 
language (Materialy 1990) usually regarded as Khmuic in his Katu group. According to 
Efimov, the development of Ksinmul phonology can be explained with the help of his Proto 
Katuic reconstruction, but it is notable that the Ksinmul lexicon shares only common Mon
Khmer roots with Katuic languages, while specific Katuic roots are absent in the language. 

Diffloth ( 1982) tries to explain registers in Katuic languages as variant developments of 
the protolanguage' s  vowels .  It is possible, however, to connect register distinctions with 
prefixes of Proto Katuic .  Such a reconstruction, together with a comparative Katuic 
dictionary, is given in Peiros ( 1996). 

5 .  The Pearic group (Pear, Sarnre, Angrak, etc .) is only superficially known. Just one 
vocabulary is in print (Headley 1978) and there is no sufficient data for the internal 
analysis of the group (cf. however Headley 1985). 
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6 .  The Palaung-Wa languages are spoken to the north of other Austroasiatic groups.  
According to Diffloth ( 1980) this group includes: 

a) the Wa languages :  proper Wa (e.g. Kawa, Praok and Wa), Lawa (e.g. Umihai 
and Bo Luang), Samtao and some others. 

Until recently, most of these languages and dialects were poorly described. The best data 
was that collected by Mitani ( 1966, 1972), and a Wa reconstruction based on this data was 
proposed by Diffloth ( 1 980). The situation changed at the beginning of the 1 980' s  when 
Chinese scholars published a dictionary of Parauk-Wa (Yan et al. 1 98 1 ), and a sketch 
grammar of the same language (Zhou & Yan 198 1), which also includes a brief comparison 
of three mutually incomprehensible dialects: Parauk, Lawa and Va proper. The Bulang or 
Samatao dialect is now also represented in a short grammar and a word list published by 
Chinese linguists (Li et al. 1986); its comparison with two closely related dialects has been 
conducted by Paulsen ( 1989). 

b) the Rumai languages (e.g. Palaung, Pale and Darung) known mainly from the 
Milne ' s  Palaung dictionary (Milne 193 1 )  which is widely used in comparative 
studies. A description of Deang has also been published in China (Chen et al. 
1 986). 

c) Riang, mentioned in some short publications by Luce ( 1965, 1972). 

d) practically unknown Lamet dialects (Mitani 1965; Lindell et al. 1978; Svantesson 
1 988).  

e) Angku dialects; until recently there was only one short description of U 
(Svantesson 1988). However, Yan and Zhou ( 1995) have since presented much 
needed additional information about two dialects of this group. 

f) the Danaw language, which is already or nearly extinct. Some information about 
Danaw is contained in an article by Luce (1965). 

The relationships between these subgroups are not clear to Diffloth ( 1980, 1989), but he 
assumes that the Rumai and Riang subgroups are related to each other.2 

The history of the Palaung-Wa group has been investigated by Schmidt ( 1 905) and is  
discussed in an article by Shafer ( 1 952). One can find additional etymologies in Luce ' s  
( 1 965) article on  Danaw, in Svantesson' s  ( 1 988) study of  U and in Diffloth ' s  ( 1980) 
reconstruction of Proto-Wa, but many gaps remain in our understanding of Proto Palaung
Wa. 

7 .  Some languages or dialects of the Khmu group are represented in some publications of a 
general nature (Smalley 196 1 ;  Svantesson 1983; etc.) and dictionaries and word lists of 
several Khmu dialects (e.g. Lindell 1974; Preisig 1994). No full-scale comparative 
study of these sources has been conducted. 

It i s  highly possible that Thin, Mlabri (Rischel 1995) and some other poorly known 
languages should be grouped together with Khmuic (Diffloth 1985). 

8 .  The Viet-Muong group consists of Vietnamese and numerous other languages and 
dialects. According to Ferlus ( 199 1)  this group includes: 

2 Svantesson ( 1988) mentions another classification of Palaungic (= Palaung-Wa) presented in an 
unpublished paper by Diffloth: (i) West Palaungic (Rumai, Riang and Danaw) and (ii) East Palaungic 
(Lamet, Angkuic and Waic). 
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1. Phon-Chut branch 
1 .  Arem 
2. Sach, Ruc, May 
3. Pakatan, Malieng 
4. Thavung 
5. Pong, Hung and others 

II. Viet-Muong branch 
6 .  Muong 
7. Vietnamese 

Published data is not available for most Viet-Muong languages (Barker 1993). With the 
exception of Vietnamese, only one Muong dialect has been described in any detail (Materialy 
1987). There are short dictionaries of Ruc (Nguyen et al. 1988) and Thavung (Ferlus 1 979). 
Nonetheless the history of the group has been the subject of intensive investigation, and 
numerous reconstructions have already been proposed (Barker 1963, 1966; Barker & Barker 
1970; Thompson 1976; Ferlus 1975, 199 1 ). 

An important feature of Vietnamese is its close connection with Chinese. The Vietnamese 
lexicon is full of Chinese words. Most were borrowed from Middle Chinese when the 
Chinese language and script were adopted in Vietnam. These loans, known as Sino
Vietnamese, are widely used for the reconstruction of Middle Chinese phonology, hence the 
fundamental rules connecting the Sino-Vietnamese and Middle Chinese phonological systems 
are well established (Maspero 1912 ; Karlgren 1954). However, it i s  well known that the 
Chinese influence actually began much earlier, and sometimes Archaic Chinese features are 
found in Vietnamese forms. The situation thus requires additional investigation. 

The relationship of Vietnamese and the whole Viet-Muong family to the Kadai languages 
has not been investigated. 

Vietnamese forms are sometimes included in Mon-Khmer comparisons (e.g. Gage 1985), 
but they are usually used without Proto Viet-Muong reconstructions. Hence the results are of 
preliminary interest only. 

9 .  Khasi forms a separate branch of the Austroasiatic family. The language i s  described in 
several publications (e.g. Singh 1 906; Rabel 196 1 ;  Henderson 1 976). Schmidt ( 1904) 
discussed the history of Khasi on the basis of data available at the turn of the century, 
but more recent data remains to be interpreted (see however Henderson 1976). 

1 0 .  Some of the Nicobarese dialects or languages are represented in old dictionaries (e.g. 
Man 1 8 89) to which we can now add some other publications (Das 1 977 ;  
Radhakrishnan 198 1) .  However, as  information on other Nicobarese languages is  
absent, there i s  sti l l  no prospect for a Proto Nicobarese reconstruction . Modern 
Nicobarese languages have undergone quite varied phonological changes, and their 
direct use in comparisons is consequently complicated. 

1 1 .  The Austroasiatic languages of Central Malacca form the three Aslian subgroups 
(Benjamin 1976a; Diffloth 1976): 

a) Northern (Jehai) :  for example Kensiu, Kitak Bong, Jehai, Mendrik (Benjamin 
1976a:64); 
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b) Central (Senoi) :  for example: Sabum, Temiar, Semai , Jeh Hut (Benjamin 
1976a:59); 

c) Southern (Semelai) :  Mah Meri (Besisi) ,  Semak Beri, Semelai and Temor 
(Benjamin 1976a:59). 

The only Aslian languages to have been described are a few belonging to the Central 
subgroup (e.g. Carey 196 1 ;  Benjamin 1976b; Diffloth 1976). Diffloth has published some 
important remarks about their history (e.g. Diffloth 1977) but information about most other 
Aslian subgroups and about the protolanguage is still lacking. 

1 2 .  The Munda group is perhaps the largest in the family. It has three subgroups: 

a) Northern, which subdivides into two: Kherwari and Kurku. The Kherwari 
branch includes such important languages as Santali (e.g. Bodding 1929-36) and 
Mundari (Hoffman 1930-78;  Osada 1992), and many small poorly understood 
languages and dialects (Birhor, Aruri, etc .) .  Information about the Kurku 
language, the only known representative of the Kurku branch, is also lacking 
(see, however, Girard n.d.) 

b) The Central subgroup, consisting of two languages: Kharia and Juang. Only the 
former has been investigated in any detail (e.g. Pinnow 1959; Bihgiri 1965). The 
information about Juang is limited (Matson 1964) 

c) The South-Eastern subgroup including Sora (e.g. Ramamutri 1 93 1 ,  1938),  
Bonda or Remo (Bhattacharya 1968), Gutob, Gurum and others. 

The suggestion has been made that the Central and South-Eastern languages are somehow 
closer to each other than to the Northern group (Zide & Stampe 1976), but at the present 
stage of knowledge the apparent similarities could be explained as archaic features maintained 
in both subgroups. 

The history of the Munda languages has been discussed in a variety of publications, but 
the most important reference is still Pinnow (1959). Contrary to its narrow title Versuch einer 

historischen Lautlehre der Kharia-Sprache, the book actually investigates a wide range of 
Austroasiatic problems:  the reconstruction of Proto Munda, the analysis of other 
Austroasiatic branches and their comparison with Proto Munda, the Proto Austroasiatic 
lexicon and so on. The book is therefore regarded as a good source of information about 
Proto Munda and its external connections. 

When I re-evaluated Pinnow' s  Proto Munda reconstruction I came up with a different 
solution. There are two main reasons for this .  Firstly, Pinnow did not have adequate 
descriptions of many of the languages. But more importantly, he did not discover or did not 
pay attention to the accentual features of some of the languages. 

The authors of the Santali ,  Mundari, Sora and Kharia grammars used by Pinnow 
mentioned the presence of stress oppositions in those languages. In the Santali and Mundari 
descriptions the stress was regarded as secondary and was therefore not marked. Pinnow did 
analyse the stress patterns in Sora and Kharia, and assumed that in both cases the position of 
the stress is determined by the structure of the root, and is therefore unimportant (Pinnow 
1959:429-440). 

However, my analysis of Sora (based on Pinnow' s  data) shows a correlation between 
stress and vowel length in the language. This correlation is very important because long 
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vowels in Sora are the main source of Pinnow's  Proto Munda long vowels .  Three patterns 
are common in the simple roots of Sora:3 

a) root structure (C)V(C)C' V(C) : stress on the ultima: asar 'dry ' ,  sanaI) 'door' , rapad 
'break' : 

b) root structure (C)
,
V(C)CV:(C): stress on the pen ultima: t8I]ku: ' stone of fruit ' ,  uma: 

'to bath' ,  b6nte:J 'buffalo' ; 

c) root structure (C)V(C)C'V:(C): stress on ultima: aJ8:n 'thatch ' ,  asu: ' i ll ' .  

In type (c), one of two vowels ( a  or a) must occur i n  the penultima syllable. I propose that 
they are both reflexes of the old *a. From this, one can assume that the stress in Sora never 
falls on penultima *a, Hence structural type (c) is in complementary distribution with type (b) 
which includes roots without penultima *a. Types (a) and (b/c) are then distinguished by 
stress or by vowel length connected with the stress. It appears that for a certain period of 
Sora history, we, need to reconstruct stress placement as a contrastive feature, and explain 
modem vowel length as a phonological development governed by this placement. There are 
some other sources of vowel length in Sora (e.g. final *L), so it i s  quite possible that the 
length in all cases developed relatively late. Long vowels also occur in other South-Eastern 
Munda languages, and they usually correspond to Sora long vowels (stress in these 
languages is not marked in Pinnow 's  data). The conclusion is that long vowels in all of the 
South-Eastern Munda languages are of secondary origin. 

The idea of stress shift from penultima *a helps to account for the system of accent 
correspondences between Sora and Kharia: the correspondences are simple, except for the 
cases where Sora shows a stress shift due to penultima *a. There is no correlation between 
stress and any peculiarities of Kharia root structure. This fact justifies the assumption that 
stress is an archaic feature, relevant to the Proto Munda level, and that in some languages its 
position resulted in the appearance of long vowels. 

A knowledge of the original position of stress in the root helps in the reconstruction of 
some segmental phonemes which have different reflexes in stressed and unstressed syllables. 
For example, having found their different reflexes in Sora and Kherwari , Pinnow 
reconstructed an opposition of velars and uvulars in Proto Munda. However, I can show that 
in Sora the reflex of Pinnow's  *q only occurs in unstressed syllables, whereas in stressed 
syllables the reflex of *k always occurs. As the same rule explains the difference between 
Pinnow' s  *g and *G, there is no reason to reconstruct an opposition. 

Pinnow's reconstruction permits more changes, but further reinterpretation is not useful at 
present. Some Munda languages evidence very complicated vocalic and supersegmental 
features which have no counterparts (or simply were not discovered) in the languages 
providing Pinnow' s  data. Historical interpretation of these phenomena (Kurku tones: Zide 
1966; Gutob-Remo vocalism: Zide 1965) do not include adequate li sts of forms, so it i s  
difficult to  make judgements about their nature and external reflexes. Only the publication of 
phonologically adequate vocabularies of various Munda languages will enable us to take the 
next step in the reconstruction of Proto Munda. At the current level our knowledge is limited 
to general features of the protolanguage, and some ideas about phonological correspondences 
between the daughter languages. Such knowledge is insufficient for the detailed 
reconstruction of protoforms and for the discussion of connections with other language 
families. 

3 Type C'VCV:C with stress on penultima is not recorded among simple roots. 
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Some hundreds of Munda roots have been collected by Pinnow. Additional comparisons 
are l isted in publications by Kuiper ( 1962, 1965) and Bhattacharya (e.g. 1 966, 1 975), but the 
information provided is often inadequate for discovering whether a root does belong to the 
protolanguage level, or for proving that it is not a loan from one Munda language to another. 

The problems of localisation of a Munda homeland have not been addressed. As all 
Munda languages are presently spoken in the North-Eastern part of India one can suppose 
that this area was the original Munda homeland. A possible source of support for this 
hypothesis i s  the investigation of contacts with other South Asian language families. It is well 
known that Munda languages are now in contact with Indo-Arian and Dravidian languages, 
but it is unclear when these contacts began. Some scholars (e.g. Kuiper 1 948) argue that 
Munda borrowings can be found in Sanskrit, but according to Emeneau ( 1980) all such 
comparisons are unreliable. There are no firm ideas about the beginnings of Munda
Dravidian contact. Clearly, any progress in this field will require a detailed account of Munda 
historical linguistics. Current proposals concerning the Indian localisation of the Munda 
homeland are based on speculations. 

The Nakhali language is sometimes connected with the Munda family. Kuiper ( 1 966) 
distinguished several different strata in the Nakhali lexicon: Dravidian borrowings, roots 
which are common with Munda, other loans and some roots which are attested in the Sino
Tibetan languages of the Himalayas. A lot of important roots, many of which belong to the 
core lexicon, have no known etymology. Resemblances for Nakhali-Munda correspondences 
cannot be found in other Austroasiatic languages, so one can assume that Nakhali does not 
belong to the Austroasiatic family (Jakhontov pers. comm.). Shafer may have been correct in 
his suggestion that Nakhali is a remnant of the Indian languages spoken before the Indo
Arian (and Dravidian) migration (Shafer 1954). 

With the exception of the position of Nakhali, the characteristics of the Austroasiatic 
family  are well established. Many Austroasiatic groups had already been identified by 
Schmidt (e.g. 1904). Haudricourt ( 1953) later added Vietnamese, proving an old hypothesis 
about its Austroasiatic origin (Logan 1852-56; Forbes 188 1 ). 

The relationship of different Austroasiatic branches to each other has been the subject of 
extensive discussion in the literature. The most recent classification is that of Diffloth ( 1989) 
who proposes that the genetic tree of Mon-Khmer (Austroasiatic without Munda) can be 
represented as follows: 

1.  Northern: 
1 .  Khasi 
2 .  Palaung-Wa: 

3. Khmu 

II. Eastern 
4. Viet-Muong 
5. Katu 
6. B ahnaric: 

a) Palaung-Riang 
b) Wa 
c) Angku 
d) Lamet 

a) Western Bahnaric 
b) Eastern Bahnaric 
c) Southern Bahnaric 
d) Bahnar 
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7 .  Khmer 
8. Pearic 

III. Southern 
9. Monic 
10. Aslian 
1 1 .  Nikobaric 

Diffloth' s  classification is based on an analysis of some lexical innovations. 

The relationship between the Munda group and other groups has been discussed by 
Pinnow, who suggested that the Austroasiatic family consists of two main branches: 

Western (Munda and Nakhali); 

Eastern, which includes all other languages of the family. 

Pinnow gave a detailed classification of his Eastern (Mon-Khmer) group, but his 
subdivisions are now outdated. For example, in  Pinnow ' s  classification Viet-Muong 
languages are omitted, Stieng and Keho are placed in different subgroups, while the Aslian 
languages are treated as three independent groups. 

There have been some attempts at lexicostatistical classification of Mon-Khmer languages, 
but all have been based on non-standard lists (Thomas 1 966; Thomas & Headly 1 970; 
Huffman 1976) with no support from comparative phonology. 

Despite the long history of comparative study of the Austroasiatic family, dating back to 
the beginning of the century,4 conclusive results remain rare. It is very difficult even to 
extract information about the phonological system of the protolanguage or the main 
phonological correspondences between its daughter languages. 

Clearly, this absence of Proto Mon-Khmer and Proto Austroasiatic data hinders the 
development of Southeast Asian linguistics. Realising this, I undertook as a first step a direct 
comparison of five Mon-Khmer languages: Khmer, Mon, Chrau, Vietnamese and Wa. For 
the purposes of the comparison, it was vital that the histories of the chosen languages were 
relatively well known .  There i s  historical data for Khmer and Mon, and low-rank 
reconstructions are available for Mon (Proto Mon: Diffloth 1984), Chrau (Proto South
Bahnaric :  Blood 1 966; Smith 1972; Efimov 1 990), Vietnamese (Proto Viet-Muong: 
Sokolovskaja n.d) and Wa (Proto Wa: Diffloth 1980 and Proto Palaung-Wa: Peiros 1989b). 
Dictionaries of other languages were unavailable to me in Moscow. In my comparative work 
I collected more than 1 ,500 cognates, most of which are not mentioned in the literature, and 
worked out a preliminary account of the Mon-Khmer historical phonetics (Peiros n .d.). Due 
to the unfortunate absence of adequate data from the Munda and Nicobaric languages, the 
continuation of this work should be directed at first towards including other Mon-Khmer 
languages rather than towards the Austroasiatic reconstruction itself. 

The study of these five languages, together with information about other Austroasiatic 
groups and languages, has enabled me to carry out a Iexicostatistical classification of the 
family. Part of the lexicostatistical matrix is given in Table 3. 1 .  

4 See Schmidt ( 190 1 ,  1904, 1 905) and surveys of Austroasiatic or Mon-Khmer studies by Sebeok 
( 1942), Thomas ( 1964) and Efimov ( 1983). 
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Jeh x 

Bahnar 59 

Chrau 54 

Kui 40 

Semai 34 

Man 28 

Nyakur 28 

Vietnamese 32 

Rue 33 

Wa 27 

Deang 22 

Khmu 25 

Ksinmul 25 

Khmer 22 

Khasi 23 

Mundari 25 

TABLE 3 . 1 :  LEXICOSTATISTICAL MATRIX OF SIXTEEN MON-KHMER LANGUAGES 

Bah Chr Kui Smi Man Nya Vie Rue Wa Dea Kmu Kml 
59 54 40 34 28 28 32 33 27 22 25 25 

x 55 41 34 30 3 1  29 30 24 20 26 26 

55 x 43 32 37 37 30 35 30 25 30 33 

4 1  43 x 33 28 33 30 32 27 23 27 28 

34 32 33 x 27 29 24 24 24 24 22 26 

30 37 28 27 x 73 26 26 28 24 25 26 

3 1  37 33 29 73 x 24 26 3 1  28 23 30 

29 30 30 24 26 24 x 58 20 22 27 2 1  

30 35 32 24 26 26 58 x 26 25 28 25 

24 30 27 24 28 31 20 26 x 5 1  32 34 

20 25 23 24 24 28 22 25 5 1  x 3 1  26 

26 30 27 22 25 23 27 28 32 3 1  x 40 

26 33 28 26 26 30 21  25 34 26 40 x 

24 27 29 22 24 24 19  23 22 23 19  1 7  

20 26 23 19 22 24 22 26 23 2 1  22 2 1  

27 27 26 16 24 24 24 29 2 1  1 9  2 1  2 1  

Krnr Kha 

22 23 

24 20 

27 26 

29 23 

22 19 

24 22 

24 24 

19  22 

23 26 

22 23 

23 2 1  

1 9  22 

1 7  2 1  

x 23 

23 x 

1 7  23 

Mun 

25 

27 

27 

26 

16  

24 

24 

24 

29 

21  

19 

2 1  

2 1  

17  

23 

x 

...... 
...... 
tv 
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The matrix allows us to build the genetic tree given in Table 3.2 

TABLE 3.2: A LEXICOSTATISTICAL CLASSIFICATION OF AUSTROASIATIC LANGUAGES 

I 
40% 1 

32% 

27% 

16% 

I 
26% I 

I 40% 1 

I 59% 

54% 

1 73% 

I 58% 

5 1 %  

Jeh 

B ahnar 

Chrau 

Kui 

Semai 

Mon 

Nyakur 

Vietnamese 

Ruc 

Khmer 

Wa 

Deang 

Khmu 

Ksinmul 

Khasi 

Mundari 

This tentative classification reveals several important features. It lacks any clear distinction 
between Mundari of the Munada branch and the rest of the languages traditionally included in 
the Mon-Khmer family. Instead six equal groups have been identified: 

1 .  Central, which if formed by: 
Bahnaric: Jeh, Bahnar, Chrau 
Katuic: Kui 
Aslian: Semai 
Monic: Mon, Nyakur 

2 .  Vietic: Vietnamese, Ruc 

3 .  Northern: 
Palaung-Wa: Wa, Deang 
Khmuic: Khmu, Ksinmul 

4 .  Khmer 

5 .  Khasi 

6 .  Munda: Mundari . 

No specific relations between any of these primary groups can be suggested. 
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Glottochronology suggests that the disintegration of Proto Austroasiatic started around 
6000 BP. 

The phonological systems of the modern Austroasiatic languages differ considerably. At 
one extreme are the Munda languages, with disyllabic roots and without restrictions as to 
which vowels can appear in the first syllable. At the other extreme are some Viet-Muong 
languages with their monosyllabic structure and well-developed tonal systems. Typologically 
close to Viet-Muong are the Wa languages. Most Austroasiatic languages and groups take an 
intermediate position: they have both monosyllabic and disyllabic roots, but only a can occur 
in the first syllable of a disyllabic root. In some cases there are also phonation or register 
oppositions, which may have simple historical explanations. 

One may wish to interpret such diversity in terms of different stages of a single historical 
development from full disyllabic structures (maintained in Munda) to monosyllabic forms. In 
the Viet-Muong case such an assumption seems to be correct, and many examples of the loss 
of the first Mon-Khmer syllable, or other types of reduction, can be found in these 
languages. 

3 .2 MIAO-YAO LANGUAGES 

The languages of the Miao-Yao family mainly occur in a spread across Southern China 
and neighbouring areas of Vietnam, Laos and Thailand. According to the Chinese sources 
(Wang and Mao 199 1 :2-3)5 the family is formed by six equal groups:  (i) Miao, (ii) Bunu, 
(iii) Pahung, (iv) Jiongnai, (v) She and (vi) Yao. Lexical evidence demonstrates, however, a 
c lear distinction between groups (i)-(v) and (vi). If the words are found in Pahung or 
Jiongnai, they are normally also found in Miao, but not necessarily in Yao. The same pattern 
is to be observed for She, which, however, contains loans from Yao. This gives rise to the 
conclusion that the family is formed by only two major branches, Miao and Yao, with the 
Miao branch including five out of six groups identified by Wang and Mao. 

3.2. 1 PROTO MIAO 

Wang Fushi has presented a classification of Miao languages dividing them into dialects, 
subdialects and local varieties (Wang 1985; Wang and Mao 1995:2): 

5 

I. East Guizhou Dialectal Group: 
Northern variety ( =Hmu) 
Southern variety 
Eastern variety 

II. West Hunan Dialectal Group: 
Eastern variety (=Xx) 
Western variety 

This book was brought to my attention too late to be incorporated in the text. It contains lexical data 
from 23 languages/dialects of the Miao-Yao family. These data have been completely investigated by 
me and included in my Proto Miao-Yao reconstruction. The new material, however, has not changed 
significantly the suggested phonological reconstruction, as most of the phonological correspondences 
have been introduced earlier (see, for example, Wang 1 985). To the contrary, the lexical information is 
extensive and allows us to enrich the suggested etymologies. At the same time it is practically 
impossible to discover in these data new Miao-Yao etymologies. I plan to present the extensive 
analysis of Wang and Mao ( 1995) elsewhere. 



ill. Sichuan, Guizhou and Yunnan Dialectal Group: 
Sichuan, Guizhou and Yunnan Subdialect 

First variety ( = Hmong) 
Second variety 

Subdialect of North-western Yunnan (Yn) 
Guiyang Subdialect 

Northern variety 
North-eastern variety (5) 
Southern variety 

Huishui Subdialect 
Northern variety (6) 
South-western variety 
Central variety 
Eastern variety 

Mashan Subdialect 
Central variety (7) 
Northern variety 
Western variety 
Southern variety 

Lobojiang Subdialect (=Lb) 
Zhong'anjiang Subdialect (9) 
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The Miao dialectal data avai lable so far is primarily a list of words similar to the nine 
dialects investigated by Wang Fushi (Wang 1985 ;  Wang and Mao 1995). This makes it 
impossible to check the suggested classification. 

Data sufficient for a Iexicostatistical analysis is available only for four Miao languages: 
Hmu, the dialect of Western Hunan == Xx (Xiang 1992), Hmong, known from various 
sources such as Anon. 1958a, Bunu (Moskaljev 1978; Mao et al. 1982), She (Mao & Meng 
1986) and a Yao dialect (Lombard 1968). For other Miao languages/dialects, even those 
included in Anon. 1 985 or Wang and Mao 1995, reliable Iexicostatistical l ists cannot be 
extracted. 

The reality of Wang's  dialectal group III is questionable, because Miao historical 
phonology lacks any feature which could support this grouping. The Lobojiang dialect, for 
example, seems very archaic and may remain in opposition to the rest of the dialects, which 
all share some common features although it i s  unclear whether they are innovations or of 
local origin. 

There are at least two representatives of the Miao group which are not included in Wang' s 
classification. Bunu (Moskaljev 1978) genetically a Miao language is spoken by a community 
which Chinese scholars traditionally include in the Yao nationality. Hence the description of 
Bunu is to be found in a survey of Yao languages (Mao et al. 1982). The She language is  
another member of the Miao group (Mao & Meng 1986). 

A Iexicostatistical analysis of data for four Miao and one Yao languages (see Appendix D) 
allows me to suggest a genetic classification of them. The classification is based on the 
following matrix of percentages: 
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TABLE 3.3 :  LEXICOST ATISTICAL MATRIX OF SIX MIAO-Y AO LANGUAGES 

Hmu XX Hmong Bunu She Yao 

Hmu x 72 69 66 66 57 
Xx 72 x 65 63 63 54 

Hmong 69 65 x 73 65 56 
Bunu 66 63 73 x 64 56 

She 66 63 65 64 x 58 

Yao 57 54 56 56 58 x 

Glottochronological datings and classification obtained from the matrix are: 

800 BC 
Proto Miao-Y ao 

54% 

300 BC 
Proto Miao 

63% 

72% 73% 

Hmu Xx Hmong Bunu She Yao 

The historical phonology of Miao has been discussed in some publications by Chang Kun 
( 1 972, 1976) who has reconstructed the tonal system of the protolanguage and outlined the 
main oppositions in the consonant system. A good and well-grounded reconstruction of 
initials has been proposed by Wang Fushi ( 1980, etc .) ,  who also established the main 
correspondences for finals, but has not yet suggested a reconstruction for them. lakhontov 
( 1981 )  has made his own reconstruction of some finals. Additional proposals about Proto 
Miao can be found in an article by Haudricourt ( 195 1 )  and in Purnell 's  ( 1970) thesis, but due 
to very restricted data these works are of limited use. 

The tonal system of Proto Miao consists of three tones, * A, *B and *C, with tonal 
neutralisation in checked syllables (*D); a common pattern in Southeast Asia. The three tones 
are preserved in the Lobojiang dialect, where their reflexes are falling (3 1 < *A), level (55 < 
*B) and rising (35 < *C) tones. In all other Miao dialects the three tones and *D have divided 
into two series depending on the laryngeal character of the initials. 

Beginning with the Lobojiang data one can establish nine sets of correspondences for 
initial stops and nasals: 
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Lb Yn Hmu Xx Hmong She Tonal 
Bunu series 

l .  v bfi p p p ph II 

2 .  P P P P P P I 

3 .  ph ph ph ph ph ph I 

4 .  mp mbfi m m mp p II 

5 .  m ?p mp p mp mp p I 

6 .  m ?ph mph ph mph mph ph I 

7 .  m mfi m m m m II 

8 .  ?m m m m m m I 

9 .  hm mh hm hm hm m I 

There are several possibilities for reconstructing these nine correspondences. If we suggest 
that the original system was similar to that of the Yunnan dialect (Yn) we can reconstruct: 

3 .  *ph 1 .  *bfi 2. *?p 
6. *mph 
9. *mh 

4. *mbfi 
7. *mfi 

5 .  *m?p 
8. *?m 

Voiced aspirates are found in Yn, whilst glottalised initials are found in Lb. Hence it can 
be assumed that in Proto Miao there were two types of oppositions:  glottalised versus 
aspirated, and voiced aspirated versus unvoiced aspirated. The same system can be also 
represented as: 

3. *p 1 .  *b 2. *?p 
6. *mp 
9. *mh 

4. *mb 
7. *m 

5 .  *m?p 
8. *?m 

However, I prefer to accept a reconstruction which follows that suggested by Wang Fushi : 

3. *ph 1 .  *b 2. *p 
6. *mph 4. *mb 5 .  *mp 
9. *mh 7. *m 8.  *?m 

I began to collect data for a comparative Miao dictionary before having access to Wang' s  
publications. M y  sources were different Chinese publications o f  the 50s, including the 
survey of Miao-Yao languages (Anon 1959c) and two dictionaries of Hmu and Hmong 
(Anon 1958a; Anon 1 958b), as well as some English dictionaries of Hmong (Heimbach 
1969; Lyman 1974). For Bunu I used a handwritten vocabulary compiled by Moskaljev.6 
This approach enabled me to compile a reasonably representative list of cognates (about 
1 ,200 words) and to suggest a phonological reconstruction for Proto Miao. However, 
Wang' s  publications showed that my reconstruction failed to distinguish some important 
features, as they were absent from the languages I used. Hence I now accept the Wang 
Fushi ' s  reconstruction with some minor changes. 

6 I 'd like to use this opportunity to express my gratitude to Aleksej Alekseevich Moskaljev for his help 
in my Miao studies. 
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The system of Proto Miao initials includes; 

*p *b *ph *mp *mb *mph *?m *m *hm *?v *v *hv 
*pj *bj *phj *mpj *mbj *?vj *vj *hvj 
*pJ *mpi *mbi *mphi *mi 
*pr *phr *mbr *mr 
*t *d *nt *nd *nth *?n *n *hn *?i *i *hi 
*ti *di *ndi *lj 
*tr *dr *ntr *ndr *nthr *?r *r *v s 
*c *3 *ch *nc *n3 *nch 
*c *:{ *cn *nc *ncn 
*c *3 *nc *n3 *?p *p *hp *?j *j *hj 
*k *g *kh *.[)k *.[)g *.[)kh 
*kj *gj *khj *.[)kj *.[)gj 
*ki *gl *.[)gi 
*kr 

*? *h 

TABLE 3.4: INITIAL CORRESPONDENCES OF MIAO LANGUAGES 

Proto Tonal Hmu Xx Hmong Bunu She W a n g ' s  Notes 
Miao series reconstruction 

1 .  *p I P P pic p p *p, *pz 1 
2 .  *b II P P pi- P ph *b 1 
3 .  *ph I ph ph phlch ph *ph, *phz 1 
4 .  *mp I p mp mplnc mp p *mp, *mpz 1 
5 .  *mb II m m mplnc mp p *mb, *mbz 1 
6 .  *mph I ph mph -Inch mph ph *mph, *mphz 1 
7 .  *pj I c pr c c pj *pr 
8 .  *bj II c c- *br 2 
9 .  *phj I ch ch *phr 2 
10 .  *mpj I z mr nc nc *mpr 2, 3 
1 1 . *mbj II z mr nc nc pj *mbr 
1 2 .  *pi I hi pr/p pi ti P *pi 4 
1 3 .  *mpi I hi mpJ ti *mpi 2 
14 .  *mbi II n n mpi ntl pj *mbi 
1 5 .  *mphi I mphi *mphi 2 
1 6 .  *pr I hlj P pi tl P *pij 2 
1 7 .  *phr I hp phi *phi 2 
1 8 .  *mbr II p mj mpi ntl p *mbiz 2 
1 9 .  *?m I m m m m m *?m 
20. *m II m m m m m *m 
2 1 . *hm I hm hm hm hm *mh 
22.  *ml II m n n *ml 2 
23 . *mr II n,mi *mr 2, 5 



24 . *7v 
25 .  *v 
26. *hv 
27 .  *7vj 
2 8 .  *vj 
29. *hvj 
30 .  *t 
3 1 .  *d 
32 .  *nt 
3 3 .  *nd 
34.  *nth 
3 5 .  *t1 
3 6 .  *d1 
37.  *nd1 
3 8 .  *tr 
39.  *dr 
40. *ntr 
4 1 .  *ndr 
42.  *nthr 
43 .  *7n 
44 . *n 
45 .  *hn 
46.  *7r 
47 .  *r 
48 .  *5 
49. *71 
50 .  *1 
5 1 .  *h1 
5 2 .  *lj 
5 3 .  *e 
54.  *3 
55 . *eh 
56 .  *ne 
5 7 .  *n3 
5 8 .  *neh 
59 .  *c 
60. *3D 
6 1 .  *Ch 
62.  *nc 
63.  *nen 
64. *c 
65 . *3 

I v 
II v 
I h 
I v 
I I  v 
I fh 
I 
II 
I 
I I  n 
I th 
I tj 
II tj 
II Jl 
I tj 
II tj 
I tj 
II Jl 
I thj 
I n 
II n 
I hn 
I r 
II r 
I h 
I 1 
II 1 
I h1 
II 1j 
I s 
II s 
I sh 
I s 
II s 
I sh 
I c 
I I  c 
I en 
I c 
I en 
I c 
II c 

w 
w 
s 

pr 

nt 
n 
nt 
t 
t 
Jl 
t 
t 
nt 
Jl 
nth 
n 
n 
hn 
Z 
Z 
S 
1 
1 
h1 
ij 

s 
ne 
ne 
neh 
c 
c 
c 
nc 
nen 
e, c 
c 

v 
v/j 
s 
Z 
Z 
h 
t 

nt 
nt 
nth 
t 
t 
nt 
t 
t 
nt 
nt 
nth 
n 
n 
hn 
Z 
Z 
S 
1 
1 
h1 
1j 
e 
e 
eh 
ne 
ne 
neh 
c 
c 
en 
nc 
nen 
c 
c 

v 
v 
ph 

r 
f 
t 
t 
nt 
nt 
nth 
t 
t 
nt 

t 
nt 
nt 

n 
n 
hn 
r 
r 
h 
1 

hi 
1 

ne 

c 
ne 
neh 
e 
e 

v 
f 

z 

t 
th 

*w, *wz 
*s 

*wh 
*t 
*d 
*nt 
*nd 
*nth 

k *t/ 
kh *d/ 
(tj) *ndJ 

*t 
*d 
*nt 
*nd 
*nth 
*7n 

n *n 
n *nh 
1), z *7r 
1), z *r 
h 
n *71 
n *1 
n *1h 
n 

s 
e 
e 
e 
ej 
eh 

e 
s 
k 
kh 

*/ 
*ts 
*dz 
*tsh 
*nts 
*ndz 
*ntsh 
*ts' 
*d:£ 
*tsl1 
*nts' 
*ntsl1 
*tc 
*di 

2 

1 , 2 

2 

2 

2 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

2, 6 

6 

6 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

1 1 9 
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66 .  *nc I e ne ne ne (tj) *ntc 2 

67 .  *nt II fl fl ne ne tj *ndi 2 

6 8 .  *?fl I fl fl fl fl ill *?fl 
69. *fl II fl fl fl fl ill *fl 
70.  *hfl I hfl hfl hfl hfl ill *flh 
7 l .  *?j I j j j J *?i 
72 .  *j II j j j J z *v z 
7 3 .  *hj I hj h h h z 2 

74 .  *k I q q q k k,kw *q 
7 5 .  *g II k q q k kh *0 
76 .  *kh I qh qh qh kh kh *qh 
77 .  *1)k I q 1)q nq 1)k- *Nq 2 

7 8 .  *1)g II 1) 1), fl 1)q 1)k k *NO 
79 .  *1)kh I qh 1)kh 1)kh kh *Nqh 2 

80 .  *kj I k, c k k e kj *k 
8 l .  *gj II k, c k k e khj *g 2 

82 .  *khj I kh, en kh *kh 2 

83 .  *1)kj I k, c 1)k 2 

84.  *1)gj II fl 1) 1)k ne kj *1)g 
8 5 .  *kl I hI qu tl tl kj *ql 
86.  *gl II hI qu tl tl *01 2 

87 . *1)gl II n n ntl ntl (n) *NOI 7 

8 8 .  *kr I hlj qu tl tl *Nql 2 

89.  *? I 0 0 0 0 0 *? 
90. *h I h h h h h *h 

NOTES: 

l .  In Hmong an affricate appears before *e. 
2 .  A rare and not entirely trustworthy correspondence. 
3 .  Tonal series II in Hmong. 
4 .  In Xx p occurs before i. 
5 .  In the Hmong dictionary by Lyman ( 1974) one finds forms with ml-. 
6 .  The opposition between *-r- and *-1- i s  maintained in the Yn dialect: 

Proto Miao Yn Proto Miao Yn 
*tr t *tl tl 
*dr dh ' *dl dh 'l 
*ndr ndh ' *ndl ndh 'l 

In all of the other dialects the reflexes of *-r- and *-1- have merged. 
7 .  Traces of the velar initial can also be found in some other dialects such as Lb. 

The reconstruction of Proto Miao finals is a difficult problem. Only one previous attempt 
has been made at such a reconstruction (Jakhontov 1 98 1 ). Jakhontov' s  main source was the 
survey of Miao-Yao languages (Miao 1959) which provides only a limited amount of data. 
Adding Wang Fushi ' s data, I can reconstruct the following set of Proto Miao finals: 
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*a *a *u *0 *0 
*eQ *aQ *aQ *uQ *oQ *oQ 
*eN *aN *aN *uN *uN *oN 
*ei *ai *ai *ui *oi *oi 

*aiN *aiN *oiN 
*ai *ai 

*aiN 
Q - unknown final stop; 
N - unknown final nasal. 

The differences between Jakhontov ' s  reconstruction and the system adopted here are 
minimal: 

Jakhontov Here Jakhontov Here 
l .  *a *a 7 .  * . 

f *ai 
1 a. *aq *aQ 8 .  *i *aiN 
2 .  *s *ai 9 .  *u *ai 
2a. *Eq 1 0 .  * . aJ *ai 
3 .  *e *a I I . *ei *oi 
3a. *eq *aQ 1 2 .  *oi *oi 
4 .  ? *u 1 3 . *aN *aN 
4a. ? *uQ 1 4 .  ? *oN 
5 .  *0 *0 1 5 . *eN *aN, *eN 
Sa. *oq oQ 1 6 . ? *aiN 
6 .  ? *ui 1 7 .  ? *uN 
6a. ? oQ 1 8 . *oN *oN 

Only correspondences 2a and 8 require comment. In 2a Jakhontov reconstructs the final 
stop *q with the help of external comparisons, while in the Miao data there are no traces of 
such a stop: the words do not have tones going back to *D, and most of the comparisons 
here are loans. In 8, my reconstruction reflects the fact that Hmu has a final N in this 
correspondence. 

The vocalic phonological correspondences are given in Table 3 .5 .  

TABLE 3 .5 :  VOCALIC CORRESPONDENCES OF MIAO LANGUAGES 

Proto Miao Hmu Xx Hmong Bunu She No. of Wang's Note 
correspondence 

*a a a i/e u i 3 1 

*aQ a ei/i i u i, e 3 2, 3 

*a ei a ai a e 6 

*aQ eJ a ai a e 6 3 

*e i a ai a ui, i 6 

*eQ i a ai a UJ, J 6 3 

*u u a eu u a, u 1 8  

*uQ u u eu o,u,au 1 8  3 

*0 u u, 0 ou au 0 1 5 ,  1 7  
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*oQ u, a 0, a, u ou au a 

*a o/a 0 0 0 u 

*aQ a 0 0 0 u 

*aN aN ei/i aN aN i/un 

*aN aN, ei £ a aN iN, oN 

*eN i £ a iN uN 

*uN u, a u oN aN aN, a 

*oN aN aN au i uN, aN 

*ai a a a 0 a 

*ai a a a ai (ui) 

*ei i u e e a 

*ui u ei, i ou a i, e 

*oi o/a 0, a a au u 

*ai £, i  a u au u,e, a 

*aiN eN i i i 

*aiN eN a, i ou ai ai 

*oiN eN i ua i 

*al 0 1 a au u 

*al a, £, i 1, U e e a 

*aiN £, i  e 0 uN, aN aN 

NOTES: 

l .  e- occurs after uvular initials; 
2 .  second variant occurs after palatals; 
3 .  occurs in tone of *D series; 
4 .  second variant i n  She occurs after labials; 
5 .  in Hmu £ occurs after *-r-

i occurs after palatals 
a occurs elswhere; 

in Xx u occurs after labials 
1 occurs elswhere. 

It is obvious that this reconstruction of finals is quite arbitrary. 

1 5, 1 7  3 

1 3  2 

1 3  3 

26 2, 4 

2 1 ,  22 

2 1 ,  22 

32 

25 

10 

1 1  

16  

1 2  

19 

2 

8 

4 

23 

2 

5 

2 

All correspondences presented here between the five Miao dialects or languages are based 
on my comparative dictionary, which includes about 1 ,200 roots (some of which could, 
however, be Chinese loans). The dictionary is sti l l  unpublished, but examples for all 
correspondences can be found in the publications of Wang Fushi ( 1980, 1 98 1 )  and especially 
in Wang and Mao ( 1995). 

3 .2 .2 PROTO YAO 

The Yao languages form three major groups (Mao et al. 1982:62): 

1 .  Yao: 
a) Mien dialects: e.g. Mien, Tompengzhu, Kugongzhu;  
b)  Biaomon and Chimun; 
c) Kimmun and Kemdimun; 
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2. Biaoming: 
a) Biaoming; 
b) Jiaokomeng; 

3. Zaomin. 

The available data for the Biaoming and Zaomin branches are given in Wang and Mao 
( 1995) and the group therefore cannot be included in this study. The Yao branch with its three 
dialects, is described in a few publications. Mien and Kimmun (Kn) fall into to two 
subbranches of Yao in the Chinese classification. The Mien dialect is  quite well known, with 
a dictionary (Lombard 1968), grammatical description (Mao et al . 1 982) and some other 
publications devoted to it. The Kn dialect is represented only in the dictionary by Savina 
( 1926), which also includes a list of about 500 words of the third dialect, Taipan (Tp). It is 
unclear whether one can identify Taipan with the Biaomon dialect of the Chinese classification. 
Mien and Tp are relatively closer to each other than to Kn (purnell 1970, 1: 1 37). 

There are adequate descriptions of Mien phonology (Mao et al. 1982), but problems arise 
with the phonological systems of the other two dialects. Savina used Vietnamese orthography 
in transcribing Kimmun and Taipan, and thus some features of these dialects, especially the 
tones, remain obscure. Purnell ( 1 970) discusses these problems in his thesis, and I follow 
his interpretation. 

Two scholars, Chang Kun and Purnell, are responsible for most of the discussion of 
Proto Yao reconstruction. Chang Kun has reconstructed the tonal system of Proto Yao and 
connected it with the three tones of Proto Miao (Chang 1966), while Purnell attempted to 
reconstruct the entire phonological system (Purnell 1970). 

Purnell ' s  reconstruction draws on a representative comparative dictionary, containing 
forms extracted from Savina's  work, as well as from some other sources. The following 
interpretation of Proto Yao phonology is based on Purnell ' s  lexical comparisons. 

Purnell found eight different tonal correspondences between the three Yao dialects: 

Correspondence Dialects 
Mien Tp Kn 

1 1 1 1 
3 3 3 3 
3a 3 
5 5 
5a 5 
7 76 

2 2 
4 4 
6 6 
8 76 

3 
4/5 
4/5 
73 , 77 

2 
4/5 
6 
76 

6 
3 
4 
77 

2 
4 
6 
76, 77 

Eight Proto Yao tones were reconstructed on the basis of these correspondences. 
However, the aspirated initials of Mien occur only in tones 1, 3a, 5a and 7,  and are not found 
with tones 3 and 5 .  Thus one can divide the tonal correspondences into three series, a. ( 1 , 3 ,  
5 and 7), 13 ( 1 ,  3a, 5a and 7) and y (2,  4, 6 and 8), which are somehow connected with 
aspiration of the initial consonant: 
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Mien Tonal series 

initals a � y 
p + - + 

b + - + 

ph - + -

Keeping in mind the distinction between these series, we can reconstruct: 

Proto Yao Mien Tonal series 

*p p a 

*b p Y 
*ph ph � 
*mp b a 

*mb b y 
One could reconstruct several other features instead of prenasalisation, which is chosen 

simply by analogy with Proto Miao initials. As will be shown below, one can also 
reconstruct Proto Yao *mph, the reflex of which in Mien has merged with the reflex of *mp. 

The system of initials of Proto Yao includes: 

*p *b *ph *mp *mb *mph *?m *m *hm *?v *v 
*pj *bj *phj *mpj *mbj *?mj *mj 
*pl *bJ *mpl *mbl 
*t *d *th *nt *nd *nth *?n *n *hn *?r *r *hr 

*ntj *?rj *rj 
*1 *hl 

*c *3 *ch *nc *n3 
*hs *s 

*ncj *nchj *'1]1 *]1 *?j *j *sj 
*k *g *kh *1)k *1)kh *'11) *1) 
*kj *gj 
*k1 *gl 

*'1 *fi *h 

The phonological correspondences underlying the reconstruction are taken from Purnell 
( 1 970). 
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TABLE 3 .6 :  INITIAL CORRESPONDENCES OF YAO LANGUAGES 

py Tonal series Mien Tp Kn 
l .  *p I P P p, f 
2 .  *b II P P p, f 
3 .  *ph II ph ph 
4 .  *mp I b b b 
5 .  *mb II b b b 
6 .  *mph I b bh b 
7 .  *pj I Pi Pi pj 
B .  *bj I I  pj pj f 
9 .  *phj I phj phj 
1 0 . *mpj I bj bj bj 
1 1 . *mbj I I  bj bj bj 
1 2 .  *p1 I Pi p1 
1 3 .  *b1 II pj pj p1 
1 4 .  *mp1 I bj b1 
1 5 . *mb1 II bj bj b1 
1 6 . *?m I m m m 
1 7 .  *m II m m m 
l B . *hm I hm hm m 
1 9 .  *?mj I mj m 
20. *mj II mj mj m 
2 1 .  *?v I w v v 
2 2 .  *v II w v v 
23 .  *t I t t 
24. *d II t t t 
2 5 .  *th I th th th 
26.  *nt I d d d 
27.  *nd II d d d 
2 B .  *nth I d dh d 
29. *ntj I dj dj gj 
30.  *?n I n n n 
3 1 .  *n I I  n n n 
32 .  *hn I hn hn n 
3 3 .  *?r I 1 1 g 
34. *r I 1 1 g 
3 5 .  *hr I h1 h1 g 
36 .  *?rj I 1j 1j gj 
37.  *rj II 1j 1j gj 
3 B .  *1 II 1 I 1 
39.  *h1 I h1 h1 
40. *e I ts ts, te te, s 
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4 1 .  *3 II ts ts, tc tc, s 
42.  *ch I tsh ts ts' 
43 .  *nc I dz dz d 
44. *n3 II dz dz, z d 
4 5 .  *ncj I dzj dj dj 
46. *nchj I dzj h 'j s' 
47. *s I s s s 
4 8 .  *hs I f f s 
49. *sj I sj sJ s, S 
50.  *7Jl I Jl Jl Jl 
5 l .  *Jl II Jl Jl Jl 
52 .  *?j I j j j 
5 3 .  *j II j J J 
54. *k I k k k 
5 5 .  *g II k k k 
56.  *kh I kh kh kh 
5 7 .  *1)k I g g g 
5 8 .  *1)kh I g gh g 
59 .  *kj I tc tcj, kj kj 
60. *gj II tc kj kj 
6 l .  *kl I tc kl kl 
62.  *gl II tc kl kl 
63.  *71) I 1) 1) 1) 
64. *1) II 1) 1) 1) 
65 .  *7 I 7 7 7 
66.  *h I h h h 
67.  *fi II h h h 

Here are some comparisons which illustrate the above correspondences: 

py tonal series Mien Tp Kn 
l .  *p I P P p, f 

'gi ve' *punA : Mien pun},  Tp pun}, Kn fon} ;  
'full' *pwarf: Mien pw�, Tp pwog3, Kn pog3. 

py tonal series Mien Tp Kn 
2 .  *b II P P p, f 

'hand' *buac: Mien pua4, Tp pua2, Kn pu4; 
'see' *bwat: Mien pwat6, Tp pwat6, Kn fot7. 



py tonal series Mien Tp Kn 
3 .  *ph IT ph ph 

'handful' *phwm;f: Mien phway3, Kn pharj; 
'split' *pha:iB: Mien pha:i5, Kn pha:j4. 

py tonal series Mien Tp Kn 
4. *mp I b b b 

'name' *mpuaB: Mien bua5, Tp bua415, Kn bu3; 
'monkey' *mpiif: Mien bill, Tp bill , Kn bill . 

py tonal series Mien Tp Kn 
5 .  *mb IT b b b 

'daughter-in-law' *mbwm;f: Mien bwmj, Tp bwarfl5, Kn barf; 
' stride' *mbiaB: Mien bia6, Tp bia415, Kn ba6. 

6. 
PY tonal series 
*mph I 

Mien Tp 
b bh 

Kn 
b 

'noise' *mphujA: Mien buil , Tp bhui1 , Kn buil ; 
'cracked' *mphe.rf: Mien bEIj, Tp bh£ll, Kn bq/. 

7. 
PY 
*pj 

tonal series 
I 

Mien Tp 
pj pj 

'hair' *pjeiA: Mien pjeil, Tp pjeil, Kn pjeji; 
'house *pjauC: Mien pjau3, Tp pjau3, Kn pjau3. 

Kn 
pj 

PY tonal series Mien Tp Kn 
8. *bj IT pj pj [ 

'flower' *bja:if: Mien pja:rj, Tp pjarj, Kn [a:rj. 

9. 
PY tonal series 
*phj I 

Mien Tp 
phj 

'move' *phjenA: Mien phjenl , Kn phjen4. 
Only one example in my data. 

Kn 
phj 

PY tonal series Mien Tp Kn 
1 0 .  *mpj I bj bj bj 

'right' *mpja:uC: Mien bja:u3, Tp bja:u3, Kn bja:u2. 
Only one example in my data. 

PY tonal series Mien Tp Kn 
1 1 .  *mbj IT bj bj bj 

'fish' *mbjauC: Mien bjatfl, Tp bjatfll5, Kn bjatfl; 
'tongue' *mbjet Mien bjet6, Tp bjet6, Kn bjc:t7. 

1 27 
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1 2. 
PY tonal series Mien Tp 
*pl I pj 

'overgrown' *pla:p: Mien pja:p3, Kn plap7. 
Only one example in my data. 

Kn 
pl 

PY tonal series Mien Tp Kn 
1 3 .  *bl II pj Pl pl 

'flower' *blorf: Mien ploIj, Tp pjoIj, Kn plorf (irreg. tone). 
Only one example in my data. 

14. 
PY tonal series 
*mpl I 

Mien Tp 
bj 

'blunt' *mpjonA: Mien bjonl ,  Kn blunl . 
Only one example in my data. 

1 5 .  
PY tonal series 
*mbl II 

Mien Tp 
bj bj 

'rice' *mbjauA: Mien bjau2, Tp bjau2, Kn blau2; 
'mucus' *mblut Mien bjut6, Tp bjut6, Kn blut7. 

16 .  
PY tonal series Mien Tp 
*?m I m m 

'green' *?meg4: Mien m£r/, Tp m£I/, Kn m£I/ ; 
'pain' *?munC: Mien munJ, Tp mun2, Kn munl . 

PY 
1 7 .  *m 

tonal series Mien Tp 
II m m 

'go' *mirf: Mien miIj, Tp mir/, Kn mir/ ; 

Kn 
bl 

Kn 
bl 

Kn 
m 

Kn 
m 

' look at' *ma:Jj1: Mien ma:rP, Tp ma:rP, Kn ma:rP. 

PY tonal series Mien Tp Kn 
1 8 .  *hm I hm hm m 

'fat' *hmejA: Mien hmeil, Kn mej4; 
'night' *hmwa:Jj1: Mien hmwa:rf, Tp hmwa:rfI5. 

19 .  
PY tonal series 
*?mj I 

Mien Tp 
mj 

' spirit' *mjVnC: Mien mjen3, Kn ma:n6. 
Only one example in my data. 

Kn 
m 



PY tonal series Mien Tp Kn 
20. *mj II mj mJ m 

'person' *mjenA: Mien mjen2, Tp mjcn2, Kn muml . 
Only one example in my data. 

2 1 .  
PY tonal series Mien Tp 
*?v I w v 

'water' *?vom4: Mien woml, Tp voml, Kn vami . 
'son-in-law' *?veiC: Mien wei3, Kn vei3. 

PY 
22. *v 

tonal series Mien Tp 
II w v 

'necklace' *va:nA : Mien wa:n2, Tp va:n3; 
'soul ' *vonA: Mien won2, Kn van2. 

Kn 
v 

Kn 
v 

PY tonal series Mien Tp Kn 
23. � I t 

'tail' *tweiC: Mien3, Tp twei3, Kn tei3; 
'pair' *toiB: Mien toi5, Tp tofll5, Kn toi3. 

24. 
PY 
*d 

tonal series 
II 

Mien Tp 
t t 

'come' *da:jA : Mien ta:P, Tp ta:ii, Kn ta:P; 
'animal' *dauA: Mien tau2, Tp taul, Kn tau2. 

Kn 

PY tonal series Mien Tp Kn 
2 5 .  *th I th th th 

'add to' *thim4: Mien thiml, Tp thiml, Kn theml ; 
'rub' *thek Mien thek3, Tp thek3. 

26. 
PY 
*nt 

tonal series 
I 

Mien Tp 
d d 

'deep' *ntdAJ: Mien dol , Tp du3, Kn du7; 
'skin '  *ntop: Mien dop3, Tp dop3, Kn dop7. 

27. 
PY tonal series 
*nd II 

Mien Tp 
d d 

'ahead' *nda:rj3: Mien da:rf, Tp da:rj/5, Kn da:rf; 
'yam' *ndojA: Mien doP, Tp doP, Kn doP. 

Kn 
d 

Kn 
d 

PY tonal series Mien Tp Kn 
28 .  *nth I d dh d 

'to fly' *nthaiB: Mien dai5, Tp dhai4/5, Kn dai4. 
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PY tonal series Mien Tp Kn 
29. *ntj I dj dj gj 

'tree' *ntja(:)rj3: Mien djm;, Tp dja:ifI5, Kn gja:r}. 
Only one example in my data. 

30. 
PY tonal series Mien Tp 
*?n I n n 

'snake' *?na:¢: Mien na:Ii , Tp na:.g1 ,  Kn na:-Dl ; 
'short' *?n VrF: Mien narY, Tp nir}, Kn nir}. 

PY 
3 1 .  *n 

tonal series Mien Tp 
II n n 

Kn 
n 

Kn 
n 

'ear' , ' leaf' *namA: Mien nam2, Tp naml, Kn nam2; 
'rob' *nimB: Mien nim6, Tp nirrfll5, Kn nim5. 

PY tonal series Mien Tp Kn 
32. *hn I hn hn n 

'rice' *hna:rj3: Mien hna:n5, Tp hna:ifI5, Kn na:r}; 
'heavy' *hniaC: Mien hnia3, Tp hnia3, Kn nP. 

33. 
PY 
*?r 

tonal series 
I 

Mien Tp 
1 1 

'vegetable' *?rajA: Mien lail, Tp lail, Kn gjail . 

PY 
34. *r 

tonal series 
I 

Mien Tp 
1 1 

'sky' *ru¢: Mien luif, Tp luaif, Kn guif; 
'nest' *rauC: Mien 1aLfl, Tp 1aLfl15, Kn gaLfl; 

Kn 
g 

Kn 
g 

PY tonal series Mien Tp Kn 
35.  *hr I h1 h1 g 

'measure' *hra:uA: Mien hla:ul, Tp hla:u3, Kn ga:ul . 

PY tonal series Mien Tp Kn 
36. *?rj I /j 1j gj 

'field' *?rjarj3: Mien 1jm;, Tp 1jaif15, Kn gja:r}; 
'shallow' *?rjaJ.P: Mien 1jar}, Tp /jar}, Kn gjaif. 

PY tonal series Mien Tp Kn 
3 7 .  *rj II Jj 1j gj 

'soak' *rjemA: Mien /jem2, Tp 1jem2, Kn gjam2. 
Only one example in my data. 



PY tonal series Mien Tp Kn 
38.  *1 II 1 1 1 

' look for' *loC: Mien 104, Tp 104/5, Kn 104; 
'son-in-law' *la:r/ : Mien la:Jj2, Tp la:Jj2, Kn la:Jj2. 

39. 
PY 
*hl 

tonal series 
I 

Mien Tp 
hI hI 

Kn 
1 

'bamboo' *hlauC: Mien hlau3, Tp hiau3, Kn ImP; 
'moon' *hlaB: Mien hla5, Tp hla4/5, Kn la4. 

40. 
PY 
*c 

tonal series Mien Tp Kn 
I ts ts, tc te, s 

'stink' *eweiB: Mien tswei5, Tp tewoj4/5, Kn sei3; 
'tasteless'  *ca:mC: Mien tsa:m3, Tp tsa:m3' Kn sa:m3' 

PY tonal series Mien Tp Kn 
4 1 .  *3 II ts ts, te te,s 

'firewood' *3a:r/ : Mien tsa:Jj2, Tp tsa:Jj2, Kn sa:Jj2; 
'few' *3ok: Mien tso1i, Tp tstP, Kn scP. 

PY tonal series Mien Tp Kn 
42. *ch I tsh ts ts' 

'pull out' *ehunA : Mien tshun] ,  Tp tsun] , Kn tsut7 (irreg. form);  
'rice' *chuk: Mien tshu ?3, Kn tsu7. 

43. 
PY tonal series 
*ne I 

Mien Tp 
dz dz 

'salt' *nea:uC: Mien dza:u3, Tp dzau3, Kn dau3; 
'wash' *ncoB: Mien dza5, Tp dzu4/5, Kn da4. 

Kn 
d 

PY tonal series Mien Tp Kn 
44. *n3 II dz dz, z d 

'salty' *n3a:jA: Mien dza:j2, Tp dza:j2, Kn da:j2; 
'warm oneself' *n3a:uB: Mien dza:tP, Tp za:u4/5, Kn dau3. 

PY tonal series Mien Tp Kn 
45. *nej I dzj dj dj 

'wind' *neja:uB: Mien dzja:u5, Tp dja:u4/5, Kn dja:u3; 
'afraid' *nejaB: Mien dzja5, Kn dja4. 
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PY tonal series Mien Tp Kn 
46. *nchj I dzj Jij s 

'blood' *nchja:mC: Mien dzja:m3, Tp h 'ja:m3, Kn sa:rrP. 

PY tonal series Mien Tp Kn 
47. *s I s s s 

'stand' *souC: Mien soul, Tp soul, Kn sau6; 
' ann' *sejA : Mien seil , Kn sei1 . 

PY tonal series Mien Tp Kn 
48.  *hs I f f s 

'five' *hseiB: Mien fei5, Tp fejl/5, Kn sei3; 
'near' *hsat Mien fat3, Tp fat3, Kn sat7. 

PY tonal series Mien Tp Kn 
49. *sj I sj sj s, s 

'beard' *sja:rrrt: Mien sja:ml, Tp sja:ml, Kn sam1 ; 
' smoke' *sjouB: Mien sjouS, Tp sjau4/5, Kn sou4. 

PY tonal series Mien Tp Kn 
50 .  *'?Jl I Jl Jl Jl 

'cry' *'?JlemC: Mien Jlem3, Tp Jlem3, Kn Jlim3; 
'scratch '  *'?Jla:iC: Mien Jla:i3, Tp Jla:i3, Kn Jla:i3. 

PY tonal series Mien Tp Kn 
5 1 .  *Jl IT Jl Jl Jl 

'eat' *Jl VnB: Mien JlarP, Tp JlerP, Kn JlirP. 

PY tonal series Mien Tp Kn 
52. *'Ij I j ) j 

'dwell' *'ljerrrt : Mien jeml, Tp jeml, Kn jam1; 
'I' *'ljaT: Mien jia1 ,  Tp ji2, Kn ja7. 

PY tonal series Mien Tp Kn 
53. *j IT j j ) 

'walk' *jar.f : Mienjag2, Tp ga:rl, Kn jag2. 

54. 
PY 
*k 

tonal series 
I 

Mien Tp 
k k 

'worm' *ktif': Mien kcr./, Tp kcr./, Kn kcr./; 
' speak' *karF Mien karl, Tp karl, Kn karl. 

Kn 
k 



py tonal series Mien Tp Kn 
55 .  *g II k k k 

'forest' *ge�: Mien kem2, Tp kim2, Kn kim2; 
'door' *gc:rt: Mien ker?, Tp ker?, Kn ker? 

py tonal series Mien Tp Kn 
56. *kh I kh kh kh 

'forget' *khuk Mien khu73, Tp khu3, Kn kho7; 
'hole' *khwat Mien kh wat3, Tp khut3, Kn khot7. 

py tonal series Mien Tp Kn 
57. *1)k I g g g 

'head' *1)korF Mien gorY, Tp gorY; 
'cockcomb' *1)kunA : Mien gun1 , Kn gon1 . 

py tonal series Mien Tp Kn 
58. *1)kh I g gh g 

'dry' *1)kha:jA: Mien ga:il , Tp gha:il , Kn ga:il . 

py tonal series Mien Tp Kn 
5 9 .  *kj I tc tcj, kj kj 

'hom' *kjorf: Mien tC01)l , Tp tcj01)l , Kn kj01)l ; 
'a bear' *kjap: Mien tcep3, Tp kjap3, Kn kjap7. 

py tonal series Mien Tp Kn 
60. *gj II tc kj kj 

'thin ' *gjaiB: Mien tcaP, Tp kjaj4/5, Kn kjaP. 

py tonal series Mien Tp Kn 
6 1 . *kl I tc kl kl 

'neck' *kla:rf: Mien tca:1)l , Tp kla:1)l, Kn kla:1)l ; 
'dog' *kluC: Mien tcu3, Tp klu3, Kn kla3. 

PY tonal series Mien Tp Kn 
62 .  *gJ II tc kl kl 

'round' *gJunA : Mien tcun2, Tp klun2, Kn klun2; 
'pestle' *gluiA: Mien tcuP, Kn kluP. 

63 . 

PY 
*71) 

tonal series 
I 

Mien Tp 
1) 1) 

'bent' *71)auA: Mien 1)aul , Tp 1)aul, Kn 1)aul . 

Kn 
1) 
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PY tonal series Mien Tp Kn 
64. *0 II 0 0 0 

'hard' *0c.rjJ: Mien OcrP, Tp Oer}, Kn OcrP; 
'cattle'  *oo.rt: Mien 00Jj2, Tp 0001 ,  Kn 00Jj2. 

6 5 .  
PY 
*7 

tonal series 
I 

Mien Tp 
7 7 

'meat' * 70C: Mien 703, Tp 703, Kn 7a3; 
'bitter' *7i�: Mien 7im1 ,  Tp 7im3, Kn 7im1 .  

Kn 
7 

PY tonal series Mien Tp Kn 
66. *h I h h h 

'rotten' *huC: Mien hu3, Tp hu3, Kn hLP; 
'drink' *hop: Mien hop3, Tp ho�, Kn hop7; 

PY tonal series Mien Tp Kn 
67.  *fi II h h h 

'thick' *fioC: Mien heft, Tp hua4/5, Kn hu4; 
'easy' *fieiB: Mien hej6, Kn hej6. 

With the help of Purnell ' s  data one can reconstruct the fol lowing set of vowels and 
diphthongs: 

*i 
*e 

*a 

*u 
*0 

*ua 

*e: *0: 
*a: 

*ia 

The Mien system (Mao et al. 1982) also includes i:, but reflexes of this vowel have not yet 
been discovered in all the other dialects. 

The vocalic correspondences between the Yao dialects are given in Table 3.7: 

TABLE 3.7: VOCALIC CORRESPONDENCES OF Y AO LANGUAGES 

Proto Yao Mien Tp Kn 
l .  *i i i i 
2 .  *e: e: c c 

3 .  *e e e e 
4 .  *a: a: a: a: 
5 .  *a a a a 
6 .  *u u u u 
7 .  *0: 0: 0 0 
8 .  *0 0 0 0 
9 .  *ua ua u 0 

1 0 .  *ia ia i, a i, a 



The system of tenninals includes: 

*p 
*t 
*k 

*m 
*n 
*.g 

*u 
*i 
*0 
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The correspondences for tenninals are very simple. Only for *k can one suggest different 
sets of reflexes: 

Proto Yao 
*-k 

Mien 
7 
k 

Tp 
o 
k 

Kn 
o 
k 

(after a and a: ) 
(elsewhere) 

Examples supporting the vowels and tenninal correspondences can be found in Purnell 
( 1 970). 

3 .2.3 PROTO MIAO-YAO 

Comparative Miao-Yao has been investigated by Chang Kun and Purnell. Chang Kun 
(Chang 1972) has reconstructed the system of tones for the protolanguage. Purnell ( 1 970) 
discusss the whole problem of Miao-Yao reconstruction, but as his Miao data was 
insufficient, his results are unfortunately not very reliable. 

For Proto MY we can reconstruct three tones, * A, *B and *C, as suggested by Chang 
Kun. These tones are maintained in both branches of the family. In syllables ending with 
stops the opposition of tones has been neutralised. 

I have reconstructed the following system of Proto MY initials: 

*p 
*pj 
*pl 
*pr 

*Ct *t 
*1 
*tr 

*Ctl *tl 
*hlj 

*Cc 
*Cc 

*ph *b *mp 
*phj *bj 

*bl *mphl 
*mbj 
*mbl 

*mphr *mbr 

*ch 
*cl1 

*d 

*dl 

*nch 
*nc *ncl1 

*nch 

*nd 

*ndr 
*ndl 

*?m *hm *m *?v 

*?n *hn *n *hl 

*?Jl *hJl *Jl *?j *8' 

*v 
*vj 

*?r *hr *r 
*kj 
*k1 
*kr 
*? *h 

The reconstruction is based on the list of correspondences given in Table 3.8 .  
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TABLE 3 .8 :  INITIAL CORRESPONDENCES OF MIAO-Y AO LANGUAGES 

PMY PM PY 
I .  *p *p *p 
2. *ph *ph *ph 
3 .  *b *b *b 
4. *mp *mp *mp 
5 .  *pj *pj *pj 
6. *phj *hvj *pj 
7. *bj *bj *bj 
8 .  *mbj *mbj *mbj 
9. *p1 *p1 *pj 
1 0 .  *b1 *b1 *b1 
I I .  *mph1 *mph *nch(j) 
12.  *mb1 *mb1 *mb1 
13 .  *pr *pr *pj 
14. *mphr *mphr *5 
1 5 .  *mbr *mb1 *mbj 
16 .  *?m *?m *?m 
17 .  *hm *hm *hm 
1 8 .  *m *m *m 
19.  *?v *?v *?v 
20. *v *v *-Ih (+0) 
2 I .  *vj *vj *wj 
22. *t *t *t 
23 . *d *d *d 
24. *nt *nt *nt 
25. *nd *nd *nd 
26. *Ct *t *nt 
27. *tr *tr *c 
28. *ndr *nd[r,lJ *n3 
29. *t1 *t1 *k1 
30.  *d1 *dl *g1 
3 1 .  *nd1 *mb1 *n 
32. *Ctl *n *mb1 
33. *?n *?n *?n 
34. *hn *hn *hn 
35.  *n *nl*Jl *n 
36. *h1 *h1 *h1 
37. *1 *1 *1 
38.  *h1j *h1j *h1 
39. *ch *ch *5 



40. *nch *nch 
4 l .  *6h *6h 
42. *n6 *6 
43. *n6h *n6 
44. *n6h . *n6h 
45. *8 *8 
46. *CC * v c 
47. *CC *c 
48. *'1]1 *'1]1 
49. *h]1 *h]1 
50.  *]1 *]1 
5 l .  *?j *?j 
52. *IJkh *IJkh 
53.  *kj *kj 
54. *k1 *k1 
55 .  *kr *kr 
56. *?r *?r 
57. *hr *8 
58. *r *r 
59. *'1 *'1 
60. *h *h 

The list of examples includes: 

1 PMY PM PY 
*p *p *p 

l .  *pejA 'know' [P 484] 

PM *puiA : Hmu pul, Hmong poul, Bunu pal, She pel ; 
PY *pejA: Mien, Kn peP . 

2. *puaA 'three' [P 948] 

PM *paiA: Hmu pil , Xx pul , Hmong pel , Bunu pel, She pal ;  
PY *pua[A}: Mien pual, Tp pua3, Kn po7. 
<> WrK pi: 'three' ;  Chrau PE: 'three' and others 

3 .  *paIj 'full '  [P 375] 

PM *paiNC: Hmu p&, Xx pe317, Hmong pd, She paN3; 
PY *puarF Mien pwaIj, Tp pwool, Kn pool. 

*nch 
*5 
*nc 
*nch 
*n6hj 
*5 
*nc(h) 
*ncj 
*'1]1 
*h]1 
*]1 
*?j 
*IJkh 
*kj 
*kl 
*kj 
*?r 
*h[r, 1J 
*r 
*'1 
*h 

<> WrK ba]1 'full ' ,  WrM peIJ 'full ' ,  Chrau be]1 'full' and others [Ja 7 1] .  
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4 .  *ponC 'to shoot' [P 799] 

PM *poNC: Hmu paN3, Xx paN3, Hmong paul, Bunu pi3; 
PY *ponC: Mien pwon3, Tp pon3, Kn fon3. 
<> WrK pa:p1 'to shoot' , WrM pan 'to shoot' , Chrau pap 'to shoot' , Vn bifn 'to shoot' . 
5. *poiB 'sleep' [P 825] 

PM *poiB: Hmu pi5, Xx paS, Hmong puS, Bunu pauS, She paS; 
PY *poiB: Mien pwei5, Tp pwoj4/5, Kn rei3. 

2 PMY PM PY 
*ph *ph *ph 

6. *pha:iB 'cut' [P 829] 

PM *phauB: Hmu phaS, Xx pha5, Hmong phuaS, Bunu pha5; 
PY *pha:iB: Mien pha:i5, Kn pha:j4. 
<> Cf. Kadai *phaB 'cut' . 

7. *phcuF 'handful '  [P 404] 

PM *phuNC > Hmong phoN3; 
PY *phucuF: Mien phwmj3, Kn phOIf. 
<> WrK kamparJl 'hand',  'handful ' ,  Chrau lapa:IJ 'palm of hand ' .  

3 PMY 
*b 

8 .  *bat 'see' [P 774] 

PM 
*b 

PY 
*b 

PM *boQ: Hmu poNB (with unclear -N), Hmong pd3, She pha6; 
PY *buat Mien pwat8, Tp pwatP, Kn fot7. 

9. *buaB 'hatch' [P 410] 

PM *boiB: Hmu pa6, Hmong pUfF, Bunu pau6, She phu4; 
PY *buaB: Mien pwcfi, Kn pu6. 

4 PMY PM py 
*mp *mp *mp 

10. *mpeiB 'dream' [P 247] 

PM *mpui: Hmu puS, Xx mpei5, Hmong mpouS, Bunu mpaS; 
PY *mp(h)eiB: Mien bei5, Kn beP. 
<> Proto An *Sepi 'to dream' [Blust 198 1 ] .  Comparison given by Benedict [Ben 274] . 



1 1 . *mpanB 'snow' 
PM *mpaiNB: Hmu p&, Xx mp&, Hmong mp05, Bunu mpuW, She paW; 
PY *mpuanB > Mien bwanS. 

12. *mpuaB 'name' [P 594] 
PM *mpafB: Hmu pi5, Xx mpuS, Hmong mp&, Bunu mp&; 
PY *mpuaB: Mien bw05, Tp bua4/5, Kn bu3. 
<> Haudricourt [ 1 966:55] compares the root with WrK 3hamo:h 'name' .  

5 PMY PM PY 
*pj *pj *pj 

13 .  *pjel< 'five' [P 324] 
PM *pjel<: Hmu cal, Xx pral, Hmong 61, Bunu cul , She pji ; 
PY *pjel<: Mien, Tp pjal ,  Kn pja7. 
<> Can be possibly compared with WrK pram - pa?am 'five' or ST *IIJa 'five' [Ja) . 

14. *pjaiC 'house' [p 440] 
PM *pjaiC: Hmu c&, Xx prP, Hmong cel, Bunu eel; 
PY *pjauc: Mien, Tp, Kn pjau3. 
<> Cf. Kd *?ja(:)uC 'house' or (which is less probable) An *ba/aj. 

15 .  *pjeLC 'fruit' [P 356] 
PM *pjeiNC - peiNC: Hmu ceN3, Xx pi317, Hmong ci3, Bunu pi3, She pi3; 
PY *pjouC: Mien, Tp, Kn pjou3. 
<> WrK phIc: 'fruit ' ,  Chrau pIa:) 'fruit ' ,  Vn trai, Ja.i 'fruit' . 

6 PMY 
*phj 

16 .  *phjeiC 'head' [p 4 19] 

PM 
*hvj 

PY 
*pj 

PM *hvjuF Hmu hfu3, Xx prei317, Bunu fal; 
PY *pjeiC: Mien, Kn pjei3. 

1 39 

<> Possible external comparisons are quite obscure. Benedict [Ben 3 1 1 ] compares Proto 
Miao with Austronesian *quIu ' head' and Zhuang-Tai forms like WrS hauA and Tho thua1 , 
which are relatively recent Chinese borrowings: OC *dho: > MC *dA w [CHARI] .  
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7 PMY PM PY 
*� *b *� 

17.  *bja:rf 'flower' [P 339] 
PM *bCJNP. : Hmu paN2, Xx peP, Hmong paN2, Bunu peN'2, She phuN'2; 
PY *bja:rf: Mien, Tp pja:rj2, Kn fa:rj2. 
<> Vn bOng 'flower' 

8 PMY 
*mbj 

PM 
*mbj 

18 .  *mbja:t 'peppery' [P 660] 

PY 
*mbj 

PM *mbjaQ: Hmu zaB, Xx mrej4/8, Hmong nCi8, Bunu ncuB, She pP; 
PY *mbja:t: Mien bja:t5, Kn bja:t5. 
<> A local word. 

19 .  *mbjaiB'bamboo shoots' [P 40] 
PM *mbjaiB: Hmu zcP, Xx mia6, Hmong ncucP, Bunu naP; 
PY *mbjaiB: Mien bjaP, Tp bjai4/5, Kn bjaP. 

20. *mbjaiC 'fish' [P 327] 
PM *mbjaiC: Hmu ztfl, Xx mri4/8, Hmong nctfl, Bunu nctfl, She pja4; 
PY *mbjauC: Mien, Tp, Kn bjau4 
<> Cf. Proto Kadai *plaA 'fish' (No.5 in §2 . 1 .5). 

2 1 .  *mbjuiB 'nose' [P 620] 
PM *mbjoiB: Hmu zc6, Xx mra6, Hmong ncu6, Bunu ncau6; 
PY *mbjuiB - *mblujB: Mien bjui6, Kn bluj6. 
<> Cf. WrK cramuh 'nose' ,  WrM muh 'nose ' ,  Vn muj 'nose' and many other Austroasiatic 
forms. 

9 PMY PM PY 
*pl *pl *pj 

22. *plejA 'four' [p 355] 
PM *p1uiA: Hmu h1u1 , Xx prei1 , Hmong plou1 , Bunu t1a1 , She pj6; 
PY *pjejA : Mien, Tp, Kn pjej1 . 
<> Cf. Proto Sino-Tibetan *(p-)lij ' four' (a comparison suggested by Jakhontov). 



10  PMY 
*bJ 

PM 
*bJ 

23. *bJ[o:Jr/' 'forehead' [P 347] 
PM *bJaNA > Hmong pJa2; 

PY 
*bJ 

PY *bJo:r/': Mien pjo:ri, Tp pjori, Kn pJorl· 
<> Cf. WrK kamphliaIJ 'cheek' , VN tran 'forehead' · 

1 1  PMY PM PY 
*mphJ *mph *nch(j) 

24. *mphJaiLC 'ant' [P20, 22] 
PM *mphai}/:: Hmu pheN3, Xx mphilf7, Bunu mphai3, She phui3; 
PY *nch(j)ouC: Mien 3iou3, Kn sou6. 

12  PMY 
*mbl 

PM 
*mbJ 

25. *mbJaiA 'rice plant' [P 722] 

PY 
*mbJ 

PM *mbJaiA : Hmu na2, Xx nP, Hmong mpJe2, Bunu nde2, She pja2; 
PY *mbJauA: Mien, Tp bjau2, Kn bJau2. 
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< >  The etymology is obscure. One can compare the root with OC *Ju? rice plant' [CHAR2] .  
Another possibility is An *pag'aj 'rice' [Ja]. 

26. *mbJVt 'glutenous' ,  'sticky' [P 366] 
PM *mbloQ: Hmu n;/1, Xx mp, Hmong mpJou8; 
PY *mblut Mien bjut8, Kn blot7. 
<> Cf. An *puJut 'glue' [Ben 300]. 

13 PMY 
*pr 

27. prejA 'hair' [P 397] 

PM 
*pr 

PY 
*pj 

PM *prujA : Hmu hljul , Xx pil , Hmong pJoul , Bunu tJal , She pil ; 
PY *pjejA : Mien, Tp, Kn pjeji .  

14 PMY 
*mphr 

PM 
*mph 

28. *mphrak 'daughter' [P 2 13 , 2 14] 

PY 
*s 

PM *mpheQ: Hmu phil, Xx mpha3f7, Hmong nchail, Bunu mpha7, She phui6; 
PY *[siJak. Mien sje7, Tp sia6, Kn sil. 
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1 5  PMY 
*mbr 

PM 
*mbJ 

29. *mbret 'tongue' [P 963] 

PY 
*mbj 

PM *mbJaQ: Hrnu niB, Xx mja4IB, Hrnong mpJaiB, Bunu ntJaB, She pj6; 

PY *mbjet: Mien, Tp bjet6, Kn bjet5. 
<> Cf. WrK kanJaat 'uvula' [Ja 66] . 

16  PMY 
*'?m 

30. *'?minA 'pain' [P 645] 

PM 
*'?m 

PY 
*'?m 

PM *'?m VNA: Hrnu, Xx moNl , Hrnong mad, Bunu muNla; 
PY *'?mU1�: Mien munl, Tp mun2, Kn munl . 

17 PMY 
*hm 

PM 
*hm 

3 1 .  *hma:rjJ 'night' [P 283] 

PY 
*hm 

PM *hmoNB: Hrnu hmaN5, Xx hmaN5, Hrnong hmau5, Bunu hmi5; 
PY *Hmua:rjJ: Mien hmwa:g5, Tp hmwa:ifI5. 
<> Cf. Chrau mao, nag 'night ' ,  Bahnar ma.!J 'night' [Ja 68]. 

1 8  PMY PM PY 
*m *m *m 

32. *ma:jA 'have' [P 4 1 1 ]  
PM *mV(N)4: Hrnu m�, Xx me2, Hrnong mua2, Bunu moN2, She ma2; 
PY *ma:jA: Mien, Tp ma:P, Kn na:P. 
<> Cf. WrK ma:n 'have ' ,  'possess' or Kd *mjA 'have ' .  

33 .  *m[eijB 'eye' [P  292] 
PM *m VNB: Hmu m&, Xx m&, Hrnong mmP, Bunu moN6; 
PY *mweiB: Mien mweP, Tp mwoP, Kn meP. 
<> Cf. WrM mat 'eye ' .  The root is represented in many other AA and An languages. 

34. *muaB 'sister' [P 8 1 2] 
PM *m VB: Hrnu mu6 'maternal brother's wife ' ,  Hrnong mua6 'sister' ; 
PY *muaB 'sister' : Mien mwcP, Kn mu6. 
<> Cf. (possibly) WrK mi.!J 'mother's or father' s younger sister' . 



35. *mVjA 'you' [p 1062 ] 
PM *m V(N)4 'thou' :  Hmu moN'2, Xx mP, She muN'2; 
or PM *m VNA 'you' : Hmu maN2, Xx, Hmong me2, Bunu mP; 
PY *miA: Mien meP, Tp mwoP, Kn meP. 
<> Cf. AA *me 'thou' reconstructed by Pinnow ( 1965). 

19 PMY 
*?v 

PM 
*?v 

36. *?veiC 'son-in-Iaw' [P 853] 

PY 
*?v 

PM *?vuiC: Hmong vou3 'son-in-law' ,  Bunu va3 'daughter-in-law' ;  
PY *?veiC: Mien, Kn vei3. 

37. *?vomA 'water' [P 10 19] 
PM *?vvNA :  Hmu ?�i , Xx ?ui, Hmong ?oNi, Bunu ?aNi, She ?oNi ; 
PY *?vomA: Mien, Tp vomi, Kn vamI . 
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<> Cf. Khasi u:m, Khmu om 'water' and forms from some other Mon-Khmer languages [Ja 
69] . One can also try to include the root in the Austro-Thai comparison 'water' : Kd 
*R-namC 'water' and An *danum 'water' (B 420; No.21 in §2.2) 

20 PMY PM PY 
*v *v *-/h (+0) 

38. *vouB 'tuber' , 'root' 
PM *vuB: Hmu vLP, Xx wa6, Hmong yeLP, Bunu vLP, She vtft; 
PY *houB > Mien hoLP. 
<> Cf. WrM kwa:j 'yam' .  

2 1  PMY 
*vj 

39. *vjeC 'urine' 

PM 
*vj 

PY 
*wj 

PM *vjaC: Hmu vetl, Xx ia4/8, Hmong itl, Bunu ytft, She ztl; 
PY *wjeC > Mien jwe4. 

22 PMY 
*t 

40. *tarjJ 'tear' 

PM 
*t 

PY 
*t 

PM *taiNB: Hmu te5, Xx teS, Hmong to5, Bunu tuN", She taNS; 
PY *tarjJ > Mien tar.? 
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4 1 .  *tamC ' louse' [P 540] 
PM *taiJVC: Hmu t&, Xx tel, Hmong to3, Bunu tuN3a, She taN3; 
PY *tamC: Mien, Kn tam3. 
<> Cf. An *tuma ' 'louse' [Ben 334]. 

42. *taiB 'kill' [P 476] 
PM *taiB: Hmu taS, Xx ta5, Hmong tuaS, Bunu toS, She taS; 
PY *taiB: Mien tai5, Tp tai3, Kn tai7. 
<> Cf. Kd *I-ta(:)jA and An *mataj 'kill' [Ben 269]. 

43. *to:nA'son' [P 849] 
PM *taiNA: Hmu tEi , Xx tel , Hmong tol , Bunu tuNia, She taNi ; 
PY *to:nA : Mien to:nl ,  Tp, Kn tonI . 

44. *toiC 'tai l '  . 
PM *toiC: Hmu t&, Xx tal, Hmong tul, Bunu taul, She t03; 
PY *toiC > Mien twei3. • 

<> Cf. WrK kanduj 'tai l ' ,  Vn duoi 'tail ' . 

23 PMY 
*d 

PM 
*d 

45. *da:jA 'go ' ,  'come' [P 1 89, 286] 

PY 
*d 

PM *d[a,ajjA 'go' : Hmu ta2, Hmong tua2; 
PY *da:jA 'come' :  Mien ta:P, Tp ta:ji, Kn ta:P. 
<> Cf. ZhT *taiA 'go' , follow' [LFK] 

46. *dajB 'die' [P 228] 
PM *daiB: Hmu LEP, Xx ta6, Hmong tua6, Bunu to6, She tha4; 
PY *daiB: Mien taj6, Tp tafl, Kn taj6. 
<> Cf. No.42. 

47. *douC 'fire' [P 3 19] 
PM *duC: Hmu tu4, Xx t;fl, Hmong teu4, Bunu tu4, She th(j1; 
PY *douc: Mien tou4, Tp tou2, Kn tou4. 
<> Cf. WrK taw 'fire ' [Ja 66] . 



24 PMY 
*nt 

48. *nta(:)r/' 'fragrance' 

PM 
*nt 

PM *ntaiNA: Hmu tE:1 , Bunu ntaN} ; 
PY *nta:r/' > Mien da:I/. 
<> Cf. Vn tham ' id. ' 

49. *nta:iC 'long' [p 533] 

PY 
*nt 

PM *ntaiC: Hmu tal, Xx nti3, Hmong, Bunu nt&, She tal; 
PY *nta:uC: Mien, Tp, Kn da:u3. 
<> Cf. WrK rata) ' id. ' ,  Vn did 'id. ' 

50. *ntat 'loom' , 'weave' [P 539] 
PM *ntoQ 'loom' : Hmu t07, Xx nt07, Hmong, Bunu nt07; 
PY *ntat 'weave ' :  Mien dat7, Kn dat7. 
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<> Cf. WrM tut 'weave' [Ja 66]. The cultural nature of the comparison reduces its reliablity. 

5 1 .  *ntVrjJ 'tree' , 'wood' [P 967] 
PM *ntuNf1: Hmu taS, Xx ntuS, Hmong ntoNS, Bunu ntaNS, She toNS; 
PY *ntja(:)rjJ: Mien, Tp d)ar;, Kn gja:rj. 
<> Cf. WrM ta:1] 'tree' and other MK forms. 

52. *ntut 'navel' [P 599] 
PM *ntuQ: Hmu tu7, Xx ntu7, Hmong nteu7; 
PY *nt(h)ut > Kn dut7. Cf. Mien, Tp nut3< *nut. 

53. *ntorjJ 'hat' [P 1027] 
PM *ntuNf1: Hmu taS, Xx ntuS, Hmong ntoNS, Bunu ntaNS, She toNS; 
PY *nt(h)orjJ: Mien dor;, Kn dorj. 
<> Cf. WrK Juan 'type of hat' , WrM pa9un, ba9un 'wear on one' s  head' , Chrau duon 'hat' , 
Vn n6n < *?ton? 'hat ' .  Another comparison of possible cultural origin. 

54. *nto:nA 'wet' [P lO30] 
PM *ntaiN'A: Xx nte} , Hmong nto1 ; 
PY *nto:nA: Mien do:nl ,  Tp, Kn don}. 

25 PMY 
*nd 

55. *nduB 'rami ' 

PM 
*nd 

PM *ndoiB: Hmu, Xx ncP, Hmong ntucP; 
PY *nduB > Mien dtP. 

PY 
*nd 
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56. *ndaiB' lay (eggs)' [P 496] 
PM *ndaiB: Hmu mP, Hmong nt&, Bunu nt&, She ta4; 
PY *ndauB > Mien dau6. 

26 PMY 
*Ct 

57. *Cta:t 'wing' [P 1040] 

PM 
*t 

PY 
*nt 

PM *taQ: Hmu ta7, Xx tei3f7, Hmong til, Bunu tu7, She t&; 
PY *nt(h)a:t Mien, Kn da.P. 

58. *CtaiA 'earth ' [P 268] 
PM *taiA : Hmu tal , Xx til, Hmong tel ,  Bunu tel , She tal ;  
PY *ntauA: Mien daul, Kn dau3 (with irreg. tone). 
<> Cf. WrK .ti: ' id. ' ,  WrM ti 'id. ' ,  etc. [Ja 67] . 

59. *CtuA 'deep' [P 222] 
PM *t04: Hmu, Xx tal , Hmong tal , Bunu tal ; 
PY *ntufA}: Mien dul, Tp du3, Kn du7. 

27 PMY 
*tr 

PM 
*tr 

60. *tro:rf 'mountain' [P 575] 
PM *truNA > Hmong .toNi ; 

PY 
*c 

PY *co:rf: Mien co:rj , Tp sor/, Kn tcoy3 (irreg. tone). 
<> Cf. Vn n6ng ' id. '  

28 PMY PM PY 
*ndr *nd[r,J] *n3 

6 1 .  *ndruA 'drum' [P 252] 
PM *nd[r,ljoiC: Hmu j1a4, Xx lJ04, Hmong n.tua4, Bunu n.tatfl; 
PY *n3uC: Mien 3tf1, Tp 3u7, Kn djtfl. 
<> Cf. WrK dra 'violin ' ,  WrM draw, graw 'id. ' .  

29 PMY 
*t1 

62. *tlVt 'laugh ' [P 494] 

PM 
*tl 

PY 
*k1 

PM *tloQ: Hmu tja7, Xx .t03f7, Hmong .to7, Bunu .to7, She k;P; 
PY *k1at Mien cat7, Tp kjat3, Kn kjftl. 



30 PMY 
*dl 

63. *dle:rf 'door' [P 244] 

PM 
*dl 

PY 
*gl 

PM *dlLJNA: Hmu tjil-, Xx .tu2, Hmong ,toN'2, Bunu .taN2, She khoN'2; 
PY *g(l)e::rf: Mien co], Tp, Kn kEJj2. 

64. *dlunB 'thick' , 'fleshy' . 
PM *dloNB: Hmu ,taN5, Xx ,taN5, Hmong ,tau6, Bunu ,ti6, She khufV'4; 
PY *gJunB > Mien curP. 
<> Cf. WrK sralan 'fat (person)' . 

3 1  PMY 
*ndl 

PM 
*mbJ 

65. *ndlo:� 'ear' , ' leaf' [P 500] 

PY 
*n 

PM *mbluNA: Hmu nil-, Xx nu2, Hmong mploN'2, Bunu ntlaN2a, She ploN'2; 
PY *no:�: Mien no:m2, Tp noml , Kn nom2. 

32 PMY 
*Ctl 

66. *Ctludl 'rain' [P 699] 

PM 
*n 

PY 
*mbl 

PM *noNB: Hmu, Xx noJV6, Hmong naN5, Bunu noJV6, She nuN4; 
PY *mbJudl: Mien blU1P, Tp bjur}, Kn burP. 

33 PMY 
*'?n 

PM 
*'?n 

67. *'?na:rf 'snake' [P 480] 

PY 
*'?n 

PM *'?naNA: Hmu naNl, Xx neil , Hmong naNl, Bunu naNl ; 
PY *'?na:rf: Mien, Tp, Kn na:rI 

68. *'?n[a:JmB 'cool ' ,  'cold' [P 1 84] 
PM *'?n[oJNB: Xx noNS, Hmong nauS, Bunu nuNS; 
PY *'?na:mB: Mien na:m5, Tp naJTfl/5, Kn na:m3. 

34 PMY 
*hn 

69. *hnomC 'hear' [P 420] 

PM 
*hn 

PY 
*hn 

PM *hnoNC: Hmu hnaN3, Xx hnaN3f7, Hmong hnau3; 
PY *hnomC 'smell ' :  Mien hnom3, Tp hnum3. 

147 
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70. *hno:iA 'day' , 'sun' [P 2 17] 
PM *hnaiNA: Hmu hn�, Xx hne1, Hmong hnol, Bunu hnoNl ; 
PY *hno:iA: Mien hno:il , Tp hnoP, Kn nail . 
<> Cf. WrK thaIJaj 'day ' ,  WrM tIJay 'sun' [Ja 7 1 ] .  

7 1 .  *hn VC 'heavy' [P  424] 
PM *hnoNC: Hmu hJloN3, Hmong hJlaN3, Bunu hJloN3; 
PY *hniaC: Mien, Tp hnia3, Kn ni3. 

72. *hnVC 'bow' [P 204] 
PM *hn VNC: Hmu hn&, Hmong hneN3; 
PY *hnaC: Mien hna3, Kn na6. 
<> The root is widely spread in different language families of Southeast Asia and its origins 
are still unclear. 

35 PMY 
*n 

73. *nimB 'steal ' [P 738] 

PM 
*nI*Jl 

PY 
*n 

PM *JlaNB: Hmu Jlaf\P, Xx JlEP, Hmong Jla6, Bunu JliJV6, She IJiN4; 
PY *nimB: Mien nim6, Tp ninfl/5, Kn nim6. 

74. *n[aiJB 'ask' [P 3 1 ] 
PM *naiNB: Hmu nEP, Xx n&, Hmong ncP; 
PY *na:iB: Mien, Kn na:i6. 
<> (possibly) Cf. WrK IJE: 'explain ' .  

75. *n[a:ijC 'rat' [ P  701 ]  
PM *naNC: Hmu naN4, Xx nej4/8, Hmong naN4, Bunu naN4, She nj4; 
PY *na:uC: Mien na:u4, Tp na:ul. 
<> Cf. WrM kni 'rat' , Chrau kanE: 'id. ' 

36 PMY 
*hl 

PM 
*hl 

76. *hl[aijC 'bamboo' [P 36] 
PM *hloC: Hmu, Xx, Bunu hl03; 
PY *hlauC: Mien, Tp hJaul, Kn lau6. 

PY 
*hl 

<> Cf. WrK ghlaj 'type of bamboo' ,  Chrau glE: 'id. ' ,  Vn tray 'id. ' 



77. *hlaB 'moon' [P 572] 
PM *hlaB: Hmu hla5, Xx hla5, Hmong hli5, Bunu hlu5, She mY; 
PY *hlaB: Mien hla5, Tp hlctl/5, Kn lctl. 
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<> The root could be borrowed from ST *(s-)laH 'id. ' [Ja], or be connected with An *bulaJ 
' id. '  

37 PMY 
*1 

PM 
*1 

PY 
*1 

78. *1[a:jnA 'classifier for persons' [P 663] 
PM *IVNA: Hmu It?-, Xx le2, Hmong 1;JN2, She naNl ; 
PY *la:nA > Mien la:n2. 

38 PMY PM PY 
*hlj *hlj *hl 

79. *hljVA 'big' [p 73] 
PM *hlj04: Hmu hlj;Jl ,  Hmong hlol ; 
PY *hIVA:  Mien hlol , Tp hlual, Kn lu7. 

39 PMY 
*ch 

80. *churf 'bone' [P 90] 

PM 
*ch 

PY 
*s 

PM *chaNC: Hmu shoN3, Xx soN3, Hmong chaN3, Bunu (bN3a, She suN3; 
PY *[sjurf >Kn surj. 
<> Cf. WrK ch;J?iI) 'id. ' ,  Vn xiiang 'id.' [Ja 69]. 

40 PMY 
*nch 

8 1 .  *ncha:uB 'wash' 

PM 
*nch 

PY 
*nch 

PM *nchuoB: Hmu sh05, Xx nch05, Hmong nchua5; 
PY *nc(h)a:uB > Mien 3a:u5. 
<> Cf. ZhT *zauA ' id. ' [Ben 4 19]. 

41  PMY 
*6h 

82. *6h[a:jiC 'ashes' 

PM 
*6h 

PY 
*s 

PM *6huiC: Hmu 6hul, Xx Gi3, Hmong 6houl, Bunu 6al, She si3; 
PY *[sja:iC: Mien sa:i3, Tp sa.P, Kn sa:j6. 
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83. *chujA ' sour' 
PM *chuA: Hmu chul, Xx col , Bunu caul, She sol ; 
py *sujA : Mien suil , Kn suj4. 
<> Cf. Vn chua 'id. ' 

42 PMY 
*nc 

84. *ncaiC 'salt' [P 756] 

PM 
*nc 

py 
*nc 

PM *ncaiC: Hmu 63, Xx n.tci3, Hmong nc&, Bunu nc&, She ca3; 
PY *nc(h)auC: Mien 3au3, Kn dau3. 
<> A comparison with Kd *kJia4 'id.' is not quite reliable. 

43 PMY 
*nch 

85. *ncheiC 'head lice' 

PM 
*nc 

PY 
*nch 

PM *nchuiC: Hmu chu3, Xx nchi3, Hmong nchou3, Bunu nchau1/3; 
PY *nc(h)ejC > Mien 3ei3. 
<> Cf. WrK caj 'id. ' ,  WrM can 'id. ' ,  etc. [Ja 69] . 

44 PMY PM PY 
*nchj *nch *nchj 

86. *nchja:mC 'blood' [p 80] 
PM *nchaNC: Hmu chaN3, Xx nchj3/l, Hmong nchaN3, Bunu nchaN3, She sjj3; 
PY *nchja:mC: Mien 3Ja:m3, Tp h 'jam3, Kn sa:nP. 
<> Cf. WrK 3ha:m 'id. ' ,  WrM chim 'id. ' ,  etc. [Ja 68]. 

45 PMY 
*s 

87. *souC 'stand' [P 873] 

PM 
*s 

PY 
*s 

PM *suC: Hmu chu3, Xx ca3/l, Hmong sei3, Bunu cu3, She sa3; 
PY *souC: Mien, Tp sou3, Kn satP. 

46 PMY 
*CC 

88. *Ccug4 'worm' 

PM 
*c 

PY 
*nc(h) 

PM *coNfl.: Hmu coNl , Xx coNi , Hmong caNI, Bunu coNia, She zuNI; 
PY *nc(h)ug4 > Mien 3Ul/. 



47 PMY PM PY 
*Ccaj *c *ncj 

89. *CcajuLB 'wind' [P 1038-1039] 
PM *coiNB: Hmu ceNS, Xx ci5, Hmong cuaS, Bunu ci5, She ki5; 
PY *ncja:uB: Mien 3Ja:u5, Tp dja:u4/5, Kn dja:u3. 
<> Cf. WrK khja) '  'id. ' ,  WrM kya 'id. ' ,  Chrau chal 'id. ' ,  Vn gi6 'id. ' [Ja 67]. 

48 PMY PM PY 
*?p *?p *?p 

90. *?pemC 'cry' [p 203] 
PM *?paNC: Hmu paN3, Xx p&, Hmong pal, She IJiN3; 
PY *?pemC: Mien, Tp pem3, Kn nim3. 
<> Cf. WrKjam 'cry ' ,  WrM ya:m 'id. ' ,  Chrau pi:m 'id.' [Ja 68] .  

91 .  *?pa:mA 'daughter-in-law' [P 2 15] 
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PM *?pamA: Hmu paNl, Xx pil, HmongpaNl 'daughter-in-law' ,  Bunu paNl 'son-in-law ' ;  
PY *?pa:mA: Mien, Kn pa:ml . 

49 PMY 
*hp 

PM 
*hp 

PY 
*hp 

92. *hpouC 'intestine ' ,  'mind' [P 462] 
PM *hp vNC: Xx hpuN3, Hmong hpa3, Bunu hpuN3, She IJj03; 
PY *hpouC: Mien, Tp hpou3, Kn pjou6. 

50 PMY PM PY 
*p *p *p 

93 . *pemC 'raw' [P 703] 
PM *puNC: Hmu, Xx pu4, Hmong po.zv4, Bunu pa.zv4, She IJjd'; 
PY *pemC: Mien peJJt1-, Tp peJJt1-/5, Kn piJJt1-. 

5 1  PMY PM PY 
*?p *?p *?j 

94. *?jemA 'located' ,  'dwell '  [P 529, 530] 
PM *?p vNA: Hmu paNl , Xx pil , Hmong paul , Bunu piI ; 
PY *?jemA: Mien, Tpjeml, Kn jaml . 
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52 PMY PM PY 
*I)kh *I)kh *I)kh 

95. *I)khajA 'dry' [P 254] 
PM *I)kh[a,a]jA: Hmu qhaI, Hmong I)qhuaI ; 
PY *I)kha:jA : Mien ga:iI , Tp gha:j1 , Kn ga:iI . 

53 PMY PM PY 
*kj *kj *kj 

96. *kjaiC 'road' [P 735] 
PM *kjaiC: Hmu ki3, Xx kj3, Hmong k&, Bunu e&, She ka3; 
PY *kjauC: Mien teau3, Tp, Kn kjau3. 

54 PMY 
*kl 

PM 
*kl 

97. *kla:rf 'neck', 'throat' [P 602] 
PM *klaNA: Hmong tJaNI, Bunu tlaNIa; 

PY 
*kl 

PY *kla:rf: Mien tea:d , Tp kla:d, Kn kla:I)I . 
<> Cf. Sino-Tibetan *Kro:I) 'neck' .  

98. *kla:vC 'eagle' ,  'hawk' [P 263] 
PM *klaNC: Hmu hlaN3, Xx quei317, Hmong tlaN3, Bunu tioN3; 
PY *kla:vC - *gla:vC: Mien tea:vJ, Kn kla:Jj2. 
<> Cf. WrK khJt::I) ' id. ' ,WrM lanaI), laneI) ' id. ' ,  Chrau khla:I) ' id. '  [Ja] and Sino-Tibetan 
*JaI) /lak [Shafer 1974: 179; Benedict 1972a] . 

99. *klaic 'waist' [P 475] 
PM *klaiC: Hmu hla3, Xx qua317, Hmong tJua3, Bunu tlo3; 
PY *kla:iC: Mien tea:i3, Tp, Kn kla:i3. 

100. *kluc 'dog' [P 243] 
PM *klaiC: Hmu hla3, Xx qwi317, Hmong tl&, Bunu ti&, She kja3; 
PY *kluC: Mien teu3, Tp klu3, Kn klo9. 
<> Cf. WrM kluiw 'dog' [Ja 67] or Kd *C-I)waA 'dog' . 

10 1 .  *klop 'a bear' [P 47] 
PM *klaQ: Hmu hW, Hmong tlaP, Bunu tia7; 
PY *klop: Mien teop7, Tp kjopJ, Kn kjop7. 
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*kr 

102. *[kjraiB 'egg' [P 275] 

PM 
*kr 

PY 
*kj 
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PM *kreiB - keiB: Hmu ki5, Hmong qe5, Bunu ce5, She ket5; 
PY *kjauB: Mien tcau5, (Tp), Kn kjau3. 
<> Perhaps the different Kadai forms which can be traced back to ZhT *khraiB and KS 
*kraiB with i rregular initial correspondence are borrowed from PMY. However, it is also 
possible that MY fonus are borrowed from a Kadai source. 

56 PMY 
*?r 

PM 
*?r 

103. *?runC 'young' [P 1068] 
PM *[?rjoNB > Hmu raN5; 

PY 
*?r 

PY *?runB: Mien lun5, Tp lurf/5, Kn gun3. 

104. *?raiA 'vegetables' [P 989] 
PM *?rujA: Hmu rul , Xx ieil , Hmong ioul , Bunu ral, She zil ; 
PY *?raiA : Mien, Tp lail , Kn gjail . 

57 PMY 
*hr 

PM 
*s 

105. *hra:nA 'liver' , ' heart' 

PY 
*h[r,l] 

PM *saN1 'heart' : Hmu hil, Xx seNl , Hmong sal , She hiNl ; 
PY *h[J,rja:nA > Mien hla:nl . 

58 PMY PM PY 
*r *r *r 

106. *ra:rF 'village' [P 994] 
PM *roNC: Hmu raN4, Xx iaN4/8, Hmong iau4, She zaN4; 
PY *ra:rF: Mien la:rj, Tp la:y3 (with irreg. tone), Kn gjarf (irreg. length). 

107. *rauC 'nest' [P 608] 
PM *reiC: Hmu rfl, Hmong icfl; 
PY *rauC: Mien lau4, Tp /au4/5, Kn gau4. 
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59 PMY 
*? 

108. *?imA 'bitter' [P 77] 

PM 
*? 

PY 
*? 

PM *?ieNA: Hmu iI , Xx EJ , Hmong aI , Bunu iNl , She aNI ; 
PY *?imA: Mien im1 , Tp im3 (irreg. tone), Kn jm1 . 
<> WrK ?t::m 'sweet' .  

109. *?omB' swell' [P 904] 
PM *?aNB: Hmu, Xx aNS, Hmong au-'; 
PY *?omB: Mien omS, Tp om3 (irreg. tone), Kn om3. 
<> Cf. WrK haam 'id. ' 

1 10. *?VA 'one' [P 63 1-632] 
PM *?VA :  Hmu iI , Xx za1 , Hmong jl , Bunu jla; 
PY *?aA > Mien a1 . 

1 1 1 . *?VA 'two' [P 979-980] 
PM *?auA: Hmu 01, Xx iI , Hmong au1 , Bunu au1, She u1 ; 
PY *?jA :  Mien iI , Tp ?j417 (irreg. tone), Kn j7 (irreg. tone). 

60 PMY 
*h 

1 12. *hop 'drink' [P 250] 

PM 
*h 

PY 
*h 

PM *huQ: Hmu ha7, Xx hul17, Hmong hou7, Bunu hau7, She hrP; 
PY *hop: Mien hop7, Tp horP, Kn hop7. 
<> Cf. WrK hU:p 'eat' . 

All reliable cognates between Proto Miao and Proto Yao are included in the list above. 
Because of the limited number of cognates, the reconstruction is not proven beyond doubt. 

A provisional version of Proto MY finals (based mainly on Proto Yao evidence) is given 
in Table 3.9. 
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TABLE 3.9: CORRESPONDENCES OF PROTO MIAO-Y AO FINALS 

PMY PM PY PMY PM PY 

l .  *im *aN *im 2 l .  *ai *ai *au 
2. *e:o *aN, *aN *e:o 22. *u:i *0 *ui 
3 .  *e *a *we 23 . *u *oi, *ai *u 
4. *et *aQ *et 24. *U1) *oN uo 
5 .  *em *uN, *aN *em 25. *ut *uQ *ut 
6. *ei *ui, *oi *ei 26. *un *oN *un 
7. *a:o *aN, *oN *a:o 27. *ui *oi, *oi *ui 
8. *a:t *aQ *a:t 28. *0:0 *uN, *ai1) *0:0 
9.  *a:n *aN *a:n 29. *o:t *oQ *o:t 
10 .  *a:p *oQ *a:p 30. *o:n *aiN *o:nm 
I I . *a:m *aN *a: 3 l .  *o:p *oQ *o:p 
12 .  *a:i *ai, *ui *a:i 32. *o:m *uN *o:m 
1 3 .  *a:i *oi, *ai *o:u 33 .  *on *oN *on 
14. *a:u *uo *a:u 34. *op *aQ, *oQ *op 
15 .  *a *a *a 35.  *om *uN, *oN *om 
16 .  *a1) *aiN *8{] 36. *ou *u *ou 
17 .  *at *oQ *at 37. *oi *oi *oi 
1 8 .  *an *aiN *an 38.  *aC *oiN *a:u 
19 .  *am *aiN *am 39. *eC *eiN, *aiN *ou 
20. *ai *ai, *ui *ai 40. *ua *ai, *oi *ua 

The absence of several finals can be attributed to a lack of data. 

The correlation between the reconstructed Proto MY system and the phonological systems 
of Proto Yao and Proto Miao is of interest. It appears that the system of initials was retained 
to a greater degree in Proto Miao, while the system of finals was preserved in Proto Yao. 
Reasons for the occurrence of this phenomenon are unknown. 

The whole complex problem of the historical interpretation of Miao-Yao reconstructions 
remains to be investigated. 

3 .3 THE MIAO-AUSTROASIATIC AND AUSTRIC HYPOTHESES 

The question of the genetic affiliations of the Miao-Yao family has not yet been answered 
conclusively. In the literature one can find proposals of a variety of genetic relationships: 
with Sino-Tibetan, with Austro-Tai, and with the Austroasiatic family. Robert Shafer, one of 
the leading Sino-Tibetan specialists of his time, put forward the first hypothesis, but never 
proved it in detail (Shafer 1964). Benedict ( 1975, 1990) is perhaps the only proponent of the 
hypothesis that Miao-Yao languages belong to the Austro-Thai fami ly. The third proposal, of 
a relationship with Austroasiatic languages, is supported by Haudricourt ( 1 966) and 
Jakhontov ( 1977b) 

My list of Proto Miao-Yao roots, which includes most of the good comparisons now 
known, can be compared with the lexicons of other protolanguages. This process reveals 
connections between the Miao-Yao and Austroasiatic families, as illustrated by the following 
list of comparisons (most of which were discovered by Haudricourt and Jakhontov). The 
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comparison sets here include forms from my Mon-Khmer reconstructions. I do not attempt 
to prove these reconstructions in this book (and thus they can be treated as 'pre
reconstructions'), but I do pay special attention to comparisons which include Khmer forms. 
This allows direct comparison between Khmer and Proto Miao-Yao, providing additional 
support for the hypothesis. 

The Miao-Yao comparisons with Mon-Khmer languages include: 

1 .  'three' [Ja 67] 
PMY *puA 'three' [P 948] (No.2 in §3.2.3) 

PM *pafA:  Hmu pil , Xx pul , Hmong pel , Bunu pel, She pal ; 
PY *pua[A}: Mien pual, Tp pua3, Kn po7. 

AA: MK *pV 'three' :  WrK pi: 'three' ,  Chrau pc:, etc. ,  Proto Munda *pc [Pin 134]. 

2. 'full ' [Ja 7 1 ] 
PMY *ParY 'full' [P 375] (No.3 in §3.2.3) 

PM *paiNC: Hmu p&, Xx pe3!7, Hmong pol, She paN3; 
PY *puarf: Mien pwarY, Tp pwog3, Kn pog3. 

PMK *[bJip: WrK bap, WrM peI), Chrau bep, etc. [Ja 7 1 ] .  

3 .  'to shoot' 
PMY *ponC 'to shoot' [P 799] (No.4 in §3.2 .3) 

PM *poNC: Hmu paN3, Xx paN3, Hmong pau3, Bunu pi3; 
PY *ponC: Mien pwon3, Tp pon3, Kn fon3. 

PMK *pap: WrK pa:p ', WrM pan, Chrau pap, Vn bln. 

4. 'fruit' [Ja 67] 
PMY *pjeLC 'fruit' [P 356] (No. I 5  in §3.2.3) 

PM *pjeiNC - *peiNC: Hmu ceN3, Xx pi3!7, Hmong ci3, Bunu pi3, She pi3; 
PY *pjouC: Mien, Tp, Kn pjou3. 

PMK *pIaj: WrK phIc: 'fruit ' ,  Chrau pIa:j, Vn trai, Iai < VM *(p-)Ihap'. 

5 .  'chin ' ,  'cheek' 
PMY *p[uijA 'chin' ,  'cheek' 

PM *p{uo}A > Hmong pual 'chin ' ;  
PY *pujA 'cheek' :  Mien, Tp puil . 

PMK > WrK thba:J' 'cheek' .  

6 .  'handful' , 'palm of hand' 
PMY *pharf 'handful' [p 404] (No.7 in §3.2.3) 

PM *phuNC > Hmong phoN3; 
PY *phuarf: Mien phwag3, Kn phorf. 

PMK *Cap VI) 'palm of hand' : WrK kamp8IJ' 'hand' , 'handful ' ,  Chrau Iapa:I) 'palm of 
hand' . 



7. 'flower' , 'to blossom' 
PMY *bja:rf 'flower' [P 339] (No. 17  in §3.2.3) 

PM *baNA: Hmu pal, Xx peP, Hmong paJV2, Bunu peN'2, She phuN'2; 
PY *bja:rf ; Mien, Tp pja:rj, Kn [a:rj· 

PMK *Caba:g: Vn bOng 'flower' < VM *pog. 

8 .  'forehead' 
PMY *bl[o:Jrf 'forehead' [P 347] (No.23 in §3.2.3) 

PM *blaNA > Hmong pIal; 
PY *blo:rf : Mien pjo:rj, Tp pjorj, Kn plorl; 

PMK *CalVg: WrK kamphliag 'cheek' , Vn tran 'forehead' . 

9. 'nose' 

PMY *mbjuiB 'nose' [P 620] (No.21 in §3.2.3) 
PM *mbjoiB: Hmu z&, Xx mr;P, Hmong nctP, Bunu ncatP; 
PY *mbjuiB - *mbluiB: Mien bjuP, Kn bluP 
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PMK *Camu[IJh: WrK cramuh, WrM muh, Vn miii < VM *mulh; Proto Munda 
*mu(?) [Pin 175] .  

10. 'tongue' [Ja 66] 
PMY *mbret 'tongue' [P 963] (No.29 in §3.2.3) 

PM *mblaQ: Hmu ni8, Xx mja4/8, Hmong mplap, Bunu ntJa8, She pP; 
PY *mbjet Mien, Tp bjeP, Kn bjdS; 

PMK *CalVt WrK kanlaat 'uvula' . 

1 1 . 'you' 
PMY *mViA 'you' (No.35 in §3 .2.3) 

PM *m V(N)4 'thou' :  Hmu moN'2, Xx mu2, She muN'2; 
PM *m VNA 'you ' :  Hmu maJV2, Xx, Hmong mel, Bunu mP; 
PY *miA: Mien meP, Tp mwoi2, Kn mej2; 

AA *me 'thou' reconstructed by Pinnow ( 1965) > WrK mi:, Vn may, etc. Diffloth 
( 1994:3 1 9) gives this form as *m(i.)? Compare however, Proto Kadai *m[aiJA 'you' 
(No.35 in §2 . 1 .5 ,  a comparison suggested by Benedict [Ben 208]). 

1 2. 'tail ' [Ja 68] 
PMY *toiC 'tai l '  (No.44 in §3.2.3). 

PM *toiC: Hmu t&, Xx tal, Hmong ti3, Bunu taul, She t03; 
PY *toiC > Mien twei3; 

PMK *Caduj: WrK kanduj. Vn duoi. 
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13 .  'fire' [Ja 66] 
PMY *douC 'fire' [P 3 1 9] (No.47 in §3 .2.3) 

PM *duC: Hmu tu4, Xx tif', Hmong teu4, Bunu tu4, She tha4; 
PY *douC: Mien tou4, Tp tou2, Kn tou4; 

PMK > WrK taw. 

14. ' long' 
PMY *nta:iC 'long' [P 533] (No.49 in §3 .2.3) 

PM *ntaiC: Hmu tal, Xx nti3, Hmong, Bunu nte3, She tal; 
PY *nta:uC: Mien, Tp, Kn da:u3; 

PMK *Cata.j: WrK rataj, Vn dai. 

15 .  'hat' 
PMY *ntor/ 'hat' [P 1027] (No.53 in §3.2.3) 

PM *ntuNB: Hmu t�, Xx ntuS, Hmong ntoNS, Bunu ntaNS, She toNS; 
PY *nt(h)or/: Mien dolj, Kn do.g3; 

PMK *t' uan: WrK .tuan 'type of hat' , WrM pacjun, bacjun 'wear on one' s  head' , Chrau 
duo:n 'hat' , Vn n6n < *?ton? 'hat' . 

1 6. 'earth' [Ja 67] 
PMY *CtafA 'earth ' [P 268] (No.58 in §3.2.3) 

PM *tafA: Hmu tal ,  Xx til , Hmong tel , Bunu tel , She tal ; 
PY *ntauA: Mien daul, Kn dau3 (with irreg. tone); 

PMK *ti(j): WrK !i:, WrM ti, etc. 

1 7. 'day ' ,  'sun' [Ja 7 1 ]  
PMY *hno:jA 'day ' ,  'sun' [ P  2 17] (No.70 i n  §3.2.3) 

PM *hnaiNA : Hmu hnEI , Xx hnel , Hmong hnol , Bunu hnoNI ; 
PY *hno:jA: Mien hno:jI, Tp hnoj2, Kn nojI 

PMK *ta1)aj: WrK tha1)aj 'day' ,  WrM t1)ay 'sun ' ,  Vn ngay 'day' . 

1 8 .  'bamboo' 
PMY *hl[aiJC 'bamboo' [P 36] (No.76 in §3 .2.3) 

PM *hioc: Hmu, Xx, Bunu hid; 
PY *hiauc: Mien, Tp hiau3, Kn iatP 

PMK *Caiaj 'k.o. bamboo' : WrK ghiaj, Chrau g1£:, Vn tray. 

19. 'bone' [Ja 69] 
PMY *ChU1:f 'bone' [P 90] (No.80 in §3 .2.3) 

PM *choJYC: Hmu shoN3, Xx soN3, Hmong chaN3, Bunu fbN3a, She suN3; 
PY *[sjur:f >Kn su.g3; 

PMK *ca?iJJ WrK cha?i1), Vn xlIang. Proto Munda *3a1) [Pin 76] . 
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20. 'louse' [Ja 69] 
PMY *ncheiC 'head lice' (No.S5 in §3.2.3) 

PM *nchuiC: Hmu chu3, Xx nchi3, Hmong nchou3, Bunu nchaul/3; 
PY *nc(h)eiC > Mien 3ei3; 

PMK *caj?: WrK caj, WrM can. Proto Munda *se7  [Pin 162] . 

2 1 .  'blood' [Ja 6S] 
PMY *ncha:m 'blood' [P SO] (No.S6 in §3 .2.3) 

PM *nchaNC: Hmu chaN3, Xx nchi3f7, Hmong nchaN3, Bunu nchaN3, 
She sjj3; 
PY *nchja:mC: Mien 3Ja:m3, Tp h'jam3, Kn sa:rrP; 

PMK *Caha:m: WrK 3ha:m, WrM chim. Proto Munda *-pam [Pin 1 52]. 

22. 'wind' [Ia 67] 
PMY *CcuLB 'wind' [P 103S-1039] (No.S9 in §3.2.3) 

PM *coiNiJ: Hmu ceNS, Xx ci5, Hmong cua5, Bunu ci5, She Jd5; 
PY *ncja:uB: Mien 3Ja:u5, Tp dja:u4/5, Kn dja:u3; 
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PMK *kja:J: WrK khjaJ' ,  WrM kya, Chrau chaJ, Vn gi6. Proto Munda *kojo [Pin 
1 1 1 ] .  

23. 'cry' [Ia 6S] 
PMY *7pemC 'cry' [P 203] (No.90 in §3 .2.3) 

PM *7paNC: Hmu paN3, Xx P&, Hmong pal, She I)iN3; 
PY *7pemC: Mien, Tp pem3, Kn nim3; 

PMK *p VM: WrKjam, WrM ya:m, Chrau pi:m. Proto Munda *jam [pin 74] . 

24. 'eye' [Ia 67] 
PMY *m[eiJB 'eye' [P 292] (No.33 in §3 .2.3) 

PM *m VNB: Hmu mtP, Xx m&, Hmong mmP, Bunu moJV6; 
PY *mweiB: Mien mweP, Tp mwoP, Kn mej6; 

PMK *mat WrK mat 'mouth ' ,  WrM mat eye ' ,  Chrau mat eye ' ,  Vn mitt 'eye '< VM 
*mhat, Munda *mat. 

25. 'tree' 
PMY *ntVgB 'tree' ,  'wood' [P 967] (No.5 1 in §3.2.3) 

PM *ntuNfJ: Hmu ta5, Xx ntu5, Hmong ntoNS, Bunu ntaJV5, She toNS; 
PY *ntja(:)gB: Mien, Tp dja05, Kn gja:03; 

PMK > WrK d8IJ 'fruit stem' ,  WrM ta:I) 'tree' .  

An interesting comparison without WrK form is: 
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26. 'dog' [Ja 67] .  
PMY *kluC 'dog' [P  243] 

PM *klaiC: Hmu h1a3, Xx qwi3f7, Hmong t1&, Bunu t1&, She kja3; 
PY *kluC: Mien tcu3, Tp klu3, Kn kla9; 

PMK > WrM kluiw, but it is not clear if this form represents a Proto Mon-Khmer root. 

Noting that most of these comparisons belong to the core lexicon, I believe that the list 
supports (although it does not prove) the existence of a genetic relationship between Miao
Yao and the Mon-Khmer (and thus Austroasiatic) family, as Haudricourt and Jakhontov 
proposed. Additional support is found in the observation that some Mon-Khmer forms are 
also attested in Munda languages, which again suggests their Austroasiatic origin. The Miao
Yao family, it seems, is not a branch of Austroasiatic, but forms with it a genetic unit which 
could be called the 'Miao-Austroasiatic' (macro)family. Glottochronological analysis dates 
the separation of the two branches as having occurred, roughly, by the sixth millennium BC. 

In the list of Proto Miao-Yao comparisons in §3.2.3 there are several comparisons which 
indicate similarities with language families other than Mon-Khmer. One can find comparisons 
with Sino-Tibetan languages:7 

PMY *p1ejA 'four' [P 355] (No.22 in §3 .2.3) 
PM *plujA: Hmu hlu1 , Xx prei1 , Hmong plau1 , Bunu tJa1 , She pj6; 
PY *pjejA: Mien, Tp, Kn pjeji ; 

ST *(p-) *lij ' id. ' 

PMY *hlaB 'moon' [P 572] (No.77 in §3 .2.3) 
PM *hlaB: Hmu hla5, Xx hJa5, Hmong hli5, Bunu hlu5, She ne5; 
PY *hJaB: Mien hla5, Tp hla4/5, Kn la4; 

ST *(s-)laH 'id. ' 

Another possible etymology here could be a comparison with An *bulaJ 'four' , with the 
regular loss of the first syllable (see below) and the development of *-J > ¢ (I have only this 
example of loss of final *1). 

PMY *kla:if 'neck' ,  'throat' [P 602] (No.97 in §3.2.3) 
PM *klaNA: Hmong tlaN1, Bunu tJaNla; 
PY *kla:if: Mien tca:Il ,  Tp kla:Il ,  Kn kla:r/ ; 

ST *JifiI] 'neck' .  

It i s  quite possible that some of these words have been independently borrowed into Miao 
and Yao branches, as happened with the words 'six ' ,  'eight' , and some others: 

'eight' : PM *j[aJQ:HmujaB, Xx zj4/8, Hmongji8, Bunu ju8; 
PY *[Jjet: Mien jhet.6, Tp jhtP, Kn jc:t?; 

from ST *rjiat 'eight' . 

The same explanation can be suggested for cases where a Proto Miao-Yao root has a 
Chinese parallel: 

PMY *rai 'sharp' OC *rij-s 'sharp' [CHARI ] .  

7 The following comparisons are given in lakhontov ( 1981) .  
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These MY forms are Chinese loans but, as in the case of other ST borrowings, it i s  rather 
difficult to prove that these forms were borrowed into the protolanguage, rather than into later 
daughter languages. 

It is much more difficult to explain similarities between Miao-Yao and Kadai languages. In 
order to discuss them one needs to evaluate the Austric hypothesis .  The narrow version of 
the Austric h)'pothesis claims that the relationship between the Austroasiatic and Austronesian 
families is a genetic one. This understanding does not contradict the Austro-Thai and Miao
Austroasiatic hypotheses, and their combination leads towards the expanded Austric 
hypothesis, which suggests that the four major languages families of Southeast Asia - Miao
Yao, Kadai , Austroasiatic and Austronesian - are genetically related (peiros 1984a, 1989a). 

As evidence for a genetic relationship between Austroasiatic and Austronesian languages, 
scholars (Schmidt 1906; Pou & Jenner 1974a; Shorto 1976b) usually cite lexical similarities. 
Unfortunately, most comparisons found in the literature are not fully reliable. Diffloth ( 1994) 
identified the following list of 'probable or possible' comparisons:8 

( 1 )  

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

'dog' (Pou & Jenner 1974a): 
MK *'la-c(ua)'l; 
An *asu. 

'fish' (Schmidt 1906, No.4): 
MK *'la-ka:'l; 
> Malay ikan. 

'centipede' (Diffloth 1994): 
MK *k-aJ- 'le:p; 
> Malay (ka)ip-an. 

'wood' (Schmidt 1906, No. 132): 
MK *kajh(u:)'l; 
An *kaSiw. 

'millet ' (Shorto 1976b): 
> WrK skuej 'Coix lacryma job' ,  also attested in other Mon-Khmer languages; 
> Malay sekoi. 

(6) 'sugarcane' (Schmidt 1906, No. 106; Pou & Jenner 1974a, No. 19): 
> WrK *'lambaw, also attested in other Mon-Khmer languages; 
An *tabuS. 

(7) 'bran' (pou & Jenner 1974a, No.43): 
MK > WrK kandok 'rice bran ' ,  also attested in the Bahnaric languages; 
An *dadak. 

(8) 'eye' (Schmidt 1906, No. 129): 

8 

MK *mat; 
An *mata. 

In these examples the Proto Mon-Khmer forms are Diffloth's (pre-)reconstructions. 
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(9) 'bone' (Diffloth 1994): 
MK *j-Pa:I); 
> Malay tulang. 

( 10) 'hair' (Diffloth 1994): 
MK *s(o)k; 
> Tagalog buhog. 

( 1 1 ) ' lick' (Schmidt 1906, No. I78): 
MK *l-mp-(ia)t, 
> Malay jilat. 

( 1 2) 'navel ' (Schmidt 1906, No.206): 
> WrK phcit. 
> Malay pusat. 

( 1 3) 'molar' (Shorto 1976b):9 

>WrK thka:m, Vn hlun, Jah-Hut taI)?am. 
> Malay gerham. 

( 14) 'stone' (Diffloth 1994): 
MK *tam(o:)?; 
An *batu. 

( 1 5) 'iron' (Schmidt 1906, No.200): 
> Proto-Monic *prsay; 
> Malay besi. 

( 16) 'ashes' (Schmidt 1906, No. 107): 
> Stieng buh 
An *qabu [Blust 1980] 

All of these comparisons, exluding 'stone' ( 1 4),  are characterised by transparent 
phonological similarities between the Mon-Khmer and Austronesian forms. This  suggests 
that the comparison 'stone' should not be accepted at the current stage of investigation: its 
justification requires too many assumptions. 

9 

A number of the other comparisons also appear doubtful for the following reasons: 

(i) several comparisons belong to the cultural lexicon, and thus may reflect cultural 
influence rather than common origin. These are: 'millet' (5), 'sugarcane' (6) and 
'iron' ( 1 5). 

(ii) some comparisons represent later contacts between the groups rather than common 
genetic origin: 'centipede' (3), 'navel' ( 1 2), 'molar' ( 1 3) and 'ashes' ( 1 6). There is  
not sufficient evidence to attribute them to the protolanguage level. 

(iii) other possible comparisons can be suggested for 'bran' (7) and 'bone' (9). 

Diffloth' s  Mon-Khmer comparison here includes forms of different origin, as Vn hilm is a Chinese 
loan: OC *gh;}:m [CHAR2] 'chin' ,  'lower jaw' > MC yfim > Vn. WrK thka:m should be compared 

with Vn dIm 'molar'. 
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The comparison 'fish' is also not completely convincing, as the Austronesian fonn may be 
a derivation from the root *ka 'eat' : *i-ka-n. This leaves us with five possible acceptable 
comparisons:  'dog' ( 1 ), 'wood' (4), 'eye' (8), 'hair' ( 1 0) and 'l ick' ( 1 1 ) .  It is possible, 
however, to find more similarities between Austroasiatic (or Mon-Khmer) and Austronesian 
languages. Here are some of them (including the five remaining from Diffloth' s  list): 10 

1. 'dog' [Pou & Jenner 1974a] 
MK *cu:?: Chrau SO:, Wa so?, Vn eM. (WrK ehak£: may be also related); 
An *asu [Blust 198 1 ] . 

2. 'wood' [Schmidt 1906] 
MK *Cah V?: WrK 3haa, Proto-Mon *ehu:?, maybe also Vn heo 'stick ' .  
An *kaSiw [Blust 198 1 ] .  

3 .  'eye' [Schmidt 1906]64 

MK *mat WrK mat 'mouth' ,  WrM mat eye ' ,  Chrau mat eye ' ,  Vn mift 'eye' < VM 
*mhat; Munda *mat.; 
An *mata [Blust 198 1 ] .  
Kd *I-ntaA . 

4. 'hair' [Diffloth 1994] 
MK *sVk: WrK sak', WrM swok, Chrau so?, Wa haik, Vn t6e < VM *sok; 
An *buSek/*buSuk [Blust 198 1 ] .  

5 .  'tongue ' ,  ' lick' [Schmidt 1906] 
MK *CaiVt WrK kaniaat 'uvula' , Proto Katuic *[hlyjaiiat - *[p/bjaiiat ' lick' ; . 
MY *mbljet 'tongue' ; 
An *ziiat - *ziiap 'lick' . 

This comparison may be rejected on the grounds of its sound symbolic or universal nature. 

6. 'bamboo' 
MK *pa(N)iVI) 'bamboo' ,  'bamboo shoots' : WrK bamiuI) 'bamboo shoots' , Wa piaiI) 
'bamboo shoots ' ,  Vn giang 'bamboo' < *piarf or *jar/'. 
An *qaJiI) 'type of bamboo' [Blust 1980] . 

7. 'near' 

1 0 

MK *kapVr. WrK kap£:r, Vn ve 'to come near' ; 
An *hampi! 'near' . 

The Mon-Khmer forms given here are pre-reconstructions, supported by my unpublished comparative 
phonology of this family. 
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8. 'ulcer' , 'skin disease' 
MK *marVJ1 'ulcer' , 'inflammation' :  WrK mre.J1 'ulcer' , WrM mran 'small pox ' ,  
V n  din 'an inflammation with pimples' ;  
An *bi!iI] ' a  skin disease' .  

The Austronesian form has a rather limited distribution. 

9. 'afraid' 
MK *(ta)kVt 'afraid' : WrK ko:t 'respect' ,  'afraid ' ,  WrM takuit, lakuit 'afraid ' ,  Vn gMt 
< *t-ket 'afraid' ;  
An *[t]akut ' id. ' [Blust 198 1 ] .  

1 0 .  'throw' 
MK *CavVI] ' throw' :  WrK grave:I] 'throw, throw away ' ,  Vn vang 'throw' ;  
An *buv81J ' throw away ' .  

The Austronesian form has a rather limited distribution. 

1 1 . (?) 'throw' ,  'shoot' 
MK *paJ1 ' throw' ,  'shoot' WrK paJ1, WrM pa:J1 ', Chrau paJ1, Wa puiI), Vn biin < VM 
*pan? or *peI]?; 
An *panaq 'to shoot' [Blust 198 1 ] .  

Possibly a local word represented in other language families. 

1 2. 'wash' 
MK *kab VI 'wash, wash off' : WrK khbul, WrM kabau; 
An *buJi 'wash' .  

1 3 .  'ful\ '  
MK *PVJ1 'ful l ' : WrK ba:J1, WrM peI], Chrau be.J1. 
PMY *parj3 'full ' ;  
A n  *panuh 'full ' .  

14.  'bone' ,  'hom' 
AA: MK *ca?iI] 'bone ' :  WrK cha?iI], Vn xLrang. Munda *381J [pin 76] . 
PMY *churF 'bone' ;  
An *t'UIJu 'hom' (with wide distribution of the root). 

1 5 .  ' see' , ' look' 

MK *(C-)IVk 'see ' ,  ' look ' :  WrK kre!a:k 'to look, stare' ,  Vn litc ' to spy'< VM *lhiek. 
An *tiJik 'glance, glimpse' .  

16. 'see ' ,  'look' 
MK *I]a:c 'see ' :  WrK samI]a:c 'to show' ,  WrM J1a:t (Old Mon J1ac) 'see ' ;  
An  *.taI]uk 'look' . 
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17. 'mountain ' ,  'elevation' 
MK *dV1 'mountain ' :  WrK dual 'hil l ' ,  WrM duiw (Old Mon daJ) 'mountain ' ,  Vn nui 
'mountain' ; 
An an[t]a! 'elevation' (not well represented in the family). 

18. 'bitter' , 'hot' 
MK *(Ca)h Vt 'hot taste ' :  WrK praha:t 'bitter and salted' , WrM hot ' taste hot ' ;  
An *pahit 'bitter' . Possibly a Western Austronesian word. 

19.  'shoots, springs' 
MK *(Ca)[mJbVIJ 'shoots, springs' :  WrKdamba:IJ', Chrau dab8I), Vnmifng, 
An *!abuIJ 'shoots, springs' . 

20. 'trunk' 
MK *(ta)gol 'stump' ,  'trunk' : WrK gal, WrM daguiw, Vn C9i; 
An *p8I)kal ' trunk' ,  'root' . Possibly a Western Austronesian word. 

2 1 .  'house' 
MK *t' Vk 'house' : WrM tuik, gaduik; 
An *puIJ9uk 'hut ' .  Possibly a Western Austronesian word. 

A cultural word. It is also unclear whether the word can be attributed to the protolanguage 
level. 

22. 'take ' ,  'size'  
MK *[t'JVIJ: WrM dUIJ 'get ' ,  'receive' , Chrau tU:IJ 'carry' ;  
An *t8I)t8I) 'seize ' .  Possibly a Western Austronesian word. 

23. 'tai l ' ,  'back' 
MK *(ka)dVj 'tai l ' ,  'back' : WrK kandu) 'tai l ' ,  WrM du 'behind' , Vn duoi 'tai l '  < VM 
*tio). 
MY *t[oJiB 'tai l '  
An *hudi 'buttocks' .  

24. 'smell' 
MK *CaIJVt 'smell' : WrK chIJit 'strong smell' ,  Wa IJhit 'smell' , Vn ngat 'fragrant' ;  
An *t' 8I)it 'to stink' . Possibly a Western Austronesian word. 

25. 'skin ' ,  'peel' 
MK *(Ca)lVt 'to peel ' :  WrK 1a:t', WrM khalot, Vn 19t; 
An *kulit 'skin' . 
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26. 'mollusc' 
MK *(kam)bV[h/?J 'prawn' :  WrK kambis, Chrau kambih (? < WrK), Vn v9 < ?  
*C-po?/*wo?; 
An *i(m)baw 'mollusc' [Blust 1980] . 

27. 'lip' 
MK *(pa)pV:r 'lip ' :  WrK babi:r, papu:r, Chrau barbe?, Vn moi; 
An *bibiy 'lip' . 

28. 'nose' 
MK *Camu[l]h 'nose ' :  WrK cramuh, WrM muh, Chrau muh, Wa muih, Vn mfii < 
VM *mulh; Munda *mu(?); 
PMY *mbr[uJiC 'nose ' ;  
An *dumul 'snout' [Blust 1973]. 

29. 'soft' 
MK *Cab Vt 'soft ' : WrK sbo:t 'flabby' ,  'soft ' .  WrM kbat ' soft ' ,  'young' ; 
An *lambut 'soft ' ;  cf. PrL *pu:t 'soft' . 

30. 'louse' 
MK *caj? 'louse' :  WrK caj, WrM cay, Chrau si:, Vn chay < VM *cVj?, Munda *se?; 
PMY *ncheiB 'louse ' ;  
An *li(P)t' a 'nit' . 

3 1 .  'reed' , 'bamboo' 
MK *(Ca)tV{] 'cane ' ,  'reed' :  Chrau ratie:{] 'reed' ,  Vn dang 'thatching grass' ; 
An *patu{], *batu{] , sp. of bamboo' [Blust 1980] . 

32. 'grass' 
MK *kaNp' Vt 'grass ' :  WrK kampu:t 'grass' ,  WrM kamat, kamot (Old Mon kambat) 
'grass' , Vn m6t 'sp. of reed' ;  
An *!umput 'grass' .  Possibly a Western Austronesian word. 

33.  'man' 
MK *Ca[nJak 'man ' :  WrK mana:k' 'man ' ,  'classifier for people' , WrM kmak 'male' ,  
Katu nak 'male ' ;  
An *aJak 'person' [Dahl 198 1 ] ;  
K d  *JVk 'child' [Ben 250]. 

34. 'turtle' 
MK *CarV(h) 'turtle ' :  WrK kra:s, Wa rwih, Vn rua < *(V)ruo. 
An *ku[J]a ' 'tortoise' .  Possibly a Western Austronesian word. 

Limited distribution of An forms reduces the reliability of the comparison. 



35. 'yellow' 
MK *lVI] 'yellow' :  WrK liaI] 'yellow' ,  Wa lhaI] 'yellow' ,  Vn tr§ng 'white' < VM 
*k-lhao?; 
An *ku[n,l]iI] 'yellow' ;  
Kd *[C-]lia¢ 'yellow' [Ben 427] .  

36 .  'rub' 
MK *3u:t 'rub' : WrK 3u:t 'rub' ,  WrM 3uit 'rub' ,  Chrau 3u:t 'rub' (? < WrK), 
Vn chu6t 'polish' ;  
An *'ug'ut' 'rub ' .  

37 .  'hat' 
MK *t' uan 'hat ' :  WrK Juan, WrM pha9un, Chrau duo:n, Vn non < VM *?ton ? 
PMY *nto:rF 'hat' ; 
An *pal}9uI], *tuduI] 'head covering' .  

A cultural word? 

38 .  'sting' 
MK *Can Vc ' sting' ,  'thorn' :  Wa Jliik 'sting' ,  Vn nllC 'thorn' ;  
An *t' aI]at 'sting' .  

39. 'belly' 
MK *buI] 'belly ' :  WrM bUI], Khmu pO:I], Vn b/,mg, 
An *kampuI] 'bel ly ' .  

40. 'finger' ,  'hand' 
MK *(ta)I]an ?  'finger' : WrM taI]an, Vn ngon < VM *I]hon?; 
An *taoan 'hand' . 
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The l ist of comparisons is by no means complete, and additional investigation will  
discover more lexical similarities. A characteristic feature of the l ist i s  that most of its 
comparisons reveal a strict correspondence of syllabic structure between the Mon-Khmer and 
Austronesian protolanguages. Usually, the only corresponding syllable is the last syllable of 
the root. There are also some correlations between first syllables, but they are less regular. 
Other types of syllabic correspondences are rare. 

As most of the above comparisons belong to the core lexicon, I believe that there is 
evidence (albeit inconclusive) for the suggestion that the Mon-Khmer and Austronesian 
families are genetically related. Some Mon-Khmer words have Austroasiatic or Miao
Austroasiatic origins; also, one can find Austro-Thai etymologies for some Austronesian 
words. On this basis ,  we can postulate the existence of an extended Austric macrofamily. 
Trying to combine the hypotheses discussed above, I assume that the macrofamily can be 
represented as: 
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�O-Austroasv 
/ 

Miao-Yao Austroasiatic Kadai Austronesian 

The disintegration of the Austric macrofamily can be dated by glottochronology to some 
time between the ninth and eighth millennia BC, although this dating is not reliable. 

Unfortunately,  at present I cannot add more detail to this suggestion about the genetic 
affiliations of the four language families of Southeast Asia. Much time-consuming work is  
necessary before the existence of the Austric macrofamily can be proved according to the 
formal procedures of historical linguistics. Reliable reconstructions and representative 
comparative dictionaries of all families under consideration are required in order to begin a 
thorough investigation of the problem. 

If the Miao-Yao and Kadai languages are genetically related, as suggested here, one would 
expect to find in their lexicons words of the same origin .  There are some words in Proto MY 
which are similar to reconstructed Proto Kd forms: 

MY *prauC 'house' Kd *C-ja(:)uC 'house, barn' 
*ma:jA 'have' *J11iA 
*CkajC 'excrement' *kh VjC 
*?ap 'duck' *?jap 

Currently there is no means by which words of common origin can be distinguished from 
ancient loans, so it  i s  difficult to be certain of the nature of these word pairs. Comparisons 
such as (B 334): 

MY *tumC ' louse' An *tuma 

and some others could also theoretically belong to the common Austric lexicon. 

Reid (1994) discusses similarities among several grammatical features of Mon-Khmer and 
Austronesian languages. His starting point is the grammar of one Nicobarese dialect 
(Nancowry) which shares remarkable similarities with certain Austronesian grammatical 
constructions. According to Reid, the same constructions, employing similar affixes, can be 
detected in other Mon-Khmer languages. This leads to the suggestion that they can be traced 
back to common Austric morphological distinctions. Reid's  examples are quite convincing, 
but at the current stage of investigation we have no reliable Proto Mon-Khmer morphological 
reconstruction, and similarities between modem Mon-Khmer languages and Austronesian 
reconstructions may have explanations other than common origin. 



CHAPTER 4 

SINO-TffiET AN LANGUAGES 

Modem Sino-Tibetan languages are distributed across vast areas of East and Southeast 
Asia, and the northern mountains of South Asia. Most of the languages are spoken only by 
relatively small communities, but the family also includes such widely spoken languages as 
Chinese, Burmese, and Tibetan. The total number of Sino-Tibetan languages is not known 
but is estimated at about 100-150; 1 only a quarter or so of these are sufficiently described. 

Research in Sino-Tibetan linguistics is much more difficult than that in any other family of 
East and Southeast Asia. Three main factors contribute to this: 

(i) the great diversity of modem languages, and the obscurity of the connections 
between them; 

(ii) the shortage of good descriptions and dictionaries, which prevents linguists from 
conducting full-scale research in the area; 

(iii) the very complex linguistic history of Chinese, one of the major languages of the 
family. A reconstruction of its historical phonology presents a real challenge to 
linguists. I believe that only a small number of l inguists (excluding myself) are 
capable of fruitful and professional study of Old Chinese, and only a few of these 
are interested in the study of other languages of the family. As a result, Chinese data 
remain obscure. 

The Sino-Tibetan languages differ considerably from each other lexically, grammatically 
and phonological ly .  However, they clearly constitute a genetic unit, and there is wide 
agreement as to the dimensions of the family.  Until recently, there were doubts about 
whether Chinese and the Kadai languages are related to the Sino-Tibetan family .  New 
reconstructions of Old Chinese and their comparison with other Sino-Tibetan languages 
allow us to prove a genetic relationship in the case of Chinese (Benedict 1972a; Peiros & 
Starostin 1977; Starostin 1989).2 In contrast, it is clear now that the connection of the Kadai 
languages with the Sino-Tibetan family was erroneous (see Chapters 2 and 5) .  Lexical 
coincidences between Kadai and Chinese, which fuelled this hypothesis, include items which 
do not belong to the core vocabulary and can be explained as the result of intensive 
borrowing from Chinese, mostly in the Middle Chinese period. 

2 

Bradley ( 1 996) identifies nearly 250 Sino-Tibetan languages, but this figure includes different dialects 
of such languages as Tibetan. 
I will provide considerations against Sagart's Chinese-Austronesian hypothesis below. 
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The internal relationships among the Sino-Tibetan languages are not well established. One 
can distinguish more than 20 groups of the lowest rank. Some of these groups include 
dozens of languages and have rather complicated structures, while others consist of only a 
few languages or language isolates. I discuss the main groups (I-XXIV) briefly below. 

LANGUAGE GROUP I 

Linguistic data about modern Lolo-Burmese languages is much more substantial than 
about most other Sino-Tibetan groups. There are descriptions of main languages of this 
family, including detailed dictionaries (Matisoff 1973 ; Chen et al . 1985 and many others). At 
the same time it  can hardly be said that the group is known in sufficient detail .  The list of 
Lolo-Burmese languages is stil l  being extended, as linguistic trips to South-West China or 
neighbouring areas result in discovery of new languages such as Jino (Gai 1 986) or Ugong 
(Bradley 1989). 

The known Lolo-Burmese languages and dialects form the following subgroups: 

1 .  Atsi-Burmese: Burmese, Achang, Phun, Atsi, Maru, and others; 

2 .  Lisu and Lolopho dialects; 

3 .  Sani, Ahi and related dialects; 

4 .  Northern dialects: e.g. Nosu; 

5 .  Lahu dialects; 

6. Nusu; 

7 .  Akha dialects; 

8 .  Bisu-Phunoi dialects; 

9. Jino; 

1 0 .  Mpi; 

1 1 . Moso-Naxi dialects. 

Several Lolo-Burmese classifications have been proposed (Matisoff 1972; Thurgood 1982 
and others). Bradley ( 1996) suggests that the languages can be grouped as in the tree on the 
following page. The classification includes Mru, a language spoken in B angladesh, but 
excludes Naxi which, according to Bradley, is only remotely related to the Lolo-Burmese 
family. Bradley gives no formal justification of this classification. 
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The lexicostatistical matrix for several Lolo-Bunnese languages is given in Table 4. 1 .  The 
actual data for this matrix is given in the Appendix. 

TABLE 4. 1 :  LEXICOSTATISTICAL MATRIX FOR FIFTEEN LOLO-BURMESE LANGUAGES 

BUR ZAI ACH NUS AKH BIY MPI lIN BIS XID DAF LAH NAN LIS NAX 
x 62 65 62 57 57 58 59 53 52 58 55 53 57 BUR 54 

ZA.I 
ACH 
NUS 
AKH 
BIY 
MPI 
JlN 
BIS 
XID 
DAF 
LAH 
NAN 
LIS 

62 I x 

65 70 

62 65 

57 63 

57 63 

58 62 

59 60 

53 50 

52 57 

58 6 1  

55 60 

53 55 

57 6 1  

70 

x 

63 

6 1  

66 

64 

59 

53 

60 

6 1  

60 

59 

64 

65 63 

63 61 

x 60 
60 x 

64 78 

6 1  73 

64 73 

59 69 

62 63 

6 1  65 

58 69 

55 68 

64 73 

NAX 54 53 55 54 6 1  

63 62 60 50 57 6 1  

66 64 59 53 60 6 1  

64 61  64 59 62 6 1  

78 I 73 73 69 63 65 

x 77 76 70 69 67 

77 x 74 68 6 1  62 

76 74 x 70 65 66 

70 68 70 x 59 57 

69 6 1  65 59 x 73 I 
67 62 66 57 73 x I 
74 66 67 63 67 70 

75 68 69 59 70 69 

74 69 68 61 68 70 

61 59 53 55 57 56 

60 55 6 1  

60 59 64 
58 55 64 
69 68 73 

74 75 74 

66 68 69 

67 69 68 

63 59 61 

67 70 68 

70 69 70 

x 7 1  7 1  

7 1  I x 73 

7 1  I 73 x 

62 59 6 1  

5 3  

55 

54 

6 1  

6 1  

59 

53 

55 

57 

56 

62 

59 

6 1  

x 
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A genetic tree generated from this matrix is the following: 

I I 62% Burrnic 

? 

73% 
68% 

6 1% 
Lolo 73% 

- 52% 67% 

73% 

I 78% 
I 

1 78% 

Burmese 

Zaiwa 

Achang 

Nusu 

Akha 

Biyue 

Mpi 

Jino 

Bisu 

Nosu (Xide) 

Nasu (Dafang) 

Lahu 

Lalo (Nanjian) 

Lisu 

Naxi 

This tree requires some further comments. Formally interpreting the percentages of shared 
lexicon between the languages one obtains a classification with two main branches: Proper 
Lolo-Burmese and Naxi .  But these two branches are very close to each other and the 
differences between them can be explained by insufficient knowledge of Naxi , which has no 
close relatives among the Lolo-Burmese languages. If such an assumption is correct the Lolo
Burmese tree would consist of some independent branches: Bunnic, Lolo, Naxi and perhaps 
Nusu. As I have no proof of this assumption I prefer to use the first variant of the 
classification (with two main branches), but such a decision is not well grounded. 

A comparison of the lexicostatistical classification with that of Bradley reveals the 
following points: . ( 1 )  The classifications are based on different sets of languages, but where a language is 

i ncluded in  both classifications, i t  usually occupies the same position in the two 
genetic trees. (2) Mru and U gong are not included in the lexicostatistical classification, but my very 
limited list of Mru forms (not sufficient for lexicostatistical analysis) does not support 
the idea that this language should be connected to Lolo-Burmese. (3) Naxi is included in the lexicostatistical classification, although according to Bradley it 
does not belong to this family. 

(4) Nusu (not included in Bradley' s  classification) i s  treated in  the lexicostatistical 
classification as the third branch of Lolo-Burmese proper, equal in status to Burmic 
and Lolo; 
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(5) The main difference is  in the treatment of the Lolo languages. Both c lassifications 
identify Northern and Southern Lolo branches, but lexicostatistics does not support 
the existence of a Central group. 

A comparative study of Lolo-Burmese has begun in the 1960s with the publication of the 
first Proto Lolo-Burmese reconstruction by Burling ( 1967). Later, several other versions of 
the phonological reconstruction have been published (Matisoff 1969, 1972; Bradley 1979; 
Thurgood 1982 and some others). As a result one can say that all significant phonological 
correspondences between investigated languages are now well established and the 
differences between reconstructions mainly concern the interpretation of existing 
phonological correspondences, rather than the establishment of new correspondences or the 
collection of additional data. Decisive points are: 

a) problems of tonal/atonal explanation of the tonal systems of the modem languages; 

b) reconstruction of the initial consonant system and possible initial clusters. 

The tonal system usually reconstructed for Proto Lolo-Burmese (Burling 1 967; Matisoff 
1969) consists of three tones in unchecked syllables (tones * 1 ,  *2, and *3),3 and two tones 
(*Low and *High) in checked syllables (syllables ending in -p, -t, -k). 

Matisoff' s Lolo-Burmese reconstruction is a good example of the state of affairs in 
comparative research on this family. In talking about Proto Lolo-Burmese checked syllables 
with stop initials, Matisoff ( 1 972:23) suggests the fol lowing set of correspondences: 

l .  
2.  

3 .  

4 .  
5 .  

6 .  

7 .  

8 .  

3 

TABLE 4.2: MATISOFF'S  TONAL CORRESPONDENCES FOR CHECKED SYLLABLES 

PTB PLB WrB Loloish Lahu Lisu Akha Nasu Luquan 
tone class 

*bak *bak pak LOW paS3 ba6 ba LS baS5 baS5c 
*pak *p(h)ak phak HIGH pha21 pha2 pa HS pha32s pha22 
*C-bak *C-bak pak LOW paS3 ba6 ba LS baS5 baS5c 
*C-pak *C-p(h)ak phak LOW phaS3 pha6 pa LS phaS5 phaS5c 
*N-bak *mbak pak LOW baS3 ba6 ba LS bvaS5 mpvaS5c 
*N-pak *mp(h)ak pak HIGH ba21 ba3 ba HS bva32s mpva22s 
*s-bak *?bak phak LOW pa33 pa3 - pa LS paS5 paS5c 
/*H-bak pa2 
*s-pak *?pak phak HIGH pa2f pa3 - pa HS pa32s pa22s 

/*H-pak pa2 

The following information can be obtained from this table: 

• WrB distinguishes two initials (p and ph) with no tonal oppositions in this type of 
syllable (three tones are found in other types of syllables). 

• Lahu has three initials (p, ph and b) and three tones (a?, fi? and aj, but combinations 
*b8 and *pha are not permitted. 

• Lisu also has three initials (p, ph and b) and three tones (6, 2 and 3) with three non
accepted combinations: *pa6, *pha3 and *ba2. 

• Akha disti nguishes two initials (p and b) and two tones (LS and HS) which are 
acceptable in any of their possible combinations. 

Tone *3 is perhaps of secondary origin and should not be attributed to the protolanguage level. 
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• Nasu has four stop initials (p, ph, b and b' = bh) and two tones (55 and 32s ). Most of 
the possible combinations are permitted, with the exception of *ba32s. 

• Luquan, a language closely related to Nasu, reveals the same picture: four stop initials 
(p, ph, b and mph) and two tones (55e and 22s) with the absence of the *ba22s 
combination. 

Matisoff' s interpretation of the data leads him to the reconstruction of eight initial simple 
consonants and clusters, with no tonal distinctions in checked syllables: 

(i) *b ( 1 )  

(ii) *ph (2) 

(iii) * ?p (8) 

(iv) *C-p(h) (4) 

*mb (5) 

*mp(h) (6) 

*C-b (3) 

*?b (7) 

There are a number of problems with this  reconstruction. One i ssue is that the Proto 
Tibeto-Burman initials i n  Table 4 .2 are taken from Benedict ( 1 972a), w here their 
identification is  not based on a precise set of phonological correspondences. They are 'pre
reconstructed' units rather than proven reconstructions, and as such should not be used in the 
process of formal reconstruction. It i s  i mportant also that according to the procedure of 
comparative linguistics, data from more ancient stages (Tibeto-Burman) should not be used 
in reconstruction of more modern periods (Lolo-Burman). 

Another problem is that the two Loloish tone classes in checked syllables (*Low and 
*High) are traced back to the two tones reconstructed for Proto Lolo-Burmese, with no 
correlation to tones reconstructed in other syllables. 

Additional ly ,  Table 4 .2 actually  represents only seven different phonological 
correspondences: lines 1 and 3 cannot be separated, as in both of them the reflexes of the five 
recorded languages are identical. The reconstruction *C-b (3) is therefore not supported by 
any independant Lolo-Burmese phonological correspondence. 

Matisoff's reconstruction leaves three questions unanswered:4 

(i) how can one explain the development of tones in modern Lolo languages: why, for 
example, have syllables with initial *?b and *?p developed differently? 

(ii) why do modern languages not permit certain combinations of initial and tone? 

(iii) why should we reconstruct an atonal situation for checked syllables, in opposition 
to three tones for other types of syllables? Is it simply because that is what we have 
for WrB? 

These and other considerations led me to another version of Proto Lolo-Burmese (Peiros 
1985a).5 The first problem to deal with is the history of Lolo-Burmese tones. All linguists 
accept two facts: 

4 

5 

(i) the existence of a correlation between initials and tones in unchecked syllables, and 

(ii) the existence of three main tonal phonological correspondences. 

In 199 1  Matisoff published another article, in which he discusses the tonal development of checked 
syllables in Burmish languages (Achang, Zaiwa, Maru and Bola) and Naxi. He also includes Jingphaw, 
following his earlier attempts to connect this language to Lolo-Burmese (Matisoff 1 974). However, in 
this discussion he does not alter his treatment of the Lolo data. 
My book on Proto Lolo-Burmese was submitted for publication in 1 985, but for various non
linguistic reasons it still remains unpublished. 
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On this basis three tones ( *1, *2 and *3) are usually reconstructed.6 Golovastikov ( 1 977, 
1989) has identified a connection between two Burmese tones (written as ' : '  and ' . ' ), and 
segmental features in some Archaic Burmese inscriptions, which were marked with letters 
for -h and - 'I. Drawing on this connection, one can also explain corresponding tones in the 
other Lolo-Burmese languages as reflexes of two protolanguage suffixes,7 *-x and *- '1, in 
different phonological environments. In the history of most of the languages these suffixes 
were lost, with compensatory development of tones. 

No connection was established between *Low and *High tones in checked syllables and 
tones of unchecked syllables. I believe, however, that the two tones of checked syllables are 
correlated with the presence or absence of the suffix *-x. The suffix *- 'I either did not occur 
in checked syllables in the protolanguage, or the opposition between *-x and *-'1 was 
neutralised after a final stop. Following this approach, I reconstruct the following syllable 
endings for Proto LB: 

*-K 

*-Kx 
*-N 

*-Nx 

*-N'I 

-where K represents either *-p, *-t, or *-k; and -N - is any other final consonant or (ij. 

Usually eight different sets of phonological correspondences are distinguished for any 
phonological class: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Burmese ph ph P P mh mh m m 
Atsi ph p- P P m m_ m m 
Bisu ph ph P P mh mh m mb 
Lahu ph p- P b m m_ m m 

The symbol _ after a consonant indicates in Atsi that the syllable is pronounced with 
creaky (or tense) voice; in Lahu the tonal reflexes of p_ and m_ differ from the tonal reflexes 
of p and m in other types of syllables, but the consonants themselves are always pronounced 
identicall y .  

I assume that these eight sets of correspondences reflect the following protosystem: 

*ph 1 

*C-ph 2 

*p 3 

*C-p 4 

*mh 5 

*C-mh 6 

*m 
*C-m 

7 

8 

Combinations of the prefix *C with aspirated initials are attested in specific pronunciations 
of syllables in Atsi and sometimes in Lahu. Combinations of the prefix with non-aspirated 
stops are reflected as voiced stops in Lahu, and c lusters *C plus nasal are attested as 
prenasalised stops in Bisu. 

In many languages the development of initial and final clusters i s  relatively complicated. 
The examples of Lahu and Sani are given in Tables 4.3 and 4.4 respectively. 

6 
7 

Tone *3 is perhaps of secondary origin and should not be attributed to the protolanguage level. 
I use words 'suffix' and 'prefix' in their usual Sino-Tibetan sense to designate additional non
obligatory parts of the root after or before the obligatory syllable. 
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TABLE 4.3: THE DEVELOPMENT OF INITIALS AND TONES IN LAHU8 

� *ph *p *C-ph *C-p 

PLB terminals 

*-Kx pha2l pa2l pal5 ba2l 
*-N phal3 pal3 pal3 ba21 

*-N? phal3 pal3 pal3 bal3 
*-Nx phaS3 paS3 pal l  baS3 
*-K phaS3 paS3 paS3 baS3 

-K - final consonants *-p, *-t or *-k 
-N - any other final consonant or \?S. 

Tone 11 is found only in forms which are traced back to the Proto Lolo-Burmese syllable 
*C-phaNx. If *C- also had some kind of aspiration, then the combination of *C-, *-h- and 
*-x in one syllable could create a unique combination of features for such a syllable which 
later became associated with a particular tone, not found elsewhere. 

8 

TABLE 4.4: THE DEVELOPMENT OF INITIALS AND TONES IN SANI 

� *ph *C-ph *p, *C-p 

PLB terminals 

*-Kx pha2 paS5 ba2 
*-N phal3 pa44 pal3 
*-N? pha33 pal3 bal3 
*-Nx phall paS5 ball  
*-K pha44 pa44 ba44 

-K - final consonants *-p, *-t or *-k 
-N - any other final consonant or \?S. 

The development of tones in Sani can be described with the help of four rules: 

( 1 )  loss of the distinction between Proto Lolo-Burmese initials *p and *C-p; 
(2) occurrence of tone 44 in all reflexes of Proto Lolo-Burmese syllables ending in *-Kx; 
(3) loss of the distinction between *-N and *-N? in reflexes of Proto Lolo-Burmese 

syllables with initial *ph-; 
(4) for reflexes of Proto Lolo-Burmese syllables with initial *ph-, merger of the tonal 

reflexes of syllables ending in *-K and *-Nx, and in *-Kx and *-N. 

All correspondences in Table 4.3 were established by Matisoff ( 1969). 
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The Lolo-Bunnese lexicon is known mostly thanks to Bradley ( 1 979). My Lolo-Bunnese 
reconstruction (peiros 1985a) is based on a comparative dictionary which includes about 500 
Proto Lolo-Bunnese roots, many of them identical to Bradley's. New lexical data is available 
(Jin 1984; Matisoff 1988b and many others) but has not yet been investigated. 

Burmese material is widely used in all Sino-Tibetan comparative work, but sometimes in 
isolation from Proto Lolo-Bunnese reconstructions (Benedict 1972; Luce 198 1 and others). 

LANGUAGE GROUP II 

The Tangut (Xixia) language is  known only from texts of the twelfth to thirteenth 
centuries written in the Tangut script. The procedure of deciphering and interpreting Tangut 
texts is very complicated, but some reliable results have been obtained. Following the 
publication of Nevskij ( 1960), other grammars and articles were issued (Nishida 1964-66; 
Sofronov 1968; Keping 1 985). A very important Tangut dictionary, Wenhai 'Ocean of 
Characters' ,  was first translated into Russian (Keping et al. 1969) and later into Chinese (Shi 
et al. 1983). A reconstruction of Tangut phonology suggested by Sofronov ( 1 968) with 
reinterpretations by Starostin (n.d) allows us to obtain readings of most of the characters of 
the Wenhai dictionary.9 In many cases, however, we can establish neither the standard nor 
the original reading of a character which is attested in the dictionary in a variety of different 
fonns (in different rhymes and sometimes even in different cycles). This and other specific 
features of the dictionary (such as disyllabic words and graphic variants) show that this 
source requires further investigation. Of some help are vocabularies of published texts 
(Kolokolov & Kychanov 1966; Keping 1979) but because of their nature, these sources lack 
many roots which are important from a comparative point of view. 

In 19 16  Laufer proposed that the Tangut language is closely related to the Lolo-Bunnese 
branch (Laufer 19 16) and additional material supporting this hypothesis is given in Nishida 
( 1 973 :257-273). 

LANGUAGE GROUP III 

Qiang languages or dialects are spoken in some mountainous areas of the Chinese 
province Sichuan. They form two subgroups: Northern, which includes more archaic 
languages, and Southern. The latter were investigated in the 1 940s by Wen Yu, who 
published descriptions of some of the dialects (e.g.  Wen 1 943 , 1 945) and short 
vocabularies, of about 900 words each, for two of them (Wen 1950, 1 95 1) .  

Chang Kun ( 1 967) discussed the hi story of the southern subgroup, establishing 
phonological correspondences between six dialects. It i s  interesting to note that the 
phonological system of the protolanguage is identical with the system of the Jungjiing dialect 
which is represented in a dictionary by Wen Yu ( 1950). A description of two dialects (one 
northern and one southern) was published in Beij ing (Sun 198 1 ), but neither this data nor 
word l ists included in Anon. ( 1 99 1 )  and Huang ( 1 92) have not yet been interpreted by 
historical linguists. 

9 I have a copy of the Russian edition of Wenhai with handwritten readings of most of its entries given 
by Starostin. 
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Jakhontov ( 1 979) suggests that the Qiang dialects are closely related to Tangut and form 
with it a group specifically connected to the Lolo-Burmese languages. 

Bradley ( 1 996) mentions the possibility of grouping the Qiang languages with Zaba, 
Muya, Tosu, Pumi and some other languages of Sichuan and Northern Yunnan (Anon. 
1 99 1 ;  Huang 1 992). 

LANGUAGE GROUP IV 

The Jiarung group consists of some poorly known dialects of Sichuan province. An 
English-Jiarung dictionary published in the 1 930s deserves no credit (Edgar 1 932;  Shafer 
1 974: 1 19). A few authors discuss Proto Jiarung reconstructions, but the lists of roots in their 
publications are unfortunately  too short to allow comparison with other Sino-Tibetan 
languages (Chang & Chang 1 975;  Nagano 1 978,  1 979a, 1 979b). New data from Anon. 
( 199 1) and Huang ( 199 1 )  are not yet incorparated in comparative Sino-Tibetan studies. 

Sometimes Jiarung is connected with the Tibetan group (Shafer 1974) but lexicostatistics 
does not support this classification (Jakhontov 1979a; Peiros & Starostin 1986). 

LANGUAGE GROUP V 

The Tibetan group is represented by various modern dialects. Bradley ( 1 996) 
distinguishes four main dialectal groups:  Western (e.g. Balti, Ladakhi), Central (with several 
subgroups: Spiti , Lhasa, Sherpa, Tromova, Danjonkia and others), Amdo, and Kham. The 
study of modern data on Tibetan dialects (Qu & Tan 1 983) is one of the most important tasks 
of contemporary Tibetology. Written Classical Tibetan occupies a central position in the 
group, since it maintains,  in orthography and grammar, many archaic features. The 
hypothesis that all phonological peculiarities of modern dialects result from divergent 
developments of the phonological system preserved in Tibetan orthography is accepted as a 
matter of course. 

Written Tibetan forms are widely used in all Sino-Tibetan comparisons. 

It is possible that Tibetan is specifically related to Cuona Menba (described in Sun et al . 
1 980 and Lu 1 986) and some other languages and dialects which Bradley includes in his East 
Bodish group. This hypothesis has not been investigated in detail .  

LANGUAGE GROUP VI 

Tsangla is another language sometimes grouped with Tibetan. Modern data (Das Gupta 
1 968; Zhang 1 986), however, do not support such a relationship. 

LANGUAGE GROUP VII 

Kaike (Hale 1 973), which was erroneously considered a Tibetan dialect (Glover 
1 974: 1 3) ,  forms a separate group without close affil iations to other Tibeto-Burman 
languages. Bradley includes this language together with Gurung and Thakali in his West 
Bodish group. 
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LANGUAGE GROUP VITI 

Languages of the Gurung group (Gurung, Tamang, etc . )  spoken in Nepal are now 
relatively wel l known. There is a grammar and dictionary of Gurung (Glover 1 974; Glover 
et al. 197 1 ) and some data on Tamang and Thakali (for example Hale 1 973;  Mazaudon 
1 973) .  

All  languages of the group are influenced by Tibetan, and ancient Tibetan loans probably 
can be found in Proto Gurung as well .  This fact perhaps explains why the languages are 
often connected with Tibetan. Bradley includes them in his West B odish together with 
Kaike. 

My reconstruction of Proto Gurung, based on word lists collected in the survey of Nepal 
languages (Hale 1973), is stil l  unpublished (Peiros 1978a). 

LANGUAGE GROUP IX 
The dialects of Nung group such as Nung, Rawang and Trung are spoken in a small area 

on either side of the Chinese-Burmese frontier (Morse 1 989). Modern Nung data is  not 
incorporated in comparative studies (Sun 1982; Anon. 199 1 ;  Huang 1 992» . 

LANGUAGE GROUP X 
Kham is spoken in the western part of Nepal. A good grammatical description (Hale 

1973) and a vocabulary (Watters & Watters 1973) demonstrate the archaic character of the 
language and its importance for Sino-Tibetan reconstruction. A remarkable set of 
coincidences exists between the tonal systems of Kham and Tangut (peiros 1982a). 

LANGUAGE GROUP XI 

The Chepang-Magari group is marked by interesting phonological developments, 
alongside archaic features. Some descriptions have been published (Hale & Pike 1970; Hale 
1973), but dictionaries of both languages are still lacking, and the phonological history of the 
group is not fully understood. 

LANGUAGE GROUP Xli 
The Karenic group includes numerous languages and dialects spoken in Central and South 

Burma, their exact number and pattern of relationships being still unknown. Jones ( 196 1 )  
discussed six Karenic dialects forming three subgroups, but perhaps a more detailed division 
is needed (Bradley 1996). The phonological systems (especially the tones and vowels) of the 
Karen languages are rather complicated and the use of old dictionaries and word li sts is 
therefore not straightforward. Any Proto Karenic reconstruction based mainly on Jones' lists 
will not fully represent the phonological system of the protolanguage (Burling 1 969; Peiros 
1989c). New dialectal data is needed (see, however, Suriya 1986). 
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Karenic dialects have undergone considerable phonological change, and their modem 
forms often do not resemble the protoforms. Thus it is very difficult to compare these 
dialects directly with other Sino-Tibetan languages. Without a Proto Karenic reconstruction 
one would come to various incorrect conclusions, such as that the Karenic group forms a 
very remote branch of the famil y. 

LANGUAGE GROup X1ll 

The Kuki-Chin languages are spoken mostly in mountainous areas of the India-Burma
B angladesh border. The group is not fully  documented, as most of the languages are 
represented only by short word lists or by old and incomplete accounts (see, however, 
Lorrain 1 940; Henderson 1965; Bhat 1969; Reichle 198 1 and some others). 

Shafer has investigated the history of the Kuki-Chin group and his results form a 
considerable part of his book on S ino-Tibetan (Shafer 1974). He has shown that some 
Southern Kuki-Chin languages maintain Proto Kuki-Chin and possibly Proto Sino-Tibetan 
prefixes. Unfortunately, the information available for many languages of the group i s  not 
sufficient for a well-grounded reconstruction of these prefixes. Shafer' s  Proto Kuki-Chin 
reconstruction is based mostly on data from Lushai, which is taken to be very similar to the 
system of the protolanguage. A reinterpretation of this reconstruction is possible, though it 
will not be gi ven here. 

The development of tones in Kuki-Chin languages is of some interest (Golovastikov 
1989), but again the available data is too scant for thorough investigation. 

It seems that the Kuki-Chin languages may fall into two subgroups: Luhupa (including 
Tankhur and other languages), and Chin, which contains at least four subbranches: 

1 .  Southern: Sho, Khami and others ; 
2 .  Lakher: Mara, Sabeu and others; 
3 .  Old Kiki : Bete, Aimal and others; 
4 .  Lushai : Lushai, Tiddim, Siyin and others. 

Lushai data is widely used in Sino-Tibetan comparative studies. 

It is often suggested that the Kuki-Chin languages are specifically related to Naga 
languages (Ao, Lhota, Serna and others) (Shafer 1974; Bradley 1996). The Naga languages 
are not yet described in sufficient detail ,  but it is clear that they underwent numerous and 
serious phonological changes. Naga data used for comparative purposes are extracted from 
old and perhaps phonologically inadequate publications. Word l i sts published by the 
Nagaland Society have not yet been incorporated into analyses, so it is rather difficult to 
estimate the diversity of the group and its external affil iations. We stil l  do not know the 
history of these languages, and it is very difficult to prove that they are members of the same 
group with distinct borders. For all these reasons, no comparative study has been yet been 
conducted to test the claim of genetic relationship between Kuki-Chin and Naga languages. 

LANGUAGE GROUP X1V 

Mikir is spoken in some parts of Assam. There are some dictionaries and grammars, 
including Grlissner ( 1978). Shafer ( 1974) put the language in his Naga-Kuki-Chin group 
and gave some Mikir etymologies, which need to be tested against more reliable modem 
data. 
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LANGUAGE GROUP XV 

Manipuri is spoken in the area close to the Naga and Kuki-Chin territories. The language 
is described in some publications to which I have not had access. Shafer ( 1 974) includes 
Manipuri (Meithei) in his Naga-Kuki-Chin group. 

LANGUAGE GROUP XVI 

The Bodo-Garo languages (Bodo or Boro, Dimasa, Mech and others) are mainly spoken 
in the mountains of Assam. Apart from unclear early publications (e.g. Skrefsrud 1 889; 
Dundas 1 908), we have one description of the Garo language, and there exist some 
dictionaries of Garo and Bodo (e.g. Bhat 1968). Burling has published a short article 
(Burling 1 959) on the phonological reconstruction of the group, showing that these 
languages have drastically reduced the original root structure. It is obvious that a detailed 
Bodo-Garo reconstruction is needed; this work can now be carried out with the help of 
modem dictionaries and the reinterpretation of old data. 

A lexicostatistical classification of the Bodo-Garo group has been published (Burling & 
Bhattacharya 1956), but the procedure used in determining the classification differs in many 
aspects from the method used in this book, so the results are not compatible with those given 
below. 

It is possible that Bodo-Garo is specifically related to the Northern Naga group formed by 
various languages of the mountains of North-East India such as Moshang, Banpara, Tamlu 
and Chang. Marrison ( 1967) and French ( 1983) discuss these languages, pointing out the 
complexity of the linguistic situation in the region. Some Northern Naga word lists were 
published by the Linguistic Society of Nagaland, but it is difficult to include all this data in 
Sino-Tibetan comparative investigation. 

LANGUAGE GROUP XVII 

The Luish group is represented by some poorly known languages of the India-Burma 
border: Andro, Cak, Katu, etc. Data is available only for the Cak language (Bernot 1967). It 
is often connected to Bodo-Garo and Northern Naga. 

LANGUAGE GROUP XVIII 

The Jingphaw or Kachin language is spoken in northern parts of B urma and in the 
Yunnan Province of China. There are some modem descriptions of its grammar (e.g. Liu 
1984), and some dictionaries. Hanson' s  ( 1906) dictionary is  the largest, but unfortunately its 
transcription is  not adequate: tones and the final glottal stop are not marked. Chinese 
dictionaries (Xu et al. 1983 and others) give forms in proper transcription but do not include 
many of the interesting roots recorded by Hanson. 

Since Hanson' s  dictionary represents the Kachin lexicon quite well ,  one can find in i t  
many Sino-Tibetan roots which are absent in dictionaries of most other languages simply 
because those dictionaries are not so detai led. Benedict ( 1972a), however, has interpreted 
this situation as evidence of the central position of Kachin in the Sino-Tibetan family. 
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On the basis of several striking lexical similarities, such as common words for 'sun ' ,  
'fire' and a few others, Berling ( 1982) has suggested that Kachin should be grouped together 
with Bodo-Garo, Northern Naga and Luish as a branch of Sino-Tibetan. As there is no 
convincing evidence that these words represent genetic affiliation rather than local features, 
more evidence is needed to support this suggestion. 

LANGUAGE GROUP XIX 

The Newari language is spoken in many parts of Nepal. The differences between its 
modern dialects are insignificant, but they differ considerably from the traditional written 
language. There is a grammar and a dictionary of written Newari (J0rgenson 1936, 194 1 )  
and two vocabularies of modem dialects (Hale 1973; Hashimoto 1980b). 

The phonological changes in Newari are rather complicated and it is sometimes difficult to 
identify common Sino-Tibetan roots. The role of Newari in Sino-Tibetan comparative 
linguistics is therefore not major, despite the language' s  long written history. 

LANGUAGE GROUP XX 

Lepcha is spoken in some areas of Nepal and India. The language' s  lexicon is known 
relatively wel l .  A large modern dictionary (Tamsang n.d.)  supports evidence of the 
dictionary published in the last century (Mainwaring 1 898), but grammatical information on 
Lepcha is not quite sufficient. Some modern data on its phonetics is also available (e.g. 
Sprigg 1966). 

Lepcha seems to be a very archaic Sino-Tibetan language, and its forms are often used in 
comparative works. The language exhibits no specific affiliations with other Sino-Tibetan 
languages, although Shafer (1974) erroneously connected it with the Kuki-Chin group. 

LANGUAGE GROUP XXI 

The Abor-Miri group consists of minor languages spoken near the Tibeto-Indian border, 
such as Abor, Apa-Tanang and Miri (Marrison 1989). They are described in books both old 
and new (e.g. Hamilton 1900; Lorrain 1909; Das 1963; Simon 1976; Sun et al . 1980). There 
\:las been no reconstruction of the protolanguage, and in many cases the etymological analysis 
of Miri forms is rather difficult. 

LANGUAGE GROUP XXII 

The East-Himalayan group consists of three subgroups: 

1 . Limbu languages: Limbu, Yakha and others; 
2 .  Thulung-Khaling languages: Thulung, Bontawa and others; 
3 .  Bahing-Sunwar languages. 

Languages of this group are spoken in the Central Himalayas. There are good grammars, 
phonetic descriptions and dictionaries for some of these languages (Hale 1973; Allen 1975;  
van Driem 1987; Weidert & Subba 1985), but most are still not fuIly described. 
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The phonological history of these languages is obscure, and their comparison with other 
Sino-Tibetan groups has not been well grounded. Starostin ' s  ( 1 985)  phonological 
reconstruction of the group provides a basis for more accurate comparative work. 

LANGUAGE GROUP XXllI 

Until recently, Kanauri was the only West Himalayish language known to linguists. The 
situation has improved, mostly thanks to work by Sharma (e.g. 1989b, 1990, 1 992), and the 
group is now seen as having five major branches (Bradley 1 996): 

Lahub: Pattani ,  Chamba-Lahuli and others; 
Kanauri ; 
Kanashi; 
Almora: Darmiya, Rangkas and others; 
Thami. 

The languages have been strongly influenced by Tibetan, and their lexicons include many 
Tibetan loans. A belief among linguists that these languages should be grouped together with 
Tibetan has probably been prompted by these loans. 

LANGUAGE GROUP XXIV 

The Chinese language group consists of many modern languages traditional ly called 
'dialects' .  These dialects, according to Jakhontov (1966), can be grouped as follows: 

1 .  a) Mandarin, Wu, Xiang, Gan; 

b) Yue, Hakka; 
2 .  c) Minnan; Mindong. 

As some of these dialects are not mutually intel ligible, one can consider them to be 
different, though closely related, languages. In contrast to other Sino-Tibetan groups, the 
Chinese group is well documented. There are synchronic descriptions of many dialects, 
dictionaries of some, and reconstructions of protolanguages for dialectal groups such as 
Mandarin, Yue and Min. 

Middle Chinese of the six to ninth centuries AD is also well known. We owe our 
knowledge to Medieval Chinese scholars who compiled rhyme dictionaries and phonological 
tables classifying the phonological oppositions of Middle Chinese. Through the comparison 
of modern dialects and of Chinese loans in Japanese, Korean and Vietnamese, these 
oppositions have been assigned phonetic interpretations. All modern reconstructions of 
Middle Chinese are based on classical research by Karlgren (e.g. 1923); the differences are 
mainly in the interpretation of phonological oppositions (Li Rong 1956; Pulleyblank 1 984, 
199 1 ;  Starostin 1989b; Baxter 1992). The lexicon of Middle Chinese, represented in some 
medieval dictionaries, is also well known. Most modern dialects go back to Middle Chinese, 
although the Min group separated some centuries earlier. 

Old Chinese existed in the first half of the first rnillenium Be. The first scholar to invent 
methods for its reconstruction and apply them to the available data was Karlgren ( 1 940, 
1954, 1 957). The procedure he developed is perhaps the most complicated ever applied to 
the study of a language' s  history. However, Karlgren' s  reconstruction provides only a vague 
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impression of the actual Old Chinese forms. For this reason, comparison of Karlgren' s  Old 
Chinese with other Sino-Tibetan languages was not completely successful . Only a few good 
comparisons were identified, and as a result, the hypothesis that Chinese is only remotely 
related to the other Sino-Tibetan languages came to be widely accepted (Benedict 1972a). 

Karlgren ' s  reconstruction has been discussed and improved by such scholars as 
Pulleyblank ( 1 962), Li Fang-kuei ( 1 97 1) ,  Jakhontov ( 1 959-60), Baxter ( 1992). Starostin's  
version of the Old Chinese reconstruction (Starostin 1989b) is adopted in this book. 

Usually, many Middle Chinese and even more Old Chinese phonological features have 
merged to form any particular Modern Chinese feature. The pattern of phonological changes 
from Old to Middle and Modern Chinese is very complex, and it is impossible to predict an 
Old Chinese form solely on the basis of a modern one. In many cases, even the Middle 
Chinese form will  not be predictable from a modern one. A comparison of Chinese with 
other Sino-Tibetan languages requires the use of reliable Old Chinese forms obtained through 
the standard procedure of reconstruction, rather than speculative forms based on intuitions 
about the possible development of the lexemes under consideration. 

Evidence of Chinese genetic relationship to Tibetan, Burmese and other Sino-Tibetan 
languages meets the four obligatory conditions of a complete genetic claim: 

1 0 

I I  

(i) i t  is supported by a significant number of lexical similarities, contained in various 
publications: Shafer 1 974; Benedict 1972a, 1 976; Peiros and Starostin 1977; 
B odman 1 980; Luce 198 1 ;  Coblin 1986; Starostin 1989 (based on material later 
published as Peiros & Starostin 1996) and some others. The comparisons included in 
these publications are of varying quality due to their reliance on various, often 
imprecise, Old Chinese reconstructions. 

(ii) Chinese forms are represented in a sufficient number of comparisons from the lexico
statistical lists. 10 For three languages, Burmese, Tibetan and Chinese, we have: I I  

Burmese Tibetan Chinese 
1 .  die ssij lichi i)? 
2 .  ear nna: rna ha? 
3 .  fIre smi: me ma:)? 
4 .  fish rma: Jla ha 
5 .  kill ssat gsod ra:t 
6 .  long dhraJl riIJ r8IJ 
7 .  name m?a.-maJl miIJ heIJ 
8 .  short ttui thuIJ-thuIJ o:n? 
9 .  sun nnij pi-ma it 
1 0 .  two nhnac gpis ij-s 

Here I compare words chosen according to the procedure accepted for compiling lists for lexico
statistical analysis: each form listed is the main word whose meaning is precisely the same as that 
represented in the basic list. 
Starostin's Old Chinese reconstructions represent Mandarin words. Lhasa Tibetan and Standard 
Burmese forms are given in their traditional orthography. Most of the comparisons are well known 
(Shafer 1974; Benedict 1972a; Peiros and Starostin 1996). 
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Burmese Tibetan 

l .  black nak nag 
2 .  bone 'la.rui: rus 
3 .  dog khu}: khi 
4 .  eat ca: za 
5 .  eye m}ak.ci. m}ig 
6 .  hand Jak Jag 
7 .  heavy Ji}: ltid 
8 .  know si. ses 
9 .  liver 'la.saJ1: mein 
1 0 .  meat 'la. -sa: sa 
I I .  moon Ja. zJa 
1 2 . nail Jak-saJ1: sen-mo 
1 3 . near ni: thag-J1e 
14. neck JaJ1-paJ): mdri-f} 
1 5 .  nose hna-khau-f}:s na-khug 
1 6 . no mao ma 
17 .  road lam: Jam-kha 
1 8 . salt cha: chwa 
1 9 .  snake mru} sbrul 
20. star kra} kar-ma 
2 I .  tongue hJ}a lee 
22 .  tooth swa: so 
23 .  tree sac-paJ) si-f}-sdo-f} 

Burmese Chinese 

l .  dry khrauk ka:r 
2 .  hom kh}ui kro:k 
3 .  new sac sin 
4 .  night J1a Jia-s 
5 .  sand sa}: sraj 
6 .  stone k}auk diak 
7 .  tail mri: maj? 
8 .  year hnac nhi:n 
9 .  yellow wa waJ) 

Tibetan Chinese 

l .  I -f}a -f}haj 
2 .  louse srig srit 
3 .  mouth kha kho:'l 
4 .  this adi te 
5 .  water ehu tuj? 
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TABLE 4.S:  THE NUMBER OF COMPARISONS BETWEEN BURMESE, 

TIDET AN AND CHINESE 

Bunnese I Tibetan I Chinese 

Bunnese x 10+23 10+9 

Tibetan 10+23 x 10+S 

Chinese 10+9 lO+S x 

These core comparisons support the genetic claim, because: 

(i) there is a significant number of them and this number cannot be explained as a result 
of pure chance; 

(ii) there are comparisons including fonns from all three languages, as well as from any 
pair of them. 1 2  

(iii) a set of phonological correspondences connects the languages (Starostin 1989b; 
Peiros and Starostin 1996). 

(iv) these correspondences are based on lexical comparisons. 

There is a strong case, then, that Chinese is genetically related to other Sino-Tibetan 
languages. Recently, Sagart ( 1 993a, 1993b, 1994) has proposed the Sino-Austronesian 
theory, advocating that Chinese belongs to the Austronesian language family. This position 
has attracted some support from other linguists (Xing 1991a, 199 1 b, 199 1c). 

Sagart presents two types of arguments, morphological and lexical, in support of his 
c laim. Hi s morphological evidence is  based on three instances of similarity between 
reconstructed Proto Austronesian and Old Chinese affixes: 13  

(1)  Proto An infix *-ar- and OC 'distributed action/object' infix *-r-. 
• The Proto An infix is reconstructed by Sagart on the basis of fonns from Fonnosan 

and Western An languages (Sagart 1994:27S-276). 
• The OC infix is found, according to Sagart ( 1993c), in pairs like: 

*sij? 'wash' [CHARI ]  II *srijx 'sprinkle' , 'cleanse' [CHAR2] 
*gop 'join (two things together)

, 
[CHAR3] II *grop 'unite (more than two things)' 

[CHAR4] 

(2) Proto An *-in- 'patient nominalising' infix and OC *-j- 'non-agent nominalising' infix. 

1 2  

1 3 

• The Proto An infix was reconstructed by Starosta et al . ( 1 982) with the meaning 
'the N affected by V -ing' .  

• The OC infix is found by Sagart in pairs like: 
*kat 'to cut ' ,  'castrate' [CHARS] II *kjat 'gelded sheep' [CHAR6] 
*me.g ' inscribe ' ,  'engrave' ,  ' inscription' [CHAR7] II *mje.g 'written word' , 'name' 
[CHAR8] 
*ba.g 'side' [CHAR9] II *bja.g 'side-room' [CHAR lO] 
*hmoj? 'fire' [CHAR l 1 ]  II *hmjoj? 'land cleared by fire' [CHARI 2] 

Tibetan and Burmese are closer to each other than either of them are to Chinese, and this is reflected in 
the different numbers of comparisons found between the languages. 
Following Sagart the OC forms are given in Baxter's ( 1992) reconstruction rather than in the 
reconstruction by Starostin ( 1989b) accepted in this book. 
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(3) Proto An *ma- 'stativelintransitive verb prefix'  and OC *N- ' stativelintransitive verb 
prefix '  . 

• The OC infix *N- is reconstructed by Sagart on the basis of pairs like: 
*kens 'to see' [CHAR l3] II *gens 'to appear' [CHAR14] 
*kop 'to put together' [CHAR 1S] II *gop 'to agree' [CHAR16] 

*trjuIJs 'hit the centre' [CHAR 17] II *drjuIJs 'to be in the nllddle' [CHAR 1 8] 

The voiced initials in Old Chinese forms are interpreted by Sagart as traces of an ancient 
prefix with the phonological value *N-. Sagart claims that this reconstruction is supported by 
phonological patterns among borrowings in Yao dialects (see Downer 1 973); in Mien Yao, 
Chinese loans form pairs with plain and prenasalised initials: 

khojl « PY *kh- ) 'open (tr.)' II gojl ( < PY *IJkh-) 'to open (intr.)
, 

Both of these are borrowed from OC *khoj 'open' [CHAR19].  

This morphological evidence is  open to challenge on several counts . At a lexical or 
semantic level, some of Sagart's  proposals are controversial - an example is  his treatment of 
the word 'name' 14 as a derivation from ' inscribe ' ,  'engrave' ,  ' inscription' .  Even putting 
these objections aside, there are problems with the affixes reconstructed by Sagart. 

The reconstruction of OC *N- is based on two considerations: 

(i) alternation of voiced and voiceless initial consonants in OC; and 
(ii) interpretation of the voiced consonants as showing the existence of a nasal prefix 

*N-. 

The existence of the alternations is well-known in Old Chinese. However, the 
interpretation proposed by Sagart seems unconvincing, because nothing within the Chinese 
data indicates the existence of a nasal consonant here. The nasal is reconstructed by Sagart on 
the basis of a parallel with loans into the unrelated Mien Yao, a language which 
synchronically distinguishes only voiceless and voiced initials. At the Proto Yao level one 
may postulate an additional opposition which is associated with prenasalisation; the 
nasalisation is not, however, represented in the spoken Yao languages, but is reconstructed 
for Proto Yao by analogy with Proto Miao (see §3.2.2 for discussion of this problem). If we 
also note that it is not clear when the Chinese words were borrowed into Yao, it is apparent 
that the reconstruction of *N- is not well supported. One can reconstruct instead *d-, *y or 
any other voiced consonant, or any syllable whose vowel could cause the voicing of the 
initials. In such cases it is difficult to find any formal similarity to Proto An *ma-. 

The two OC infixes proposed by Sagart also create objections, but of another type. In 
reconstructing medials *-r- and *-j- Sagart follows Baxter ( 1 992), but reinterprets them as 
infixes. The only reliable evidence for *-r- and *-j- comes from the Middle Chinese deng 
distinction: OC syllables which gave rise to MC syllables in deng II are reconstructed by 
Baxter with *-r-, while OC syllables which gave rise to MC syllables in deng III are 
reconstructed with *-j-. Starostin also reconstructs *-r- as the source of the deng II 
distinction, but his Old Chinese system does not have a *-j- medial at all .  Instead, the 
syllables of MC deng III are treated as developments from Old Chinese syllables with short 

1 4 This is a good ST word, known in many languages of the family (Shafer 1 974:38; Benedict 1972a, 
No.83). Starostin reconstructs the form as *melJ with no medial. 
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vowels, whereas Old Chinese syllables with long vowels are seen to have developed into 
deng I syllables of Middle Chinese (Starostin 1989b). 1 5 

The actual phonetic correlate of the symbol *-r- in Old Chinese remains obscure, and 
several hypotheses of equal probability can be suggested: 

(i) i t  represents a second element (medial) *-r- occuring in initial clusters, the loss of 
which evoked the deng distinction; 

(ii) it represents a prefix whose loss led to a different pronunciation of the whole 
syllable, reflected in the MC deng distinction Instead of *-r- in *srijx ' sprinkle ' ,  
'cleanse' (a  derivation from *sij? 'wash')  for example, one can reconstruct *ra-sij?; 
*kra-sij?, *trak-sij? and many other equally unsupported initial syllables. 

(iii) i t  corresponds to various prefixes which have an identical deng reflection and thus 
cannot be separated at this stage of Old Chinese studies. 

Clearly, the internal Chinese data does not provide us with any basis for a proper choice, 
and it is simply a convention in OC reconstructions to use medial *-r- to represent all these 
options. This being so, Sagart' s  reconstructed Old Chinese affixes are not convincing, and 
the connections with Austronesian morphemes are doubtful . 

Sagart provides lexical as well as morphological arguments in favour of his Sino
Autronesian claim. He lists 56 comparisons, which can be sorted into five groups: 16 

COMPARISON GROUP I 

Twenty-six comparisons in which Old Chinese forms have Sino-Tibetan etymologies: 

1 .  'head' 
AN *qulu ' head' 
OC *hlu? 'head' [CHAR20] 

The OC form regularly corresponds to Lsh lu 'head' .  The Austronesian - Sino-Tibetan 
comparison is from Peiros and Starostin ( 1984). 

2. 'brain'  
*punuq 'brain ' ,  head' , 'forehead' (only from Formosan languages) 
OC *nu?  'brain' [CHAR21 ]  

The OC form belongs to a well-known Sino-Tibetan etymology, connected i n  Peiros and 
Starostin ( 1984) with An *unag 'marrow' .  

3 .  'neck' , 'gullet' 
Proto An *l[iJqeR 'neck' 
OC *?in 'gullet' [CHAR22] 

The OC belongs belongs to a Sino-Tibetan etymology: WrT mgrin 'neck' ,  throat' , Lsh ir 'a 
part of the breast or throat above the sternum' . 

1 5 
1 6  

The Old Chinese length distinction i s  a retention of a Proto S T  opposition (see below). 
A number in front of a comparison is that from Sagart's article. 
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4. 'breast' ,  'milk' 
(possibly) Proto An *nunuHl 'breast' ,  'milk' 

OC *njo7 'nipple' ,  'milk' , suckle' [CHAR23] 
The OC form belongs to a well-known Sino-Tibetan etymology (B No.41 9) :  WrT nu 'to 
suck' ; WrB naw? 'breast' ,  'milk' , 'suckle' .  

7 .  'think' 
Proto An *nemnem 'think' 
OC *nims 'think' [CHAR24] 

The comparison from Peiros and Starostin ( 1984). The OC form is compared with WrT pam 
' soul ' ,  'mind ' ;  spim 'to think' , ' suppose' . 

9. 'flow' , 'water(s)
, 

Proto An *aJuR l*aJiR 'to flow' 
OC *hJjuj? 'water' [CHAR25] 

The OC form, reconstructed by Starostin as *tuj?, is compared with WrT chu 'water' , Lsh 
tui 'water' and Jnp madi 'water' .  This weakens the An comparison. 

1 1 .  'cloud' , 'cloudy' 
Sagart suggest a Proto An pre-reconstruction -*qem 'cloud' ,  'cloudy' 
OC *?(r)jum 'cloudy' ,  'dark ' ,  'shade' [CHAR26] 

The OC form, reconstructed by Starostin as *?am, is related to WrB ?um 'be overcast' , 
'cloudy' . 

12 .  'snake' 
Proto An *SuJaR 'snake' 
OC *ljaj 'snake' [CHAR27] 

The OC form has a Sino-Tibetan etymology: Lsh hJai-ba 'a sp. of snake ' ,  Jnp paJai 'a sp. of 
iguana' . 

1 5 .  'beak' , 'peck' 
Proto An *tuktuk 'beak of a bird' , 'to peck' 
OC *tukl *trok 'to peck up' [CHAR28] 

The OC form has a Sino-Tibetan etymology: Proto Lolo-Burmese *thuk 'to peck' , Jnp thok 
'to peck' . Descriptive nature of the root is not excluded. 

16. 'edible fern' 
Proto An *Jukut 'parasitic plant sp.' 
OC *kjot 'an edible fern' [CHAR29] 

The OC form has a parallel in WrT skjas, skjes 'fern' .  
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2 1 .  'broad' 
A root of unclear stratification, possibly Proto AN: *-baIJ 'broad' 
OC *baIJ 'broad' ,  'wide' ,  *bjaIJ 'side-room' [CHAR30] 

OC 'broad' , reconstructed by Starostin as *ba:IJ can be compared with Lsh va:IJ 'be broad' ,  
'wide' and Jnp awuIJ, a wawIJ 'be wide' .  OC 'side-room' ,  reconstructed by  Starostin as *baIJ 
and related to WrT baIJ 'store-room' , 'store-house' .  

22 .  'salty' 
Proto An *qasiN 'salt' 
OC *sjin 'hot-tasting' ,  'pungent' , 'bitter' [CHAR3 1 ]  

The O C  form has a Sino-Tibetan etymology: WrT mcin 'liver' , WrB saph 'liver' < Proto 
Lolo-B urmese *[sJiIJh, Lsh thin ' l iver' , ' heart' , Jnp masin ' l iver' . This  excludes a 
comparison with AN. 

24. 'bent' 
Proto An *-kuk 'bent' cooked' 
OC *kh(r)jok 'bend' , 'bent' [CHAR32] 

The OC form, reconstructed by Starostin as *kh(r)ok, belongs to a well-known Sino-Tibetan 
etymology: WrT iigug 'to bend' , WrB kauk 'bent' « Proto Lolo-Burmese *kukx), khauk 
'bend' , Jnp mago? 'bend' . In fact, words of this type are quite common in Southeast Asia 
and the comparison can be also included in group ill. 

27. 'to ascend' 
Proto An *a(n)Dak 'ascend' 
OC *trjik 'ascend' [CHAR33] 

The OC form, reconstructed by Starostin as *trak, has a Sino-Tibetan etymology: WrT thag 
'what is uppermost' , 'roof' , 'above' ,  WrB tak 'ascend' « Proto Lolo-Burmese *tak), thak 
'above' « Proto Lolo-Burmese *thak), Lsh chak 'the east' , 'be higher up' ,  Jnp tha ?  
'above ' .  

3 1 .  'enclosure' ,  'contain' 
Proto An *-kem 'enclose ' ,  'cover' , 'grasp' 
OC *kh(r)jim 'coverlet' [CHAR34] 

The OC form has a Sino-Tibetan etymology: WrT grum-ce 'a thick woollen blanket' , WrB 
khrum 'cover (with blanket)

,
. This makes a comparison with Proto An unlikely. 

35 .  ' scrape' 
Proto An *kuSkuS 'scrape' 
OC *krot 'scrape' [CHAR35] 

The OC form is  related to WrT bgrad 'scratch' and, perhaps, WrB khrac « Proto Lolo
Burmese *khrit(x) , which makes the comparison with Proto An unreliable. 



36. 'close ' ,  'shut' 
Proto An *kupit 'close ' ,  'shut' 
OC *pit 'shut' , close' [CHAR36] 

1 9 1  

The O C  form is  included i n  a Sino-Tibetan etymology: WrB pit 'close ' ,  Jnp kapat 'close' 
(Hanson), Trung apiti 'close a door ' ,  Kanauri pid- (given by Shafer). 

37. 'slip off' , ' loose' 
Proto An *-lus 'slip off' 
OC *lot, *h10t 'peel off' [CHAR37] 

The OC form, reconstructed by Starostin as *Cho:t, *Jo:t 'pull off' , ' let loose ' ,  is related to 
WrT 1hod ' loose ' ,  'relaxed' , WrB 1wat 'be free ' ,  Jnp tat 'to liberate' (cf. B No.209). 

40. 'chew' 
Proto An *paqpaq 'chew' 
OC *ba?s 'chew' ,  'have food in the mouth' [CHAR38] 

The OC form is  included in a Sino-Tibetan etymology: WrB wah 'chew' ,  Jnp gawa 'bite'  
(cf. B No.424). 

4 1 .  'braid' 
Proto An *-pid 'braid' , 'wind together' 
OC *p[eliJn? 'braids of hemp or wheat stalks ' ,  *p[eliJn? 'plait (the hair)" *b[e/iJn? 
'plait the hair into braids' [CHAR39] .  

The OC forms are included i n  the following Sino-Tibetan etymology: WrT abjar, abjor 'stick 
to' ,  'adhere to' ,  Lsh phiar 'knot' , 'plait' (cf. B No. I78) which makes the comparison with 
Proto An less probable. 

42. 'gather' , 'be together' ,  'all ' 
Proto An *pu1u{} 'gather' , 'together' 
OC *10{} 'be the same' ,  'join' , 'unite' [CHAR40] 

The OC form, in Starostin ' s  reconstruction *10:{}, is included in a Sino-Tibetan etymology: 
WrT jO{}S 'al l ' ,  'whole ' ,  Jnp jaw{} 'al l ' , 'whole ' .  This indicates that the Proto Sino-Tibetan 
form was *jo:{} and thus weakens the comparison with AN. 

44. 'chop' 
Proto An *saksak 'hack' , 'chop into pieces' 
OC *tsrjak 'to cut off' [CHAR4 1 ]  

The O C  form is  included i n  a Sino-Tibetan etymology: WrT achog ' to hew' ,  'chop' , 'cut' , 
Lsh ce:k 'chop or hack with axe ' ,  'to hoe ' .  

45 .  'stick into ' ,  'pierce' 
Proto An *-sek 'insert' , stick into a soft surface' 
OC *tshjek, *tshjeks 'pierce' ,  'prod' , 'stab' [CHAR42] 
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One can connect the OC form with WrT ii3ugs, zug 'to prick ' ,  stick into' , WrB c:Juk 'to 
plant ' ,  'put upright' ,  Lsh fuk 'be erect' (B No.360), which all indicate Proto Sino-Tibetan *u 
or *:J. 

48. 'suck' 
Proto An *-sep 'sip ' ,  'suck' 
OC *ts{jlujp 'sting and suck, as mosquitoes' [CHAR43] 

The OC form is included in a Sino-Tibetan etymology: WrT iiJib(s) 'suck' ,  WrB cup 'suck' ,  
Lsh fa:wp 'kiss ' ,  'suck ' ,  Jnp cup 'suck (as through a straw)

,
. (Cf. Shafer 1974:54; B 

No.69). The Sino-Tibetan connections of the OC form are mentioned by Sagart. 

50. 'tie' 
Proto An *Siket 'tie' , 'attach to' 
OC *kit 'tie' ,  'knot' [CHAR44] 

The OC form has a Sino-Tibetan etymology: WrB kjac 'plait ' , Proto Kuki-Chin (Shafer) 
*khit 'bind' and possibly Jnp makjit 'tie' ,  'bind' (Shafer 1974:419;  B No.484). 

56. 'torch ' ,  'fire' 
Proto An *D2amaR 'torch' 

OC *hmij? 'fire' [CHAR45] 
The OC form belongs to a well-known Sino-Tibetan etymology: WrT me 'fire ' ,  WrB mih 
'fire ' « Proto Lolo-Burmese *m[eJjh), Lsh mei 'fire ' ,  Jnp mji 'fire' (Shafer 1 974:38,  1 24;  
B No.290). The Sino-Tibetan connections of the OC form are mentioned by Sagart. The 
comparison is associated with cultural ideas and thus, perhaps, belongs to group IV. 
Compare, however, ZhT *hmaiC 'bum ' ,  'be burnt' which can be related to An (see §2. 1 .2 
above). 

COMPARISON GROUP II 

Eighteen OC forms without Sino-Tibetan etymologies: 

6. 'sleep' 
Proto An *tuDuR 'to sleep' 
OC *djojs 'to sleep' [CHAR46] 

8. 'earth' 
Proto An *buRtaq 'mud' , 'earth ' ,  'ground' 
OC *tha? 'soil [CHAR47] 

10. 'salt' 
Proto An *qasiRa 'salt' 
OC *ra? 'salt' [CHAR48] 



1 3 .  'worm' 
Proto An *[]uJej 'worm' 
OC *Jjin? 'earth-worm' [CHAR49] 

14.  'egg' 
Proto An *qiteJur 'egg' 
OC *Jon? 'egg' [CHAR 50] 

19. 'opposite ' ,  'that' 
*-pa[r] 'opposite side ' .  A root of unclear stratification, possibly not from the Proto 
An level. 
OC *pjaj? 'far demonstrative' , 'he ' ,  'him' , 'that ' .  [CHAR5 1 ]  

The semantic connection is  not absolutely convincing. 

20. ' high' 
Proto An *-kaw 'high ' ,  'tal l '  
OC *kaw 'high' [CHAR52] 

26 . 'bent' 
Proto An *-kut 'hunched ' ,  bent over' 
OC *khjut 'bend' [CHAR53] 

28. 'to strike' 
Proto An *basbas 'hit' , ' strike' 
OC *bjat 'to strike ' ,  'hew ' ,  'cut ' ,  'attack' [CHAR54] 

29. 'to pull out ' ,  'uproot' 
Proto An *-but 'weed ' ,  'pluck' , pull out' 
OC *brots 'pull up' , 'uproot' [CHAR55] 
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Similar forms are found in the Kadai languages, where they are probably borrowed from 
Chinese. 

30. 'grasp ' ,  'catch' 
Proto An *-gem 'grasp in the fist' 
OC *gj[i/u]m 'catch' [CHAR56] 

This is possibly related to No.3 1 in group above. 

33.  'encircle' , 'wrap around' 
Proto An *-kes 'encircle' , 'wrap firmly around' 
OC *ket, *get 'to wrap a cord around an object and measure it' [CHAR57] 
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34. 'scrape' 
Proto An *ldSldS 'scrape off' 
OC *khr[i/e]t 'scratch' , 'scrape' [CHAR58] 

This i s  perhaps the same as No.35 from group above. 

38 .  'gnaw' 
Proto An *l)itl)it 'gnaw' 
OC *l)et 'gnaw' ,  'crunch in the teeth' [CHAR59] 

43. ' rise' 
Proto An *sakat 'rise ' ,  'climb up' 
OC *kjat, *krjat, *grjat 'ri se' , 'raise' , ' lift' [CHAR60] 

46. 'cramp' ,  'stop up' 
Proto An *-sek 'cram ' ,  'crowd' 
OC *sik 'stop up' ,  'block' [CHAR6 1]  

47 .  ' insert' 
Proto An *seJseJ 'insert ' ,  'cram in' 
OC *tsjins 'insert' [CHAR62] 

5 1 .  'tremble ' ,  'shake' 
Proto An *-ter 'shiver' , 'tremble' 
OC *tjin(s) 'shake' [CHAR63] 

COMPARISON GROUP III 

Six possible regional words: 

1 8 .  'this' 
Proto An *iniH 'this' 
OC *njij? 'this' [CHAR64] 

A regional root, represented also in AA and Kadai languages: WrK na:h, WrS njA 'this ' .  

23 .  'overcast' 
Proto An *-Dem 'dark ' ,  'overcast' 
OC *[d/l]rj[i/u]m 'long spell of overcast weather' [CHAR65] 

Both forms belong, perhaps, to the group of words which mean 'black' , 'dim' , dark' ,  and 
so on, found in various languages of the area: Vn d§m, WrS ?damA 'black' . 

25. 'bent' 
Proto An *-kuJ 'curl' ,  'bend' 
OC *grjon? 'bent' , 'curved' [CHAR66] 

The word is also known in the Mon-Khmer languages: WrK ?al)kuJ, Vn cui 'be bent' . 



32. 'embrace' ,  'grasp ' ,  'clasp' 
Proto An *-kep 'seize ' ,  'grasp' ,  'embrace' 
OC *gep/*tsep 'grasp' ,  'hold' [CHAR67] 
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The comparison belongs to the group of forms represented in many languages of the region: 
Vn clIap, WrK trakap 'take ' .  

39 .  'to shoot' 
Proto An *panaq 'to shoot' 
OC *na?  'crossbow' [CHAR68] 

The comparison has been discussed by Benedict ( 1 975) and Peiros and Starostin ( 1984). A 
word found in several Southeast Asian languages, which is obviously culturally motivated 
and thus could also be put in group IV. 

49. 'wash' 
Proto An *SawSaw 'wash ' ,  'rinse' 
OC *tsaw? 'wash' [CHAR69] 

Vn x� 'wash off indicates that the comparison is of a regional type. 

COMPARISON GROUP IV 

Four possible cultural words: 

17 .  'husk ' ,  'chaff' 
A root of unclear stratification, possibly not Proto An *epa 'husk ' ,  'chaff' 
OC *phja 'husk' ,  'chaff of wheat' [CHAR70] 

53.  'rice gruel ' ,  'cooked rice' 
Possibly a Proto An *-buR 'rice gruel ' 
OC *bj[a/oJn? 'cooked rice or millet' [CHAR7 1 ]  

54. 'rice as food' 
AN *imay 'rice' .  Mahdi ( 1994: 440) believes the form to be a loan. 
OC *mij? 'peeled grain' , 'rice' [CHAR72] 

The OC form is connected with data from other Sino-Tibetan languages (Benedict 1972a:65, 
1 28, 149). The comparison is also discussed in Peiros and Shnirelman ( 1989). 

55. 'house' 
Proto An *Rumaq 'house' (Blust 198 1 )  
OC *mja? 'large house' [CHAR73] 

COMPARISON GROUP V 

Two possibly descriptive comparisons: 
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5. 'vomit' , 'spit out' 
Proto An *u(n)taq 'vomit' 
OC *tha? 'to eject from the mouth ' [CHAR74]. 

Possibly of a descriptive nature. 

52. 'hammer' , 'pound' 
Proto An *tuqtuq 'hammer' , 'pound' , 'crush' 
OC *tu? 'to hammer' [CHAR75] 

A descriptive comparison. 

Only groups I and II provide reliable evidence in support of a genetic claim. This gives us 
altogether 44 comparisons. In 26 of them, Old Chinese forms are included in Sino-Tibetan 
etymologies. It is possible to demonstrate the Sino-Tibetan origin of many hundreds of 
Chinese forms (see, for example, Peiros & Starostin 1996), while the whole set of Chinese
An comparisons is less than a hundred. Clearly,the evidence for a Chinese link with Sino
Tibetan is much more substantial than that for a Chinese-Austronesian link. 

Additional evidence against Chinese-Austronesian relationship comes from the study of 
comparisons from the core lexicon. Applying the same procedure to Malay as we did to 
Chinese, Tibetan and Burmese above, the results are the following: 

( 1 )  Comparisons found in three or more languages: 

3 long 
Chinese Tibetan 
*draIJ riIJ 

Burmese 
hrap 

Malay 
papjang 

5 sand *sra:j saj: pasir 
Both of these comparisons are probably due to chance, as are the comparisons included in 

the next group. 

(2) Comparisons between Tibetan and Malay: 

Tibetan Malay 
1 belly grod perut 
2 sit bsdad duduk 
3 stone rdo batu 

No comparisons solely between Burmese and Malay are found. The comparisons with 
Chinese are more interesting. 

(3) Comparisons between Chinese and Malay: 

Chinese Malay 
1 cloud *wan awan 
2 egg *ro:n? telur 
3 foot *kak kaki 
4 hair *pat rambut 
5 root *ka:r akar 
6 salt *lam garam 
7 sleep *duj tidur 
8 snake *liaj uJar 



The combined number of correspondences is given in Table 4.6. 

TABLE 4.6: THE NUMBER OF COMPARISONS BETWEEN BURMESE, 

TmET AN, CHINESE AND MALAY 

Burmese I Tibetan I Chinese Malay 

Burmese x 10+23 10+9 1+0 

Tibetan 33 x 1 0+5 1 +3 

Chinese 19 15  x 2+8 

Malay 1 4 10  x 
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The only possible interpretation of the matrix is that Malay is not related to the other 
languages, but reveals traces of contact with Chinese, exactly as proposed in Peiros and 
Starostin ( 1 984) (see also Chapter 5) .  Any other interpretation , such as the Sino
Austronesian hypothesis, forces us to reject the clear indications of the matrix. As we have 
seen already, the morphological considerations in favour of this hypothesis are also not self
evident. The conclusion is that the whole hypothesis has no reliable support, and that it is 
better to explain the comparisons as evidence of contacts. 

The foregoing discussion of main Sino-Tibetan groups reveals a rather unfortunate 
situation. Sufficient synchronic data are avai lable only for the Chinese and Lolo-Burmese 
groups; the other groups are represented only by descriptions of one or two languages. 
Phonological correspondences between the protolanguages of the main groups have not yet 
been established. Low level reconstructions are scarce, and there is no comparative 
dictionary of any group apart from Chinese. The comparative study of the Sino-Tibetan 
family is sti ll in its infancy. Nevertheless, there are a number of competing views of the 
history of the family, and approaches to its analysis. 

Two main classifications of the family underlie the discussion of Sino-Tibetan in modem 
literature : Shafer' s ( 1 974) and Benedict ' s  ( 1 972a). All  others are modifications of them 
(Voegelin & Voegelin 1975 ;  Ruhlen 1987 and others). Recently,  Bradley ( 1 996) has 
proposed a new Sino-Tibetan classification which bridges the main two. 

Let us discuss these classifications, paying attention to the following two parameters: 

(i) the major branches of the family proposed by the classifications; 
(ii) the position of 32 languages also used for a lexicostatistical classification (Peiros & 

Starostin 1 986), discussed below. 

According to Shafer, the Sino-Tibetan fami ly  consists of five main divisions (he 
erroneously considers the Kadai languages to form a sixth group). These divisions in tum 
are composed of sections, branches, and groups: 1 7  

1 7 Numbers in brackets are references to the low level groups discussed above. 
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A. Sinitic division (XXIV); 
B. Bodic division: 

Bodish Section: 
Bodish Branch (V): Tibetan dialects 
Rgyarong Branch (IV): Jarung 
Gurung Branch (VIII): Gurung, Tamang 

West Himalayish Section (XXIII): 
NW Branch :  Kanauri 

West Central Himalayish Section: 
Vayu (XXII);  Chepang, Magari (Xl), Kham (X) 

East Himalayish Section (XXII): 

Western Branch: Thulung 
Eastern Branch: Limbu 

C. Burmic division: 
Burmish Section: 

Burma Branch: Burmese, Maru, Achang (I); 
Lolo Branch: Akha, Lahu and others (I); 
Hsihsia Branch : Tangut (II) 

Nungish Section (IX): Nung 
Kachinish Section (XVII): Jingphaw 
Kukish Section: 

Central Branch: Lushai (XIII) 
Luhupa Branch :  Tankhur (XIII) 
Lepcha (XX); 
Mikir Branch (XIV); 

D. Baric division: 
Barish Section (XVI): 

Western Branch: Bodo 
E. Karenic division(XlI): Sgaw. 

Some languages such as Newari (XVIII) or Qiang (III) have no precise place in this 
classification. Shafer gives no accompanying comments or explanations, and the reasons for 
his  classificatory decisions are often unclear. It is  therefore difficult to discuss the 
classification in detail .  In some cases, however, it appears that the geographic position of the 
languages was the motivation for the classification. The Sinitic division is to the north-east of 
the Sino-Tibetan area, Bodic to the west and north-west, Burmic in the centre and Karenic to 
the south. The Baric division is located between the Bodic and Burmic divisions. In spite of 
this apparent geographical basis, most of the low level groupings established by Shafer are 
quite reliable. 

The latest version of Benedict' s  Sino-Tibetan classification is presented by Thurgood 
( 1985a: 10): 



Tibeto-Karen 

I Protl Karen 

modem 
Karen 
dialects 

Sino-Tibetan 

P lB '  roto l ill 

modem 
Bai dialects 

Tibeto-Burman 

I I I I I I I 
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Sinitic 

I 
Proto �hinese 

Proto Archaic 
Min Chinese 

I I 
Middle 

modem Chinese 
Min 
dialects 

most 
modem 
dialects 

Tibetan Bahing- Abor Kachin Burmese- Kuki Bodo-
Kanauri Vayu Miri- Lolo Chin Garo 

Dafla 

Three of the five main divisions of Shafer' s classification (Bodic, Burmic and Baric) are 
united by Benedict to form the Tibeto-Burman family, which he subdivides as follows: 

1. Tibetan-Kanauri : Tibetan 

2. Bahing-Vayu: 

3. Abor-Miri 

4. Burmese-Lolo: 

5 .  Kachin: 

6. Kuki-Chin: 

7 .  Bodo-Garo: 

Gurung 
Kanauri 
possibly also Lepcha 
possibly also Magari 

Sunwar 
Limbu 
possibly also Newari 

Burmese 
Lahu 
possibly also Nung 

Jingphaw 

Lushai 

Bodo 

The reasoning behind Benedict' s proposal is unclear (Benedict 1972a:6), but his binary 
branching structure (Chinese versus Tibeto-Karenic and Karenic versus Tibeto-Burman) 
results from the use of comparisons without internal reconstructions. Old Chinese and Proto 
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Karenic reconstructions are available, and different results are obtained if they are included in 
the analysis. The Tibeto-Kanauri grouping is also counter-intuitive, and perhaps includes 
languages which Benedict could not place in any other group. 

As far as I know, Benedict's Sinitic classification is not published; Thurgood refers to a 
paper given by Benedict in Beijing in 1982. It seems, however, that the classification is in 
contradiction to modem views on the classification of Chinese dialects. Both Starostin 
( 1989b:49) and Baxter ( 1992:25) agree that the split of the Min dialects from Chinese took 
place before the Middle Chinese era, but much later than the Old Chinese period. The 
position of Bai is less clear, but Starostin (as a part of our lexicostatistical classification 
completed in 1 986, see Starostin 1995) and Jakhontov (pers. comm. 1986) independently 
proposed that original B ai forms can be traced back to protoforms found in Old Chinese 
reconstructions. This indicates that Bai represents another branch of Chinese, opposed to 
other dialects (including Min), which split from the main stock of the family after the Old 
Chinese period. 

A modification of Benedict' s  classification was suggested by Matisoff (199 1  b:48 1) :  

SINO-TIBETAN � 
Chinese Ti beto-B urman 

��:::-------___ Karenic 

Kamarupan 
(NE India; W.Burma) 

Himalayish 
(Tibet, Nepal, 
Bhutan, Sikkim) 

Kuki-Chin-Naga 
Abor-Miri-Dafla 

Bodo-Garo 

(Burma; Thailand) 

Baic 
(Yunnan) 

Lolo-Burmese 
(Sichuan, Yunnan, Burma, 
Thailand, Laos, Vietnam) 

Kachinic 
(N.Burma; Yunnan) 

Matisoff' s Himalayish group includes Tibetan, Lepcha, Newari , Gurung, Kham, Magari, 
Chepang, Sunwar and Kiranti languages (Matisoff 1991b:483). His Qiangic group is formed 
by Qiang, Baima, Gyarong, Tosu, Pumi and other Sino-Tibetan languages of Sichuan. 
According to my knowledge, no justification of the tree' s  structure has been published. 

The most recent classification of the Sino-Tibetan languages is that of Bradley ( 1 996). 
According to this classification, the Tibeto-Burman languages (that is, Sino-Tibetan without 
Chinese) form four major branches: Western or Bodic,  Sal, South-eastern and North
eastern. 
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1 .  Western: 

Bodish: West Bodish: Gurung, Tamang 
Central Bodish: Tibetan dialects 

West Himalayan: Kanauri 

Himalayan: Central: Magar 
Chepang 
Kham 
Newari 

Kiranti : Sunwar 
Thulung 
Khaling 
Limbu 

2. Sal: 

Bodo-Garo-Northern Naga Bodo-Garo: Bodo and others 

Jingphaw: Jingphaw 

? Kuki-Chin-Naga: Lushai 
Tankhur 
Mikir 

3. Central: 

Lepcha: Lepcha 

Adi-Mishing: Miri 
Nungish: Nung 

4. North-eastern: 

Tangut: Tangut (= Xixia) 

Core Qiang: Jarong 
Qiang 
Pumi 

Other: Bai 
Naxi 

5. South-eastern: 

Lolo-Burmese: Burmese 
Lahu 

Karenic: Sgaw 
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The main differences from Shafer' s  classification are: 

(i) the split of the Burmic division into: 
Central (including Lepcha, Adi-Mishing and Nungish); 
North-eastern (Tangut and some other languages); and 
South-eastern (Lolo-Burmese and Karenic). 

(ii) the position of Karenic in the same group as Lolo-Burmese. 
(iii) the acceptance of the Sal group, which includes Shafer' s  Barish and some of his 

Burmic languages. 

Bradley does not provide us with the formal reasons for his classification, but it is quite 
probable that geographical, typological and other considerations were used along with 
comparative evidence. 

Practically the same major groups are identified by Driem ( 1 995:253), who also presents 
his understanding of the branching of the family which he calls Tibeto-Burman: 

Tibeto-Burman 

1 
Western 

(Baric, Sal, Kamarupan) 

North-western 
(Bodic) 

Northern 

North-eastern 
(Sinitic) 

Eastern 

Southern 

4 5 
South-western South-eastern 

(Qiangic, Rung) 

Himalayan Bodish Lolo-Burmese Karenic 

Data avai lable to me does not permit any evaluation of this classification, but I cannot 
accept the specific relation of Sinitic and Bodic, contra my similar c laim made more than 
twenty years ago (peiros 1975). 

Jakhontov ( 1964) was the first to apply lexicostatistics to the Sino-Tibetan family. A 
lexicostatistical classification is also given in Glover' s ( 1974) Gurung grammar. Starostin 
and I ( 1986) have enlarged the list of languages, and with the help of our phonological 
correspondences (discussed below), have formulated another version of the classification. 
The phonological correspondences do not extend to all of the languages under consideration, 
but as the history of most of these languages is known to some degree, the results are of 
value. The following list classifies the languages included in our lexicostatistical matrix:  



Sino-Tibetan 

I .  Ti beto-B urman 
1 .  Central: 

1 . 1 .  Sichuan-Burmese: Lolo-Burmese (Burmese, Lahu, Naxi); 
Qiang; 
Tangut; 1 8 
Jiarung 

1 .2. Tibetan: Lhasa, 
Sherpa 

+ 1 .3 .  Chepang-Magari : Chepang 
Magari 

+ 
+ 

1 .4. Nung 
1 .5 .  Kham 
1 .6. Kaike 

2. Kuki-Chin: 
2. 1 .  Lushai 
2.2. Tankhur 

3. Mikir 

4. Karenic: 

+ I I .  East Himalayan: 

+ III .  Bodo-Garo: 

+ IV.  Kanauri 

+ V .  Miri 
+ VI. Lepcha 

VII. Kachin (Jingphaw) 

+ VIII. Newari 

IX .  Sinitic: 
1 .  Chinese: 

2. Bai .  

Sgaw 

Limbu 
Sunwar 
Thulung 
Bodo 

Beijing 
Fuzhou 

(+ - languages spoken only in South Asia.) 
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The data available for most Sino-Tibetan languages is not sufficient to allow their 
inclusion in the classification. 19 However, the above list still provides some idea of the shape 
of the Sino-Tibetan genetic tree. At the first level, one can divide the family into at least 
ten groups ,  which separated from the protol anguage perhaps simultaneously.  

1 8 
1 9 

I am grateful to Ksenija Borisovna Keping for her compilation of the lOO-item list for Tangut. 
Anon. ( 199 1 )  and Huang ( 1 992) were not accessible at the time of this lexicostatistical study. 
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(Glottochronological calculations indicate that the disintegration of the Proto Sino-Tibetan 
could not have begun later than the fourth millennium BC). It is notable that Sinitic forms 
one such first-level group and is neither considerably different from other groups, nor more 
closely related to Tibetan than to any other languages. We need to postulate a Tibeto-Burman 
group which includes most of the languages of the classification. However, this group is  
different from groups with the same name postulated in other classifications. The other 
groups in our clasification generally consist of only a few languages or language isolates. 
Most of these isolated groups tend to be quite archaic and are often connected by reliable 
phonological correspondences. 

This classification has some interesting features, particularly the position of Chinese as 
one of many first-level groups of equal status. Another important feature is that most of the 
major branches of the family - the first-level groups listed above - are spoken only in South 
Asia. The only exceptions are the Sinitic and Kachin groups, which are absent from the area, 
and the Tibeto-Burman group which extends further to the East. These geographical facts 
have implications for the localisation of the Sino-Tibetan homeland (see below). 

The main achievement of Sino-Tibetan comparative linguistics to date has been the 
collection of lexical comparisons between the languages of different groups. Some of these 
comparisons are perhaps attri butable to the Proto Sino-Tibetan level. An extensive 
comparative lexicon is included in Shafer ( 1974), but unfortunately the structure of the book 
prevents easy access to the data: one has to examine the whole text in order to determine the 
language groups in which a particular root existed. Although rich ,  Shafer' s  data can only be 
easily used after considerable reorganisation. 

Benedict ( 1 972a) also identifies a number of Sino-Tibetan roots, along with their 
protoforms. The data are presented in a format which is easy to work with, but the list of 
roots is relatively small and most of them are more thoroughly represented in Shafer' s  book. 
All protoforms included in Benedict ( 1972a) are pre-reconstructions, often rather treacherous 
as they are not based on a complete set of phonological correspondences between the 
languages. 

About twenty years ago Matisoff ( 1978a, 1978b, 1 985 and others) began to develop his 
theory of the Sino-Tibetan lexicon and the ways to study it. The logic of this approach can be 
represented thus: 

(i) Word families "are groups of forms which bear a non-fortuitous phonological and 
semantic relationship to each other. . .In many cases the synchronically observable 
intra- or inter-lingual allofamy [that is, alternating forms] follows no particular pattern 
that repeats itself elsewhere. This situation may result from conflicting or overlapping 
morphological processes that obscure each other's outputs, unsystematic or sporadic 
increments to roots, interference or contamination from genetically unrelated forms, 
dialect mixture . . .  " (Matisoff 1978a: 1 8). 

English words gold, gild, gilt, yellow, yolk and jaundice belong to the same word 
family (Matisoff 1978a: 1 5). 

"Allofams [that is ,  forms which belong to the same word family] of a true word
family must show both a phonological and semantic resemblance that is due to a 
common genetic heritage" (Matisoff 1978a). 
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"Cognacy is a special case of inter-lingual all of amy , such that the cognates can be 
traced back not only to the same proto-word family, but to one and the same proto
allofam [that is, protoform] in that proto-family" (Matisoff 1978a: 17). 

"Allofamic variation in Sino-Tibetan follows certain well-established patterns. The 
recognition of phonological and semantic variation is not an invitation to promiscuity 
in cognate identification, nor does it imply a disrespect for ' sound laws' "  (Matisoff 
1985a:421) .  

Among the alternations typical to Sino-Tibetan languages one can observe: 

- final homorganic stops and nasals (Matisoff 1978a:23). 
- final vowel and final consonant (Matisoff 1978a:25) 
- changes in position of articulation (Matisoff 1978a:29) 
- variation of medial glides (Matisoff 1978a:33) 
- variations of nuclear vowels (Matisoff 1978a:36) 
- variations in syllable-initial position: voicing, aspiration, and prefixation (Matisoff 

1978a:47). 
- tonal variations (Matisoff 1978a:57). 

(ii) "Compounding is a pervasive TB morphological process . . .  Words (especially nouns, 
but also verbs) very often have two syllables, and three-syllable nouns are by no 
means uncommon" (Matisoff 1 978a:58) .  "As in all languages, there is a 
multidimensional continuum of transparency in TB compounds" (Matisoff 1978a:59) 
ranging from the most transparent cases to situations "where a syllable in a 
compound may become totally opaque, in that it has no meaning of its own in 
isolation. These pitiful entities I have called 'morphants ( 'orphan morphes' ) .  The TB 
languages abound in these morphemes, as of course does English" (Matisoff 
1978a:6 1 ). An example of a morphant is -tril in the English word nostril. 
Such a situation allows one to talk about "unpredictability of semantic source-fields 
in compound-formation" (Matisoff 1978a:67). 

"Different languages (even closely related ones) are quite likely to make different 
selections from the proto-lexicon in forming compounds. A given compound is 
liable to reflect an idiosyncratic combination of several different proto-etyma" 
(Matisoff 1 985a:42 1 ). 

(iii) Words are related to each other also through various semantic links which can be 
represented in diagrams. "We call these diagrams metastatic flowcharts, since they 
are designed to reflect the complex and unpredictable ways in which the meanings of 
words 'metastasise' from one point in semantic space to the other" (Matisoff 
1978a: 193). Two words (from one or two different semantic fields) included in a 
metastatic flowchart can be related through a semantic association (Matisoff 
1978a: 194). Some times such association can be created via compounding. In other 
cases their relationship can be based on antonymic oppositions. 

Accepting such a strategy, Matisoff ( 1 985a:422) identifies protoroots with the help of 
'pan-allofamic formula' that represents the whole range of its phonological variations. For 
example one of protoroots for 'arm' , hand' identified by Matisoff ( 1985a:423) is represented 
as: 
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d- d- i g- 1 ak or g- lYak 
Y 

p- p-
I 

In Matisoffs view these three elements of his approach should be used in the comparative 
study of the Sino-Tibetan family. 

Let us discuss now these assumptions in some detail .  

(i) Word/amilies 

In Germanic and other Indo-European (IE) languages the attitude to word families is 
different from what is presented by Matisoff. Here an identification of a word family leads to 
the study of reasons of its origins, rather than to the study of this word family. Dealing, for 
example, with the word family gold, gild, and so on, a linguist can tell us that gild and gilt 
are different forms of the same Old English verb (gyld-an and ge-gyld), which is a derivation 
from Proto Germanic *3ulpam 'gold' with another Modern English reflex gold ( < OE gold). 
The word yolk was in OE a derivation from the word yellow: geolu > geol(o)ca. The words 
gold and yellow are related to each other only at the Indo-European level: *gh!tom 'gold' and 
*ghelwo 'yellow' .  The word jaundice is an Old French borrowing, where it is a development 
of the Latin word galbus 'yellow' .  This Latin word is genetically related to the English 
word, as they both are reflexes of the same IE root. 

The English word family thus includes words which are various derivations of the same 
ancient IE root. It would be wrong to study them as a single group: their relationship can be 
understood only with the help of the precise stratification: 

in Modern English we have gold, gild/gilt, yellow, yolk and jaundice; 
three different roots were presumably represented in Old English: gold, gyld-en, 
geolu (with no French loans); 
two different roots were presumably represented in Proto North-West Germanic: 
*3ulpum and *gelwa; 
at the Proto IE level *gh!tom and *ghelwo were related to each other. 

This stratification actually makes the whole idea of the word family quite useless and even 
misleading. The usual IE practice is not to deal with such groups of words as if they are 
something normal and typical, but rather to attribute them to certain chronological levels 
and explain them with the help of already known phonological and morphological 
reconstructions. 

The idea of word families is much more popular in Sino-Tibetan linguistics, where it was 
originally applied to a particular situation found in Old and Middle Chinese. Here several 
reconstructed words could have more or less similar but not identical meanings and forms. 
Their differences can have various explanations. They can, among other cases, be: 

• 

• 

• 

derivations from the same root; 
dialectal or other doublets found in Chinese sources, but not used in a particular 
variant of the language; 
the same word represented by several characters, which readings are reconstructed 
differently. 
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It seems, however, that in many cases a word fami ly includes words which historically 
have the same root, and their differences could be due to different sets of affixes attached to 
this root. One can guess if these derivations were associated: 

(i) with prefixes which gave rise to various alternations of initials, 
(ii) with suffixes found as traces in tonal alternations or in pairs of related words with 

different final consonants, so typical for Old Chinese, or 
(iii) with unknown segmental features which caused vowel alternations, differences in 

medials and other similar things. 

But the whole problem of word derivation in Old Chinese is yet to be investigated. 

Without a clear understanding of the rules of word formation, an identification of a word 
family is merely the recognition of the lack of our knowledge, and one would expect, that 
with the development of Chinese historical morphology and word formation studies, we 
would be able to identify roots and groups of words, derived from these roots. 

It comes as no surprise that forms now included in a Sino-Tibetan word family reveal 
various alternations.  If the forms are found in the same language they perhaps represent 
some morphological features of the language. See, for example, the discussion of word 
families in Limbu (Michailovsky 1985). One would expect to find the same situation in Old 
Chinese. If the forms included in a word family are from different languages, several 
explanations are possible: (a) the differences can be due to regular phonological development 
of the languages from the same protoform; or (b) the differences can represent the fact that 
these forms can be traced back to different derivations from the same root of the 
protolanguage. In both cases to connect the forms, we need a good knowledge of 
comparati ve phonology and not just an assumption that the forms are members of the same 
word family. Instead of talking for respect to the sound laws, we need to establish such laws 
and to discover regular patterns of languages' development rather than to substitute this work 
through the study of language families. Studies of various groups of Sino-Tibetan languages 
(Lolo-Burmese, Karenic and some other) have demonstrated that proper comparative study 
can be conducted for this family. 

(ii) Compounding 

The idea of ancient compounds advocated by Matisoff is also misleading as a guideline in 
the comparative procedure. It is true that, in modern languages, compounds are used often 
and many of them are quite transparent as the constituting morphemes have their meanings 
and often can be used independently. This alone suggests that the compounds can be very 
ancient. If we add to this the fact that in ancient Chinese texts one can hardly find compounds 
other than personal names, the whole compound hypothesis seems to be not well supported. 
The danger, however, is not in the hypothesis itself, but in the conclusion drawn from it: 
'unpredictability of semantic source-fields in compound-formation' .  This in its turn leads to 
an even stronger assumption : one should not expect to find regular relationships between the 
forms from a word family as these forms have originated from various compounds with 
different first or second parts. During the process of historical changes the ancient 
compounds have contracted in various monosyllabic structures which only slightly resemble 
each other. That is why a scholar who accepts such a theory may say: "Yes, I respect sound 
laws, but they cannot be used in my research because of the specific nature of the 
languages". This leads, as we have seen already, to the rejecting of one of the main 
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postulates of comparative linguistics, the assumption of regularity of changes. It is  
interesting that, in the two reconstructions dealing with a limited number of languages 
published by Matisoff, he does not completely follow this 'compound logic' .  In both his 
Proto Lolo-Burmese reconstruction ( 1972, 1973) and in comparison of Jingphaw with Lolo
Burmese ( 1974) he tries to follow the standard logic of comparative linguistics. Only later, 
when he switched to simultaneous study of many lesser known languages, had Matisoff to 
introduce compound-logic to explain the lack of regularity in his data. It seems, however, 
that a thorough study of the languages could provide us with the needed regular pattern, thus 
eliminating the necessity of compound-based explanation. 

(iii) Semantic links 

It seems to me that Matisoff needs his third idea, 'metastatic flowcharts ' ,  also to justify 
the lack of semantic strictness and rigorous approach in his search for Sino-Tibetan 
comparisons. Simply by including two meanings in one chart I gain the right to include the 
corresponding words in one comparison. Using one of Matisoff' s charts (Matisoff 
1978a:229) one can connect 'hair' and 'blood' , 'belly' and 'brain' (p.229) or 'ashamed' with 
' shoulder' and 'bird' with 'carry' . It is not totally impossible that these meanings can be 
found in an etymology, but to justify such connections we need first of all a good 
comparative phonology, which is not found in Matisoff's recent studies. If instead we use 
also the compound-logic, we would be able to connect practically any two words in 
monosyllabic languages. However - and I freely admit this - most of Matisoff' s real 
comparisons do not violate semantics too much. 

Let us discuss now a particular word family studied by Matisoff ( 1985a): ARM/HAND/ 

WING, which 'pan-allofarnic formula' , according to the author, is: 

1 
ak or 

y 

This formula is based on the following data: 

� . 1  with simple (unprefixed) sonorant initial: 

1 . 1 1  *lak 

d- j g-
p-

1 Yak 

A. Proto Lolo-Burmese *lak 'hand' > WrB (and many other LB languages) lak; 

B .  [Himalayish] WrT lag-pa, Sherpa ' lak-pa, Jirel lak-pa; Kaike Ie}?; Thulung Rai loa. 

Comments: 

(i) -pa is a grammatical suffix in WrT and Sherpa. In Jirel, which is not specifically 
related to Tibetan, it may indicate a Tibetan loan; 

(ii) without a historical phonology of Kaike, the origins of I??; and its relationship to the 
Tibetan forms, remain obscure. There is no comparative reason to believe that Kaike 
is a Tibetan language, but like Jirel it contains many Tibetan loans; 

(iii) Thulung is not specifically related to Tibetan and one can only speculate as to 
whether lao is directly related to other forms given here. 



C. [Abor-Miri-Dafla] Abor-Miri a-1ak, Miri glak, Gallong aJak, DafJa gla (also a1 'foot' )  

Comment: 

(i) all fonns here have an initial vowel, which may be a prefix. 

D.  [Luish] Chairel 1ak, Lui 10k 
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E. [Kachinic] Jingphaw 19- (unstressed prefix in words like 19pha? 'shoulders' ,  19phum 
' forearm' ,  ,'arm above the elbow' ;  also in 19phut 'knee' ,  199o 'foot and leg ' ,  19khar 'kick 
with heel or hoof' ).  

Comment: 

(i) it is not clear semantically why this prefix should be the trace of a HAND root.20 

F. [Naga] Tamlu 1ak, Yacham-Tengsa 1akpa 

Comment: 

(i) 1akpa - another Tibetan loan? 

G. [Chinese] *Jjgk/liak 'strong' , 'strength ' ,  'force' [CHAR76]. 

Comment: 

(i) The connection is based on the suggestion that 'the graph seems to depict an arm with 
a hand' .  In fact, the reading of this character is *rgk (Starostin) or *C-rjik (Baxter) 
which makes the comparison unacceptable. 

1 . 12 1  *yak 

A. [Himalayish] Tamang ya 'hand' ,  Thakali ya, Gurung yo. 
Newary yak-wa 'armpit' ,  Lepcha yak 'tickle' . 

Comments: 

(i) initial *1 does not exist in Proto Gurung (common ancestor of Tamang, Thakali and 
Gurung) and y could be a regular reflex of the Proto Sino-Tibetan initial represented 
in this root. 

(ii) it is not obvious that the semantics of Newary and Lepcha can be connected directly 
with the meaning 'hand' . In Newary we also have 1ha(t) 'hand' , which could be 
related to the Sino-Tibetan fonn. 

B .  [Nag a] Konyak yak 'hand' , 'arm' (also ya 'foot') ,  Tsangsa yak and forms from other 
languages. 

Comment: 

(i) the historical phonology of these languages is not known; the y- initial in all could be 
a regular reflex of the Proto Sino-Tibetan initial. 

C. [Murish] Mru yak 'armpit' .  

Comment: 

(i) this word should be grouped with Newary and Lepcha. 

D. [Barish] Dimasa yau 'arm' (also ya 'foot' ). 

20 In Peiros and Starostin ( 1 996) the root is *Iak with Jingphaw reflex ta?3. 
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E .  [Lolish] Lahu ya 'tickle ' .  

Comments: 

(i) the meaning is similar to that of Mru, Newary and Lepcha; 
(ii) see Lahu 1il ?-se 'hand' included in L I LA. Different forms often indicate different 

protoforms. 

1 . 1 22 *zak 

A. [Kuki-Chin-Naga] Lushai zak 'armpit' . 

Comment: 

(i) the meaning is similar to that of Lahu, Mru, Newary and Lepcha. 

B. [Chinese] *ziak 'armpit ' .  [CHAR77] 

Comment: 

(i) the reconstruction of this character is *[JJjJiak (Starostin). 
(ii) the meaning is similar to that of Lahu, Mru, Newary and Lepcha. 

1 .2 with dental prefix 

1 .2 1  *d-1ak 

A. [Kachinic] Jingphaw lata? 'hand' with metathesis of dental prefix with the lateral initial 

Comment: 

(i) in many cases Jingphaw t is a regular correspondence to WrT 1 and WrB 1; see for 
example as in ' slip off' , ' loose' in the discussion of Chinese-Austronesian 
relationship above. 

B .  Tangut *1da 'hand' .  

Comment: 

(i) Tangut had at least two different laterals, reconstructed by Sofronov ( 1968) as *1 and 
*ld, so it could be a regular correspondence of *1. 

1 .22 *d-yak 

A. [Chinese] *giak 'wing' in Benedict's reinterpretation *diak. [CHAR78] 

Comment: 

(i) the reconstruction is *lak (Peiros & Starostin 1996) 

1 .23 *d-[]ak 
A. [Naga] Nocte dak 'hand' (alongside da 'foot') 

Comment: 

(i) the historical phonology of Nocte is not known and its initial d may be a regular 
correspondence to WrT 1 and WrB 1. 



1 .3 with velar prefix 

1 .3 1  *g-lak 
A. [Chinese] *k'l8k 'armpit' [CHAR79] 

Comment: 

(i) the Old Chinese reconstruction is *liak (Peiros & Starostin 1996). 
(ii) the meaning is similar to that of Lahu, Mru, Newary and Lepcha. 

B. Gyarung tekhlye 'upper arm' . 

Comment: 

2 1 1 

(i) the form i s  very obscure and, i s  perhaps a compound, but without Gyarung 
comparative phonology it is difficult to connect it with other forms. 

1 .32 *g-yak and *g-ya 
1 .32 1  

A.  Chinese *kiak 'leg' ,  'foot' [CHAR80] 

Comment: 

(i) the reconstruction is *kak (Starostin), which makes the connection with *g-yak quite 
improbable. 

1 .322 

A. WrB gyak-kaJi 'armpit' also recorded as chak-kali and lak-kali. 

1 .4 with fused (affricated) initial 
1 .4 1  *diak < ** � g

d l � � -yak 

A. [Barish] Garo *diak 'arm' (also *dia 'foot'), Atong cak 'hand' , 'arm' . 

B .  [Nag a] Banpara tsak 'arm' , 'hand' . 

C. [Himalayish] Lepchajak, yak 'tickle ' .  

D. [Loloish] Lahu ja? 'cubit' ,  'length from elbow to fingertips' < PLB *Nkyak, *?kyak 
(Matisoff 1972:49). 

Comment: 

(i) the form and meaning indicate that this word is not related to the others. 

1 .6 with labial stop: *p-yak 
A. Tibetan phyak 'hand' (respect language). 

B. Chinese *piek 'ann' .  [CHAR 8 1 ]  

Comment: 

(i) the Old Chinese reconstruction is *peh. 
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C .  Lepcha a-ka pek 'forearm' . 

D. Limbu phuk-bek 'forearm' .  

From a semantic point of view, we can identify three groups of meanings from this mass 
of data: 

(i) 'hand' ,  'arm' ,  'wing' ; 
(ii) 'armpit', 'tickle' ;  
(iii) 'foot' ,  'leg ' .  

Following this simple semantics we  need to distinguish at least four groups of  potential 
cognates: 

1 .  'hand' , 'arm' ,  'wing ' :  
Proto Lolo-Burmese *lak 'hand' > WrB (and other LB languages) lak; 
WrT lag-pa, Sherpa ak-pa, (Jirel lak-pii), Kaike IJli1; (?) Thulung Rai loa. 
Abor-Miri a-1fik, Miri alak, Gallong a1ak, Dafla ala. 
Chairel 1ak, Lui 10k. 
Tamlu lak, (Yacham-Tengsa /akpa). 
Tamang ya, Thakali ya, Gurung yo. 
Konyak yak, Tsangsa yak and forms from other languages. 
Dimasa yau. 
Jingphaw lata? 
Tangut *lda. 
Chinese *lak. 
Nocte dak. 
The Sino-Tibetan root represented in this comparison is reconstructed as */8]( (Peiros & 
Starostin 1 996; cf. Shafer 1974: 138 ,  409, 435 ;  Benedict 1 972a, No. 86) with regular 
reflexes in Chinese, WrT, WrB (and Lolo-Burmese) and Jingphaw (other languages are not 
included in this reconstruction). 

The following forms also may potentially be connected with this reconstruction: 
Garo dzaak, Atong cak. 
Banpara tsak. 

However, our knowledge of their history does not allow us to prove this .  

2. 'armpit' ,  'tickle' :  
Newary yak-wa 'armpit ' ,  Lepcha yak 'tickle ' .  
Mru yak 'armpit' . 
Lahu ya 'tickle' .  
Lushai zak 'armpit' . 
Chinese *[JJjJiak. 
WrB gyak-kali, chak-ka1i, 1ak-kali 'armpit' .  
Lepcha jak, yak 'tickle' . 
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The Chinese, Burmese and Lushai forms are regular reflexes of Proto Sino-Tibetan *jak 
'armpit' , 'tickle' (peiros & Starostin 1996; cf. Shafer 1974: 1 60; Benedict 1972a:34). 

3 .  'foot' , 'leg' : 
Abor al 'foot' .  
Konyak ya 'foot' . 
Dimasa ya 'foot' .  
Nocte da 'foot' . 
Garo dia 'foot' 
Adding WrT brla 'thigh' to this list, we are tentatively able to identify another Sino-Tibetan 
root. The WrT evidence is not sufficient for a reliable reconstruction, and reflexes of the root 
are not found in other languages with well-understood phonological histories (Chinese *kak 
'leg ' ,  'foot' does not belong here). Therefore I can suggest only a very preliminary pre
reconstruction of the root: *La. 

4. 'arm' , 'forearm' :  
Tibetan phyak 'hand' (respect language). 
Chinese *peh 'arm' .  
Lepcha a-ka pek 'forearm' .  
Limbu phuk-bek 'forearm' .  
The WrT and Chinese forms are reflexes of Proto Sino-Tibetan *Piak. Jingphaw kapha? 
'arm' also belongs to this root. Without a proper comparative phonology, it is difficult to 
decide whether the Lepcha and Limbu words also belong here. 

In summary, the word family created and studied by Matisoff includes reflexes of at least 
four different roots, which show no evidence that they should be connected at the 
protolanguage level. More reliable and significant results would be attained by simply 
applying the strict comparative procedure to Sino-Tibetan data. 

In all, about 800 roots probably belonging to Proto Sino-Tibetan have been discovered by 
linguists using the traditional comparative method. No one has tried to compare any two 
languages in detail ;  for example, there is no complete list of comparisons between Tibetan 
and Burmese, although these languages have been compared with each other for over one 
hundred years. A direct comparison of Chinese with Burmese and Tibetan was attempted by 
Luce ( 198 1 ), but his list - which includes many interesting comparisons - is far from 
exhausti ve. 

As a step towards compiling a Sino-Tibetan etymological dictionary, Starostin and I 
( 1 996) conducted a direct comparison of several Sino-Tibetan languages : Chinese (in the 
form of the Old Chinese reconstruction by Starostin), Tibetan, Burmese (with additions from 
my Lolo-Burmese reconstruction), Lushai (with a reinterpretation of Shafer's  Proto Kuki
Chin reconstruction), and Kachin. The list does not include Sino-Tibetan languages from 
South Asia and it is  therefore possible that our results represent not a common Sino-Tibetan 
level but, for example, an East Asian Sino-Tibetan level. However, as we included all 
published comparisons, such a possibility seems improbable. The published version of the 
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dictionary includes about 2,000 roots which belong to two different levels: Sino-Tibetan and 
Tibeto-Burman (as defined in our lexicostatistical classification). 

The systematic study of Sino-Tibetan historical phonology began in California in 1934 
with the commencement of the Sino-Tibetan comparative project. The data and sources used 
in the project have not yet been published, and for this reason it is rather difficult to evaluate 
the results. Some years after the project started, Shafer, who obviously drew upon data from 
the project, began to publish his articles on the history of the Sino-Tibetan family. For many 
years he was the leading specialist in the field, conducting independent reconstructions of 
different S ino-Tibetan branches and comparing these reconstructions. Shafer's  most 
significant findings are collected in the book Introduction to Sino-Tibetan. The use of an 
enormous volume of data, sometimes poorly recorded, makes these results a little unreliable, 
but they are still of great importance. 

Benedict 's  book, published in 1972, also drew heavily on data from the Californian 
project. Benedict chose about 20 languages from different Sino-Tibetan groups and 
concentrated his attention on the relationships between them. This approach, more selective 
than that of Shafer, in principle allows a more accurate discussion of the data. Unfortunately 
the principle of completeness was not applied to the process of comparison, and no two 
languages are connected by a full set of correspondences. 

Another attempt to reconstruct Proto Sino-Tibetan phonology was made by Starostin and 
myself ( 1996). The limited set of languages in our comparative vocabulary did not allow us 
to fully reconstruct the Proto Sino-Tibetan system, but we believe that all items (or 
phonemes) which we reconstructed did exist in the protolanguage. It is possible that data 
from other languages may result in the addition of new phonemes to our list, but the main 
features of the system are already apparent. 

The structure of each reconstructed Proto Sino-Tibetan root complies with strict 
phonotactic rules, which are still current in most modern languages. Each root consisted of at 
least one major syllable with three obligatory parts : initial consonant (initial), vowel, and 
final consonant (terminal). In some roots, initial clusters are reconstructed as consisting of an 
initial and a medial consonant. 

Besides the major obligatory syllable, a Sino-Tibetan root could also include a prefix 
and/or a suffix.  In our understanding Sino-Tibetan 'prefixes ' and 'suffixes ' did not 
I!ecessarily carry any semantic load, and often were probably optional structural elements of 
the root. Prefixes consisted of one consonant or a consonant plus a. Suffixes were formed 
only by single consonants. The maximal structure of the Sino-Tibetan root was therefore: 

C -a-C·- C -v- C - C P 1 m t s 
Cp - prefixed consonant (optional) 

a 
c-1 
C -m 

y -

prefixed vowel (optional) 
initial consonant (obligatory) 
medial consonant (optional) 

main vowel (obligatory) 
final consonant (obligatory) 
suffix (optional). 
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Some reconstructed prefixes and suffixes may originally have been associated with 
morphological distinctions, but these distinctions are not yet recognisable in the 
reconstructions. 

In the Proto ST reconstruction, the system of final consonants is  established quite 
reliably. It includes: 

*-p *-m *-w 
*-t *-n *-j *-r *-1 *-J -5 
*-k *-{) 
*¢ 

*J is reconstructed in the cases where Tibetan -1 corresponds to Old Chinese final *n, 
rather than to *1, which is considered a reflex of Proto ST *1. 

Benedict suggested ( 1 972a:70) that in Proto Sino-Tibetan there existed an opposition 
between long and short vowels. This was further supported by Starostin ( 1 979: 126-1 3 1 ,  
1989b) who showed that the length distinction which he postulated for Old Chinese has clear 
correspondences in modem Lushai, where long and short vowels are still contrastive in most 
positions. 

The reconstructed system of Proto Sino-Tibetan vowels and diphthongs is: 

* . 1 

*e 
*E 

Short Long 
*u *i: 

*� *0 *e: *�: 
*a *0 *E: *a: 

*ia *ua 

*u: 
*0: 
*0: 

The reconstruction of initials is more complex. Many aspects of this problem are still 
unclear, but the number and nature of local sound classes has been established. There were 
certainly labial, dental and velar stops as well as an affricate series (Benedict 1972a: 17). 
Peiros and Starostin ( 1996) add to this a set of palatal affricates (maintained in Tibetan and 
Proto Lolo-Burmese) as well as dental laterals (maintained in Old Chinese and in Lushai), 
labiovelars (maintained in Old Chinese and Proto Lolo-Burmese), uvulars and labio-uvulars: 

*p *t *c *c *13 *k *kW *q 
Benedict ( 1972a:20) reconstructs an opposition between voiced and voiceless initial stops, 

while Shafer ( 1 974) speaks about voiced, voiceless and aspirated stops, basing this on the 
Tibetan language where voiceless and aspirated stops are in complimentary distribution. 
Starostin and I distinguish two oppositions, voiced/unvoiced and aspirated/unaspirated: 

*p *ph *b *bh 
However, such a reconstruction requires additional confirmation. 

The problem of reconstructing prefixes and suffixes has not yet been solved. Shafer 
reconstructs six prefixes ( *p-, *t-, *k-, *m-, *r-, and *{)-) mainly on the basis of Tibetan and 
Southern Chin data, although traces of the system do occur in some other languages. 
Benedict also identifies six prefixes, but he eliminates Shafer' s *{)- and adds *5-. In our 
reconstruction the problem is not satisfactorily solved. The prefixes of Tibetan and Kachin 
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do not correspond well to each other, nor to  those of Proto Lolo-Burmese. Data from South 
Chin and other prefixing languages were inaccessible to us. 

Benedict reconstructed some suffixes, but only *-8 is supported by his data. We assume 
two suffixes, *- 7 and *-H, but it is clear that such a system is not sufficient to explain all the 
complexities of the data from modem languages. 

The problem of Proto Sino-Tibetan prefixes and suffixes is closely connected with 
problems of Sino-Tibetan tonogenesis. Many modem languages of the family have tones, 
ranging in number from two to nine. Rich tonal systems are usually attested in languages 
with relatively small sets of consonants and with seriously altered syllable structures, such as 
Lolo-Burmese and Karenic languages. Few firm historical conclusions are available from 
analysis of tones in Sino-Tibetan languages and the tonal character of the protolanguages is 
currently under discussion. 

Benedict ( 1 972a, 1972b) reconstructs two Proto Sino-Tibetan tones - *A and *B 
reflexes of which he finds in Chinese, Lolo-Burmese, Karenic, Kachin and some other 
languages. Internal analysis allows us to trace the origin of these tones to segmental 
phonemes as has been demonstrated for Chinese (Pulleyblank 1962) and for Lolo-Burmese 
(Golovastikov 1 977, 1989; Peiros 1985a). It appears now that Chinese and Proto Lolo
Burmese tones have developed from two Sino-Tibetan suffixes *-7 and *-H which are 
included in our Sino-Tibetan reconstruction. Kachin tones, which correspond in some 
manner to Lolo-Burmese tones (Matisoff 1974), are also related to these segmental features 
(Peiros 1978b). 

Some Sino-Tibetan languages (such as Classical Tibetan) are atonal, which suggests that 
Proto Sino-Tibetan was also an atonal language. At the same time, the origins of tones in 
many languages (e.g. Karenic) are unknown. There are also some correlations between the 
tones of Kham (group X) and the reconstructed Tangut tonal system (peiros 1982b). All of 
these facts require explanation if one wishes to assert the atonal character of Proto Sino
Tibetan. 

Proto Sino-Tibetan morphology and syntax are practically unknown. The theories of 
earlier authors (e.g. Conrady 1 896; Wolfenden 1929) were not based on adequate historical 
phonology, and are not reliable. Of some interest are the results of morphological 
comparisons made by Bauman (e.g. 1975, 1979) who has investigated the problems of 
subject-object conjugation in some Sino-Tibetan languages. Recently, morphological 
reconstruction has attracted the attention of Driem (1993a, 1993b). 

Semantic analysis of some lexical groups has been carried out by Matisoff (e.g. 1978a, 
1 978b, 1985a), who has discovered some interesting Proto Sino-Tibetan semantic 
phenomena. 

The issue of the location of the Proto Sino-Tibetan homeland remains open. It is widely 
believed that the disintegration of the Sino-Tibetan family took place in China, possibly in 
Sichuan (e.g. Jakhontov 1977b; Krjukov et al. 1983). Driem (n.d.) argues that "the Tibeto
Burman [that is ,  Sino-Tibetan] protohomeland lay approximately in the language family ' s  
present geographical centre of  gravity, i .e. in  Sichuan and Yunnan, [and] the first migration 
of Tibeto-Burmans [that is, Sino-Tibetans] out of this area would, on historical linguistic 
grounds, have been the Western Tibeto-Burman migration to the fluvial plains of the lower 
Brahmaputra and the surrounding hill tracts". On this account, other languages would have 
been brought to the west later, presumably in several successive waves. 
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I t  is  problematic to assume that Yunnan and Sichuan are the "language family 's  present 
geographical centre of gravity", because only some branches of the Sino-Tibetan family are 
represented there. Modem languages of the Southern branch of the family (in Driem's  terms) 
do have a long history in the area, but Northeastern (Sinitic) languages are not autochthonous 
to the region, having arrived there relatively recently. No linguistic evidence supports the 
idea of migrations of several waves of Sino-Tibetan speakers to Nepal or other parts of 
Northern South India. 

Accepting the lexicostatistical classification, it appears that the greatest diversity of Sino
Tibetan groups of the first level occurs in South Asia, indicating a possible location of the 
homeland in the territories south of the Himalayas. Here one can now find most of the high
level Sino-Tibetan groups apart from Chinese and Jingphaw, and some Tibeto-Burman 
languages spoken to the east. The exceptions are easi ly explained as the result of later 
migration. 

This hypothesis as to the location of the homeland is based on language distributions and 
the lexicostatistical classification of the family. Further proof is needed from linguistic data 
and interdisciplinary investigation. However, I know of no facts which contradict the 
hypothesis. In 1 984 I wrote about possible contacts between the Sino-Tibetan and 
Austronesian protolanguages, which I believed at the time to have taken place in China 
(Peiros 1984a). Additional analysis of the data has now allowed me to show that there were 
no loans from Proto Austronesian into Proto Sino-Tibetan (see Chapter 5). Contacts between 
these language families took place long after the Proto Sino-Tibetan disintegration began, and 
thus do not contradict my proposed location of the Sino-Tibetan homeland. 



CHAPTER 5 

SOUTHEAST ASIA: MAIN FEATURES OF LINGUISTIC PREHISTORY 

A linguistic account of Southeast Asian prehistory is a description of prehistoric events in 
the region, constructed purely on the basis of linguistic evidence. It may differ markedly 
from the prehistoric accounts suggested by archaeologists, anthropologists, and 
representatives of other disciplines. The task of synthesising such diverse accounts is very 
complex, and has never been attempted in full detail for the Southeast Asian region (see, 
however, several recent publications, particularly Bellwood 199 1  and 1994). 

In creating a linguistic account of the prehistory of a region, one needs to consider: 

- the genetic relationships of languages spoken in the area (language families and their 
affiliations) ; 

- the homelands of the relevant language families; 
- absolute and relative linguistic datings available for the area; 
- hypotheses about language spread, and migrations of speakers; and 
- data about prehistoric contacts between local languages. 

More specifically, any linguistic account of Southeast Asian prehistory must consider the 
interactions and relationships among the five language families represented in the region: 
Sino-Tibetan, Kadai , Austronesian, Miao-Yao and Austroasiatic. It is highly probable that 
languages unrelated to these five families also existed in Southeast Asia in the remote past; 
currently, however, no information on such languages is available. 

The Sino-Tibetan family is not genetically related to other local language families, and 
claims of its genetic affiliation with other Southeast Asian languages are not based on solid 
evidence (see Chapter 4). The other four languages families do appear to be genetically 
related, forming the Austric macro-family (Chapter 3.3). However, the evidence supporting 
the hypothesis is limited, leaving space for speculation. 

The classification and distribution of modem Sino-Tibetan languages allow me to assume 
that their homeland was located somewhere in the Sub-Himalayan region, where most 
groups of the family are still represented. There are no indications that these Sino-Tibetan 
languages of South Asia arrived in the area in the process of a single migration: there are no 
traces of specific contacts nor of a common substratum. The disintegration of Proto Sino
Tibetan therefore appears connected with the northern parts of South Asia: it is  simpler to 
assume that languages of the various branches of the family are still spoken near the original 
territory, rather than to assume many unrelated migrations to South Asia from other 
territories. I believe that some Sino-Tibetan groups were later transferred eastwards from 
their original territory in South India, so that Chinese, Jingphaw and some Tibeto-Burman 
languages (mostly Sichuan-Burmese and Karenic) are now spoken in Southeast Asia. There 

2 18  
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is no evidence to indicate specific relations between these 'eastern' groups, which supports 
the hypothesis that they were introduced to Southeast Asia through independent migrations in 
different periods. It is possible that Sino-Tibetan languages reached East and Southeast Asia 
in the early or mid third millennium BC, while the split of Proto Sino-Tibetan somewhere in 
the Sub-Himalayan region began at least a thousand years earlier. 

Before the migrations of Sino-Tibetan speakers into Southeast Asia, Austric languages 
were spoken in the area. We do not have positive data for the location of Proto Austric, but 
the following considerations provide some clues: 

( 1 )  Localisation of the Proto Austronesian homeland has been discussed in the literature for 
over a hundred years, with Kern ( 1 889), Dyen ( 1 97 1 )  and others believing that the 
homeland was located in a tropical coastal environment. Nowadays, however, the idea 
of a non-tropical coastal homeland is supported by the majority of the specialists. B lust 
( 1984-85, 1988) and Sirk ( 1984, 1 987) have presented a very impressive list of Proto 
Austronesian terms for wet subtropical vegetation, pointing to the conclusion that the 
homeland was associated with territories north of the tropical zone. Both Blust and Sirk 
accept that the Austronesian homeland existed somewhere around the Taiwan Strait, with 
localisation to the island supported by Blust, and to the mainland by Sirk. ! However, in 
the Middle Holocene the climate was warmer and the homeland could have been located 
further to the north, probably in the coastal areas of Jiangsu or Shandong (Peiros & 
Shnirelman 1989). 

(2) Localisation of the Austroasiatic homeland has been discussed by Blust (n.d.) who 
refers to Diffloth ' s  unpublished opinion that the homeland was situated in the Burma
Yunnan border region, perhaps in the middle Salween basin: 'There is almost universal 
agreement that the first split within AA separated the Munda languages of central and 
eastern India on the one hand from the MK languages of mainland SEA on the other, and 
the Burmese-Yunnan border is roughly midway between these two geographical areas". 
No discussion of data supporting such a localisation is know to me. Blust also claims 
that "AA has the longest record of settlement in mainland SEA south of China, well 
antedating the expansion of Tibeto-Burman, Tai-Kad� , Austronesian and Hmong-Mien 
[that is, Miao-Yao] into this area". Blust believes that Proto Austroasiatic was probably 
spoken 7000-7500 BP,2 a millennium earlier than Proto Austronesian. 

The locations of the Proto Kadai and Proto Miao-Yao homelands remain unknown. As 
none of the protolanguages reveal any clear connections with the tropics, one can assume that 
the Proto Austric homeland was located somewhere to the north of the tropics, not 
necessarily in a coastal area. The disintegration of the protolanguage could be dated at 
approximately the eighth to ninth millennium BC, while the Austro-Thai and Miao
Austroasiatic branches started to disintegrate about the sixth millennium Be. All such 
hypotheses about Proto Austric location and datings are highly preliminary. 

Sino-Tibetan speakers, who migrated to Southeast Asia from the west, came into contact 
with local populations speaking various Austric languages of the Kadai, Austronesian, 

2 

Bellwood ( 1988, 1 994) argues for an Austro-Thai homeland on the mainland, and an Austronesian 
homeland on Taiwan. 
Glottochronology (see §3. 1 )  suggests 6200 BP as the starting point of the disintegration of Proto 
Austroasiatic. 
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Austroasiatic and Miao-Yao families. Linguistic evidence provides us with infonnation about 
these contacts. 

According to my data there were no contacts between Sino-Tibetan and the Proto Kadai 
(or even Proto Tai Proper) languages. All the available data suggest that separate branches of 
the Kadai family came into contact with the Chinese language during the first centuries of the 
first millennium AD (Jakhontov 1971) .  There is no trace of any mutual influence before this 
period. 

A set of lexical coincidences between Sino-Tibetan and Austronesian languages attests the 
occurrence of ancient contacts. These coincidences may be divided into four groups 
according to the type of structural correspondence that holds between the fonns (cf. different 
interpretation of the same data in Peiros & Starostin 1984): 

I 

1 .  ST *Kuak 'k.o. vessel ' :  OC *kok 'barrow' [CHAR I ] ,  *kok 'tray' [CHAR2];  WrT 
khog 'pot' , 'earthen vessel ' ;  WrB khwak 'k.o. vessel ' ;  Jnp silJgaw 'k.o. cooking pot' . 

An *mankuk 'cup' 

2. ST *qho: 'to rob' :  OC *khu:h 'to rob' ,  'robber' [CHAR3] ; WrT rku (perf. (b)rkus, 
fact. brku, imp. rkus) 'to steal' ,  'to rob' ; WrB khaw: < LB *khawx 'to steal ' ;  Lsh ru (ru:k) 
'id. ' ;  Jnp Jagu3 'id. ' 

An *takaw 'id. ' [Blust 198 1 ] .  

3 .  ST *cDha:k 'robber' : OC *fa:k 'murder' , 'bandit' , ' vil lain ' [CHAR4] ; WrT tag 
'robbing ' ,  'robbery' .  

An *mu(p)t' uh - *mat' ah 'enemy' . 

4. ST *no:kI*(s-)no:lJ: 'pus' OC *nulJ 'id. ' [CHARS] ;  WrT mag/snag 'id. ' 
An *nanaq 'id.' [Dahl 198 1 ] .  

5 .  ST *Jam 'fathom' :  OC *Jam ' a  measure of 8 chi' [CHAR6]; WrT iidom(s) ' a  fathom' ;  
WrB Jam 'id. ' < *LB *Jam; Lsh hJam 'id.' Jnp JaJam3 'id. ' 

An *kiJan ' span' [Blust 1980]. 

6. ST *Jam 'road' : WrT Jam, WrB Jam:, Lsh Jam, Jnp Jaml . 
An *ZaJan [Blust 198 1 ] .  

7 .  ST *Cam 'bridge' :  WrT zam, LB *cam. Proto Gurung *cam, Trung dzaml , and others. 
An *(ha)Rezan/*(Sa)Rezan 'ladder' [Blust 1976] . 

8 .  ST *3a.j 'sand' : OC *sra) 'sand' [CHAR7] ;  WrT sa 'earth ' ,  r3a 'clay ' ;  WrB sa}: 
'sand' ; Jingphaw zai3-bru3 'id.' 

An *pat'i y 'id.' 
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9. ST *Pa:k 'leather' ,  'skin ' :  OC *pha:k 'hide soaked in rain' [CHAR8] ,  *pa:k 'leather 
strap' [CHAR9]; WrT pags, lpags 'skin' ,  'hide' , ' the peel ' .  

An *u(m)pak 'bark ' .  

10 .  ST *kha:IJ 'boat' : OC *ga:IJ 'to go  by  boat' [CHAR lO];  Jnp khaIJ 'to steer, as boat' 
[Hanson] ,  Trung guJj-�il 'boat ' .  

An *vaIJk8IJ 'boat' , but cf. *b8IJka[hj 'id. ' .  See discussion in  Pawley and Pawley ( 1994). 

1 1 .  ST *nam 'to weave' ,  'cloth ' :  OC *nam, *nram 'to weave' [CHAR 1 1 ] ;  WrT snam 
'woollen cloth' .  

An *[,]afl8m 'to plait' . 
See Benedict ( 1975: 1 1 5). 

12 .  ST *gar 'flag' : OC *gar 'flag' [CHAR 1 2] ;  WrB ta-khwan 'pendant' ,  'weathercock' ;  
Jnp dawIJ-khwan ' a  sai l ' ,  'flag' [Hanson] < ? Burmese. 

An *tuIJgul 'banner' , 'flag ' .  

1 3 .  ST *toH (--k) 'chief' , 'to rule ' :  OC *t07 'master' , ' lord' , 'host' 'principal ' 
[CHAR 13] ;  WrT thu 'a chief' , 'an elder brother' ;  Jnp madu72 'have rule and authority over' . 

An *datu 'chief' [Blust 1972a] . 

14. ST *Pak 'garment' : OC *bak 'garment' , 'robe' , 'to wear' [CHAR 14] ; WrT abog 
'k.o. upper garment ' ;  LB *Xpuk > Lahu bc)7 'blanket' ; Trung jol ba71 'blanket' . 

An *t' abuk ' loincloth ' .  

15 .  S T  *clI(r)a:m 'sharp' :  OC *:{ra:m 'sharp' [CHAR 1 5] ;  Jnp ncam 'id. ' 
An *tad'am - *tad'im 'sharp' .  

16.  ST *ta- 'sign ' :  WrT brda 'sign ' ,  'gesture ' ;  Jnp da 'to cast lots' [Hanson] .  
An *ta(n)Da ' 'sign ' .  

1 7 .  ST *Pot 'hair' : OC *pat 'hair' [CHAR 16] ;  WrT phud 'hair-knot' ,  'tuft of hair' ; WrB 
phwat-mri: 'hair plait' .  

An *d'[aa](m)but 'hairy' . 

1 8 .  ST *h(r)o:IJ 'to see ' ,  'to look at' :  OC *thra:IJ 'to look straight at' ,  'to stare' 
[CHARI 8] ;  WrT mthoIJ 'to see ' ;  Kanauri taIJ- 'id.' 

An *pand[aajIJ 'to look' .  

19. ST *s[iajk 'to break' ,  ' to cleave' : OC *se:k ' to cleave' ,  ' to split' [CHAR 19] ;  WrT 
acheg 'to break' ,  'to split' , achag 'to cleave' ,  'to split ' .  

An *pisaq 'to break' [Blust 1973] . 
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20. ST *qhwa(I) ) 'yellow ' :  OC *wa:I) 'yellow' [CHAR20];  WrB wa 'yellow ' ,  waI)h 
'bright yellow' ;  Lsh eI) 'yellow' ;  Trung gwar2 'id. ' 

An *'iyaI) 'bright yellow' ,  *reiyaI) 'dark' ,  *' yah 'red' . 

2 1 .  ST *[bJu:k 'house' : WrT abogs (perf. phog, fact. dbog, dbag, imp. phog ) 'to fit up a 
dwelling ' ;  Lsh bu:k 'a temporary house ' ;  Jnp bu, nbu 'dwelling-place, abode, home' .  

An *kubu ' 'hut' . 

22. ST *mV:H 'rice' : OC *mi.j? 'rice' [CHAR2 1 ] ;  Jnp man 'paddy' ;  etc. [Benedict 
1 972a:65] .  

A n  *'imaj 'rice' .  
Comparison from Benedict ( 1975 : 103). 

II 

23. ST *phria[-sJ 'k.o. grain ' ,  'rice' : OC *breh 'good grain '  [CHAR22] ; WrT abras 
'rice' . 

An *bayat' 'husked rice ' .  
A well-known comparison. 

24. ST (*r-)wak 'pig ' :  WrT phag 'pig' ; WrB wak < LB *wak 'pig' , Lsh rwak 
'domesticated pig ' ;  Jnp wa?2 'pig' .  

An *bayak 'id. ' [Blust 1976] . 

25. ST *gwaj 'to make ' :  OC *waj 'to make ' ,  'to do' ,  'to set' [CHAR23] ;  WrT bgjid 
(perf. bgjis, fact. bgji, imp. gjis) 'to make, 'to manufacture ' ,  'to do' ,  'to act' , bgji-ba 
'action ' ,  'deed' ; WrB wi) 'to divide ' ,  'to distribute ' .  

An *gavaj - *gava[hJ 'to work' . 

26. ST *qwra:I) ' horn ' :  OC *kwra:I) 'drinking horn ' ,  'k.o. ritual vessel' [CHAR24]; Jnp 
nruI) 'horn ' ;  Lepcha aroI). 

An *(q)uReI) 'horn' [Blust 1973] . 

27. ST *druaI) 'middle' :  OC *truI) 'middle' [CHAR25] ;  WrT giuI) 'the middle' , 'midst' ; 
WrB atwaI): 'inner part' ; Lsh cDhu:I) 'inside' ; Trung a3 dUI)} 'middle' [B No.390] . 

An '*teJeI) 'middle' .  

28. S T  *Krij- 'knife ' :  WrT gri 'knife' ; LB > Moso I)gc} 'sword' ; Lsh hrei 'an axe ' ,  
'hatchet' ; Jnp nkji 'a small knife' [Hanson]. Compare *krijH 'brass' [Shafer 1 974: 1 84, etc . ;  
B No.39] . 

An *ka[LJit' 'dagger' . 
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29. ST *tJaj 'exchange' :  OC *t1aj 'to transfer' ,  'change' ,  'alter' [CHAR26] ; WrT rJe 
(perf. brJes, fact. brJe, imp. brJes) 'to barter' ; WrB Jaj: 'to exchange' ,  hJaj 'change' < LB 
*Jajxl*sJajx; Lsh Jei 'to buy ' ,  'purchase' ;  Trung kJail 'change ' ;  Jnp maJai3 'to change' [B 
No.283] .  

An *beli ' 'to buy' [Blust 198 1 ] .  

ill 

30. ST *PVJ 'hair' : OC *phaj 'thin wool' [CHAR27];  WrT baJ 'wool; Chepang mik put? 
'eyebrow' ;  etc . 

An *buJu 'hair' [Blust 198 1 ] .  

3 1 .  S T  *ro(:)p 'hungry ' :  O C  *b(r)ap 'to lack' , 'exhaust' [CHAR28] ; WrT spribs, sbrebs 
'be hungry' ; Lsh ra:wp 'to have a strong desire or strong craving for animal food' . 

An *Japay 'hungry ' .  

32. ST *tjel) 'centre ' ,  'the aim' : OC *tel) 'centre of a target' [CHAR29];  WrT aJil) 'the 
middle' ;  Jnp ginthel) 'a destination' ,  'the point aimed at' .  

An *tel)aq 'middle' ,  'half' . 

33. ST *ruap 'to break' :  OC *ra:p 'to break' [CHAR30] ; Jnp agrawp 'id. ' 
An *!apuh 'id. ' 

34. ST *p(h)8IJH 'deaf' : WrB P8IJ: < LB *p8IJX 'deaf' ; Lu P8IJ 'foolish ' ;  Jnp Japhal) 'deaf' ; 
Trung daJ b8IJl 'mute' [Shafer 1974:49] 

An *bal)aJ 'deaf' . 

35.  ST *tap 'fire-place' : WrT thab 'fire-place ' ,  'hearth ' ,  'stove' ;  Lsh tap 'Lushai fire
place' ,  'hearth ' ;  Jnp dap 'ashes' ,  'fire-place' [Hanson] .  

An *dapuy 'hearth ' .  

36. S T  *dhoJ 'to conquer' : WrT aduJ (perf. batuJ, thuJ) 'to tame ' ,  'to break in ' ,  'to 
subdue' ,  'to conquer' ; Lsh dawJ 'be defeated' ,  'conquer' . 

An *[t]aJ[u '] 'id. ' 

IV 

37. ST *J1 Vm 'mind' , 'peace' , 'comfort' > OC *nam 'to think' [CHAR3 1 ] ;  WrT J1am 
' soul ' ,  'mind' , sJ1am 'to think' ,  'suppose ' .  

An *nemnem 'id. ' [Blust 198 1 ] , but compare *DemDem 'id. ' 
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38. ST *cuk 'to stick into' : WrT ii3ug/zug (perf. bcugs/zugs, fact. gzugs, imp. zug(s)) 'to 
prick' , 'to stick into ' ,  'to set ' ,  'to plant' ,  'to bore ' ,  iichugs (perf. chugs) 'to go into ' ,  'to 
penetrate by boring' ; WrB cauk 'to plant' ,  'to erect' ; Lsh [uk 'be erected' .  

A n  *suksuk 'to insert' [Blust 198 1 ] .  

These comparisons reveal several types of correspondences between the word structures 
of the Sino-Tibetan and Austronesian forms: 

(i) correspondence of the final Austronesian syllable to the entire Sino-Tibetan form 
(class I comparisons); 

(ii) correspondence of the first Austronesian syllable to the entire Sino-Tibetan form 
(class III comparisons); and 

(iii) an intermediate type, in which all three consonants of the Austronesian form are 
represented in the Sino-Tibetan word (class II comparisons). This type is, however, 
restricted to words with medial *r, *1, or *w. 

Forms included in the above comparisons are marked as Sino-Tibetan and Austronesian, 
as if they belong to the lexicons of these protolanguages. In fact, the chronological level of 
the comparisons requires further discussion. There are two ways in which the chronology 
might be investigated. The first involves the use of glottochronology to obtain absolute 
datings in the classifications of both families. The second possibility is connected with 
relative datings, and it is this method which is pursued here. 

The Sino-Tibetan forms given above can be divided into several chronological levels: 

1 .  Forms which can be regarded as Proto Sino-Tibetan. These are forms which are attested 
in many different languages of both the 'Eastern' and the 'South Asian' zones of the 
family (e.g. comparisons 8, 1 8  and 24). 

2 .  Forms represented i n  Eastern Sino-Tibetan languages only, but which do occur in 
primary branches of the family, such as Chinese and Jingphaw (e.g. comparisons 13 ,  
14 and 1 5). 

3 .  Forms attested solely in the Tibeto-Burman languages (e.g. comparisons 7 and 38) and 
thus formally attributable to this level only. At least some of these forms may, however, 
be of more archaic origin. 

4 .  Forms attested i n  Old Chinese and Tibetan only. These forms are of various origins. 
Some represent Sino-Tibetan roots (e.g. comparison 23), but others may be ancient 
Chinese loans into Tibetan, which at our current level of knowledge are 
indistinguishable from real Sino-Tibetan roots. Similar to this group are comparisons 
where an Old Chinese word is the only Sino-Tibetan form present: 

39. OC *801) 'mortar' [CHAR32] An *Jat 'u1) 'id.' [Ben 95] 

40. OC *l(h)i:m? 'mat' [CHAR33] An *ti1am 'id. ' 

4 1 .  OC *kre:c 'scales' [CHAR34] An *kulit 'skin' 

42. OC *bra:k 'white' [CHAR36] An *pilak 'silver' 

The Chinese form in comparison 42 has the Sino-Tibetan etymon *(r-)bo:k 'white'  
[B: 1 8 1 ], but the Austronesian forms resemble only the Old Chinese. 

It is difficult to determine the chronological level of the Austronesian forms. Some are 
represented in Oceanic languages as well as in languages of Western Austronesia (e.g. 
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comparisons 2 and 13)  and hence may be assumed to belong to the protolanguage level. 
Others are attested in the languages of Western Austronesia only, and their chronological 
level is unclear. At least some of the latter group, such as the word meaning 'silver' are not 
of Proto Austronesian origin. 

More importantly, the l ist does not include reliable Austro-Thai comparisons. Only for 
comparison 4 1  is a possible Proto Kadai form known (Benedict 1975 :3 1 8), but the same root 
is also represented in Mon-Khmer languages, such as Proto Viet-Muong *(C-)lat > Vn 19t 
'skin ' ,  'peel ' ,  or WrK lat 'to peel' ,  which suggests that it is an Austric or a local root. 

The conclusions to be drawn from these observations is that the comparisons listed above 
can be explained as a result of contacts between Sino-Tibetan and Austronesian languages, 
but not as traces of common origin of the two families (see discussion in Chapter 4). The 
absence of Austro-Thai comparisons indicates that the contacts occurred after the break-up of 
the Austro-Thai family. 

It is  likely that Sino-Tibetan languages were the sources of most of the borrowings. This 
suggestion is based on the existence of Sino-Caucasian etymologies for some of the Sino
Tibetan words.3 If a word has a Sino-Caucasian etymology, it is  implausible to propose that 
the word has been borrowed from an Austronesian, or Proto Austronesian source. The 
absolute and relative chronology of the families, as well as common views about possible 
locations of the North Caucasian and Sino-Tibetan homelands, would contradict such a 
proposal . 

There are no Sino-Tibetan/Austronesian comparisons in which Sino-Tibetan forms are 
attested only in 'South Asian '  languages, despite the fact that the comparative lexicon 
contains many etymologies known only from these languages. For this reason, one can 
assume that these Sino-Tibetan branches were not involved in contacts with the Austronesian 
family. The contacts which did occur must then have taken place after the disintegration of 
Proto Sino-Tibetan, when languages of the Chinese, Jingphaw and Tibeto-Burman branches 
were transferred to the east. The direction of such borrowings was from Sino-Tibetan into 
Austronesian languages. 

Borrowings from Austronesian sources could be found only in Chinese, but not in 
Tibetan or other Sino-Tibetan languages. 

As some of the Austronesian roots in the above comparisons belong to the protolanguage, 
while others belong to later levels it appears that the contacts between the speakers started 
before the protolanguage disintegration, and continued after it. This suggestion contradicts 
the hypotheses put forward by Benedict ( 1967, 1975). 

Ancient Sino-Tibetan languages were also in contact with Mon-Khmer languages. The 
following comparisons support this claim: 

3 The theory of the Sino-Caucasian affi liation of Sino-Tibetan was suggested by Starostin ( 1 984, 1 988) 
who connected Northern Caucasian, Sino-Tibetan and Enisean languages in one macro-family. This 
theory is based on independently reconstructed Northern Caucasian (Nikolaev & Starostin 1994), Sino
Tibetan and Proto Enisean (Starostin 1984). The validity of the Sino-Caucasian hypothesis is discussed 
in Pejros ( 1997b). 
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1 .  ST *(k-)rimH 'afraid' : OC *ram? 'full of fear' , 'respectful' [CHAR36] ; WrB krimh 
'be terrified' ; Jnp akhrim 'to threaten' ,  'to alarm as with a threat ' ,  makrim 'to set the teeth on 
edge' [Hanson],  Dimasa migrim 'to fear' [B No.379]. 

MK *(kam)ram 'afraid' :  WrK gamra:m 'to threaten' ;  WrM ram 'to respect' ; Vn rom 
'confused' . 

2. ST *khom 'to fear' : WrT figam 'to threaten' ;  Jnp kawn 'to fear' [Hanson] 
MK *kVm 'shame' ,  'fear' : WrK Gam 'to threaten' ;  Vn gam 'to fear' . 

3 .  ST *suak 'quick' : OC *so:k 'rapid' ,  'quick' [CHAR37] ; WrB swak 'id. ' ;  Trung dzjo?l 
'quick' . 

MK *kaSak 'quick' : WrK khasa:k; Chrau 3ak; Vn toc. 

4. ST *ca:H 'to rule ' ,  'ruler' : OC *ca:? 'steward' , 'minister' [CHAR38] ; WrT r3e, 30 
' lord' , 'master' ; WrB caw: 'to rule' ;  Jnp 3au 'id. ' [Hanson] < ? WrB. 

MK *caw 'ruler' : WrK caw 'lord' ,  'master' ; WrM cau 'ruler' . 

5. ST *nemH 'year' , 'season ' :  OC *nim? 'harvest' ,  'year' [CHAR39] ; Jnp Janam 'the 
rainy season ' .  

M K  *cana(:)m 'year' : WrK chnam; WrM cna:m; Wa num; Vn nam. Cf. Munda *n Vm 
' id. '  

6 .  ST *ro:IJ 'road' ,  'path ' :  OC *kra:IJ 'road' [CHAR40] ,  *gra:IJ ' street ' , 'road' 
[CHAR41 ] ;  WrT sr8I) 'street' ,  fiphraIJ 'a foot-path' ;  WrB krauIJh 'line' , 'road' ,  'path ' .  

MK *CaR VIJ 'road' , 'path ' :  WrM gJaoIJ; Chrau tro:IJ. 

7 .  ST *ritl*rot ' 'cricket ' :  OC *srit-srut 'id. ' [CHAR42] ; WrB pu?-rac 'cicada' ; Jnp 
karawt 'a sp. of cricket' [Hanson];  Trung cal retl . 

MK *carit 'cricket' ,  'cicada' : WrK caIJrit 'cricket' ; WrM c8I)rit, taorit 'cicada' ; Chrau tre:t 
'cricket' . 

8. ST *kro:IJ 'river' : OC *kro:IJ 'river' [CHAR43] ;  WrT kluIJ 'river' ; WrB khjauIJ: (Old 
Burm. khloIJ) 'river ' ,  'creek' ;  Jnp lagjawIJ 'ravine ' .  

MK *CaRuIJ 'river' : WrM kruIJ; Wa kloIJ; Vn song < VM *k-rEIJ. 
This comparison is known in the literature (Norman & Mei 1 978). 

9. ST *bhroIJ 'wild cattle' :  OC *p(r)oIJ 'cattle' [CHAR44] ; WrT fibroIJ 'wild yak' ; WrB 
prauIJ 'buffalo' ; Lsh bO:IJ 'bull ' ,  'ox ' .  [Shafer 5 1 ;  B 136] 

MK *Car8I) 'wild cattle' :  WrK kaJlcr8I)' 'cow ' ,  'ox ' ;  WrM preIJ, pr8I) 'wild ox' (Shorto 
1 962). 

10. ST sa:w 'dry ' :  OC *sa:w? [CHAR45] ,  Lsh thu. 
MK *(Ca)saoh 'dry' : WrK ramso:h 'to dry' ; Chrau sah 'dry ' .  
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1 1 .  ST *[x]Ja:H 'tiger' : OC *x(1)a:? [CHAR46] ;  WrB kjah '. 
MK *kaJa: 'tiger' : WrK khJa:; WrM Ida. The root i s  widely represented in the family 

[Shorto 1962; Pinnow 1 959:28 1 ] .  
This comparison is known in  the literature (Norman & Mei 1978). 

12. ST *raj 'evil spirit' : OC *s-raj 'a k.o. demon' [CHAR47] ;  WrT gre 'a species of 
demon' ,  iidre 'goblin ' ,  'devil ' ,  'gnome' ,  Lsh !ai 'to exorcise by the use of incanation' ;  Jnp 
karai 'evil spirit' (cf. Matisoff 1985a:62). 

MK *Cara.} 'an evil spirit' :  WrK bra.}; WrM sara.}, eraj. 

These comparisons, even if reliable, do not allow a precise dating for the contacts. One 
can suggest, however, that the two protolanguages were in contact with each other. The 
contacts seem to have begun before the disintegration of Proto Sino-Tibetan and Proto Mon
Khmer, but possibly after the disintegration of Proto Austroasiatic. In order to discuss this 
problem fully, we need much more information, especially about the Proto Austroasiatic and 
Mon-Khmer lexicons. Still, the existence of these contacts between language families is an 
essential part of the general picture of language relations in Ancient Southeast Asia. 

Unfortunately, the problem of contacts between ancient Austronesian and Austroasiatic 
languages has never been discussed in detail .  We know that such contacts take place in 
modem Vietnam and that they can be traced back to the Medieval period, since Austronesian 
borrowings are represented in Khmer and Mon. The more ancient situation remains obscure, 
as we cannot separate original Austric roots from early borrowings. At the same time, there is 
no reason to accept Benedict' s ( 1975 :485) hypothesis that all similarities between these two 
families are borrowings, representing an Austro-Thai substratum in the Austroasiatic 
languages. The true picture was more complicated than this. 



APPENDICES 

DATA FOR LEXICOSTATISTICAL CLASSIFICATIONS 

The diagnostic list for lexicostatistical analysis includes 100 items, representing certain 
clearly defined basic meanings. For each language included in the analysis, precise unmarked 
translations of these meanings are found, and the corresponding words are included in the 
language' s  lexicostatistical list. The next stage of the procedure involves comparison of 
words with the same meanings from different lists, in order to identify genetically related 
words (marked below with identical positive numbers) or loans (marked below with negative 
numbers). The results of the procedure for each item on the diagnostic list will be a set of 
forms, coded numerically. Words identified with the same number have a common history: 
they can be traced back to the same protoform, or to the same source of borrowing. 

For example, for the entry PERSON we have the following set of forms: 

Language Form Code 
A mapa - 1  
B kuaj 1 
C ku.j 1 
D 0 
E man 2 
F man 2 
G man-kuj 1 2 

The numbers here indicate that: 

the form from language A is a borrowing, marked with a negative number; 
languages B and C have genetically related forms which bear the same positive 
number; these forms can be traced back to the same source in the protolanguage; 
no form from language D is not found for this entry (0); 
the forms of language E and F are genetically related, and thus are marked with the 
same positive number. These two forms are not related to the forms from languages B 
and C, and their coding (2) demonstrates this. 
the word of language G consists of two morphemes .  The first one is related to 
morphemes of languages B and C and thus has code ( 1 ) ;  the second morpheme is 
related to forms of E and F and thus codes with the (2). 
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APPENDIX A: KADAI DATA 

AlL BELLY 
Siamese da1)-pha:k 1 Siamese tho:rF 1 
Longzhou tu1 - 1  Longzhou muk7 2 
Zhuang �Ul; 2 Zhuang turf 1 
Saek 0 Saek thUlf 1 
Sui pu3 3 Sui Jor} 1 
Mulao man3 4 Mulao Jar} 1 
Kam Jat7', �et9 ' 5 Kam Jor} 1 
Maonan ju:n3 6 Maonan Jar} 1 
Ong Be in1 in4 7 Ong Be bo?1 3 
Lakkja fI-kha:i3 8 Lakkja kja:i3 -po:r} 4 
Li Tongshi the) Li Tongshi pok7 2 

za3 9 Li Baoding pokl 2 
Li Baoding rj3, 1)an1 9 

BIG 
ASHES Siamese hilaiB 1 

Siamese dauB 1 Longzhou ka:i3 2 
Longzhou pjaLP 1 Zhuang hU1)1 - 1  
Zhuang taLP 1 Saek byJ<4 4 
Saek thawS 1 Sui Ja:tft 3 
Sui vuk7-ja1 2 Mulao Jo4 3 
Mulao pu1 3 Kam Ja:tft 3 
Kam phuk9 ' 2 Maonan Ja:tft 3 
Maonan vukl 2 Ong Be 302 1 
Ong Be dou3 1 Lakkja bok7 4 
Lakkja pJcu4 1 Li Tongshi J01)1 - 1  
Li Tongshi fu:� 4 Li Baoding J01)1 - 1  
Li Baoding tsj3-tau3 1 cf. Vn H)ng - gi{)ng < 

cf. Vn tro MK 

BARK BIRD 
Siamese 'hnarf 1 Siamese nok 1 
Longzhou 0 Longzhou nuJ<8 1 
Zhuang 0 Zhuang yoJ<8 1 
Saek pJa:k2 2 Saek noJ<6 1 
Sui 0 Sui noJ<8 1 
Mulao -- 0 Mulao noJ<8 1 
Kam 0 Kam moJ<8 1 
Maonan 0 Maonan noJ<8 1 
Ong Be 0 Ong Be nok1 1 
Lakkja 0 Lakkja mlok7 1 
Li Tongshi 0 Li Tongshi tat7 2 
Li Baoding 0 Li Baoding tatF 2 
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BITE BONE 
Siamese khop - 1  Siamese kra.- ?du:k 1 
Longzhou khup7 - 1  Longzhou duk7 1 
Zhuang hapS -1  Zhuang do:k7 1 
Saek gat6 1 Saek ro:J<6 1 
Sui lic8 -2 Sui la:k7 1 
Mulao cac8 -2 Mulao hya:k7 1 
Kam kitIO -2 Kam la:k9 1 
Maonan cic8 -2 Maonan da:J<8 1 
Ong Be kapl - 1  Ong Be ua?I 2 
Lakkja kat7 1 Lakkja kwot7 2 
Li Tongshi ka:n6 -2 Li Tongshi [i:13 1 
Li Baoding ka:nj3 -2 Li Baoding vi:k7 1 

BLACK BREAST 
Siamese ?damA 1 Siamese nomA 
Longzhou damI 1 Longzhou 0 
Zhuang damI 1 Zhuang 0 
Saek ramI 1 Saek tsu3 2 
Sui ?namI 1 Sui 0 
Mulao namI 1 Mulao 0 
Kam namI 1 Kam 0 
Maonan namI 1 Maonan 0 
Ong Be lam4 1 Ong Be -- 0 
Lakkja lamI 1 Lakkja 0 
Li Tongshi dam3 1 Li Tongshi 0 
Li Baoding dom3 1 Li Baoding 0 

BLOOD B URN (v.t.) 
Siamese liat 1 Siamese phauA 1 
Longzhou la:c8 1 Longzhou 0 
Zhuang li:c8 1 Zhuang 0 
Saek luat5 1 Saek phraw2 1 
Sui phja.P 1 Sui 0 
Mulao phya:t7 1 Mulao 0 
Kam pha:t9 ' 1 Kam -- 0 
Maonan phja:t7 1 Maonan 0 
Ong Be ba12 1 Ong Be - - 0 
Lakkja lie:c8 1 Lakkja 0 
Li Tongshi fa:t7 1 Li Tongshi 0 
Li Baoding fa:tj7 1 Li Baoding -- 0 
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CLOUD DIE 

Siamese me:kh - 1  Siamese ta:jA 1 
Longzhou pha3 1 Longzhou ha:il 1 
Zhuang fi3 1 Zhuang ta:il 1 
Saek via3 1 Saek pra:j1 1 
Sui fa3 1 Sui tail 1 
Mulao kwa3 1 Mulao tail 1 
Kam ma3 1 Kam tail 1 
Maonan fa3 1 Maonan tail 1 
Ong Be ba3 1 Ong Be dail 1 
Lakkja fa3 1 Lakkja pJeil 1 
Li Tongshi fe:'?7-fa3 1 Li Tongshi ru:j4 2 
Li Baoding de:k7-fa3 1 Li Baoding ra:u2 3 

COLD DOG 

Siamese -- 0 Siamese hmaA 1 
Longzhou 0 Longzhou mal 1 
Zhuang 0 Zhuang mal 1 
Saek neJ<4 2 Saek ma2 1 
Sui 0 Sui hmal 1 
Mulao 0 Mulao hIJwal 1 
Kam 0 Kam IJwal '  1 
Maonan ja:m5 3 Maonan mal 1 
Ong Be pfonl 4 Ong Be ma4 1 
Lakkja 0 Lakkja khw6l 1 
Li Tongshi 0 Li Tongshi pa4 1 
Li Baoding 0 Li Baoding pal 1 

COME DRINK 

Siamese maA 1 Siamese ?di:mB 1 
Longzhou ma2 1 Longzhou kin1 2 
Zhuang tau3 - 1  Zhuang dot7 3 
Saek ma4 1 Saek 0 
Sui t8I)1 -2 Sui yum4 4 
Mulao t8I)l -2 Mulao hyop7 5 
Kam mal '  1 Kam Jil 2 
Maonan taIJ1 -2 Maonan na4 -1  
Ong Be nial 1 Ong Be korfl 2 
Lakkja tar] -2 Lakkja ho:p7 5 
Li Tongshi pi:nl -3 Li Tongshi tship7 5 
Li Baoding pi:nl -3 Li Baoding tship7 5 

cf. Vn d8ng < VM *teIJ? o:k9 
cf. VM *nA ? 
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DRY EAT 

Siamese ha:g4 1 Siamese kinA 1 
Longzhou khaP -2 Longzhou kinl 1 
Zhuang hai5 -2 Zhuang kinl 1 
Saek kh02 -2 Saek kinl 1 
Sui siuS 2 Sui tsjel 1 
Mulao khul -2 Mulao tsa:nl 1 
Kam so3 -2 Kam Iil 1 
Maonan chi:uS 2 Ia:nl 1 
Ong Be Jim] 3 Maonan ntfl 1 
Lakkja hja:u3 3 Ong Be korfl 1 
Li Tongshi da:ul -3 Lakkja tsenl 1 
Li Baoding da:ul -3 Li Tongshi JauS 2 

Vn khan, kho, rao Li Baoding Ja2 3 

EAR EGG 

Siamese huA 1 Siamese khaiB - 1  
Longzhou pi5-hul 1 Longzhou khjai5 - 1  
Zhuang yP 1 Zhuang kjai5 - 1  
Saek gytfl - rutfl 1 Saek tra:rj -2 
Sui qhal 2 Sui kai5 - 1  
Mulao khyal 2 Mulao kyai5 - 1  
Kam khal '  2 Kam hi5 - 1  
Maonan khal 2 Maonan kai5 - 1  
Ong Be stfl 2 Ong Be 3untl 1 
Lakkja kan3-ja2 2 Lakkja Jo:rrP 2 
Li Tongshi j>ai4 - 1  Li  Tongshi zi:ntI 1 
Li Baoding zail - 1  L i  Baoding zi:ml 1 

cf. VN tai cf. PMY *[kjraiB; Vn tnfng 

EARTH EYE 
Siamese ?dinA 1 Siamese taA 1 
Longzhou tP 2 Longzhou ma:k7-hal 1 
Zhuang teP 2 Zhuang tal 1 
Saek ball 3 Saek pral 1 
Sui tP 2 Sui ndal 1 
Mulao tP 2 Mulao hJal 1 
Kam tP 2 Kam tal 1 
Maonan tP 2 Maonan ndal 1 
Ong Be matl 3 Ong Be dtfl 1 
Lakkja ti6 2 Lakkja pJal 1 
Li Tongshi farfl 4 Li Tongshi tshu3 -tshal 1 
Li Baoding vanl 4 Li Baoding tshal 1 
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FAT FISH 

Siamese manA 1 Siamese pifl'. 1 
Longzhou pP - 1  Longzhou pjal 1 
Zhuang pP - 1  Zhuang pjal 1 
Saek 0 Saek pial 1 
Sui man2 1 Sui monP 2 
Mulao pP - 1  Mulao manP 2 
Kam puP - 1  Kam pal - 1  
Maonan pP - 1  Maonan mbjai3 -2 
Ong Be - 1  Ong Be ba4 1 
Lakkja pu:P - 1  Lakkja phial 1 
Li Tongshi gu:i6 2 Li Tongshi tal 1 
Li Baoding gwei3 2 Li Baoding tal 1 

FEATHER FLY (v.) 
Siamese khonA 1 Siamese 'lbinA 1 
Longzhou 0 Longzhou binI 1 
Zhuang 0 Zhuang bin] ' 1 
Saek puil 2 Saek 0 
Sui 0 Sui vjan3 2 
Mulao 0 Mulao fan3 2 
Kam 0 Kam pan3 2 
Maonan 0 Maonan vin3 2 
Ong Be 0 Ong Be vin4 1 
Lakkja 0 Lakkja ponS 2 
Li Tongshi -- 0 Li Tongshi benl 1 
Li Baoding 0 Li Baoding benjI 1 

FIRE FOOT 
Siamese vaiA 1 Siamese tha:uC 1 
Longzhou faP 1 Longzhou khal 3 
Zhuang feP 1 Zhuang tinl 2 
Saek vtl 1 Saek ge:rr -je:rr - 1  
Sui vil 1 Sui tinl 2 
Mulao fil 1 Mulao tinl -kwa3 2 3 
Kam puil 1 Kam tinl 2 
Maonan vil 1 Maonan ti:nl 2 
Ong Be vail 1 Ong Be - 1  
Lakkja pu:j1 1 Lakkja pukl 4 
Li Tongshi feil 1 Li Tongshi i.-tet7 5 
Li Baoding feil 1 Li Baoding tetF 5 
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FULL GREEN 
Siamese temA 1 Siamese khieuA - 1  
Longzhou timl 1 Longzhou kheul - 1  
Zhuang yiml 1 Zhuang heul - 1  
Saek 0 Saek he:w2 - 1  
Sui tikl 2 Sui 9ul - 1  
Mulao pik7 2 Mulao haul - 1  
Kam tik9 2 Kam sul ' - 1  
Maonan tik7 2 Maonan jul - 1  
Ong Be dik2 2 Ong Be Jukl 2 
Lakkja motS 3 Lakkja jau2 - 1  
Li Tongshi thia ?7 2 Li Tongshi khi:ul - 1  
L i  Baocling thi:kl 2 Li Baoding khi:iul - 1  

???cf. Vn thAm cf. WrK khiaw 

GIVE HAIR 
Siamese haic 1 Siamese phomA 1 

Longzhou hi3 1 Longzhou phjum1 1 

Zhuang hai3 1 Zhuang pjom1 1 

Saek 0 Saek phram2 1 

Sui ha:jl 1 Sui pjam1 1 

Mulao khye1 2 Mulao pyam1-ky03 1 

Kam sa:il ' 3 Kam pjaml -ka:u3 1 

Maonan ?na:k7 4 Maonan pjaml 1 

Ong Be IJau4 5 Ong Be puj4 2 

Lakkja -- 0 Lakkja kjom2 1 

Li Tongshi deil 6 Li Tongshi dan5-gcP 3 

Li Baoding ti:r} 7 Li Baoding dan2-gwou3 3 

GOOD HAND 

Siamese ?djA 1 Siamese miA 1 

Longzhou dail 1 Longzhou mi2 1 

Zhuang deil 1 Zhuang fir} 1 

Saek dj4 1 Saek mi4 1 

Sui da:il 1 Sui mjal 1 

Mulao il 2 Mulao nja2 1 

Kam Ja:j1 '  1 Kam mja2 1 

Maonan da:j2 1 Maonan si:m3 2 

Ong Be mail 3 Ong Be mol 1 

Lakkja Jail 1 Lakkja miel 1 

Li Tongshi 'ienl 4 Li Tongshi i3-mei1 1 

Li Baoding 'ienjI 4 Li Baoding mei1 1 
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HEAD HORN 

Siamese hu;t4 1 Siamese khauA 1 
Longzhou hul 1 Longzhou ko:k7 - 1  
Zhuang kjaul 2 Zhuang kaul 1 
Saek thra2 2 Saek gawl 1 
Sui qam4 3 Sui pa:ul 1 
Mulao ky03 2 Mulao kul 1 
Kam ka:ul 2 Kam pa:ul 1 
Maonan k03 2 Maonan lJa:ul 1 
Ong Be hua2 - 1  Ong Be vaul 1 
Lakkja kjrul 2 Lakkja kou2 1 
Li Tongshi gcP 2 Li Tongshi haul 1 
Li Baoding gwoul 2 Li Baoding haul 1 

HEAR I 

Siamese }inA 1 Siamese chanA 1 
Longzhou tirP - 1  Longzhou kaul 2 
Zhuang tir; - 1  Zhuang koul 2 
Saek lJia3 -2 Saek Jafi 2 
Sui di3 3 Sui ju2 2 
Mulao ther; - 1  Mulao haP 3 
Kam Ihir;' - 1  Kam ja:u2 2 
Maonan ?ni3 3 Maonan h 'e2 2 
Ong Be -1 Ong Be haul 2 
Lakkja thEIj - 1  Lakkja tsil 4 
Li Tongshi pJeil 4 Li Tongshi houl 2 
Li Baoding pJeil 4 Li Baoding houl 2 

hi:lJI -zail 
cf. Vn nghe 

KILL 
Siamese glae 1 

HEART Longzhou kha3 1 
Siamese caiA 1 Zhuang ka3 1 
Longzhou timl -tau2 - 1  Saek kha3 1 
Zhuang simI - 1  Sui ha3 1 
Saek tsil 1 Mulao hJi3 2 
Sui ((uml -1  Kam sal ' 1 
Mulao tam] - 1  Maonan ha3 1 
Kam sam] ' - 1  Ong Be ka2 1 
Maonan saml - 1  Lakkja a4 1 
Ong Be 0 Li Tongshi haul 1 
Lakkja [eml · - 1  Li Baoding haul 1 
Li Tongshi ta:ul 2 
Li Baoding ta:ul 2 
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KNEE LIE 

Siamese khauB 1 Siamese no:nA 1 
Longzhou hul -khauS 1 Longzhou -- 0 
Zhuang kjau3-h05 1 Zhuang 0 
Saek 0 Saek nu:n4 1 
Sui qam5-quS 1 Sui 0 
Mulao kzP-k05 1 Mulao -- 0 
Kam am3-kwa:uS 1 Kam 0 
Maonan karrP-kzP 1 Maonan 0 
Ong Be kau3 1 Ong Be -- 0 
Lakkja 0 Lakkja 0 
Li Tongshi gcft-rotfl 3 Li Tongshi 0 
Li Baoding gwou3 -roul 3 Li Baoding 0 

KNOW LIVER 

Siamese rue 1 Siamese tap 1 
Longzhou ttfl-na3 1 Longzhou tap7 1 
Zhuang y04 1 Zhuang tap7 1 
Saek reP 1 Saek tap4 1 
Sui �au3 3 Sui tap7 1 
Mulao ya4-�eu3 1 3 Mulao tap7 1 
Kam w04 1 Kam tap7 1 
Maonan w� 1 Maonan tap7 1 
Ong Be hu3 1 Ong Be dor 1 
Lakkja hji:u3 1 Lakkja tap7 1 
Li Tongshi khu:Jj -gwefl 2 Li Tongshi {]a:nl - 1  
Li Baoding khu:{]l _gweil 2 Li Baoding {]a:nl - 1  

LEAF LONG 

Siamese ?bajA 1 Siamese ja:uA - 1  
Longzhou bail 1 Longzhou tP 1 
Zhuang baP 1 Zhuang yaP 1 
Saek bal 1 Saek rat 1 
Sui va5 2 Sui ?ya:i3 1 
Mulao ra5 2 Mulao ya:i3 1 
Kam pa5 2 Kam ja:i3 1 
Maonan va5 2 Maonan 'lja:i3 1 
Ong Be bol 1 Ong Be loj4 1 
Lakkja wal 1 Lakkja aP 1 
Li Tongshi bei} 1 Li Tongshi ta:u6 2 
Li Baoding beP 1 Li Baoding ta:u3 2 

cf. Vn nh�o; WrK ?anlaj; laj 'high' 
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LOUSE MEAT 

Siamese hauA 1 Siamese niac 1 
Longzhou haul 1 Longzhou ni4 1 
Zhuang yaul 1 Zhuang ncP 1 
Saek raw2 1 Saek n03 1 
Sui tuI 1 Sui na:n4 1 
Mulao khyol 1 Mulao siJ<8 - 1  
Kam ta:ul 1 Kam na:n4 1 
Maonan tul 1 Maonan na:n4 1 
Ong Be donI 2 Ong Be nan3 1 
Lakkja 1)wan1 2 Lakkja morrP 2 
Li Tongshi foul 1 Li Tongshi garrP 2 
Li Baoding foul 1 Li Baoding a:k7 

gom3 2 

MAN 
Siamese 3a:iA - 1  MOON 

Longzhou ti6-pcP 1 Siamese ?dianA 1 
Zhuang poLfl-sa:il 1 Longzhou na:i1 1 
Saek sa:f - 1  Zhuang yo:I/-di:nl 1 
Sui ai3-mba:n1 2 Saek blianl 1 
Mulao ti6-ko1)1 4 Sui njen2 1 
Kam pcm2-pa:nl 2 Mulao kya:1)1 -njen2 
Maonan ail -mba:nl 2 Kam pa:nl 1 
Ong Be da2kiaoJ 4 Maonan nj4-njen2 1 
Lakkja laJ<8-kjeil 3 Ong Be saj4-1eIj2 - 1  
Li Tongshi "fi:?7 -pha3 3 Lakkja man4 -lie:I/ - 1  
Li Baoding pha3-ma:n1 2 Li Tongshi pa:n1 1 

Li Baoding pa:n1 1 
cf. Vn tring < *tl81) 

MANY 

Siamese hla:iA 2 
Longzhou 1a:il 1 MOUNTAIN 

Zhuang la:j1 1 Siamese khauA 1 
Saek la:f 1 Longzhou dO:1)l 3 
Sui kuIj2 - 1  Zhuang doi1 - 1  
Mulao kyuIj2 - 1  Saek ro.j1 - 1  
Kam kuIj2 - 1  Sui nu2 4 
Maonan coIj2 - 1  Mulao pya1 5 
Ong Be liau2 3 Kam pm2 6 
Lakkja "f01)1 - 1  Maonan koIj-pjal 5 
Li Tongshi "fa:j1 1 Ong Be tia3 7 
Li Baoding "fo:j1 1 Lakkja kja3 7 

cf. Vn r6ng < MK Li Tongshi hwou3 8 
Li Baoding gal 8 

Vn d6i < MK 
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MOUTH NECK 

Siamese pa:k 1 Siamese gel< - 1  
Longzhou pa:k7 1 Longzhou k02 - 1  
Zhuang pa:k7 1 Zhuang h02 - 1  
Saek pa:J<.6 1 Saek g04 - 1  
Sui pa:k7 1 Sui q04 - 1  
Mulao pa:k7 1 Mulao lan3 1 
Kam pa:J<9 1 Kam flarP 1 
Maonan pa:k7 1 Maonan darr4 1 
Ong Be bak2 1 Ong Be gal - 1  
Lakkja tei3 2 Lakkja kan3-m1 2 
Li Tongshi panP - 1  Li Tongshi i3-forl -2 
Li Baoding ponP - 1  Li Baoding tsi3-zoJj3 -2 

cf. Vn m6m cf. Vn c6 < MK 

NAn.. NEW 

Siamese lep 1 Siamese hmaiB - 1  
Longzhou lipS-mP 1 Longzhou mai5 - 1  
Zhuang yipS-firj 1 Zhuang moi5 - 1  
Saek li.pS 1 Saek mol - 1  
Sui ljap7 1 Sui hmai5 - 1  
Mulao nja2-hnap7 1 Mulao hmai5 - 1  
Kam flap7 1 Kam mai5' - 1  
Maonan dip7 1 Maonan mai5 - 1  
Ong Be lipl -mal 1 Ong Be nau2 1 
Lakkja pli:p7_mie2 1 Lakkja waF - 1  
Li Tongshi i3_li:p7 1 Li Tongshi n03 1 
Li Baoding tSP-li:p 1 Li Baoding pa:n1 -2 

Vn moi < MK, men < MK 

NAME NIGHT 
Siamese 3iB - 1  Siamese gi:nA 1 
Longzhou mirj -2 Longzhou kja:r/-kan2 1 
Zhuang mirj-9j6 -2 Zhuang kja:r/-hin2 1 
Saek s05 - 1  Saek gi:rr4 1 
Sui da:n1 1 Sui sa:n2 1 
Mulao ?ya:nl 1 Mulao thauS-mu2 2 
Kam kwa:n1 1 Kam an1 -la:n1 1 
Maonan da:n2 1 an1-fla:m5 3 
Ong Be noj4 2 Maonan ?flam5 3 
Lakkja ja:n1 1 Ong Be kxan 1 
Li Tongshi phe:r/ 3 Lakkja bonl -blau2 5 
Li Baoding phe:r/ 3 Li Tongshi paF-tshop7 6 

Li Baoding paF-tshop7 6 
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NO PERSON 

Siamese maiB 1 Siamese gonA 1 
Longzhou mi5 1 Longzhou kan2 1 
Zhuang bou3 -2 Zhuang vun2 1 
Saek 0 Saek gunl - hunl 1 
Sui me2 1 Sui z�nl - 1  
Mulao rf 3 Mulao f�nl - 1  
Kam kwe2 4 Kam Jl�n2 - 1  
Maonan kam3 5 Maonan zanl - 1  
Ong Be mal 1 Ong Be Jerf-hunl 1 
Lakkja r} 3 Lakkja IJjun2 - 1  

hwiiil 6 Li Tongshi ha3-a:ul 2 
Li Tongshi vel' 6 Li Baoding u2-a:ul 2 
Li Baoding tal 7 

RAIN 
NOSE Siamese fonA 1 

Siamese ca.-muk -1  Longzhou phanl 1 
Longzhou ma:k7-d8Il 1 Zhuang finl 1 
Zhuang d8I/ 1 Saek vyn2 1 
Saek daI/ 1 Sui f�nl 1 
Sui ?naIl 1 Mulao kwanl 1 
Mulao kaS-naIl 1 Kam pj�nl 1 
Kam n8Il 1 Maonan fini 1 
Maonan ?nar/ 1 Ong Be pfurfl 1 
Ong Be Jorf 1 Lakkja feni 1 
Lakkja naJ;/ 1 Li Tongshi funi 1 
Li Tongshi khat7 2 Li Baoding funi 1 
Li Baoding khat7 2 

cf. WrK cramuh 

RED 

ONE 
Siamese ?de:r./' 1 
Longzhou der./ 1 

Siamese hnirj3 1 Zhuang dill 1 
Longzhou naIl 1 Saek ri:rf 1 
Zhuang deui 2 Sui ha:n3 2 
Saek mur} - 1  Mulao hJa:n3 2 
Sui t02 4 Kam jaS' 3 
Mulao hna:u3 3 Maonan Ja:n3 2 
Kam Ja:u3' 3 Ong Be horj2 - 1  
Maonan dw2 4 Lakkja ko:rf - 1  
Ong Be - 1  Li Tongshi de:r} 1 
Lakkja in3 6 Li Baoding de:r} 1 
Li Tongshi i3 5 
Li Baoding tshei3 7 

cf. Vn mbng 
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ROAD SAND 

Siamese da:rf - 1  Siamese dra:jA - 1  
Longzhou lIP -2 Longzhou fa:P - 1  
Zhuang yonl 1 Zhuang yeS 1 
Saek tha:if - 1  Saek -- 0 
Sui khwanl 1 Sui ndel 2 
Mulao khwanl 1 Mulao sal - 1  
Kam khwanl ' 1 Kam ryel ' - 1  
Maonan khunl 1 Maonan sal - 1  
Ong Be sun4 1 Ong Be tar] 3 
Lakkja tsa:IJl - 1  Lakkja sal - 1  
Li Tongshi ku:ni 1 Li Tongshi phauS 4 
Li Baoding ku:ni 1 Li Baoding phou2 4 

ROOT SEE 
Siamese ra:k 1 Siamese henA 1 
Longzhou la:/(8 1 Longzhou jo:m6 2 
Zhuang ya:/(8 1 Zhuang jai3 3 
Saek ra:Jfi 1 Saek n£:v1 - 1  
Sui ha:IJi 2 Sui gauS 4 
Mulao ta:IJl 2 Mulao kau5 4 
Kam sa:v1 ' 2 Kam nuS 5 
Maonan sa:v1 2 Maonan kauS 4 
Ong Be 3al 3 Ong Be deki 6 
Lakkja kani - 1  Lakkja lo:ml 7 
Li Tongshi van4 4 Li Tongshi fu:P 8 
Li Baoding keil 5 Li Baoding zu:i3 8 

ROUND 
SEED 

Siamese klomA - 1  
Siamese 0 

Longzhou man2 -2 
Zhuang lu:n2 3 Longzhou fan2 1 

Saek mon4 -2 Zhuang ry& - 1  

plum2 - 1  Saek -- 0 
Sui vani 1 

Sui qa-luS 4 la:/(8 2 Mulao kon6 5 Mulao 

Kam ton2 -1  Kam panl 1 

Maonan don2 - 1  Maonan vani 1 

Ong Be vini 6 Ong Be vonl 1 

Lakkja kjonl 3 Lakkja tsog3 -2 

Li Tongshi lunS 3 Li Tongshi fani 1 

gom4 - 1  Li Baoding fani 1 

Li Baoding plu:n5 3 
hwom1 - 1  
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SIT SMAll 

Siamese nar}J 1 Siamese lek 1 
Longzhou narf 1 Longzhou 'fai5 2 
Zhuang narf 1 Zhuang sai5 2 
Saek nmj 1 Saek 0 
Sui hui6 2 Sui ti3 3 
Mulao tui6 2 Mulao ni.rj 4 
Kam sui5 2 Kam ni5 5 
Maonan zu:j6 2 Maonan ?ni5 5 
Ong Be IJolfl 1 Ong Be nokl 6 
Lakkja ni.rj 1 Lakkja kjai3 7 
Li Tongshi tsorr 3 Li Tongshi toJ<8 6 
Li Baoding tsorr 3 Li Baoding enj2 8 

SKIN SMOKE 
Siamese hnarf 1 Siamese gwanA 1 
Longzhou n8I)1 1 Longzhou van2 1 
Zhuang n8I)1 1 Zhuang hon2 1 
Saek thra:JP 2 Saek gon4 1 
Sui pP - 1  Sui kwan2 1 
Mulao IJya2 3 Mulao fil -kwanl 1 
Kam pP - 1  Kam kwan2 1 
Maonan pP - 1  Maonan kwan2 1 
Ong Be narl 1 Ong Be duai2 2 
Lakkja peP - 1  Lakkja pu:j1 -IJJi:n1 3 
Li Tongshi nO:IJl 1 Li Tongshi go:nl 1 
Li Baoding nO:IJI 1 Li Baoding hwo:nl 1 

Vn hun 'to fumigate' 
< Kd 

SLEEP 

Siamese no:nA 1 SPEAK 

Longzhou no:n2 1 Siamese ?po:k 1 
Zhuang nin2 1 Longzhou kja:rr 2 

Saek nu:n4 1 Zhuang ka:rr 2 
Sui nun2 1 Saek no.; -2 
Mulao nun2 1 Sui fan2 3 
Kam nun2 1 Mulao ca:rr 2 
Maonan nu:n2 1 Kam a:rr 2 
Ong Be 0 wEP 
Lakkja hep7 2 Maonan ca:rr 2 
Li Tongshi kau2 3 Ong Be - - 0 
Li Baoding kau2 3 Lakkja tsa:rr 2 

Li Tongshi ri:nl -2 
Li Baoding ri:nl -2 

cf. Vn noi; ranh < MK 
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STAND SUN 
Siamese ji:nA 1 Siamese ta.B-wanA 1 
Longzhou jin1 1 Longzhou ha1 -van2 1 
Zhuang din1 1 Zhuang tar/-IJon2 1 
Saek jo:r/ 1 Saek ta6-pm4 1 
Sui ?jon1 1 Sui nda1 -van1 1 
Mulao tar! -2 Mulao thauS-fanl 1 
Kam jun1 1 Kam ta5-man1 1 
Maonan tsan2 - 1  Maonan 1a:](8 -van1 1 
Ong Be 0 Ong Be da4-van2 1 
Lakkja ju:n1 1 Lakkja tau3-wan2 1 
Li Tongshi tsu:n1 1 Li Tongshi tsha1 -van4 1 
Li Baocling tsu:n1 1 Li Baoding tsha1 -hwan1 1 

STAR SWIM 

Siamese da:uA 1 Siamese wa:jA - 1  
Longzhou da:u1-di5 1 Longzhou 0 
Zhuang da:u1-dei5 1 Zhuang -- 0 
Saek tra:w1 1 Saek a6 1 
Sui zat7 2 Sui 0 
Mulao 1a:i<B-hmat7 2 Mulao 0 
Kam 9at7 2 Kam 0 
Maonan zat7 2 Maonan -- 0 
Ong Be tir/ 1 Ong Be 0 
Lakkja tau3-b1etl 1 Lakkja -- 0 
Li Tongshi ra:zi4 1 Li Tongshi 0 
Li Baoding ra:u1 1 Li Baoding 0 

cf. Vn sao < VM < Kd 

TAIL 
STONE Siamese ha:rf 1 

Siamese hinA 1 Longzhou ha:IJl 1 
Longzhou hinl 1 Zhuang yi:r/ 1 

Zhuang yin1 1 Saek gyaIJl 1 
Saek ri:J2 1 Sui harB 2 
Sui tin2 1 Mulao khyat7 2 
Mulao tuP 2 Kam sat7 2 
Kam linl 1 Maonan sat7 2 
Maonan tu:P 2 Ong Be tu'?2 3 
Ong Be din1 1 Lakkja kan3 -kjie:IJl 1 
Lakkja [a:IJl 3 Li Tongshi tshut7 3 
Li Tongshi tshi:n1 1 Li Baoding tshutj7 3 
Li Baoding tshi:n1 1 
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THAT TOOTH 

Siamese nanA 1 Siamese vanA 1 
Longzhou ni.rj 1 Longzhou kheul 2 
Zhuang han4 1 Zhuang fan2 1 
Saek nanS 1 Saek nc:rj - 1  
Sui tsa5 - 1  Sui vjani 1 
Mulao nau2 2 Mulao fani 1 
Kam liP - 1  Kam pjani 1 
Maonan ka5 - 1  Maonan hi:ul 2 
Ong Be na4 1 Ong Be tin4 3 
Lakkja IJan2 1 Lakkja wan2 1 
Li Tongshi haj5 2 Li Tongshi fani 1 
Li Baoding haP 2 Li Baoding fani 1 

cf. Vn nanh < VM *k-neIJ 

THIS 

Siamese nic 1 TREE 
Longzhou nai3 1 Siamese maiC 1 
Zhuang nej4 1 Longzhou maj4 1 
Saek ni5 1 Zhuang faj4 1 
Sui na:i6 1 Saek maj 1 
Mulao na:i6 1 Sui maj4 1 
Kam na:F 1 Mulao mai4 1 
Maonan na:i6 1 Kam maj4 1 
Ong Be na4 1 Maonan mai4 1 
Lakkja ni2 1 Ong Be dun2 2 
Li Tongshi ni5 1 Lakkja tsei5 3 
Li Baoding neP 1 Li Tongshi tshaii 3 

cf. Vn nay < MK < ?  AU Li Baoding tshai1 3 

TONGUE TWO 

Siamese linC 1 Siamese so:g4 - 1  
Longzhou lin4 1 Longzhou ji6 -2 

Zhuang lin4 1 Zhuang IJeF -2 

Saek li:n4 1 Saek so:g2 - 1  

Sui ma2 2 Sui ya2 1 

Mulao ma2 2 Mulao ya2 1 

Kam ma2 2 Kam ja2 1 

Maonan ma2 2 Maonan jai 1 

Ong Be lim3 1 Ong Be von2 2 
Lakkja IJwa2 2 Lakkja houl 3 

Li Tongshi 1i:n3 1 Li Tongshi -raul 3 

Li Baoding 1i:n3 1 Li Baoding -raul 3 

cf. Vn Ian < Kd 
cf. LB lip 
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WALK WE 
Siamese pajA 1 Siamese rauA 1 
Longzhou phja:i3 2 Longzhou hUlj -lau2 1 
Zhuang pja:i3 2 Zhuang toul 2 
Saek J1a:rf 3 Saek tul 2 
Sui sa:m3 2 Sui ndiul 1 
Mulao tsha:m3 2 Mulao niu2 1 
Kam Iha:m3' 2 Kam liul 1 
Maonan sa:n� 2 Maonan ndel 1 
Ong Be 0 Ong Be haull03 3 
Lakkja a:m4 2 Lakkja ta2 2 
Li Tongshi feil 1 Li Tongshi faul 4 
Li Baoding fejI 1 Li Baoding fal 4 

WARM WHAT 

Siamese 0 Siamese a. -rajA 1 
Longzhou 0 Longzhou ki5-larj 2 
Zhuang 0 Zhuang ma2 3 
Saek raw3 1 Saek th;t4 4 
Sui 0 Sui nj4-ma:Jj2 5 
Mulao 0 Mulao as-na:Jj2 5 
Kam 0 Kam ma:Jj2 5 
Maonan 0 Maonan nam2 6 
Ong Be 0 Ong Be ki2 2 
Lakkja -- 0 Lakkja lak7-ktP 2 
Li Tongshi 0 Li Tongshi mel-hel 8 
Li Baoding 0 Li Baoding mel-hel 8 

WA1ER WlllTE 

Siamese name 1 Siamese kha:uA 1 
Longzhou narrfl 1 Longzhou kha:u1 1 
Zhuang yarrfl 1 Zhuang ha:u1 1 
Saek narrP 1 Saek ha:w2 1 
Sui nam3 1 Sui pa:J<8 - 1  
Mulao nam4 1 Mulao cwa3 2 
Kam narrfl 1 Kam pa:k1O - 1  
Maonan nam3 1 Maonan kwa3 2 
Ong Be nam3 1 Ong Be p�iakl - 1  
Lakkja num4 1 Lakkja pie:J<8 - 1  
Li Tongshi nam3 1 Li Tongshi kha:ul 1 
Li Baoding nom3 1 Li Baoding kha:ul 1 
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WHO YElLOW 

Siamese grajA 1 Siamese hliar/' 1 
Longzhou kP-naP - 1  Longzhou la:Il 1 
Zhuang potft-laP 1 Zhuang hen3 2 
Saek dal -2 Saek va:if - 1  
Sui ai3-hnul - 1  Sui hma:n3 3 
Mulao nau2 - 1  Mulao hIJa:n3 3 
Kam nau2 -1  Kam ma:n3' 3 
Maonan ail-naul - 1  Maonan ma:n3 3 
Ong Be il - 1  Ong Be laif 1 
Lakkja nEfl - 1  Lakkja hIJjie5 4 
Li Tongshi a3-ra2 3 Li Tongshi fe:if 1 
Li Baoding i}-ra3 3 Li Baoding ze:IJl 1 

cf. WrK liaIJ < MK < ? AU 

WOMAN 

Siamese hflir/' - 1  YOU (sg.) 
Longzhou ti6-m& 1 Siamese dhe:wA 1 
Zhuang m&-bik7 1 3 Longzhou maP 3 
Saek byJ<4 -2 Zhuang mi02 3 
Sui ni4-bja:k7 -2 Saek miif 3 
Mulao ti6-pwa2 2 Sui fla2 - 1  
Kam flan2-mjek9 -2 Mulao fla2 - 1  
Maonan la:J<8-bi:k7 -2 Kam fla2 - 1  
Ong Be mail-lakl 1 Maonan 02 - 1  
Lakkja laJ<8-kjfi:u3 3 Ong Be mal 3 
Li Tongshi -ri:?7_khoS 3 Lakkja ma2 3 
Li Baoding pai3-khau2 3 Li Tongshi me;l 3 

Li Baoding me;l 3 
cf. Vn may < MK < ?  AU 
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APPENDIX B:  MON-KHMER DATA 

ALL BARK 
Jeh 0 Jeh kadu:h 1 
Bahnar 0 Bahnar hmo:k 2 
ehrau 0 ehrau mo:? 2 
Vietnamese , 2 Vietnamese , 3 ea vo 
Rue 0 Rue kaduh 1 
Mon pa?uit 3 Mon sakow 4 
Nyakur thar; -1  Nyakur I)kuar2 4 
Khmer !amI) 1 Khmer sambak 2 
Kui ?ai the:B 4 Kui mphua?B 2 
Semai die 5 Semai eko:p 5 
Wa to -2 Wa hlo? 6 
Deang dvi? 6 Deang go? 10  
Khmu ku: 7 Khmu hampo:k 2 
Ksinmul ?e: 8 Ksinmul biI) 7 
Khasi baroh 9 Khasi snep 8 
Mundari soben -3 Mundari harta 9 

ASHES BElLY 
Jeh lUI) lo:k 1 Jeh padokL 1 
Bahnar hayo:k 9 Bahnar 0 
ehrau bu:h 3 ehrau kandil 3 
Vietnamese tro 10 Vietnamese bl}ng 4 
Rue tapch 3 Rue kdal 3 
Mon pateI) 2 Mon bUI) 4 
Nyakur patipl 2 Nyakur phu� 4 
Khmer phE:h 3 Khmer bo:h 5 
Kui pha?  4 Kui phuI) 4 
Semai gI)hal 1 1  Semai kat 6 
Wa pau? 5 Wa vaik 7 
Deang k'fa:I) 6 Deang VE? 7 
Khmu poh2 3 Khmu pO:I) 4 
Ksinmul ?aboh 3 Ksinmul ku: 8 
Khasi dypei 3 Khasi kypoh 5 
Mundari toroe? 8 Mundari la3 2 
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BIG BITE 

Jeh ti:JJL 1 Jeh kap 1 

Bahnar tih 1 Bahnar kap 1 

Chrau ma? 2 Chrau 0 

Vietnamese l6n 3 Vietnamese cifn 8 
Rue maam 4 Rue koom 2 
Mon 3nok 1 2  Mon kit 3 
Nyakur ?ato:L 5 Nyakur kitl 3 
Khmer dho:m 6 Khmer kha:m 2 
Kui phi:tB 7 Kui kapL 1 
Semai ntoj 5 Semai kap 1 
Wa tirj3 8 Wa kiat 3 
Deang da:I] 1 3  Deang ga? 4 
Khmu nam 9 Khmu pok 5 
Ksinmul do: 5 Ksinmul ?ak 6 
Khasi khraw 10 Khasi dait 7 
Mundari maraI] 1 1  Mundari hua 1 

BIRD BLACK 
Jeh cim 1 Jeh ?Jlu:I] 1 
Bahnar sem 1 Bahnar gam 2 
Chrau sum 1 Chrau sindo:c 3 
Vietnamese chim 1 Vietnamese den 4 

Rue icim 1 Rue ten ten 4 
Mon gacem 1 Mon lamcok 5 
Nyakur Jlciaml 1 Nyakur phliat2 6 
Khmer sat-slap 2 Khmer khamaw 7 
Kui cre:mL 1 Kui twre.J1 8 
Semai cc:pill 1 Semai bl?ak 9 
Wa sim 1 Wa lurj3 10  
Deang siI] 1 Deang V8IJ 8 
Khmu si:m 1 Khmu hiaI] 1 
Ksinmul ce:m 1 Ksinmul ?oc 9 
Khasi sim 1 Khasi iOI] 10  
Mundari ceQe -1  Mundari hende 1 1  
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BLOOD BREAST 
Jeh pha:m 1 Jeh tuhT 1 
Bahnar pha:m 1 Bahnar toh 1 
Chrau n 'ha:m 1 Chrau gatoh 1 
Vietnamese mau 2 Vietnamese vu 2 
Rue asam 1 Rue naj 3 
Mon chim 1 Mon tah 1 
Nyakur chim1 1 Nyakur toh1 1 
Khmer 3ha:m 1 Khmer to:h 1 

Kui ?aha:mL 1 Kui tohL 1 

Semai bhi:pm 1 Semai ntah 1 
Wa nham 1 Wa taih 1 
Deang nha:m 1 Deang bu 2 

Khmu ma:m 1 Khmu pu 2 

Ksinmul miam 1 Ksinmul ?um 4 

Khasi sna:m 1 Khasi shadem 5 

Mundari mayam 1 Mundari nunu 6 

BONE BURN 

Jeh kasiarf 1 Jeh 0 

Bahnar kati:n 1 Bahnar 0 
Chrau nti:n 1 Chrau ni:t 1 

Vietnamese xlTang 1 Vietnamese thieu -2 

Rue slu] 1 Rue takat 3 

Mon 3ut 2 Mon tau 4 

Nyakur chalu:t2 2 Nyakur khla:k2 5 

Khmer ch?in 1 Khmer rut 2 

Kui nha:nL 1 Kui carf 9 

Semai 3?a:kn 1 Semai -- 0 

Wa si-san 1 Wa kiikB 10 

Deang k' ?a:n 1 Deang 0 

Khmu ca?a:n 1 Khmu po:k 6 

Ksinmul lan 1 Ksinmul 0 
Khasi sh 'ien 1 Khasi in 7 

Mundari 3an 1 Mundari ro 8 
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CLOUD COME 
Jeh kasokL 1 Jeh -- 0 

Bahnar hama:l 2 Bahnar 0 

Chrau tu ? 3 Chrau 0 

Vietnamese may 2 Vietnamese di 1 

Rue mal 2 Rue ti 1 
Mon mat.brai 4 Mon kluIJ 2 
Nyakur m:J:k2 5 Nyakur lo:oL 2 
Khmer bdbo:k 5 Khmer mo:k 3 
Kui hlA tB 6 Kui cauL 4 
Semai sagup - 1  Semai bcj 5 
Wa pai-?om 7 Wa hoik 6 
Deang nh ' ?u:t 8 Deang ro:t 7 
Khmu pu:t 8 Khmu ka:y 8 
KsinmuI mo:k 5 KsinmuI pJeh 9 

Khasi ly'oh 9 Khasi wan 10  
Mundari rimil 2 Mundari hi3u? 1 1  

COLD DIE 
Jeh rateh 1 Jeh kachiatL 1 
Bahnar taIJiet 2 Bahnar katec 7 
Chrau takat 3 Chrau cit 1 
Vietnamese l�lnh - 1  Vietnamese ch6t 1 
Rue lubcit 4 Rue kucft 1 
Mon gaok 5 Mon khyuit 1 
Nyakur takati 3 Nyakur kaccti 1 
Khmer tra3ak 6 Khmer slap 2 
Kui cIJre:tL 2 Kui lahB 3 
Semai SIJEC 2 Semai datn 4 
Wa kuat 3 Wa Jum 5 
Deang kat 3 Deang jam 5 
Khmu IJar 7 Khmu ha:n 6 
KsinmuI takat 3 KsinmuI sian 6 

Khasi khreat 8 Khasi iap noh 2 

Mundari tu!ukan 9 Mundari g03u ? 1 
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DOG DRY 
Jeh co:T 1 Jeh raIJT 1 
Bahnar ko 2 Bahnar hreIJ 1 
Chrau so: 1 Chrau rap 1 
Vietnamese cM 1 Vietnamese kh8 - 1  
Rue aco 1 Rue kho - 1  
Mon kluiw 3 Mon samkah 4 
Nyakur churl 3 Nyakur cakasl 4 
Khmer chakt:: 2 Khmer sIJuat 5 
Kui ca:L 1 Kui s?a:tL 6 
Semai co:? 1 Semai ho:c 7 
Wa so? 1 Wa kroh 2 
Deang a ' ?o? 5 Deang 0 
Khmu so: 1 Khmu ra:s 2 
Ksinmul co: 1 Ksinmul 0 
Khasi ksew 1 Khasi rykhiaIJ 8 
Mundari seta 4 Mundari roro 2 

<> cf. Mal kering 

DRINK EAR 
Jeh hutT 1 Jeh patL 1 

Bahnar pa 2 Bahnar don 2 

Chrau hu:c 1 Chrau to:r 4 

Vietnamese u6ng 3 Vietnamese tai 3 

Rue ? 2 Rue saj 3 pu 
Mon sUIJ 5 Mon katow 4 

Nyakur cho:IJl 5 Nyakur katuarl 4 

Khmer phik 6 Khmer traciak 5 

Kui IJuacB 4 Kui kato:rL 4 

Semai IJu:t 4 Semai ntakIJ 6 

Wa rhip 7 Wa jhauk 5 

Deang rhip 7 Deang jo? 5 

Khmu uak 8 Khmu herma:j 7 

Ksinmul ?uk 8 Ksinmul halto:I 4 

Khasi dfh 9 Khasi shkor 4 

Mundari nu 2 Mundari lutur 4 
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EARTH EGG 
Jeh ?ne:hT 2 Jeh tatapT 1 
Bahnar tEh 1 Bahnar 0 
Chrau ntEh 1 Chrau cap 1 
Vietnamese ddt 1 Vietnamese tni-ng 2 
Rue ban - 1  Rue ta161 8 
Mon ti 1 Mon khamhay 3 
Nyakur ti: ?l 1 Nyakur pho:rl -4 
Khmer ti: 1 Khmer bO:l) 4 
Kui katre:?L 1 Kui nthrre:1B 8 
Semai te: ?  1 Semai pl)ia:kl) 2 
Wa t£? 1 Wa tom 5 
Deang k'tai 1 Deang kra:u 6 
Khmu pate 1 Khmu katol) 7 
Ksinmul kate: 1 Ksinrnul klol) 2 
Khasi pyrthei 1 Khasi pyllel) 2 
Mundari ote 1 Mundari 3arom 9 

EAT EYE 
Jeh ca:T 1 Jeh matT 1 
Bahnar sa: 1 Bahnar mat 1 
Chrau sa: 1 Chrau mat 1 
Vietnamese an 2 Vietnamese mAt 1 
Rue ?an 2 Rue 0 
Mon ca 1 Mon mat 1 
Nyakur ca:?l 1 Nyakur mat2 1 
Khmer fla:m 3 Khmer bhan£:k 2 
Kui ca:L 1 Kui matB 1 

Semai ca:? 1 Semai mat 1 
Wa sam 4 Wa l)ai 3 
Deang ho:m 4 Deang l)a:i 3 
Khmu pa 6 Khmu mat 1 
Ksinmul ca: 1 Ksinmul mat 1 
Khasi ba:m 7 Khasi khymat 1 
Mundari 30m 4 Mundari med 1 
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FAT FIRE 
Jeh padre!)T I Jeh onI- I 
Bahnar rama - 1  Bahnar ufl 1 
Chrau 0 Chrau ufl I 
Vietnamese ma 2 Vietnamese lu-a 2 
Rue kIll!) 3 Rue kuf, kufh 3 
Mon kIe!) 3 Mon pamat 4 
Nyakur kalifl l 3 Nyakur kamat1 4 
Khmer khlafl 3 Khmer bhlaa!) 5 
Kui I/.che:.rf 4 Kui ?u:h 1 
Semai l?u:s 5 Semai ?o:s 1 
Wa bi 6 Wa !)U 7 
Deang 0 Deang !)ar 7 
Khmu 0 Khmu parlaa 2 
Ksinmul 0 Ksinmul hago!) 8 
Khasi 0 Khasi di!) 9 
Mundari itil 7 Mundari se!)gel 10 

AN *lemak > Pr.Cham *luma? 

FEATHER FISH 
Jeh sukT 1 Jeh ka:T I 
Bahnar sok 1 Bahnar ka: 1 
Chrau sino:? 1 Chrau ka: I 
Vietnamese JOngchim 2 Vietnamese ca I 
Rue uslik I Rue aka I 
Mon sane!) 7 Mon ka 1 
Nyakur chokcho:k1 I Nyakur ka:?l I 
Khmer slap 3 Khmer tri: 2 
Kui so? 1 Kui ka:L 1 
Semai snto:l 4 Semai ka:? I 
Wa 0 Wa ka? 1 
Deang 0 Deang ka I 
Khmu khu:l 5 Khmu ka: 1 
Ksinmul sok I Ksinmul ka: I 
Khasi sner 6 Khasi dohkha 1 
Mundari iiI 5 Mundari ha=i 1 
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FLY FULL 
Jeh tapalT 1 Jeh bi:nL 1 
Bahnar par 1 Bahnar ?be1/. 1 

Chrau par 1 Chrau be:1/. 1 

Vietnamese bay 1 Vietnamese d�y 2 
Rue pal 1 Rue blam 3 
Mon paw 1 Mon peI) 1 

Nyakur phar1 1 Nyakur pi1/. 1 1 
Khmer haar 2 Khmer ba:1/. 1 

Kui pa:rL 1 Kui 0 
Semai he:kI) 3 Semai tabe:k 1 
Wa pu 1 Wa naukB 5 
Deang phru 5 Deang no? 5 
Khmu ti:r 6 Khmu ki1/. 6 

Ksinmul pal 1 Ksinmul ?kiJ1 6 

Khasi he:r 2 Khasi dap 7 

Mundari apir 1 Mundari pura - 1  

FOOT GIVE 

Jeh 0 Jeh do:bL 1 
Bahnar tapa:IJ)aI) 1 Bahnar an 2 
Chrau 3aI) 1 Chrau a:n 2 
Vietnamese chfin 1 Vietnamese cho 3 
Rue ciI) 1 Rue 0 
Mon 3oI) 1 Mon kuiw 4 
Nyakur churl 1 Nyakur kul 4 
Khmer 3a:JI) 1 Khmer ?o:j 10  
Kui 3i:nL 1 Kui ?a:nL 2 
Semai 3ukI) 1 Semai ?o:k 5 
Wa cau� 1 Wa to? 6 

Deang 3aI) 1 Deang don 9 

Khmu C:J8I) 1 Khmu u:n 2 
Ksinmul zuI) 1 Ksinmul mah 7 
Khasi kyn3at 2 Khasi ai 10  
Mundari kata 3 Mundari om 8 
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GOOD HAIR 
Jeh liamT 1 Jeh sukT 1 
Bahnar liem 1 Bahnar sok 1 
Chrau jah 2 Chrau so? 1 
Vietnamese t6t 3 Vietnamese t6c 1 
Rue haj 14 Rue us6k 1 
Man khuih 4 Man sok 1 
Nyakur hnapL 5 Nyakur cho:kl 1 
Khmer la?o: 6 Khmer sok 1 
Kui ?a:L 6 Kui so?L 1 
Semai bo:r 7 Semai so:k 1 
Wa mhom 8 Wa hauk 1 
Deang mham 9 Deang hu? 1 
Khmu la 10  Khmu kla 2 
Ksinmul tuh 1 1  Ksinmul sok 1 
Khasi babha 12  Khasi shniuh 1 
Mundari bugi 13  Mundari up 3 

GREEN HAND 
Jeh drihT 1 Jeh tiL 1 
Bahnar 3ak 2 Bahnar ti: 1 
Chrau 0 Chrau ti: 1 
Vietnamese xanh - 1  Vietnamese tay 1 
Rue seg - 1  Rue si 1 
Mon sageak 2 Mon tay 1 
Nyakur l:JcokL 3 Nyakur tEjL 1 
Khmer pajtag 4 Khmer taj 1 
Kui 0 Kui te:L 1 
Semai 0 Semai takg 1 
Wa kIai 5 Wa tai? 1 
Deang }liar 6 Deang tai 1 
Khmu caga:r 6 Khmu kata:kti 1 
Ksinmul Ie: 5 Ksinmul kasap 2 
Khasi 0 Khasi kti 1 
Mundari gaded 8 Mundari ti 1 
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HEAD HEART 
Jeh ka1L 1 Jeh 7nojJJL 1 
Bahnar ka1 1 Bahnar nuih 1 
Chrau kambo:7 2 Chrau p1a) nuih 1 
Vietnamese d�u - 1  Vietnamese trai tim - 1  
Rue ku1uok 3 Rue to.f) -2 
Mon kacjuip 4 Mon gruih 2 
Nyakur kadapl 4 Nyakur Jljum2 3 
Khmer kapa:1 - 10  Khmer pah!u:.f) -2 
Kui p1a:L 5 Kui phha:mL 3 
Semai ku.j 9 Semai nu:s 1 
Wa kai.f) 6 Wa rhom 3 
Deang ki.f) 6 Deang noih 1 
Khmu kampo.f) 7 Khmu haI]laam 3 
Ksinmul 7a1u: 5 Ksinmul 7en 4 
Khasi kh1ih 1 1  Khasi klo.f) snam 5 
Mundari boo7 8 Mundari 3ikuram - 1  6 

HEAR HORN 
Jeh Jlar.f 1 Jeh takoyL 1 
Bahnar kata.f) 2 Bahnar ake: 5 
Chrau C8.fJ 3 Chrau -- 0 
Vietnamese nghe 4 Vietnamese siIng 2 
Rue , 5 Rue kri.f) 2 cam8.fJ 
Mon mi.f) 5 Mon dra.f) 2 
Nyakur khamiJl2 5 Nyakur thra� 2 
Khmer li: 6 Khmer sanE:.f) 3 
Kui sar.f 7 Kui taka:i 1 
Semai garte:k 2 Semai -- 0 
Wa mhO.f) 5 Wa ru.f) 2 
Deang s'.f)a:uji 8 Deang nu.f) 6 
Khmu mec 10 Khmu centri:.f) 2 
Ksinmul 7aa1 1 1  Ksinmul ca1gan 4 
Khasi s.f)ow 9 Khasi re.f) 2 
Mundari ajum 12  Mundari diri.f) 2 

<> Pro Cham *tuki 
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I KNEE 
Jeh auT 1 Jeh kror.! 1 
Bahnar ifl 2 Bahnar 0 
Chrau afl, ifl 2 Chrau ko:?kruIJ 1 
Vietnamese tjoi 3 Vietnamese dliug6i 2 
Rue ho - 1  Rue kuJuok tukuf 2 
Mon 'lay 2 Mon kboaIJ 3 
Nyakur ?e.:J1l 2 Nyakur kabOIJl 3 
Khmer khaflom 4 Khmer 3aIJg8I] 4 
Kui 0 Kui pIa: tako:IL 2 
Semai ?€J1 2 Semai kuro:J 5 
Wa ?a? 1 Wa pimIJoJj3 4 
Deang '10 1 Deang kir ker 10 
Khmu 0 1 Khmu kanu:n 9 
Ksinmul ?afl 2 Ksinmul ?aJu: -maJdi:J 6 
Khasi IJa -2 Khasi khOsiw 7 
Mundari aifl 2 Mundari mukup -8 

KILL KNOW 
Jeh 3a:hT 7 Jeh ?JoT 1 
Bahnar paJo:c 2 Bahnar bat 2 
Chrau tacit 1 Chrau git 3 
Vietnamese gi�t 1 Vietnamese bi�t 2 
Rue kacit 1 Rue hi 4 
Mon gacuit 1 Mon tim 5 
Nyakur kacal 1 Nyakur cadiml 5 
Khmer samJap 3 Khmer tiIJ 6 
Kui kacre:tL 1 Kui difl 6 
Semai pardat 4 Semai pane} - 1  
Wa paihB 8 Wa juJj3 1 2 
Deang IJah 5 Deang nap 7 
Khmu pha:n 6 Khmu na:IJ 8 
Ksinmul pasian 6 Ksinmul zua 9 
Khasi pyniap 3 Khasi tip 1 0  
Mundari goe? 1 Mundari itu 1 1  
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LEAF LIVER 

Jeh 1a:T 1 Jeh kle:mL 1 

Bahnar h1a: 1 Bahnar kla:m 1 

Chrau 1a: 1 Chrau kh1a:m 1 

Vietnamese Ja 1 Vietnamese gan - 1  

Rue u13 1 Rue loam 1 

Mon sla 1 Mon gruih 2 

Nyakur h1a:?1 1 Nyakur khrih 2 

Khmer salik 4 Khmer th1aam 1 

Kui sla: 1 Kui 1uamB 1 

Semai sla:?L 1 Semai ri:s 4 

Wa h1a? 1 Wa tom 1 

Deang h1a 1 Deang k'to:m 1 

Khmu 1a 1 Khmu ta1o:m 1 

Ksinmul ba:w 2 Ksinmul ta1o:m 1 

Khasi sla 1 Khasi ba im 1 

Mundari sakam 3 Mundari iim 1 

LIE LONG 

Jeh katT 1 Jeh proiM 1 

Bahnar paso:m 2 Bahnar ka3u:O 2 

Chrau bi? 3 Chrau 30:0 2 

Vietnamese netm 4 Vietnamese dill 3 

Rue llAp 5 Rue ?jaJ 3 

Mon wat 3 Mon 31iO 2 

Nyakur pu.'Jl l 12 Nyakur khli.'Jl2 2 

Khmer gao 6 Khmer v£:O 4 

Kui tieL 7 Kui nthrf:oL 2 

Semai da? 8 Semai erakO 2 

Wa noi 9 Wa lao 2 

Deang 0 Deang doO 2 

Khmu oi:m 10 Khmu wa:o 5 

Ksinmul ?e:m 10 Ksinmul ?aJo:o 2 

Khasi shaniah 1 1  Khasi 3eroo 2 

Mundari giti? 7 Mundari 3iliO 2 
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LOUSE MANY 
Jeh kaca.jT 1 Jeh kadramL 1 
Bahnar si: 1 Bahnar thar 2 
Chrau si: 1 Chrau go? 3 
Vietnamese chdy 1 Vietnamese nhi�u 4 
Rue cf 1 Rue Jllw 4 
Mon cay 1 Mon gluil) 5 
Nyakur caji 1 Nyakur khlaIj 5 
Khmer caj 1 Khmer craan 6 
Kui Jlcre?L 1 Kui da:lL 7 
Semai c£:? 1 Semai 3?o:j 8 
Wa si? 1 Wa hun 9 
Deang sai 1 Deang mh'blam 1 
Khmu se 1 Khmu ki 10  
Ksinmul ce:j 1 Ksinmul ga:j 10  
Khasi ksi 1 Khasi bUn 1 1  
Mundari si=ku 1 Mundari bese - 1  

MAN MEAT 
Jeh 0 Jeh si?nekL 1 
Bahnar dro-l)lo: 1 Bahnar ?pem 2 
Chrau klo: 1 Chrau gOl) 3 
Vietnamese dim 6ng 2 Vietnamese th�t 1 
Rue 0 Rue s�t 1 
Mon tru? 3 Mon cun 4 
Nyakur tuj-tru:3 3 Nyakur hwa:?l 5 
Khmer purah - 1  Khmer sac 1 
Kui ku:i tho:l 4 Kui sacL 1 
Semai kra:l 5 Semai SEC 1 
Wa si-me? 6 Wa ne?B 6 
Deang ?i mai 6 Deang jOl) 7 
Khmu campro -2 Khmu ah 8 
Ksinmul kho:n-sa.j -3 Ksinmul ksol) 9 
Khasi m-briw 3 Khasi doh 10  
Mundari kora 7 Mundari 3i1u 1 1  
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MOON MOurn 

Jeh kheiT 1 Jeh tamunT 1 

Bahnar khei 1 Bahnar ?bar 2 

Chrau kha:j 1 Chrau mifl - 1  

Vietnamese m?t-trang 2 Vietnamese mi�ng 1 2  

Rue pulean -1  Rue kaIJ 4 

Mon gatu 3 Mon P8IJ 3 
Nyakur ntu:?l 3 Nyakur pa:IJl 3 
Khmer khE: 1 Khmer ma:t 5 

Kui mphriarj3.saiL 2 1 Kui noM 6 

Semai gCE:? 1 Semai mpa:kIJ 3 
Wa khi? 1 Wa jhiih 7 

Deang pla:IJkiar 2 Deang sop 8 

Khmu mOIJ 5 Khmu tanoh 6 

Ksinmul blah 6 Ksinmul fluk 9 

Khasi bynai 7 Khasi shintur 10  

Mundari cal}9u? -2 Mundari moca 1 1  

MOUNTAIN NAil.. 

Jeh IJukT 1 Jeh ka?nialhT 1 

Bahnar kO:IJ 2 Bahnar taIJiah 1 

Chrau gUIJ 2 Chrau kan-hjeih 1 

Vietnamese nui 3 Vietnamese m6ng 2 

Rue Cgt 4 Rue kantoIJ 3 
Mon duiw 3 Mon sal}em 4 
Nyakur kurl 10 Nyakur IJhli:aml 4 
Khmer bhano:m 5 Khmer kraco:k 5 

Kui bru:L 6 Kui nthrrehB 6 

Semai lo:tn 7 Semai canro:s 6 

Wa gOIJ 2 Wa IJhim 4 

Deang svr 8 Deang a 'rhim 4 

Khmu mok 1 1  Khmu tammo:IJ 7 

Ksinmul khagaIJ 2 Ksinmul mOIJ-suaIJ 7 

Khasi lymbah 9 Khasi tyrsim 4 

Mundari buru 6 Mundari rama 9 
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NAME NEW 
Jeh tali,?T 1 Jeh '?nao 1 
Bahnar anan - 1  Bahnar hle: 2 
Chrau sa '? 2 Chrau me: 3 
Vietnamese ten 3 Vietnamese mai 3 
Rue ten -3 Rue Mj 4 
Mon imu, yamu -2 Mon tami 3 
Nyakur 0 Nyakur tami:,?l 3 
Khmer 3hamaoh 4 Khmer thmi: 3 
Kui mihB 4 Kui tmaiL 3 
Semai muh 4 Semai pa} 4 
Wa kaj'l 5 Wa khrau'?  5 
Deang ci: -6 Deang k'mai 3 
Khmu ci: -6 Khmu hanme 3 
Ksinmul - 0 Ksinmul hame 3 
Khasi kyrteg 3 Khasi thymmai 3 
Mundari n<ut>um 7 Mundari nawa -6 

NECK NIGHT 
Jeh takuaiT - 1  Jeh mavT 1 
Bahnar ako: 1 Bahnar mag 1 
Chrau nko: 1 Chrau mag,nag 1 
Vietnamese cd 1 Vietnamese dem 2 
Rue tek� - 1  Rue lim -3 
Mon ka'? 1 Mon btam 2 
Nyakur ko:'?l 1 Nyakur pa tam 1 2 
Khmer ko: 1 Khmer jop 4 
Kui ka:g 2 Kui khriauB 5 
Semai tavan 3 Semai tapm 2 
Wa gokB 4 Wa pom=som 6 
Deang a 'mo:v 5 Deang sam 7 
Khmu kantuar 6 Khmu pasaam 6 
Ksinmul ko:k 9 Ksinmul pat 8 
Khasi ryndav 7 Khasi miet 8 
Mundari ho!o'? 8 Mundari nida -9 

Pro Cham *takuai 
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NO ONE 
Jeh 0 Jeh mujL 1 

Bahnar ah 1 Bahnar mO:Jl 1 

Chrau ?e: ?  1 Chrau muoi 1 
Vietnamese khong 2 Vietnamese m9t 1 
Rue � 3 Rue mo�c 1 va{J 
Mon ha, hwa 4 Mon mwaj 1 
Nyakur ku1 10  Nyakur muaj2 1 
Khmer min 5 Khmer muaj 1 

Kui 0 Kui mu:jB 1 

Semai pe? 6 Semai nana? 2 
Wa ?a{J 7 Wa ti?B - 1  
Deang ?a 1 Deang ?u 3 
Khmu 0 Khmu mo:y 1 
Ksinmul -- 0 Ksinmul met -2 
Khasi em 8 Khasi weI 4 
Mundari ka 9 Mundari mijod 1 

NOSE PERSON 
Jeh mu:hL 1 Jeh ma{JaiT 1 
Bahnar mu:h 1 Bahnar ba{Jai 1 
Chrau muh 1 Chrau tamu:n 2 
Vietnamese ma 1 Vietnamese nglrC),j 1 
Rue mUAh 1 Rue {Jaj 1 
Mon muh 1 Mon mnih - 1  

Nyakur hmok1 1 Nyakur manih - 1  
Khmer cramuh 1 Khmer manus - 1  
Kui muhB 1 Kui ku:iL 3 
Semai muh 1 Semai sn?o:j 1 
Wa miihB 1 Wa puiB 4 
Deang muih 1 Deang to ?i 5 
Khmu muh 1 Khmu kammu 6 
Ksinmul moh 1 Ksinmul ksi:{J 7 
Khasi khmut 1 Khasi briw 8 
Mundari mil 1 Mundari horo 9 
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RAIN ROAD 
Jeh ?m=riaJJL 1 2 Jeh tram:f 1 
Bahnar ?mi: 2 Bahnar tro:IJ 1 
Chrau mi: 2 Chrau tro:IJ 1 
Vietnamese mLIa 2 Vietnamese dLIang di 1 
Rue kUIIlAa 2 Rue tiiu:.Jti - 1  
Mon braj 1 Mon traw 2 
Nyakur phrcj2 1 Nyakur trawl 2 
Khmer bhliaIJ 3 Khmer 3alu:w-thanal 2 
Kui mamiaL 2 Kui kana: 4 
Semai mani:? 4 Semai nU:IJ 5 
Wa lhe? 5 Wa kra? 6 
Deang klai 6 Deang n 'dEJ) 3 
Khmu kama 2 Khmu IJo:r 6 
Ksinmul ?ama 2 Ksinmul tu:m 8 
Khasi slap 7 Khasi surok 9 
Mundari gama 2 Mundari hora 5 

RED ROOT 
Jeh dun:!-- 1 Jeh riayhT 1 
Bahnar ?bre: 1 Bahnar ra:h 1 
Chrau prho: 3 Chrau zijeih 1 
Vietnamese do 4 Vietnamese x 1 re 
Rue to 4 Rue licrih 1 
Mon bkat 5 Mon ruih 1 
Nyakur phale.J1 l 6 Nyakur rih2-ra:k2 1 
Khmer kraha:m 7 Khmer rik 1 
Kui ksawL 8 Kui rehB 1 
Semai rIJa.J1 9 Semai r?e:s 1 
Wa rauh 10 Wa riabB 1 
Deang raIJ 6 Deang riaih 1 
Khmu JIm 1 1  Khmu rias 1 
Ksinmul ka?et 12  Ksinmul geh 1 
Khasi saw 8 Khasi tynrai 1 
Mundari ara? 13  Mundari red 1 
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ROUND SEE 

Jeh 0 Jeh tauT 1 
Bahnar hapo:m 1 Bahnar ?bo:h 2 
Chrau 0 Chrau saj 1 3  
Vietnamese tron 2 Vietnamese thdy 3 
Rue klan 2 Rue cil] 4 
Mon khdom 1 Mon Jla:t 5 
Nyakur kalpum1 1 Nyakur khamaj2 6 
Khmer mul 3 Khmer maal 7 

Kui dulL 4 Kui si:rL 8 

Semai 0 Semai nE:l] 1 1  
Wa 10m-Ie 5 Wa jau ?B 1 2  
Deang 0 Deang ji 1 2  
Khmu mon 3 Khmu ku:I/. 14 
Ksinmul mon 3 Ksinmul elia 3 
Khasi pyllun 2 Khasi khymih 6 
Mundari gol -6 Mundari leI 1 5  

SAND SEED 
Jeh coihT 1 Jeh 0 
Bahnar cuah 1 Bahnar 0 
Chrau cwoh 1 Chrau -- 0 
Vietnamese cat 2 Vietnamese hat gong 1 
Rue takiic 2 Rue kaj8.1] 1 
Mon bti: 3 Mon 0 
Nyakur ntill 3 Nyakur khrap2 -2 
Khmer khasac 2 Khmer grap 2 
Kui ska:cL - 1  Kui kla:nL 3 
Semai pasir -2 Semai si:p 4 
Wa mhaik 2 Wa so:k 5 
Deang khai? 2 Deang kau 6 
Khmu cres 4 Khmu paliar 7 

Ksinmul dil]-saj -3 Ksinmul 0 
Khasi shyiap 5 Khasi synbai 8 

Mundari gitil 3 Mundari hita 9 
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SIT SLEEP 
Jeh si?nanL 1 Jeh katL 1 
Bahnar 0 Bahnar te:p 2 
Chrau gu? 2 Chrau bi? 3 

ng6i 3 Vietnamese , 
4 Vietnamese ngu 

Rue I)o} 3 Rue JlaAp 5 
Mon ga3a? 4 Mon stik 6 
Nyakur thoIj 5 Nyakur pu:,p-I)ku Y 7 
Khmer ?aI)gu} 3 Khmer .ta:k 6 
Kui 0 Kui I)re:tL 8 
Semai ga.y 3 Semai b€:t 3 
Wa I)omB 6 Wa 'lit 9 
Deang I)oi 3 Deang 'lit 9 
Khmu ten, tan 7 Khmu sis 1 1  
Ksinmul klian 8 Ksinmul ?e:m 12  
Khasi shoI) 9 Khasi thiah 1 3  
Mundari dub 10 Mundari dU[Um 14 

SKIN SMALL 
Jeh paiT 1 Jeh tasiT 1 
Bahnar ?aka:r 2 Bahnar ie 2 
Chrau nto: 3 Chrau k€:n 3 
Vietnamese da 4 Vietnamese nh6 4 
Rue kar:Jt - 1  Rue dro€+ 5 
Mon sna:m 5 Mon Jli 4 
Nyakur hna:m1 5 Nyakur ndfc1 6 
Khmer sap€:k 6 Khmer tu:c 6 
Kui 0 Kui kre:tL 7 
Semai gta:? 3 Semai mac5t 8 
Wa hak 7 Wa ?iak 9 
Deang hur 8 Deang diat 6 
Khmu hampuur 8 Khmu n€ 4 
Ksinmul biI) 9 Ksinmul nek 10  
Khasi khoh 10 Khasi rit 1 1  
Mundari ur 8 Mundari ku1JiI) 12  
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SMOKE STAND 
Jeh ?hnuaiL 1 Jeh 0 
Bahnar 'lpui 1 Bahnar dOI) 1 
Chrau Jlu? 2 Chrau 0 
Vietnamese khoi 1 Vietnamese du-ng 1 
Rue kah:5j 1 Rue tAI) 1 
Mon jak 2 Mon tuiw 2 
Nyakur jak2 2 Nyakur ji:nJ 3 
Khmer phas£:I) 3 Khmer 3har 4 
Kui mpi:?L 4 Kui tajaoL 3 
Semai cu:l 5 Semai 3iJl3ak 3 
Wa tau? 6 Wa cu.gB 5 
Deang to? 6 Deang 3aI) 3 
Khmu pata 6 Khmu tin 1 
Ksinmul patow 6 Ksinmul cal 6 
Khasi ndem 7 Khasi ieI) 3 
Mundari sukul 8 Mundari tiI)gu 1 

SPEAK STAR 
Jeh tatajhT 1 Jeh hloI)T 1 
Bahnar pama: 2 Bahnar saIJ10:IJ 1 
Chrau Jla:i 3 Chrau simaJl 2 
Vietnamese noi 1 Vietnamese ngoi sao - 1  
Rue col 4 Rue kumiJl 2 
Mon huim 5 Mon saman 2 
Nyakur phu:t2 7 Nyakur paka:j1 -3 
Khmer sra!i: 6 Khmer phaka.y 3 
Kui 0 Kui nta:rL 4 
Semai pde:r 1 Semai prlo) 5 
Wa kraiB 8 Wa sim?uiI) 2 
Deang grai 8 Deang sman 2 
Khmu 10: 9 Khmu sarm iJl 2 
Ksinmul waw 10 Ksinmul maJl 2 
Khasi 0I) 1 1  Khasi khlur 5 
Mundari men 12  Mundari ipiJ 6 
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STONE SWIM 
Jeh tamouT 1 Jeh paloiL 1 
Bahnar tamo: 1 Bahnar glai 1 
Chrau tamo: 1 Chrau 0 
Vietnamese da 2 Vietnamese 19i 2 
Rue lata 2 Rue aja 3 
Mon tmo'? 1 Mon bil) 4 
Nyakur hm:x,?l 1 Nyakur bi:Jl l 4 
Khmer thamo: 1 Khmer hel 5 
Kui tamauL 1 Kui lo:iB 1 
Semai batu:'? - 1  Semai lo:j 1 
Wa si mau'? 1 Wa loiB 1 
Deang ma:u 1 Deang lam l)a 8 
Khmu kla:l) 3 Khmu wa:j 5 
Ksinmul '?alial) 3 Ksinmul lo:j 1 
Khasi maw 1 Khasi 3il)i 6 
Mundari diri 4 Mundari oyar 7 

SUN TAll., 
Jeh mat-l)ajT 1 4 Jeh te:l)T 1 
Bahnar '?nar 2 Bahnar kiel) 1 
Chrau matnar 2 4 Chrau tiel) 1 
Vietnamese m?t-trai 3 4 Vietnamese duoi 2 
Rue maAt-plaj 3 4 Rue tuoj 2 
Mon t1)aj 1 Mon bata 3 
Nyakur haP 1 Nyakur pata:'? 3 
Khmer thal)aj 1 Khmer kanduj 2 
:f(ui mania.gB 4 Kui sa:1L 4 
Semai mat3i:s 5 4 Semai snta:'? 3 
Wa si-l)ai'? 1 Wa si-da'? 3 
Deang s 'l)oi 1 Deang s 'ta 3 
Khmu matpri 3 4 Khmu hanta 3 
Ksinmul call)e: 1 Ksinmul halta: 3 
Khasi sl)i 1 Khasi tydol) 1 
Mundari sil)gi 1 Mundari cadlom 5 
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THAT TONGUE 

Jeh 0 Jeh rapiatT 1 

Bahnar ?=ni: 1 Bahnar rapiet 1 

Chrau no? 1 Chrau lapiet 1 

Vietnamese kia 2 Vietnamese itrai 2 

Rue he 3 Rue laarh 2 

Mon te? 4 Mon kata:k 3 

Nyakur te?l 4 Nyakur nta:k1 3 
Khmer no:h 5 Khmer ?a1}ta:k 3 
Kui kai 2 Kui nta:?L 3 
Semai ?a3eh 6 Semai lnta:k 3 
Wa ?a=n 7 Wa dak 3 
Deang da 8 Deang k'ta:? 3 
Khmu ka=ni 1 Khmu hanta:k 3 
Ksinmul pa?o:w 7 Ksinmul halta:k 3 
Khasi ba 9 Khasi thyllied 2 
Mundari han=i? 10 Mundari le? 4 

THIS TOOTH 

Jeh mou 1 Jeh si?neI)T 1 

Bahnar ?nou 1 Bahnar saneJl 1 
Chrau he:?  2 Chrau se:c 2 
Vietnamese nay 3 Vietnamese rang 3 
Rue ni 3 Rue kas8I) 3 
Mon 1}a ?  4 Mon I)ek 4 

Nyakur ?0:?1 5 Nyakur I)iak2 4 

Khmer na:h 3 Khmer dhama.j1 5 

Kui 0 Kui kanre.j1L 1 

Semai ?adEh 3 Semai lmu.j1 5 
Wa ?i=n 7 Wa rhaI) 3 
Deang ?i 7 Deang rha:I) 3 

Khmu ka=ki: 8 Khmu ra:I) 3 
Ksinrnul ?i: 7 Ksinmul hagiaI) 6 

Khasi ne 3 Khasi byniat 7 

Mundari ni=i? 3 Mundari data - 1  

<> ef. An *qi-ni 
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1REE WALK 
Jeh ?lo:!)T 1 Jeh ciuL 1 
Bahnar ?lo:!) 1 Bahnar ano 2 
Chrau cha: 2 Chrau sa: ?  3 
Vietnamese cay 3 Vietnamese di 4 
Rue hAj 3 Rue ti 4 
Man chu 2 Man ?a: 5 
Nyakur chu:?l 2 Nyakur ?a:r 5 
Khmer !aam=3haa 2 Khmer !aar 6 
Kui 0 Kui hu:cL 7 
Semai 3hu:? 2 Semai ci:p 8 
Wa khau? 2 Wa hu 9 
Deang he 5 Deang ha:u 9 
Khmu sa?o:!) 6 Khmu joh 10  
Ksinmul ca?ua!) 6 Ksinmul zu: 10 
Khasi die!) 7 Khasi iaid 1 1  
Mundari daru 8 Mundari sen 12  

TWO WARM 
Jeh ba:lT 1 Jeh 0 
Bahnar ?ba:r 1 Bahnar 0 
Chrau ba:r 1 Chrau -- 0 
Vietnamese hai 1 Vietnamese dm 1 
Rue hal 1 Rue til 2 
Man ba: 1 Man guim 3 
Nyakur ba:r1 1 Nyakur ra?u:p. l 4 
Khmer bi:r 1 Khmer kadaw 5 
Kui bi:aL 1 Kui 0 
Semai na:r 1 Semai 0 
Wa ra 1 Wa ?u 6 
Deang ?a 1 Deang ?u:n 6 
Khmu pa:r 1 Khmu !)akim 3 
Ksinmul so:!) - 1  Ksinmul gim 3 
Khasi ar 1 Khasi 0 
Mundari bar 1 Mundari 1010 7 
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WA1ER WHAT 
Jeh da:kT 1 Jeh ?p.ai 1 
Bahnar da:k 1 Bahnar kia 2 
Chrau da:? 1 Chrau pac n 'hja: 3 
Vietnamese mrac 1 Vietnamese gJ 2 
Rue dak 1 Rue cama 4 
Mon da:k 1 Mon nu 5 
Nyakur da:kl 1 Nyakur mo:?2 4 
Khmer dik 1 Khmer ?avi: 6 
Kui dia? 1 Kui na:B 5 
Semai te:w 2 Semai ma:h 4 
Wa rom 3 Wa pati? 8 
Deang ?om 3 Deang se muh 4 
Khmu ?om 3 Khmu mah 4 
Ksinmul ho:t 4 Ksinmul h;}lmoh 4 
Khasi urn 3 Khasi a=iu 9 
Mundari da? 1 Mundari ca=na 10 
<> ef. Kadai *R-namC 

WE WHITE 
Jeh juan!- 1 Jeh t;}bo:kT 1 
Bahnar flo:n 1 Bahnar ko:k 9 
Chrau khajna.J1 10 Chrau bo:? 1 
Vietnamese chung tao 2 Vietnamese tdng 2 
Rue cupa 3 Rue t;}kal 3 
Mon puij 4 Mon bu 10  
Nyakur pej1 4 Nyakur chu:lJI 4 
Khmer jaalJ 5 Khmer so: 5 
Kui mhaiL 6 Kui bua?L 1 
Semai 3i:? 7 Semai bje:k 6 
Wa ji? 7 Wa pai� 1 1  
Deang j;}i 7 Deang blo:? 6 
Khmu i 7 Khmu kJo:k 6 
Ksinmul zi: 7 Ksinmul luak 6 
Khasi lJi -8 Khasi llh 7 
Mundari ale 9 Mundari pUI}c;Ii -8 
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WHO YElLOW 
Jeh bauL 1 Jeh dri:I)T 1 
Bahnar bu: 1 Bahnar dre:I) 1 
Chrau 0 Chrau ramit 2 
Vietnamese ai 2 Vietnamese yang 8 1  
Rue ?a} 2 Rue v8Ij 8 
Mon 0 Mon da?mit 2 
Nyakur ?aflah2 3 Nyakur pacu.:J11 3 
Khmer khal}ao 4 Khmer liaI) 9 
Kui nawB 4 Kui 0 
Semai bo:? 1 Semai pho:k 4 
Wa mo? 6 Wa IhaI) 9 
Deang se 7 Deang tEIJ 5 
Khmu ma 6 Khmu sii-IaaI) 9 
Ksinmul noh 3 Ksinmul liaI) 9 
Khasi uei 2 Khasi stem 6 
Mundari oko} 8 Mundari sa=s8IJ 7 

<> ef. Kadai 

WOMAN YOU 
Jeh -- 0 Jeh mi:T 1 
Bahnar dra-kan 1 Bahnar e: 2 
Chrau ?u:r 10 Chrau ma:i 1 
Vietnamese dan b8 2 Vietnamese may 1 
Rue 0 Rue mi 1 
Mon brau 3 Mon beh 3 
Nyakur phaphraw2 3 Nyakur phehl 3 
Khmer stri: -2 Khmer ?e:I) 4 
Kui ku:ikapaiL 4 Kui mua� 1 
Semai krdo:r 5 Semai he:?  2 
Wa bun 6 Wa mai? 1 
Deang ?i pan 6 Deang mo:i 1 
Khmu camkan 1 Khmu me: 1 
Ksinmul kho:n-flifl -3 Ksinmul mih 1 
Khasi briw 3 Khasi me 1 
Mundari kup 9 Mundari am 1 

Not from Chinese. 
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APPENDIX C: MIAO-YAO DATA 

AlL BIRD 

Hmu s£l 1 Hmu na6 - 1  

Xx sa5 1 Xx tai -mP - 1  
Hmong toui - 1  Hmong noN5 - 1  
Bunu pe'2a 2 Bunu naN6 - 1  
She sjj6 1 She na4-YaI/ - 1  
Yao sjar,f 1 Yao ncJ3 - 1  

ASHES BITE 

Hmu qai -chu3 1 Hmu kP 1 
Xx cj3 1 Xx t04 2 
Hmong ihou3 1 qai 3 
Bunu kai -ca3 1 Hmong tcJ3 2 
She si3 1 Bunu tcJ3 2 
Yao sa:j3 1 She thaS 2 

Yao �a:t8 4 

BARK 
Hmu 0 BLACK 

Xx 0 Hmu hJci 1 

Hmong 0 Xx qwel 1 

Bunu 0 Hmong tlol 1 

She 0 Bunu tJuNI 1 

Yao -- 0 She kj�l 1 
Yao tce7 2 

BELLY 
Hmu qal -tchul 1 BLOOD 

Xx qol-tchjl 1 Hmu chaN3 1 

Hmong plaNl 2 Xx ntchj3 1 

Bunu kal-tJaNl 2 Hmong ntshaN3 1 

She IJi03-ka3 3 Bunu ntshaN3 1 

Yao ke'2-sjel 1 She sji3 1 
Yao dzja:m3 1 

BIG 
Hmu lhjal 1 

BONE 

Xx lj02 1 Hmu shoN3 1 

Hmong lhol 1 Xx qol -soN3 1 

Bunu 1aN8 1 Hmong tshaN3 1 

She voJj2 2 Bunu kal -fbN3a 1 

Yao lul 1 She su�-k03 1 
Yao bu� 1 
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BREAST DIE 
Hmu ua4 1 Hmu t� - 1  
Xx mal 2 Xx ta6 - 1  
Hmong kua5 3 Hmong tutP - 1  
Bunu koW 3 Bunu teft - 1  
She - - 0 She thfi4 - 1  
Yao 0 Yao taP - 1  

BURN DOG 
Hmu ti03 1 Hmu 1h;t3 1 
Xx 01 2 Xx tal -qwi3 1 
Hmong fau3 3 Hmong t1el 1 
Bunu phe3 4 Bunu t1el 1 
She 0 She kj;t3 1 
Yao -- 0 Yao tcul 1 

CLOUD DRINK 
Hmu teNS-eNS 1 Hmu ha7 1 
Xx tJaNl -oNS 1 Xx hu7 1 
Hmong ca3-tu5 2 Hmong hou7 1 
Bunu kal -haul 3 Bunu hau7 1 
She fal - 1  Yao hop7 1 
Yao mou6 5 

DRY 
COlD Hmu IJ� 1 

Hmu sej4 0 Xx qh;t3f1 1 
Xx ce4 0 Hmong qhu;t3 1 
Hmong 3a6 0 Bunu IJkhail 1 
Bunu - - 0 She khuil 1 
She -- 0 Yao ga:il 1 
Yao 0 

EAR 
COME Hmu qal -zi2 1 

Hmu 104 1 Xx toN'2-mii2 1 
Xx 104 1 Hmong ptcoul 1 
Hmong 104 1 Bunu kal -ntse2a 1 
Bunu 104 1 She ka2-khu03 2 

t02 2 Yao ni2-no:m2 1 
She na4 1 
Yao ta:j2 2 
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EARTH FEATHER 
Hmu qa3-tal 1 Hmu tlinl 1 
Xx qo1-ti1 1 Xx pil 2 
Hmong lua2 2 Hmong 0 
Bunu kal -tel 1 Bunu tlal 1 
She tal 1 She 0 
Yao njel 3 Yao 0 

EAT FIRE 
Hmu naN'2 1 Hmu tu4 1 
Xx noN'2 1 Xx pji3-t<f1- 1 
Hmong nau2 1 Hmong teu4 1 
Bunu nau2 1 Bunu kal-tu4 1 
Yao J1erP 1 She th04 1 

Yao tou4 1 

EGG 
Hmu kis 1 FISH 
Xx qol ni6 2 Hmu zt1 1 
Hmong qe5 1 Xx tal-mZi4 1 
Bunu ce5 1 Hmong nts& 1 
She kaS 1 Bunu nts& 1 
Yao tcauS 1 She pjct1 1 

cf. different Kd forms Yao bjau4 1 

EYE FLY 
Hmu J1hul -mtf5 1 Hmu jaN5 1 
Xx la3-qe1 2 Xx jiS 1 
Hmong mua6 1 Hmong jaN5 1 
Bunu khi3-moN6 1 Bunu jaW 1 
She ka1 -kh03 3 She ViS 2 
Yao mwei6-tsi:Vl 1 Yao dais 3 

FAT FOOT 
Hmu taJV6 1 Hmu It/ 1 
Xx raJV6 1 Xx qol -lhol 1 
Hmong tau6 1 Hmong teuS 2 
Bunu tP 1 Bunu taS-lauS 2 
She khuif 1 She toS 2 
Yao tcurP 1 Yao 0 
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FULL HAND 

Hmu pEP 1 Hmu pj4 1 
Xx p& 1 Xx qol_tf4 1 
Hmong pol 1 Hmong tefl- 1 
Bunu ceNI 2 Bunu tal -pefl- 1 
She parj 1 She khwtr4 1 

Yao pwarj 1 Yao pw04 1 

GIVE HEAD 

Hmu pel 1 Hmu qhaI 1 

Xx kaN3 2 Xx kol-piei3 2 
Hmong -- 0 Hmong houS 3 
Bunu -- 0 Bunu fa3 4 

She 0 She kaJ.f-kha5 5 

Yao -- 0 Yao mu2-go:Jj 6 

GOOD HEAR 

Hmu yu5 1 Hmu nhaN3 1 

Xx iuS 1 Xx toW 2 

Hmong iow 1 Hmong nol'oP 3 
Bunu yaW 1 Bunu caW 2 

She 1)005 1 She kuo5 4 

Yao 1005 1 Yao mwagS 5 

<> cf. ST *r8IJ 'good' 

HEART 

GREEN Hmu hlju3 1 

Hmu zo2 1 Xx qol-moN'2 2 

Xx mraI 1 Hmong pleu3 1 

Hmong ncual 1 Bunu pi3-cul 3 

Bunu kcP-phctl 2 She sanl - 1  

She ncau2 1 Yao Jlou3 4 

Yao lwaS - 1  

HORN 

HAIR Hmu kjI 1 

Hmu qa1 -lhju1 1 Xx qol-ce1 1 

Xx qol-pji1 1 Hmong kaI 1 

Hmong plou1 -houS 1 Bunu cuNl 1 

Bunu tla1-fa3 1 She kad 1 

She kaJ.fkha5-pil 1 Yao tC01)l 1 

Yao pu2-pjei1 1 
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I LIE 
Hmu vj4 1 Hmu pj5 1 
Xx we4 1 Xx pa5 1 
Hmong k03 2 Hmong pu5 1 
Bunu cuN3 3 Bunu pau5 1 
She varj 1 She 0 
Yao jei 4 Yao 0 

KllL UVER 
Hmu maS 1 Hmu flw2 z& coNS 1 
Xx ta5 - 1  Xx sci 2 
Hmong tua5 - 1  Hmong sal 2 
Bunu to5 - 1  Bunu ncau6 3 
She ta5 - 1  She hinl 2 
Yao tai5 - 1  Yao Jani 2 

KNEE LONG 
Hmu qhaN3_v�-ccY 1 Hmu ta3 1 
Xx qhu3-tco5 1 Xx nti3 1 
Hmong qhau3-tso7 1 Hmong nte3 1 
Bunu kuNla-co7 1 Bunu nte3 1 
She naJ<8-tshak7-khuN3 1 She kai -ta3 1 
Yao pw04 -seji -dje3 2 Yao da:u3 1 

KNOW LOUSE 
Hmu pui 1 Hmu kaNi-t& 1 
Xx p& 2 Xx tal-te3 1 
Hmong poul 1 Hmong t03 1 
Bunu pal 1 Bunu kaI -tuN3a 1 
She pjI 1 She tar; 1 
Yao peil -tu7 1 Yao tam3 1 

LEAF MAN 
Hmu nu2 1 Hmu tcjI _pa3 1 
Xx ni2 1 Xx qol _pj5 2 
Hmong mploN'2 1 Hmong jeu6 3 
Bunu ntJaN'2 ' 1 Bunu pu3-caN6 1 4 
She pjoIj2 1 She ne2-pil 1 
Yao no:m2 1 Yao mjen2-tcarf 4 
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MANY NAIL 

Hmu n& 1 Hmu keNS-pfl 1 
Xx Ijha3 2 Xx poS-,tei5 2 
Hmong ntouS 3 Hmong ,touS-te4 2 
Bunu ntauS 3 Bunu kwaS-pe4 - 1  
She uS 4 She tje4-kjP 2 
Yao charn3 5 Yao gwai5 3 

MEAT NAME 

Hmu I)a2 1 Hmu zaN2-pi5 1 

Xx fla2 1 Xx mpuS 1 

Hmong nqai2 1 Hmong mp& 1 

She I)ka2 1 Bunu mp&-();}l 1 
Bunu kweP 1 She muP 2 
Yao a3 2 Yao meu2-bwoS 1 

MOON NECK 

Hmu lhaS 1 Hmu qa1-qoN3 1 

Xx qe1 -lha5 1 Xx sou3-nqoN3 1 

Hmong lhi5 1 Hmong tce2-tlaN1 2 

Bunu n& 1 Bunu kuN1 a-tJaNl a 2 

She mi8-JuS 1 She ka1 kinl ka3 2 

Yao JaS 1 Yao tca:I)l 2 

MOUNTAIN NEW 

Hmu qaLpoS 1 Hmu xhi1 - 1  

Xx qol-zeP 2 Xx eEl - 1  

Hmong ,toNI 3 Hmong tsha1 - 1  

Bunu f:hu2 4 Bunu GiNl - 1  

She kj& 5 She tatS-hinl - 1  

hoI Yao sjaN1 - 1  

Yao tGi:m2 6 

NIGHT 

MOUTH Hmu chiI -mhaW 1 

Hmu loS 1 Xx tchi1 -mhaW 1 

Xx qa3-loS 1 Hmong mhauS 1 

Hmong ntcou2 - 1  Bunu n,toNl -muJV4 1 
Bunu ka1 -ncau2a -1  She mol-karl -tshP 2 

She tj02 - 1  Yao lUu2 -mwarfl -tsarP 1 

Yao dzu:P - 1  
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NO RED 

Hmu a2 1 Hmu c07 1 

Xx tce2 2 Xx ntchi5 2 

Hmong tsi5 2 Hmong Ial 3 

Bunu ma2 3 Bunu IaNl 3 

ntuS She sji5 1 

She hEP 4 Yao sF 1 

Yao n5 5 

ROAD 

NOSE Hmu ]d3 1 

Hmu pol-zc6 1 Xx kP 1 

Xx pa3-mia6 1 Hmong k& 1 

Hmong nt'su6 1 Bunu c& 1 

Bunu pj3-ntsau6 1 She ka3 1 

She khur}-piu4 1 Yao tcaul 1 

Yao bjut8 1 

ROOT 

ONE Hmu qal -tcoN'2 1 

Hmu il 1 Xx qol _tcoN'2 1 

Xx a3 1 Hmong tcaJ'IP 1 

Hmong i1 1 Bunu kal -coN'2 1 

Bunu i1 a 1 She togS-khjurj 1 

She j6 1 Yao dzurj 1 

Yao jet8 - 1  
ROUND 

PERSON Hmu IheN'2 1 

Hmu n� 1 Xx jEff/8 2 

Xx ne2 1 Hmong jueN'2 - 1  

Hmong neNl 1 Bunu ntoNl 3 

Bunu nul 1 She zin2 - 1  

She ne2 1 Yao tcun2 4 

Yao mjen2 1 
SAND 

RAIN Hmu qal -shal - 1  

Hmu nof'IP 1 Xx qol -tshal - 1  

Xx nof'IP 1 Hmong sua1-tsi3 - 1  

Hmong naJ'IP 1 Bunu kal -(l1i5 - 1  

Bunu aNl-nof'IP 1 She hjal - 1  

She nur/ 1 Yao -fa:il - 1  

Yao bjur! 1 
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SEE SMAlL 
Hmu chi3 1 Hmu juS 1 
Xx tci3-nqh& 1 Xx jouS 1 
Hmong maB 2 Hmong cuI 2 
Bunu nkoW 3 Bunu vi3 3 

ntal She sor/ 2 
She mcP 2 Yao fai5 4 
Yao mar! 2 

SMOKE 
SEED Hmu al -il 1 

Hmu qal -phul 1 Xx qol -ntch05 2 
Xx qoLpul 1 Hmong paW-ntch05 2 3 
Hmong noNI 1 Bunu kal -poW 3 
Bunu nhaNl 1 She kal -nol 4 
She h;P 2 Yao sjouS 5 
Yao n5 3 

SPEAK 
SIT Hmu mhaS 1 

Hmu paNl 1 yu3 
Xx tcoW 1 Xx phu3 2 
Hmong paul 1 Hmong hai6 3 
Bunu puNS 1 Bunu tau2 4 
She wuNI 1 vaJ¢ 
Yao tswej4 2 She ku-rr 5 

Yao ko:-rr 5 

SKIN 
Hmu qal-tuS 1 STAND 
Xx qol-c05 2 Hmu chu3 1 
Hmong teuS 1 Xx cal 1 
Bunu kal -tJauS 3 Hmong zeu3 1 
She khaS 3 Bunu cu3 1 
Yao dop7 4 She sal 1 

Yao sou3 1 

SLEEP 
Hmu pi5 1 STAR 
Xx paS 1 Hmu tel-qcl 1 
Hmong puS 1 Xx tel -tel -qellha5 1 
Bunu pauS 1 Hmong hnol-qol 1 
She p05 1 Bunu tala-kuNIa 1 
Yao pwei5 1 She neil-tar,! 1 

Yao Jei5 2 
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STONE THIS 

Hmu yjI 1 Hmu noN3 1 
Xx qol-iil 1 Xx neN3 1 
Hmong iel 1 Hmong na3 1 
Bunu fa3-yei 1 Bunu naul 1 
She IJaI -k03 1 She 0 
Yao laP-pjei3 2 Yao na:i3 1 

be:rr 
TONGUE 

SUN Hmu qal -niB 1 
Hmu nhei 1 Xx qol-mjaB 1 
Xx nhei 1 Hmong mplaiB 1 
Hmong nhol 1 Bunu kal -ntla8 1 
Bunu miB-nhoNI 1 She pP 1 
She nol-k03 1 Yao bjers 1 
Yao pu2-nho:iI 1 

TOOTH 
SWIM Hmu mhi3 1 

Hmu 0 Xx qoI -c& 2 
Xx 0 Hmong nha3 - 1  
Hmong 0 Bunu fa3-mhiN3 1 
Bunu 0 She mun3 1 
She 0 Yao fla2 - 1  
Yao 0 

1REE 
TAlL Hmu taJ 1 

Hmu qaI-t& 1 Xx qoI_ntuS 1 
Xx pji3-taJ 1 Hmong ntoW 1 
Hmong k05-tul 1 Bunu ntaNS 1 
Bunu taul 1 She torr 1 
She kaI -t03 1 Yao dja.g5 1 
Yao twei3 1 

TWO 
THAT Hmu ol 1 

Hmu moN'2 1 Xx ii 1 
Xx a3 2 Hmong aul 1 
Hmong ji3 3 Bunu aui 1 
Bunu uNI 4 She ui 1 
She 0 Yao ii 1 
Yao w03 5 
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WALK WHITE 
Hrnu haNi 1 Hrnu hlul 1 
Xx hwe5 2 Xx qwal 1 
Hrnong mefl 3 Hrnong tleul 1 
Bunu tshiJ 4 Bunu tlul 1 
She kal-pji3 5 She kjol 1 

tj03 Yao pe'3 - 1  
Yao jaIj 6 

WHO 
WARM Hmu t&-ci3 1 

Hrnu -- 0 Xx tci3-l& 2 
Xx -- 0 Hrnong tefl-tiP 1 
Hrnong -- 0 Bunu tP-ci3a 1 
Bunu - - 0 She pe2 3 
She - - 0 Yao ha:i5-tau2 4 
Yao -- 0 

WOMAN 
WATER Hmu tcil -maN5 1 

Hrnu al 1 Xx qoI-mpha3 2 
Xx ul 1 Hmong pOl 3 
Hmong tle2 2 Bunu pul -mpha7 2 
Bunu aNI 1 She ne2-viJ 4 
She orj 1 Yao mjen2-sje7 2 
Yao wami 1 

YELLOW 
WE Hmu raN2 - 1  

Hrnu pil 1 Xx kweP - 1  
Xx pil 1 Hmong tlaN2 - 1  
Hrnong pel 1 Bunu kweN2 - 1  
Bunu pel 1 She khun2 - 1  
She pal 1 Yao jwan2 - 1  
Yao jel -bwol 2 

YOU 
WHAT Hmu moN2 1 

Hrnu ci3 1 Xx mP 1 
Xx qol -hnaNl 2 Hmong kau2 2 
Hmong lal -tsi3 1 Bunu kau2 2 
Bunu puI -cj3a 4 She murj 1 
She tshaS-nal 3 Yao mweP 1 
Yao ke5-Jloul 3 
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APPENDIX D: LOLO-BURMESE DATA 

ALL BARK 

Burmese 'la. -Jum: 1 Burmese 'la.khauk 1 

Zaiwa t!f1t55 3 Zaiwa 0 

Akha djil -djil_P 4 Akha ba'?2-xo'?2 1 

Biyue xa55 5 Biyue -- 0 

Mpi 0 Mpi 'l02-kho?4 1 

Bisu 0 Bisu tsjIj2-kh02 1 

Jino t!al3 3 6 Jino 0 

Lahu ka2 2 Lahu 1 

Xi de J1i55 6 Xide ku'l33 1 

Dafang kholl 7 Dafang 0 

Nanjiang Ji55 1 Nanjiang - - 0 

Lisu all -d3j3l 4 Lisu 0 

Nusu a3l -dyi3l 4 Nusu 0 

Achang 0 Achang 0 

Naxi dj33-xal3 4 Naxi 0 

ASHES BELLY 

Burmese mi:phui.pra 1 Burmese wam: 1 

Zaiwa mji3l -mop55 3 Zaiwa vam3l 1 

Akha xhal-Jel 1 4 Akha u 'l3-ma '?2 1 4 

Biyue khal1 -Ja55 1 4 Biyue 03l-phu3l 2 

Mpi kh02-lcP 1 4 Mpi 'lo'?2-tha2 1 

Bisu khal-lal 1 4 Bisu porj-ba2 2 4 

Jino al3-maS5 5 Jino yoS5_phu44 1 2 

Lahu kh031-Jal5 1 4 Lahu yu53-pell 1 2 

Xide khu3l -Jal3 1 4 Xi de i3l -moll 3 

Dafang khoS5-m3l 4 5 Dafang yol3_moS5 1 3 

Nanjiang khu3l -tsh055 4 Nanjiang fi3l _py55 2 

Lisu khol1-hal3 1 4 Lisu hell-ma44 1 

Nusu j>j35 1 Nusu va3l -1053 1 

Achang I]al1 -zap35 2 Achang om31-tau3l 1 

Naxi mbv3l -tfi33 6 Naxi dy3l-mel3 4 
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BIG BITE 

Burmese kri: 1 Burmese kuik 1 
Zaiwa ko?3l 2 Zaiwa IJat3l 3 

Akha hy3 1 Akha ko?3 1 
Biyue xj3l 1 Biyue tho?3l 4 
Mpi hP 1 Mpi the?l 4 
Bisu ?m:?-hi3 1 Bisu tsh& 5 
Jino x<f14 1 Jino trhg55 5 
Lahu i3l 3 Lahu tshe?2l 5 
Xide ;t44_yi33 1 thg55 4 
Dafang y�B 1 Xi de ri55 5 
Nanjiang yell 1 Dafang trhiJ3 5 
Lisu vu3l 1 Nanjiang - - 0 
Nusu ji55_a3l 1 Lisu kh042 1 
Achang Jda3l 1 Nusu tshu053 5 
Naxi dj3l 4 Achang panll 2 

Naxi tsha55 5 

BIRD 

Burmese hIJak 1 BLACK 

Zaiwa IJQ?55 1 Burmese nak 1 
Akha al-djil 2 Zaiwa no?3l 1 
Biyue IJa ?33_joll 1 Akha na?2 1 
Mpi JlaIJ'?4-104 1 Biyue na?33 1 
B isu ha2-ja2 1 2 Mpi n8I)?3 1 
Jino hIJ;t42-zd14 1 2 Bisu ?arJ-pl8I)l 2 
Lahu IJa?54 1 Jino n;t42 1 
Xi de hel3 -tsi ?33 1 2 Lahu na?54 1 
Dafang IJa33 1 Xide a44-nol3 1 
Nanjiang a55-n?33 1 Dafang na33 1 
Lisu ni&5 1 Nanjiang ni?33 1 
Nusu has3 1 Lisu nc44 1 
Achang hmo?55 1 Nusu na35-na53 1 
Naxi v55_zi33 1 Achang lok55 - 1  

Naxi noll 1 
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BLOOD BREAST 

Burmese swe: 1 Burmese rag 1 

Zaiwa sui31 1 Zaiwa 0 

Akha sjhi3 1 Akha al-tjhoI 2 

Biyue 03L{:i31 1 Biyue -- 0 

Mpi si2 1 Mpi m4-po?4 3 

Bisu li3 1 Bisu loIj-pct2 4 

Jino fj44 1 Jino 0 

Lahu 031 -sj11 1 Lahu 0 

Xi de sp3 1 Xide IJ033-m031 6 
Dafang {:i33 1 Dafang -- 0 

Nanjiang si31 1 Nanjiang 0 

Lisu si31 1 Lisu 

Nusu sui55 1 Nusu 0 

Achang sui31 1 Achang 

Naxi sal3 1 Naxi 

BONE BURN 

Burmese ?a.rui: 1 Burmese mi:-hrui 1 

Zaiwa f031-vui31 1 Zaiwa 0 

Akha shal-j03 1 Akha py?2_a1 2 

Biyue 03Lji31 1 Biyue 0 

Mpi ?a2- ?j2 1 Mpi pjo?3 2 

Bisu ?aIj-gaw3 1 Bisu 0 

Jino f033-yt'4 1 Jino 0 

Lahu 031-mv121-ky33 2 Lahu po? 2 

Xide vu31 -du33 1 Xi de 5i3L{:e33 3 

Dafang x03Lyp3 1 Dafang 0 

Nanjiang u3Lda55 3 Nanjiang 0 

Lisu 042-t044 1 Lisu 0 

Nusu ri55 1 Nusu 

Achang al1 -iau31 1 Achang 0 

Naxi 5033-1033 1 Naxi 0 
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CLOUD COME 

Burmese tim 1 Bunnese Ja 1 
Zaiwa mut55 -mau55 3 Zaiwa JeS5 1 
Akha m3-dml 1 Akha Ja?3 1 
B iyue Jli?31_t�hj31 2 Biyue JaS5; Jj33 1 2 
Mpi fal - 1  Mpi ](;5; Ji3 1 2 
Bisu mu.g3-ban3 4 Bisu Ja3; J;2 1 2 
Jino m33_t£!14 1 Jino 1042 1 
Lahu mull 3 Lahu 1a31 1 
Xide m33-ti33 1 Xide 1a33 1 
Dafang tiel3 1 Dafang 1055; Ji31 1 2 
Nanjiang 055-mull-ti55 1 Nanjiang JaS5 1 
Lisu mu44-Jru55 5 Lisu 1a33 1 
Nusu tshue3l -m055 2 3 Nusu 1a35 1 
Achang xa.g3l_t�in31 2 Achang fall 2 
Naxi t�i31 2 Naxi Ji33 2 

tshj3l 

COLD 

Burmese khjam: 1 DIE 

Zaiwa 0 Bunnese sij 1 
Akha ga12 2 Zaiwa ./i51 1 
Biyue 0 Akha sjhil 1 
Mpi 0 Biyue si55 1 
Bisu ?arj2-ch03 3 Mpi si5 1 
Jino 0 Bisu ./il 1 
Lahu ka'(.54 3 Jino Jj42 1 
Xide mg033 4 Lahu si33 1 
Dafang 0 Xide sj33 1 
Nanjiang dyi?33 4 Dafang �i33 1 
Lisu d3Ef14 4 Nanjiang xi55 1 
Nusu gra53 4 Lisu Jj44 1 
Achang kiuat 4 Nusu �i35 1 
Naxi t�hi55 1 Achang saS5 1 

Naxi sj33 1 
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DOG DRY 

Burmese khwe: 1 Burmese khrauk 1 
Zaiwa khui3i 1 Zaiwa 0 
Akha a?3-khy3 1 Akha 0 
Biyue khi3i 1 Biyue ki33 1 
Mpi khi2 1 Mpi ki3 1 
Bisu khil 1 Bisu ?aJj2-kP 1 
Jino kha44 1 Jino kil3 1 
Lahu ph�3 1 Lahu vi33 3 
Xi de khi33 1 Xi de a33-vu33 3 
Dafang t9hy33 1 Dafang f&3 3 
Nanjiang a55-khi31 1 Nanjiang fa31 3 
Lisu a55-na31 2 Lisu fu44-1&3 4 
Nusu khuj55 1 t!hi35 -1&3 5 
Achang xuj3i 1 Nusu zyi3i -a3i 7 
Naxi khi33 1 Achang si ?55 2 

Naxi pv31 6 

DRINK 

Burmese suak 1 EAR 

Zaiwa /u?55 1 Burmese na: 1 
Akha dol 2 Zaiwa nQ31_phjQ31 1 
Biyue tu55 2 Akha na3-bol 1 2 
Mpi torY 2 Biyue nol1_pu55 1 2 
Bisu tarl 2 Mpi m2-pha2 2 
Jino ta42 2 Bisu na3-si.g3 1 3 
Lahu doll 2 Jino hna33-kha55 1 
Xide ndQ33 2 Lahu na31_pol3 1 2 
Dafang ndol1 2 Xide hni31 -pQ33 1 2 
Nanjiang du55 2 Dafang 1olLpol3 2 3 
Lisu dQ33 2 Nanjiang na31 -pu55 1 2 
Nusu 9hu?55 1 Lisu na44_pa44 1 2 
Achang so?55 1 Nusu hna55-sh�5 1 3 
Naxi thi3l 3 Achang nj31 -tsua3l 1 

Naxi xeB-tsi31 3 
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EARTH EGG 
Burmese mrij 1 Burmese ?u 1 
Zaiwa mji31 -tse?31 1 Zaiwa iJ1-u55 1 
Akha mi1-tshiJ 1 Akha u'?2 1 
Biyue meS5 tsha31 1 Biyue 03 1 
Mpi rrl-pe2 1 Mpi ?a2-?u?4 1 
Bisu nid-tsha2 2 Bisu ?arJ ?u2 1 
Jino Juni42-tsha55 1 Jino tfI4-vu33 1 
Lahu mi31 1 Lahu a3L03 1 
Xide rrtI4 1 Xide tyhi21 2 
Dafang mi33_di33 1 Dafang nda55 3 
Nanjiang mi55 1 Nanjiang fu33 1 
Lisu hiJ3_mi 1 Lisu fu44 1 
Nusu mri35 1 Nusu ra?31 _?u31 1 
Achang iru55 1 Achang u?31 1 
Naxi 1i33 1 Naxi k03 1 

dy31 

EYE 
EAT Burmese mjak.ci 1 

Burmese ca: 1 Zaiwa mjo?31-tfi55 1 
Zaiwa ts031 1 Akha mja'?2-ny'?2 1 
Akha dziJ 1 Biyue ma?33-tsi?33 1 
Biyue tsa31 1 Mpi p4_tyho?4 2 
Mpi tyol 1 Bisu m�-hnP 1 
Bisu tsiJ 1 Jino mja42-tsi33 1 
Jino tsa44 1 Lahu me54-si11 1 
Lahu tsa53 1 Xide pa33-dzi31 1 
Xide dzi33 1 Dafang niJ3-du33 1 
Dafang dzu33 1 Nanjiang mi?33_y&1 1 
Nanjiang dza31 1 Lisu nit'4-si31 1 
Lisu dziJ1 1 Nusu mia53-dyi31 1 
Nusu dza55 1 Achang po?31-tsi?31 1 
Achang tya31 1 Naxi miill-103 1 
Naxi ndzi33 1 
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FAT FIRE 

Burmese ?a.-chi-mja: 1 Burmese mi: 1 
Zaiwa tshu51 2 Zaiwa mji31 1 

Akha tshi1 1 Akha mi3-dza3 1 

Biyue tshv55 2 Biyue mi.ts031 1 

Mpi thu?3 2 Mpi mi2 1 

Bisu ?arj2-twj2 3 Bisu bi1-th02 1 3 

Jino tsha# 1 Jino mfI4 1 

Lahu tshy33 2 Lahu aS3-mi31 1 

Xi de tshul3 2 Xide mJl-tu55 1 3 

Dafang tshul3 2 Dafang mJ3-t055 1 3 

Nanjiang tshp5 1 Nanjiang aS5_toll 3 

Lisu tshj44 1 Lisu aS5_toS5 3 

Nusu 0 Nusu mi55 1 

Achang t�hoS5 2 Achang poi31 - 1  

Naxi ma31 4 Naxi mi33 1 

FEATHER FISH 

Burmese mwe: 1 Burmese {la: 1 

Zaiwa 0 Zaiwa {loll -tsol1 1 

Akha 0 Akha {la3-sjha3 1 

Biyue 0 Biyue {l031-s031 1 

Mpi ?02-mfl 1 Mpi {l02 1 

Bisu ?anl-hmf2 1 Bisu lonJ-t& 2 

Jino 0 Jino h{l044-f044 1 

Lahu mPl 1 Lahu {laS3 1 

Xide Jlel3 1 Xi de hi33 1 

Dafang 0 Dafang {l033 1 

Nanjiang 0 Nanjiang 031 1 

Lisu 0 Lisu {luaS5 1 

Nusu - - 0 Nusu {la55 1 

Achang 0 Achang {la31-sua31 1 

Naxi fv55 1 Naxi Jli33 - 1  
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FLY FULL 

Bunnese pjam 1 Bunnese prafl 1 

Zaiwa tarjl 2 Zaiwa pjirj5 1 

Akha z02- 3 Akha 0 

Biyue peS5 1 Biyue pi33 1 

Mpi pjarj 1 Mpi pji3 1 

Bisu pjaml 1 Bisu ?ar}-plirl 1 

Jino pnff2 1 Jino pra32 1 

Lahu puJl 1 Lahu bi53 1 

Xide dyi33 1 Xi de dji3l 1 

Dafang gi3l 1 Dafang ¢e3l 1 

Nanj iang by55 1 Nanjiang dzi33 2 

Lisu bi33 1 Lisu bj44_1e33 1 

Nusu bia55 1 Nusu roll 1 

Achang tsam55 1 Achang piaIj 1 

Naxi mbi3l 1 Naxi sar55 3 

FOOT GIVE 

Bunnese krij-thauIJ 1 Bunnese pij: 1 

Zaiwa khji5l 1 Zaiwa -- 0 
Akha djuJ-xhoJ 1 Akha bi?3 1 
Biyue 03l_t�hi55 1 Biyue pi3l 1 

Mpi 102--khi6 1 Mpi peS 1 
Bisu la3-khi3 1 Bisu pi3 1 
Jino /033-khj44 1 Jino pj44 1 
Lahu khi33-sc}3 1 Lahu pi53 1 
Xi de t�i33_�i33 1 Xide bp3 1 
Dafang t�hi33 -pha33 1 Dafang 0 
Nanjiang khi55_pi?33 1 Nanjiang 0 
Lisu t!hfl4-phc}5 1 Lisu g03l 2 
Nusu khri35 1 Nusu 0 
Achang t�hi55 1 Achang tsi3l 3 
Naxi khi33 1 Naxi 0 
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GOOD HAIR 
Bunnese kauIJ: 1 Bunnese cham-p8IJ 1 

Zaiwa xui55 3 Zaiwa ul1-tshamSl 1 

Akha 0 Akha tja ?3-khaIJl 3 

Biyue mo?33 4 Biyue tshe55 1 

Mpi mil 4 khp5 3 

Bisu 7aIj-hmw1 4 Mpi I/-khi6 3 

Jino mif14 4 Bisu taml-khiIJl 1 3 

Lahu daS 5 Jino tshtfl2-khg44 1 3 

Xide xi33 3 Lahu y35_mv33 2 

Dafang ]1033 6 Xide 033-]1el3 2 

Nanjiang mel1 4 Dafang 033-tshi33 1 

Lisu 0 Nanjiang ul1-t((hy55 3 

Nusu gel5_a55 8 Lisu 055-tshe44 3 

Achang t((i55 2 Nusu tsha35 1 

Naxi yi33 7 Achang ul1 -mui31 2 

Naxi ky33_fv33 4 

GREEN HAND 

Bunnese cim: 1 Bunnese 1ak 1 

Zaiwa wui51 2 Zaiwa 10731  1 

Akha nja1 2 Akha 1a73 1 

Biyue ]1i55 2 Biyue a31 -1a731 1 

Mpi 702-]1j6 2 Mpi l02-phu6 1 

Bisu 7aIj-khjaw2 - 1  Bisu 1a3-po3 1 

Jino ]1u44 2 Jino 1aS5-pu44 1 

Lahu n033 2 Lahu 1a721 -s[}3 1 

Xi de a44-J031 3 Xi de 1055 1 

Dafang h055 4 Dafang 1a13 1 

Nanjiang a31-n55-yul1 2 Nanjiang 1i731_phi733 1 

Lisu ni35 -t/hj42 2 Lisu i&1 _ph[}5 1 

Nusu ]1 i35_]1i31 2 Nusu 1a 753 1 

Achang ]1 a uS5 2 Achang 10?55 1 

Naxi xar31 2 Naxi 1031 1 
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HEAD HEART 

Bunnese khau:g: 1 Bunnese hna.1ui: 1 

Zaiwa u31-lum31 2 6 Zaiwa nik55-lum31 2 

Akha u?3-du3 2 3 Akha ny2-ma2 2 

Biyue v31_khe31 1 2 Biyue ni733-moJ3 2 

Mpi 702-sP 4 Mpi ncJI-wcJI 2 

Bisu 7a:g2-tu3 3 Bisu ni:g2-bal 2 

Jino vu44 -kh£!14 1 2 Jino hna42-sa44 1 

Lahu v35_qull 1 2 Lahu ni33 -mal3 -sill  2 

Xide i33_t9hi33 5 Xide he33-maS5 2 

Dafang ol3-gu55 1 2 Dafang ne33-mol1 2 

Nanjiang u31-dy55 1 3 Nanjiang mu33-moJ3 2 

Lisu aS5-du33 1 3 Lisu ni35-mal3 2 

Nusu u31 -phu55 2 Nusu hT31_loS3 2 

Achang nall -kua:g31 1 Achang hJlaS5-lum31 2 

Naxi kv33-ly33 1 6 Naxi nv55-me33 2 

HEAR HORN 

Bunnese kra: 1 Bunnese khjui 1 

Zaiwa kjol1 1 Zaiwa khjui51 1 

Akha gal 1 Akha u73-tj& 1 

Biyue naS5-te31 2 Biyue v31_t9hi55 1 

Mpi kjol 1 Mpi :g2-khui6 1 

B isu kjal 1 Bisu 7a:g2-khjaw1 1 

Jino hna42-t(j14 2 Jino vu33-khj44 1 

Lahu nal3 2 Lahu khoJ3 1 

Xi de hnal3 2 Xide ol3-fu33 2 
Dafang dyu33 1 Dafang ol3_t9hi33 1 

Nanjiang neS5 2 Nanjiang khu55 1 

Lisu na44-lol5 2 Lisu aS5.t/hj44 1 

Nusu hna35 2 Nusu khri35-a55 1 

Achang kiuall 1 Achang khiau55 1 
Naxi khol3-mi33 3 Naxi khol3 1 
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I KNEE 

Burmese kjwan-tau 1 Burmese du: 1 

Zaiwa 1)051 2 Zaiwa khji51 -ph u t55 2 

Akha 1)a1 2 Akha khy1_tsy73 5 

Biyue 1)aS5 2 Biyue 0 

Mpi 1)cP 2 Mpi Jj2-koJj2 4 

Bisu gil 2 Bisu pal-t02 1 

Jino 1)d'2 2 Jino phaS5 -tshi55 2 5 

Lahu 1)al1 2 Lahu khi33_tsi35_qv33 4 5 

Xi de 1)al3 2 Xide bal1-cp33 5 

Dafang 1)031 2 Dafang 0 

Nanjiang 1)055 2 Nanjiang - - 0 

Lisu 1)ual3 2 Lisu 0 

Nusu 1)Q35 2 Nusu 0 

Achang 1)055 2 Achang t�hi55_J10755 5 

Naxi 1)il1 2 Naxi 0 

KILL KNOW 

Burmese sat 1 Burmese si 1 

Zaiwa sat55 1 Zaiwa se55 1 

Akha se73 1 Akha sjhi3 1 

Biyue sp31 1 Biyue si. 731 -lal1 1 

Mpi sa 71 1 Mpi sfi 1 

Bisu s& 1 Bisu b& 2 

Jino se55 1 Jino sa44-j033 1 

Lahu pel l  2 Lahu si3l 1 
Xide si55 1 Xi de di33_dyi33 3 

Dafang seJ3 1 Dafang saS5 1 
Nanjiang �i731 1 Nanjiang sall 1 
Lisu se42 1 Lisu si55 1 

Nusu SQ7'53 1 Nusu t�Q 755 -du55 4 

Achang sat55 1 Achang saS5 1 

Naxi kh055 3 Naxi si33 1 
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LEAF UVER 

Burmese sac-rwak 1 Bunnese ?a.saJl:  1 
Zaiwa iJLxa?55 1 Zaiwa sirj1 1 
Akha a1 -pa?3 2 Akha shiJ -tsharj 1 
Biyue iJ1_pha ?31 2 Biyue 031-tshi31 1 
Mpi ?02-pha2 2 Mpi ?02-thP 2 
Bisu ?a.g2-phiJ 2 Bisu ?aI}-tshin3 1 
Jino iJ3_pha55 2 Jino iJ3_tshf14 1 
Lahu 03 Lpha121 2 Lahu 031-s&1 1 
Xide t�hj44 -t�hi33 3 Xide si31 1 
Dafang se33-1hu33 4 Dafang siB 1 
Nanjiang si?33 -phi?31 2 Nanjiang dzi31 -si31 1 
Lisu e55-phiiJ1 2 Lisu si31 1 
Nusu pha ?53 -fa55 2 3 Nusu tsh�5 1 
Achang iJLxro?55 1 Achang iJLsarj1 1 
Naxi phia55 2 Naxi sar55 1 

LIE LONG 

Bunnese Jaj:-nij 1 Bunnese hraJl 1 

Zaiwa -- 0 Zaiwa xir;l 1 

Akha ju?3 2 Akha maIj 2 
Biyue 0 Biyue muS5 2 
Mpi ?j2-t�iJ 3 Mpi sP 1 
Bisu 0 Bisu ?a.g2-hmorj 2 
Jino - - 0 Jino !a42 1 

Lahu 0 Lahu zi31 3 
Xide 3u33 3 Xi de iJ3-sol3 1 
Dafang 0 Dafang �e33 1 
Nanjiang 0 Nanjiang si55 1 
Lisu 0 Lisu !f14 1 
Nusu 0 Nusu xri31 1 
Achang -- 0 Achang sar;5 1 
Naxi 0 Naxi sar31 1 
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LOUSE MANY 
Burmese san: 1 Burmese mja: 1 

Zaiwa lin31 1 Zaiwa mj031 1 
Akha shri2-mo1 1 Akha mja3 1 

Biyue se55-phv55 1 Biyue m031 1 
Mpi s& 1 Mpi mjo1 1 

Bisu hmo-01 1 Bisu 'larJ-bja3 1 
Jino fj44 1 Jino thal/2 2 

Lahu se33 1 Lahu maS3 1 

Xide tsh044 -si33 1 Xi de a44-flj33 1 

Dafang yi33-moS5 1 Dafang !]a33 1 

Nanjiang yi55 1 Nanjiang khu55 3 

Lisu xj44 1 Lisu mia31 1 

Nusu sa '55 1 Nusu miaS3 1 

Achang san31 1 Achang fl031 1 
Naxi su33 1 Naxi bFl 4 

MAN MEAT 

Burmese jau-kja: 1 Burmese 'la. -sa: 1 

Zaiwa ju'l31 _ke51 1 Zaiwa f031 1 

Akha za3-j02 3 4 Akha sha3-djal 2 

Biyue ja 'l3Ljv'l3l 3 4 Biyue so3l 1 

Mpi k02-ph02 5 6 Mpi 'l02-s02 1 

Bisu ka3 -pha3 -ja3 5 Bisu 'larJ-fa3 1 

Jino kha44 -pha44 5 6 Jino ka33-rf'4 3 

Lahu x035 -qha '154 _pall 6 Lahu sal l  1 

Xide za31-bu33-zi33 3 Xi de si33 1 

Dafang zu33-y033 4 Dafang fu33 1 

Nanjiang fu33-pa33 4 Nanjiang x031 1 

Lisu za31 3 Lisu xua3l 1 
Nusu 'liu 'l53_a31 1 Nusu ya55 1 

Achang i3Ltyi55 1 Achang sua31 1 

Naxi z033 3 Naxi si33 1 
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MOON SAND 
Burmese la 1 Burmese saj: 1 
Zaiwa lo?55-m055 1 Zaiwa stt31 -mui51 1 3 
Akha baZ-laZ 1 Akha 0 
Hani poJ3-1oJ3 1 Biyue tshoJ1-se31 1 
Mpi 102-?£1 1 Mpi rfI-si5 1 
Bisu ?u2-hltt3 1 Bisu saj3 - 1  
Jino pu44-loJ3 1 Jino ma42-/j44 1 3 
Lahu xtt33 -ptt33 1 Lahu sai53-si11  1 
Xide 1a33-bo33 1 Xide hm44-si33 1 3 
Dafang ha31-ba31 1 Dafang loJ3 -xtt33 -ma33 2 3 
Nanjiang xoJ3-btt33 1 Nanjiang xtt31 -stt33 1 
Lisu htt33 -btt33 1 Lisu -xi31 1 
Nusu ra31 1 Nusu mie35-a55 3 
Achang phtt3l-1o?31 1 Achang stt31 -Ie '/55 1 
Naxi xe33-me33 1 Naxi si31 1 

MOUNTAIN MOurn 

Burmese taul) 1 Burmese pa:-cap 1 
Zaiwa pumS1 2 Zaiwa nut55 2 
Akha goJ-djoJ 3 4 Akha xhtt3-mi2 3 
Biyue ju31-moJ3 4 Biyue oJ1_me3l 3 
Mpi ?02-pjcP 2 Mpi ?02-khwe2 4 
Bisu taZ-sel 5 Bisu man2-po� 5 
Jino y£12_tha55 5 Jino hma44 -hma44 3 
Lahu qhoJ3 3 Lahu mo?21_qoJ3 3 4 
Xi de ba33 2 Xide khoJ1-phi55 4 
Dafang bi3l 2 Dafang mi13-pu31 3 
Nanjiang khu55-dii31 3 4 Nanjiang khtt31-phy31 4 
Lisu kcft4 3 Lisu mi31 -1i35 3 
Nusu l)u35-a55 7 Nusu hna55-k:p5 6 

1035 8 Achang hJlot55 2 
Achang pumS5 2 Naxi ny55-ttt33 2 
Naxi ka31 3 

ndy31 4 



Bunnese 
Zaiwa 
Akha 
Biyue 
Mpi 
Bisu 
Jino 
Lahu 
Xide 
Dafang 
Nanjiang 
Lisu 
Nusu 
Achang 
Naxi 

Bunnese 
Zaiwa 
Akha 
Biyue 
Mpi 
Bisu 
Jino 
Lahu 
Xide 
Dafang 
Nanjiang 
Lisu 
Nusu 
Achang 
Naxi 

NAIL 

lak-saJl: 
lo?31 -siJjl 
sharf 
la ?31 _sj?31 
la2-sf2 
pa2-siJj 
la55-sa44 
la12LsjI Lqv35 
1055-si33 
laJ3-si33_k033 
Ji?31 -ku31 -se31 
1&1 -se31 
la ?53-sh�5 
lo?55-saJj1 
la33_dzi31-kv55 

NAME 
?a. -maJl 
mjirj1 
tjh�-mjaIJ1 
03Lmi55 
m2-mi6 
?arJ _hmt:IJl 
a33-hmtfl4 
031 -m&3 
hmi33 
mie33 
nil31 -tsi55 
eJ5_mf14 
hm�5 
a31-Jlirj5 
mi31 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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NECK 

Bunnese laJl-paIJ: 1 
Zaiwa lirj1 -tsiJjl 1 

Akha kh03-hu/ 1 
Biyue I)i31 _li55 1 
Mpi ?j2Jj6 1 
Bisu h02-?a02-tu3 2 
Jino la44 -tsha55 1 
Lahu q031 _p&1 3 4 
Xi de Jru31-1i33 1 4 
Dafang Jie31-b031 1 
Nanjiang lu55-ka31-tsi33 1 4 
Lisu li33_be33 1 3 
Nusu le31-d035 1 
Achang larfl -tseJjl 1 
Naxi t9ir33_par31 3 

NEW 

Bunnese sac 1 
Zaiwa a31 -sik55 1 
Akha sjy?3 1 
Biyue a31_sj?31 1 
Mpi si?l 1 
Bisu ?arJ-Ji3 1 
Jino /i55 1 
Lahu 031 -si35 1 
Xi de a33-si?55 1 
Dafang xeJ3 1 
Nanjiang xj?31 1 
Lisu eJ5_/i42 1 
Nusu dya53 1 
Achang sak55 1 
Naxi si55 1 
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NIGHT NOSE 
Burmese fla 1 Burmese hna-khauIJ: 1 3 
Zaiwa mjin55-Je3l 3 4 Zaiwa no '151 1 
Akha u'13_tji?3 2 Akha na2-mcl 1 
Biyue me3Lkhe'133 2 3 Biyue na55-me55 1 
Mpi '1uJj2 -kh wi '12 2 Mpi r/-khor/ 3 
Bisu mugl-khi3 2 Bisu nal -khaol 1 
Jino hme42-kha42 2 3 Jino hna42-tcf14 1 
Lahu ta53-khi53 2 Lahu nall-qh053 1 3 
Xide khi55-thi33-m03l 2 Xi de hnall-bi55 1 
Dafang si3l _pi33 -hal3 5 Dafang no33-moS5 1 
Nanjiang mi55_khi3l _9i55 2 3 Nanjiang n055-khu33 1 3 
Lisu sctU-khual3 2 5 Lisu na44-khu44 1 3 
Nusu sua '35-na35 5 Nusu hna55-kaJ5 1 3 
Achang ni3l -t9hot35 1 2 Achang ni3l -xog55 1 3 
Naxi my33-kh y55 2 3 Naxi fli55-mir31 1 

NO ONE 
Burmese ma 1 Burmese tac 1 
Zaiwa all 2 Zaiwa 3all - 1  
Akha mal 1 Akha ti'13 thi3 1 
Biyue mall 1 Biyue thfll 1 
Mpi ma2 1 Mpi thi12 1 
Bisu mal 1 Bisu ti3 1 
Jino ma44 1 Jino thj44 1 
Lahu mal 1 Lahu te53 1 
Xide all 2 Xide tshi3l 1 
Dafang mall 1 Dafang thall 1 
Nanjiang mall 1 Nanjiang tshfll 1 
Lisu mall 1 Lisu thi3l 1 
Nusu ma55 1 Nusu thi53 1 
Achang mall 1 Achang tall 1 
Naxi mil3 1 Naxi di3l 1 
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PERSON RED 

Bunnese Ju 1 Bunnese ni 1 
Zaiwa pjuSl 3 Zaiwa ne5l 1 
Akha tshol -ha3 2 Akha nel 1 
Biyue tshuS5 2 Biyue ni55 1 
Mpi tr;hoIJ6 2 Mpi naS 1 
Bisu tshad 2 Bisu ?aIj-hncl 1 
Jino tsha42-z044 2 Jino ahna44 1 
Lahu tsh033 2 Lahu ni33 1 
Xide tshol3 2 Xi de a33-hni33 1 
Dafang tsh031 2 Dafang ni31 1 
Nanjiang tshuS5 2 Nanjiang n55 1 
Lisu tsh044-za3l 2 Lisu si3l 2 
Nusu sul5 6 Nusu xri35-a55 3 
Achang tsaS5 3 Achang na55 1 
Naxi r;i33 5 Naxi xy3l 3 

RAIN ROAD 
Bunnese mui: 1 Bunnese Jam: 1 
Zaiwa maul] 1 Zaiwa khjaSl 3 
Akha u?3_jcl 2 Akha ga1-ma2 2 
Biyue 031 -xuS5 2 Biyue ja55-m033 2 
Mpi ?02-ha6 2 Mpi k04-khuv6 3 7 
B isu muvJ-h03 2 Bisu kjI-ba2 4 
Jino m42-tha55 1 Jino ja44-kh044 3 
Lahu my53-ze3l 1 2 Lahu za?54_q033 2 
Xide mJ3-ha33 1 2 Xi de ga3l -moll 2 
Dafang mJ3-hol3 1 2 Dafang dyoll 6 
Nanjiang hoS5 2 Nanjiang goS5_ma33 2 
Lisu mi31 -ha33 1 2 Lisu d3a44-gu44 6 
Nusu mi55-a31-rua55 1 2 Nusu khra35 -phr:J35 3 
Achang maull -iaS5 1 2 Achang xa55-miua5l 7 
Naxi xi31 2 Naxi zi33_gv33 6 
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ROOT SEE 
Burmese '?a.mrac 1 Burmese mr8IJ 1 
Zaiwa �1_p!!n51 2 Zaiwa vu55 3 
Akha du3-tjhil 3 Akha mol 1 
Biyue 031 -tshi55 3 Biyue te31 4 
Mpi '?02-t�he6 3 Mpi mjogS 1 
Bisu tsir]-cht:l 3 Bisu hmj8IJ1 1 
Jino �3_t�he44 3 Jino te14 4 
Lahu 031 _gj33 3 Lahu ni33 5 
Xide ndyi31-p�3 3 Xi de hi31 3 
Dafang tshi31 3 Dafang n�3 8 
Nanjiang tfi33 3 Nanjiang i55 6 
Lisu eJ5_t/e44 3 Lisu Jlj44 5 
Nusu gri55 3 Nusu ru55 3 
Achang �1 -miat55 1 Achang en31 2 
Naxi khi33_ty31 3 Naxi 1y31 7 

ROUND SEED 

Burmese wuiIJ: 1 Burmese mjui:-cij: 1 3 

Zaiwa 1igS5 2 Zaiwa �1_mji31 1 

Akha 1ar] 2 Akha aI -yiP 2 
Biyue 1u55 2 Biyue �Ltsi'?33 5 
Mpi koS 3 Mpi '?02-s;2 3 
Bisu '?arj-bonl - 1  Bisu '?arj-hn;2 4 
Jino 1a33 2 Jino t/a55 3 
Lahu va45 1 Lahu 03 Lz053 2 
Xi de vu33 -1a33 -chi31 1 2 Xi de tsi33 3 
Dafang vie31 1 Dafang sj55-m031 3 
Nanjiang u3L1y31 1 2 Nanjiang haS5-si31 3 
Lisu 1u55 -1u55 -za42 2 Lisu eJ5_/i55 3 
Nusu 1035 2 Nusu vii55 4 
Achang 1um31 2 �i55 3 
Naxi ua55-ua33 1 Achang �J -Jlau31 1 

Naxi 1;}r55 5 
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SIT SLEEP 

Bunnese thuiV 1 Bunnese ?ip 1 

Zaiwa tSUIyl 3 Zaiwa j1¥5 1 

Akha nyl 2 Akha ju?3 1 
Biyue Jli55 -tsa ?33 2 Biyue ji?33-tsa ?33 1 
Mpi Jlj4-ttl 1 Mpi ?i ?l 1 
Bisu diVI 2 Bisu ju3 1 
Jino ta44-n44 1 Jino e55 1 
Lahu mi33 4 Lahu zj ?21 1 
Xide Jli33 2 Xide i55 1 
Dafang Jli31 2 Dafang yil3 1 
Nanjiang di55 5 Nanjiang yi31 -da31 1 
Lisu Jlj44_ta55 2 Lisu elLta55 1 
Nusu Jli35 2 Nusu i053-031 1 
Achang ni55 2 Achang ell 1 
Naxi ndzi31 3 Naxi yi55 1 

SKIN SMALL 

Bunnese ?a.re 1 Bunnese siL 1 
Zaiwa /a3Lky?55 2 Zaiwa t1755 - 1  
Akha ba12-xo12 2 Akha njil 2 
Biyue 031_t9i55 3 Biyue Jli55 2 
Mpi ?02-kho74 2 Mpi Jli5 2 
Bisu ?a02-kh02 2 Bisu ?a02- ?il 3 
Jino a44-kh042 2 Jino a33-ni55 2 
Lahu 031 _gi31 3 Lahu i33 3 
Xi de ndyj44-si33 3 Xide e55-tsi?33 7 
Dafang ndyi31 3 Dafang ba31 4 
Nanjiang gi55_tsu31 3 Nanjiang u55 5 
Lisu ka35_d3i33 3 Lisu 3044 6 
Nusu khu3l -ri35 1 2 Nusu a3L?mc?53 8 
Achang a31 _ii55 1 Achang Jli55 2 
Naxi yi33 1 Naxi t9i55 7 
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SMOKE STAND 
Burmese mi:-khui: 1 Burmese mat-tap-rap-nij 1 
Zaiwa mji3l -khatJ3l 1 Zaiwa jap3l 1 
Akha u'l3-xh03 1 Akha ja'l3 1 
Biyue mi3l -t9hi3l 1 Biyue thv55 2 
Mpi rj-khwi2 1 tsv55 3 
Bisu bi3-khaw3 1 Mpi ha'l2-Jli5 1 
Jino mj44-t9hu44 1 Bisu cUIl 3 
Lahu mv53-qh053 1 Jino x&5 1 
Xide mJ3_Jru33 1 Lahu xv15 1 
Dafang mJ3_kj33 1 Xide hi55 1 
Nanjiang 0 Dafang hiJ3 1 
Lisu mu3l-khu3l 1 Nanjiang hy'l3l 1 
Nusu khi55 1 Lisu he42 1 
Achang ni3l -xau3l 1 Nusu dz535 4 
Naxi mi55-khi3l 1 Achang jap55 1 

Naxi xy55 1 

SPEAK STAR 

Burmese prau 1 Burmese kraj 1 
Zaiwa tai3l 3 Zaiwa kji'l5l 1 
Akha cl 4 Akha a3-gyl 1 
Biyue pe'l33 5 Biyue mi3l -t9i55 1 

mi3l Mpi pj2-Jd6 1 
Mpi t9e1 6 Bisu 'li3-ki3 1 
Bisu ci3 6 Jino pu33-Jd44 1 
Jino pja42 1 Lahu ma12l -ka33 1 
Lahu z033 7 Xi de mJ3_t9i33 1 

qu'l54 Dafang t9a33-ma33 1 
Xide hi55 8 Nanjiang t9&5 1 
Dafang hi55 8 Lisu ka44-ma44-zell 1 
Nanjiang bi'l33 Nusu krell -1035 1 

thy55 9 Achang kht&5 1 
Lisu the# 9 Naxi ki3l 1 
Nusu khu055 10 
Achang kZai55 2 
Naxi saS5 1 1  
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STONE SWIM 
Burmese kjauk 1 Burmese rij-ku: 1 
Zaiwa 1u?3l _ko?55 1 Zaiwa 0 
Akha xha3-102 1 Akha 0 
Biyue 1v?33_mol3 1 Biyue 0 
Mpi s02-10'14 1 Mpi fail 2 
Bisu 1ol-ba2 1 Bisu bol 3 
Jino JetlLmol3 1 Jino 0 
Lahu xa35-pi33 1 Lahu 0 
Xide lu?33_ma55 1 Xi de 9i33 4 
Dafang lol3-moll 1 Dafang 0 
Nanjiang ka55-1ol3 1 Nanjiang 0 
Lisu 1044 -tshi35 1 Lisu 0 
Nusu Ju?53 1 Nusu 0 
Achang 1iJj31 -ko?55 1 Achang 0 
Naxi 1v33_pa33 1 Naxi ndjar33 5 

SUN TAll-
Burmese nij 1 Burmese mri: 1 
Zaiwa pui5l 2 Zaiwa follmji3l 1 
Akha nar/-ma2 1 Akha dol-mi3 1 
Rani pi55-mol3 1 Biyue toll_mi3l 1 
Mpi pi6-wo4 1 Mpi m2-pa4 1 
Bisu muJj3 -hniJj3 1 Bisu torj-hni3 1 
Jino pa42-ol3 1 Jino t044-hmj44 1 
Lahu mv53-ni33 1 Lahu me1l-ty33 1 
Xide hol3-bu33 3 Xide phu3l -su33 4 
Dafang n3l-dyy33 1 Dafang moll -sol3 1 4 
Nanjiang a44.mu3l . yi55 4 Nanjiang me3l -phe3l 1 
Lisu mall -mi33 1 Lisu e55-mi55 1 
Nusu pi35_a55 1 Nusu hmi31 _po?55 1 
Achang ni3l -mol1 1 Achang t9hi31 -paJj35 2 

pui51 2 Naxi ma33-taS5 1 
Naxi pi33-me33 1 

�------------------------------ .--. --
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TIIAT TONGUE 
Burmese thui 1 Burmese hIja 1 
Zaiwa xje51 2 Zaiwa /051 1 
Akha thil 1 Akha m&-Ia1 1 
B iyue ai55 3 Biyue a31 -Ia55 1 
Mpi ncP 4 Mpi '?02-IcP 1 
B isu thP 1 Bisu man2-hIa3 1 
Jino kha55 5 Jino a33-1044 1 
Lahu u53 8 Lahu xa33_t&1 1 
Xi de a33_di55 1 8 Xide ha33-ne33 1 
Dafang j55 3 Dafang 1033 1 
Nanjiang na55 4 Nanjiang Ia55 1 
Lisu gj33 7 Lisu Ia44-t/hj44 1 
Nusu t9hu55 8 Nusu fra35 1 
Achang the55 1 Achang 9055 1 
Naxi thj33 1 Naxi 9i55 -2 

THIS TOOTH 

Burmese 'Ii 1 Burmese swa: 1 
Zaiwa xji51 2 Zaiwa tsui51 2 
Akha hil 2 Akha shiJ 1 
Biyue xe35 2 Biyue 031-tsj55 2 
Mpi h& 2 Mpi '?02-s02 1 
B isu hnP 3 t9j6 2 
Jino 9e33 5 Bisu s03-phe3 1 
Lahu tshi33 4 Jino a33_t/;f14 2 
Xi de tshj44 4 Lahu tsP 2 
Dafang tsho13 4 Xide dij33 2 
Nanjiang tsa55 5 Dafang dziJ1-m031 2 
Lisu the33 6 Nanjiang 9y3l 2 
Nusu 9i31 5 Lisu sj3l -t/hj44 2 
Achang xai55 2 Nusu shua55 1 
Naxi tshj33 4 Achang t90i55 2 

Naxi xj33 1 
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TREE WALK 

Bunnese sac-paIJ 1 3 Bunnese swa: 1 

Zaiwa sik55 1 Zaiwa s031 1 
Akha a2-bo1 3 Akha tjharj 2 
Biyue si?33 -tsi55 1 2 Biyue jul1 3 
Mpi sa4-ti6 1 Mpi 101 4 
Bisu tsir}-tsiI/ 2 Bisu j03 3 
Jino a33-tsa'14 2 Jino zcfl4 3 
Lahu si?54 1 Lahu dzy53 8 
Xide si33-b033 1 3 tu53 5 
Dafang sel3 1 Xide ga44-sul3 1 
Nanjiang si?33-dzi?55 1 2 Dafang si33 1 
Lisu si35_dzf44 1 2 Nanjiang 9y31 7 
Nusu si53 -dz{}35 1 2 Lisu sell 1 
Achang s�1-tserj5 1 2 Nusu shua55-a55 1 
Naxi ndzar31 1 Achang s031 1 

Naxi ndyi33 2 

1WO 

Bunnese hnac 1 WARM 
Zaiwa 0 Burmese nwij: 1 
Akha nji1 1 Zaiwa -- 0 
Biyue ne?31 1 Akha /aIJl 2 
Mpi J1i55 1 Biyue 031 -leS5 2 
Bisu ni3 1 Mpi 1irj 2 
Jino hn55 1 Bisu ?ar}-lum1 2 
Lahu ni53 1 Jino 0 
Xi de J1i31 1 Lahu 1&1 2 
Dafang pi55 1 Xi de tsha3Lf033 2 
Nanjiang n31 1 Dafang mal3 3 
Lisu J1i31 1 Nanjiang 1y55 2 
Nusu m55 2 Lisu 1el3-m31 2 3 
Achang sak55 3 Nusu 0 
Naxi J1i31 1 Achang 1um55 2 

Naxi 1y31 _fy55 2 
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WATER WHAT 
Burmese rij 1 Burmese ba 1 
Zaiwa i3l _t/h055 1 Zaiwa xai5l 3 
Akha iLtju?3 1 Akha al-dzel 2 
Biyue y55_tshv?3l 1 Biyue xaS5_tse3l 2 
Mpi tfho?5 3 Mpi J14-tfaS 2 
Bisu 1m:! 4 Bisu mal-ei3 2 7 
Jino e42-t/h055 1 Jino t/iJ3 2 
Lahu i35_ka ?54 1 Lahu all -thu?2l _mal3 4 7 
Xide yi33 1 Xide fj44 2 
Dafang yi3l 1 Dafang mi33-Ji33 5 7 
Nanjiang yi55 1 Nanjiang aS5_tsaS5 2 
Lisu e44-d3&4 1 Lisu aS5_Ji3l 6 
Nusu ri3Lgra55 1 Nusu tfhu3l-ma3l 7 
Achang ti55 4 Achang pi3l-si55 2 
Naxi dyi3l 1 Naxi iJl -tsi33 2 

WE WHITE 
Burmese kjwan-tau-tui 1 Burmese phru 1 
Zaiwa IJaS5-mo?55 2 Zaiwa phjuSl 1 
Akha 0 Akha pjhul 1 
Biyue IJolLv33 3 Biyue phv55 1 
Mpi 0 Mpi pogS 2 
Bisu gu2 3 Bisu ?ag2-ponJ 2 
Jino IJaS5-vu33 3 Jino phru44 2 
Lahu IJalLxi33 3 Lahu phv33 1 
Xi de IJ03l-ya44 3 Xi de al3-tfhu33 1 
Dafang IJ03Lxi33 3 Dafang Ihu33 1 
Nanjiang 031 4 Nanjiang fuS5 1 
Lisu IJual3 -nu3l 5 Lisu phu44 1 
Nusu IJa35-di3l 1 Nusu ba55-ba3l - 1  
Achang IJ055-tu?3l 1 Achang phi055 1 
Naxi IJiJ3 -IJgi3l 6 Naxi phar3l 1 
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WHO YELLOW 

Bunnese bajsu 1 Bunnese wa 1 

Zaiwa 055 2 Zaiwa xui5l 2 

Akha shul 1 Akha sjhy1 2 

Biyue ol1 -sv55 1 Biyue si55 2 
Mpi saS 1 Mpi 103 - 1  
Bisu ?a3 -sarr 3 Bisu ?arJ_/i1 2 
Jino khol3-su44 1 4 Jino !j44 2 
Lahu a33-sv33 1 Lahu si1 2 

Xi de kha44-di33 4 Xide a33-sj33 2 
Dafang a33-fel3 5 Dafang siJ3 2 
Nanjiang a31-sa31 1 Nanjiang fe55 2 
Lisu a31-ma33 6 Lisu !j44 2 
Nusu khel1 4 Nusu bru55-bru31 3 
Achang xau55 1 Achang 1arj5 - 1  

Nrud iJ3_nel1 7 Naxi si31 2 

WOMAN YOU 

Bunnese min:-ma. 1 Bunnese cao 1 

Zaiwa mji31-vel1 1 Zaiwa naoJ1 2 

Akha za3-mi3-za3 1 Akha no1 2 
Biyue jol1_mi31 1 Biyue nv55 2 
Mpi kh02-ma4 1 Mpi nor! 2 
Bisu kha3-ba2-ja3 1 Bisu narj 2 

Jino kh044-mol3 1 Jino na42 2 

Lahu za53 _mi53 -mal 1 Lahu noll 2 

Xi de a31-m33-zi33 1 Xi de ni33 2 

Dafang pi55_ni33 1 Dafang na31 2 

Nanjiang moll -ny55_yu31 1 Nanjiang n55 2 

Lisu za3l-mj42-za31 1 Lisu nu33 2 
Nusu mi31_a31 1 Nusu p055 2 

Achang i31_poll 1 Achang nuaoJ5 2 

Naxi mi55 1 Naxi nv31 2 
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APPENDIX E: CHINESE CHARACTERS REFERRED TO IN THE TEXT 

Chapter 2 

[CHAR 1 ]  1M [CHAR 6] � [CHAR 11] ri [CHAR 16] t� 
[CHAR 2] $U [CHAR 7] � [CHAR 12] �'&J [CHAR 17] � 
[CHAR 3] � [CHAR 8] tf:: [CHAR 13] $U [CHAR 18] � 
[CHAR 4] tt [CHAR 9] n! [CHAR 14] � [CHAR 19] � 
[CHAR 5] t:p [CHAR 10] ::t [CHAR 15] A-

D 

Chapter 3 

[CHAR 1 ]  § [CHAR 2] m [CHAR 3] fiJ 

Chapter 4 

[CHAR 1 ]  bt [CHAR 22] O� [CHAR 42] IFIJ [CHAR 62] g E3 

[CHAR 2] ?� [CHAR 23] �L [CHAR 43] oy [CHAR 63] ffi 
[CHAR 3] A- [CHAR 24] ..0... 

[CHAR 44] *6 [CHAR 64] m D I�' 

[CHAR 4] � [CHAR 25] * [CHAR 45] )( [CHAR 65] � 
[CHAR 5] �U [CHAR 26] � [CHAR 46] H� [CHAR 66] � 
[CHAR 6] m [CHAR 27] � [CHAR 47] ± [CHAR 67] � 
[CHAR 7] �� [CHAR 28] O;J [CHAR 48] t*i [CHAR 68] � 
[CHAR 8] � [CHAR 29] � [CHAR 49] �� [CHAR 69] . 0  

?* 
[CHAR 9] J5 [CHAR 30] J5 [CHAR 50] �� [CHAR 70] � 
[CHAR 10] m [CHAR 31] * [CHAR 51] 1Bl [CHAR 71] e& 
[CHAR 11] )( [CHAR 32] BE [CHAR 52] '" [CHAR 72] * (qJ 

[CHAR 12] m [CHAR 33] M7 [CHAR 53] m [CHAR 73] � 
[CHAR 13] Jt [CHAR 34] � [CHAR 54] -& [CHAR 74] O± 
[CHAR 14] !� [CHAR 35] j!jlj [CHAR 55] U [CHAR 75] i! 
[CHAR 15] A- [CHAR 36] M [CHAR 56] � [CHAR 76] tJ D 

[CHAR 16] A- [CHAR 37] �� [CHAR 57] � [CHAR 77] Jrel D 

[CHAR 17] t:p [CHAR 38] Dm [CHAR 58] tl [CHAR 78] "" .. 

� 

[CHAR 18] 1tfJ [CHAR 39] *it [CHAR 59] � [CHAR 79] Jm 
[CHAR 19] 00 [CHAR 40] [OJ [CHAR 60] t� [CHAR 80] nBll 
[CHAR 20] § [CHAR 41] tifT [CHAR 61] � [CHAR 81] £$ 
[CHAR 21] Jf£ 
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Chapter 5 

[CHAR 1 ]  l� [CHAR 13] 1: [CHAR 24] I:j:l [CHAR 35] � 
[CHAR 2] tf.ll [CHAR 14] ij� [CHAR 25] f� [CHAR 36] ¥ 
[CHAR 3] � [CHAR 15] �l [CHAR 26] Z [CHAR 37] � 
[CHAR 4] �� [CHAR 16] � [CHAR 27] IE [CHAR 38] � 
[CHAR 5] � [CHAR 17] Hi [CHAR 28] ffi [CHAR 39] 1T 
[CHAR 6] 

=" 
[CHAR 18] fJT [CHAR 29] � 

[CHAR 40] � � � ,2:, 

[CHAR 7] iy [CHAR 19] = 
[CHAR 30] � [CHAR 41]  IT � 

[CHAR 8] � [CHAR 20] * [CHAR 31]  � [CHAR 42] fJ 
[CHAR 9] � [CHAR 21] � [CHAR 32] 11' [CHAR 43] 

, 0  

?* 

[CHAR 10] m [CHAR 22] � [CHAR 33] B [CHAR 44] Jfc 
[CHAR 11 ]  H [CHAR 23] we [CHAR 34] '� [CHAR 45] � 
[CHAR 12] �fi 
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